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ABSTRACT 
Bandura (1986,1997) asserts that a group ' s belief in its members ' co-joint 
abilities, or its collective-efficacy, influences the degree to which that group seeks 
challenging goals, puts forth effort, and persists in the face of adversity. Group leaders 
serve important functions in the development of successful groups (Yalom, 1995). Since 
successful coaches are able to consistently demonstrate the ability to mold a group of 
individuals into a winning team, it is important to understand what methods coaches 
employ to develop team confidence. 
The purpose of this study was to understand how master football coaches develop 
team confidence. The participants for this interview-based, qualitative study included 
twenty "master" football coaches (6 professional and 14 collegiate). Ctiteria for 
inclusion were as follows: each participant had been a head football coach for at least ten 
v 
years, and had a consistent record of success. Seventeen of the twenty had achieved 
success with three or more different teams. 
The findings reveal that these coaches employ a wealth of psychological 
strategies in different situations to enhance the development of team confidence. Their 
selective deployment of these strategies takes place throughout a series of developmental 
tasks, here described as the "Team Confidence Cycle." This includes seven key tasks: 1. 
Set the Course, 2. Create a Confidence Environment, 3. Promote Mastery, 4. Get Them to 
Perform, 5. Assess Performance, 6. Stay the Course and 7. Maintain High Performance. 
In the interviews the coaches revealed that team confidence was essential to their 
view of how teams achieve success. The constructs of team confidence and success were 
considered closely intertwined. Promoting mastery experiences, therefore, was primary 
among those strategies used by the master coaches to build team confidence. A second 
key strategy was that they pointed out successful experiences to their team(s) . These 
coaches thus placed the greatest importance on "demonstrating ability" and then ensuring 
that improvement was noted. These findings are in accordance with Ban dura ( 1997). 
Implications for coaches, especially of youth sport, are outlined in the final chapter. 
VI 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
The National Football Conference Champion New York Giants lost in the 2000 
Super Bowl to the American Football Conference's Baltimore Ravens. The New England 
Patriots meanwhile had struggled to a 5-11 record in their first year under their new head 
coach Bill Belichick, one of the league 's premier defensive strategists. 
Going in to the next season with most of their key players returning and with the 
addition of what was thought to be a few key newcomers, the Giants appeared poised to 
become the next Super Bowl champions. The Patriots, on the other hand, after starting 
out 1-3 and losing their all-star quarterback to injury seemed headed nowhere again. At 
season's end, the Patriots were crowned Super Bowl Champions and the Giants did not 
make it to the playoffs. Why do certain teams overcome challenge and adversity to 
succeed while others do not? For head coaches that hope to lead their team to a 
championship, this is the burning question. 
Most coaches believe that there are some basic things they have to do to build a 
winning team. For starters they have to assemble enough talent to be able to compete 
with their opponents. The adage, "I have never seen a jockey carry a horse across the 
finish line yet" attests to a need for adequate horsepower. Most coaches would also agree 
that it is important that they are organized and able to teach the fundamental skills and 
schemes necessary to be successful in the game. It is likely that most coaches see the 
importance of creating an atmosphere that promotes teamwork and motivates players to 
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work towards team goals. If almost every coach could agree to these basic premises, 
what then do the best coaches do differently that enables their teams to meet the toughest 
competitors and overcome the stiffest challenges? 
There are number of other ways coaches can affect whether their teams become 
effective units. Some of those ways are the organizational, instructional, technical, 
tactical, and strategic components of sport. In the National Football League and big-time 
college football these include the selection of talented players, the analysis of other 
teams' strategies, and the development of players' physical abilities. For teams that are on 
par with each other on those levels some separating factors may be the human 
psychological aspects of coaching, which include motivation, communication, and team 
building aspects of the game. 
Among the potentially most important of these psychological aspects is the 
coach's ability to develop confidence in his players. For most teams the competitive 
season brings challenges that only a few can overcome. Why do some teams believe that 
they can succeed in the face of such obstacles while others do not? From where does 
such belief emanate? Team confidence, or what is sometimes called "collective efficacy" 
(Bandura 1986), is the perception a team holds about its abilities to accomplish its goals. 
When the Patriots were 1-3 in the 2001 season what did they believe about themselves 
and their coaching staff that enabled them to reach the championship? Clearly one of the 
coach' s toughest jobs is to keep players together when the road becomes rugged. This 
study attempts to look at how some of our best college and professional football coaches 
build a team that has a solid sense of team confidence. 
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Importance of the study 
How successful coaches foster the development of team confidence potentially 
has importance beyond the realm of professional and big-time college football. In other 
settings, however, coaches and leaders could profit from better understanding how great 
coaches foster the development of a resilient sense of team or group confidence. Sport 
psychologists may be interested in this topic for educational and intervention purposes. 
In other sport-related settings, athletic directors and professional sport team management 
would no doubt be able to benefit from insight in the area of coach selection and 
development. 
Since sport often serves as a useful metaphor in the corporate setting, 
organizational behavior specialists may gain from a master coaches' understanding of the 
development of group confidence. In fact, organizations searching to better understand 
leadership and teamwork may fmd benefit. Leaders in the military may be among those 
interested for its relevance to leadership and command. Finally, this study may have 
implications for what makes for more effective teachers. It is hoped that the findings will 
spawn related inquiry and research. 
Value to sport 
The coaches studied for this project are professional and mostly big-time college 
coaches but the more likely beneficiaries of findings about how to build team confidence 
are coaches of youth, high school, and lower level college sports. 
First, to adequately understand the potential impact of an improved 
understanding of how coaches build team confidence we must consider just how many 
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children and young adults are exposed to sport. Some estimates indicate that nearly 
22,000,000 youngsters participated in all different sports last year (http//: 
mcce@mnaine.edu, consulted June 2003 ; Maine Center for Coaching Education web 
site). According to the National Federation of State High School Associations annual 
participation survey in 2002, over 1,000,000 boys and girls participated in high-school 
football country wide (http://www.nfhs.com, consulted May 2003). At the college level, 
in football alone there are over one hundred schools that play division one football , of 
schools that participate at the NCAA division I-A (highest level). There are many more 
football players at the I-AA, II, III and NAIA levels. Many hundreds of schools field 
football teams five hundred and sixty six of which play NCAA sanctioned football. 
Second, we must consider how many of these participants stay involved. Sadly, 
by age 12 almost 70% of kids drop out of sport. Reasons kids give as to why they drop 
out are usually not related to whether they are part of a winning team or not. A number 
of studies list the four main motivations for participation in sport as having fun, 
affiliation (to be with their friends), competence (learning and developing skills), and 
fitness (Weiss & Petlichkoff, 1989). While the reasons for discontinuing sport seem to be 
more complex to ascertain, it is likely that if the main motives for participation in sport 
are not met then kids turn elsewhere. Starting at around ten years of age children begin to 
drop out of sport at about an astounding rate of 35% a year (Gould, 1987). 
Third, we must consider what impact coaches have on these participants ' 
experience. According to Smith & Smoll (1989), Martens (1987), and Seefelt & Gould 
(1980), the way coaches attempt to structure the environment, which includes the goals, 
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and priorities they establish, can have a profound influence on sport participation. It is 
obvious that coaches are central to the athletic setting but it has become increasingly clear 
that a coach's influence can also extend beyond the playing field to other important areas 
of children's lives (Gould, Collins, Lauer, & Chung, 2002). It seems from this study that 
healthy behaviors, transferable life skills, character habits, and striving for excellence all 
can be influenced positively by the caring and competent coach. 
Confidence plays a key role 
It is well documented that one's self-efficacy or what is commonly referred to as 
confidence affects one's goals and motivation (Bandura, 1977). A person's belief about 
his capabilities has an impact upon whether he seeks challenging goals, how hard he may 
try, and how long he persists in the face of adversity (Bandura, 1997). Similarly, 
essential to the success of any team or organization is a sense that they can succeed, 
without which there would be little incentive to persevere (Hodges & Carron, 1992). If 
we can agree that choices, effort, and persistence are linked to efficacy judgements, then 
we begin to wonder how one might go about altering these judgements. It would be 
especially interesting to know if master coaches believe they can alter the efficacy 
judgements of their teams and if so, how they try to alter their teams' efficacy 
judgements. 
How do teams become confident? 
Some suspect that leaders influence organizations' collective confidence at 
different levels: individual, group, and organizational (Lindsley, Brass, and Thomas, 
1995). Bandura (1997) suggests that, like individual efficacy, collective-efficacy comes 
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from four main sources: performance accomplishment (having mastery experiences), 
verbal persuasion (being convinced by others), vicarious experiences (modeling certain 
behaviors), and self-persuasion (managing emotional control). In addition to these four 
sources of belief, Watson & Chemers (1998) found that leader effectiveness could be a 
another source ofteam belief. They studied 28 men' s and women's college basketball 
teams and found that if teams view their coaches as effective it is positively related to 
increased collective-efficacy, especially in those teams that had been unsuccessful in the 
previous season. 
How has confidence been studied? 
A preliminary question specific to this study is the following: have sport 
psychologists studied the building of team confidence within football? Although there 
have been no studies of football coaches and the building of team confidence, there have 
been other studies of coaches' efficacy building strategies in other sports. Gould, Hodge, 
Peterson, & Gianinni (1989) studied wrestling coaches' strategies for building individual 
confidence. They relied on the sources of efficacy cited by Bandura ( 1977) and presented 
a set of strategies (such as hard physical conditioning, or use of visualization) in 
questionnaire form. Unfortunately, they did not interview coaches and or observe them to 
see if they actually used these strategies. 
There have been a few other notable attempts to measure how coaches build team 
efficacy. In Feltz & Lirgg' s (1998) study of collective-efficacy in collegiate hockey 
players, they suggest that on teams that perform interdependently group beliefs are 
strongly influenced by wins and losses. Feltz & Chase (1999) studied high school 
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basketball coaches and highlighted four areas in which coaches have the capacity to 
affect the learning and performance of their teams. The coaches rated their own 
managerial abilities in the following areas: motivation, technique, game strategy, and 
character building efficacy. However, there have been no detailed, qualitative studies 
that elicit from the coaches how they build individual or team confidence. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
How coaches influence their team' s belief of their collective capabilities is the 
primary focus of this study. Although the measurement of collective-efficacy of the 
master coaches' teams will not be attempted, other important areas regarding building 
collective or group confidence will be explored. The questions raised in this study are: 
1. Do master coaches see team confidence as a vital part of their success? 
2. If master coaches see team confidence as vital to their success, then what strategies 
and methods do they employ to build confidence among their teams? 
3. Do master coaches' strategies for building team confidence differ in organizational, 
practice and competition settings? 
Rationale for research questions 
Understanding how master coaches develop team confidence first requires 
inquiring whether these coaches believe confidence is important to team success. If it is 
given that they believe that team confidence plays an important role in their team' s 
successes, then other coaches will likely want to know how these coaches believe team 
confidence is developed. It is important to discern whether they have any strategies or 
methods for doing so, and if confidence is developed in any particular order or setting. 
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Who is a master football coach? 
Unlike basketball, or many other sports, success in football can rarely be 
attributed to the play of one or two outstanding players. For this reason success in 
football is usually cyclical in nature. Correspondingly, most college and professional 
football coaches enjoy only intermittent success. There are a few coaches, however, who 
have had almost continual success throughout their careers. This select group of 
individuals can be viewed as expert or master practitioners of the game. Seemingly no 
matter which team these coaches lead they consistently have records of effectiveness that 
distinguish them from their peers. As Earl "Bum" Phillips, former head coach of the 
Houston Oilers, quaintly summarized when referring to Alabama' s Paul "Bear" Bryant, 
"He could take his'n and beat yours, and yours and beat his'n." Paul "Bear" Bryant was 
an example of a "master coach." The football coaches selected for this study, like Bryant, 
have demonstrated that they are able to get their teams to succeed year after year. 
Why study "master coaches"? 
College and professional level coaches usually are paid well and at times can 
enjoy enviable status in their communities which makes head coaching positions hard to 
come by. Not only does it seem difficult to become a head coach apparently it is hard to 
remain one at the highest levels. In exchange for the rewards coaches are expected to 
produce winning teams. Expectations to win are ongoing, in spite of how successful a 
coach may have been in the past. Fans, media, administrators, and owners are impatient 
with coaches whose teams do not win. Even coaches whose teams have good records of 
success on and off the field are subject to being fired if they do not win championships. 
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In such a treacherous environment coaches distinguish themselves merely by survival. 
Coaches that win consistently are even more unusual. Since such coaches are unusual, 
systematically studying their methods might reveal key strategies from which other 
coaches can learn. 
Who was studied? 
When formulating the design of this study it was believed essential to find 
coaches with undeniable records of success. A major consideration was to devise 
selection criteria that aimed to eliminate from consideration those coaches whose success 
could be attributed to chance or luck and include those that have consistently proved their 
effectiveness. That is to say, that their success is not owed to being at the right place at 
the right time, but rather to the qualities of leadership that they exert over their teams. By 
studying such coaches two aims would be accomplished: first, sharing the valuable 
insights with other coaches in the field. Second, it was hoped that even people outside of 
sport would take notice of their accomplishments. To meet the selection criteria the 
coaches had to have continually fielded teams that were successful. Whether they had 
done so at multiple institutions, as most of the coaches (n=17) did, or by doing so for an 
extended period of time in one place (n=3) as three others did. Using Ericcson, Krampe, 
Tesch-Romer's (1993) understanding of how expertise in a given domain is developed, to 
become an expert one must engage in a minimum of ten years or ten thousand hours of 
"deliberate practice"(effortful and purposeful improvement) to master an area of 
expertise. All of the participants (n=20) had to have been a head coach for a minimum of 
ten years. 
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Sample 
It was originally considered that twelve participants (n=12) would be more than 
enough. As the study unfolded, however, more great coaches agreed to participate. In the 
end, some of the greatest coaches in college and pro football history took part. Of the six 
professional coaches that participated (Bill Parcells, Marv Levy, Chuck Knox, Jimmy 
Johnson, Dick Vermeil, and Bill Walsh), two, (Walsh and Levy) are already inducted in 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio. The other coaches are likely headed 
there. Of the college coaches (Bobby Bowden, John Cooper, Pat Dye, Dennis 
Franchione, Lou Holtz, John Gagliardi, Larry Kehres, Gary Pinkel, Jack Siedlecki, Jackie 
Sherrill, John Robinson, Grant Teaff, Frosty Westering, Mark Whipple) presently two 
(Dye and Teaff) are enshrined in the College Hall of Fame in South Bend, Indiana. 
Based on their credentials at the time ofthis study (2003), most of the remaining active 
coaches are expected to follow. 
Why study football coaches? 
There are a number of reasons why I chose to study only football coaches. My 
background as a former coach and player made college and professional coaches seem 
accessible. I considered interviewing coaches from other sports for the potential 
comparative value between sport and even across gender. Focusing solely on football 
coaches made sense to me because the managerial challenges, strategic complexity, and 
specialized roles within the team setting make findings about football coaches well suited 
for a broader application, perhaps even to areas outside of sport. 
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Framework for understanding these coaches 
While formulating a plan for how to study coaches, it seemed the ideas of Albert 
Bandura best described how teams function in regards to confidence. His work provides 
detailed explanations of how people develop confidence or a sense of "self-efficacy." Of 
particular interest are his writings on the constructs of "self-efficacy"( 1977) and 
"collective-efficacy" (Bandura 1986). Bandura (1997) also devotes a chapter to how 
these constructs relate to athletic functioning. In this chapter he addresses coaching and 
its role in the development of collective-efficacy or what most people would call team 
confidence. Bandura believes that members ' assessment of a group ' s collective capability 
is not a static property. In fact, anyone familiar with athletic teams can attest to the 
changeable nature of such beliefs. Even casual observers of athletic teams at times can 
notice large fluctuations in team performance. Lindsley, Brass, and Thomas (1995) offer 
the most cogent explanations for such fluctuation by what they call "efficacy-
performance spirals." They postulate how the efficacy-performance relationship operates 
which seems particularly pertinent to the dynamics of football teams. 
My own pilot study of five master football coaches (McCarthy, 2000), sought to 
understand if these coaches used Bandura' s (1986) four sources of efficacy to build 
collective confidence. While the fmdings from that study (McCarthy, 2000) verified that 
the coaches reported that they used these sources, they also pointed towards other aspects 
of building team confidence. For example, these coaches indicated that there is a 
relational component of being a coach that is necessary to consider when building team 
confidence. Two major themes that emerged from that study focused on creating a 
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family atmosphere and building a trusting environment. These themes centered on the 
importance of relationships on their teams. 
Attempting to understand what role relationships might play in the development 
ofteam confidence led to my discovery ofthe System Theory of von Bertalanffy (1968). 
Systems theory is a way of understanding human behavior that focuses on 
interrelationships of people in their environments. In psychology this theory has been 
applied especially to the understanding family dynamics. Understanding how groups 
function has been studied extensively by Yalom. In Yalom (1995), he explains the role 
of group therapy leader. His descriptions of the tasks of a group leader resonated with 
me as strikingly similar to those of a head coach. 
Role of the leader in creating an environment 
Yalom (1995) outlines how groups are created and maintained by the leader and 
how the leader influences the ways that norms (accepted patterns of behavior) are shaped. 
In group therapy, the group leader is responsible for the creation, maintenance, and 
direction of the group. Normally, the intended direction or goal of any therapy group is 
to create a "therapeutic" environment in which the members can make positive change to 
deal with their "problems ofliving". To accomplish this goal the members ofthe therapy 
group must learn to cooperate, must come to have a shared purpose, make great effort to 
effect positive change, and be willing to trust others. Despite its very different outcome 
goals it seems cooperation, making positive changes, and developing interpersonal skills 
that promote trust could just as easily be those of a winning team as a successful therapy 
group. 
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Summary of the Chapters 
Chapter Two presents a review of the literature related to the development of 
team confidence, and Chapter Three-Methodology, includes a discussion of the methods 
used in this study. 
Chapter Four is the first of the data analysis chapters. "The Coaches' Records 
and their Philosophies" summarizes each coach's general stance on the development of 
team confidence. This chapter will also serve to familiarize the reader with the 
participants of the study by providing the coaches' career records and some of their 
football -related accomplishments. 
Chapter Five, "Major Themes", is a reporting of the coaches' overall views on 
how to build a confident team. These themes are derived from a distillation of the 
coaches' basic philosophies from Chapter Four. 
Chapter Six discusses "The Team Confidence Cycle." Since the confidence 
building strategies these coaches described were usually context specific, this chapter 
attempts to situate confidence building strategies in the different situations coaches face 
throughout each year. 
Chapter Seven is a catalogue of these coaches "Confidence Building Strategies." 
This chapter focuses on the things that the coaches' report doing to build confidence in 
their teams using the specific contexts outlined in the Team Confidence Cycle. 
Chapter Eight: Conclusion and Discussion. This chapter will discuss how the 
findings may have answered the research questions posed at the beginning of the study 
and reconnect the findings to the theoretical framework. It will explicate how Bandura's 
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(1997) understanding of the development of collective-efficacy relates to the findings and 
examine how Y alom' s ( 1998) "therapeutic factors" are relevant to the team setting. This 
chapter will consider where else building team confidence could be applied besides 
professional and big-time college football such as youth sport and other domains outside 
of sport. 
Chapter Nine: Implications and Recommendations for Coaches. This chapter will 
discuss what the previous chapters might mean to coaches in the field by highlighting and 
emphasizing those key findings that have relevance to effective coaching. This will be 
accomplished by creating an outline of the basic principles of building team confidence 
and will review considerations for building team confidence. 
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CHAPTER2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
STABILIZING THE CONCEPT OF SELF-EFFICACY 
The purpose of this section of the literature review is to stabilize for the reader 
Bandura 's concept of self-efficacy and gain an understanding of some the related terms. 
It is hoped that these definitions will lead us to a better understanding of the meaning of 
collective-efficacy. 
The term self-efficacy comes from the field of cognitive behavioral psychology in 
the 1970 's and, despite its widespread application to a multitude of research and practical 
settings, it has not yet gained acceptance in common parlance. Bandura (1997) notes that 
self-efficacy construct is woven within a theoretical framework. Perhaps it is too abstract 
a term to ever gain mainstream acceptance. Since self-efficacy is not yet in most 
common usage dictionaries, a review of related terms is in order. 
Efficacy and Efficacy beliefs 
The American Heritage dictionary defines efficacy as, "the power or capacity to 
produce a desired effect, effectiveness (p. 440)." Self-efficacy, then, centers on one's 
belief about one 's personal efficacy. In Bandura 's (1976) early work, in treating patients 
for anxiety, he found that efficacy beliefs accounted for the great range of responses to 
treatment. A discussion of some different scenarios may help us better understand why 
the peculiar beliefs anyone holds about their capabilities may determine whether they are 
effective in handling certain situations or not. 
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Bandura and his colleagues treated people with snake phobias by "systematically 
desensitizing" them to snakes. A simplified explanation of this process is as follows : 
they first showed patients a picture of a snake, then had them look at a snake through 
glass window from a distance, and then step by step got them to be at ease in the presence 
of a snake. In effect the patients ' beliefs about whether they could cope with snakes 
gradually changed as a result of certain mastery experiences. Their beliefs about their 
own efficacy changed as they demonstrated a new level of efficacy or effectiveness in 
dealing with snakes. Social Cognitive theorists such as Bandura emphasize how thoughts 
influence feelings that in turn influence behaviors. 
Changing beliefs 
A person's beliefs in his or her own efficacy may be influenced by factors 
personal, environmental, and behavioral which makes them highly subjective. The 
relationship between perceived efficacy and one ' s actual self-efficacy, therefore, is 
dynamic. In certain cases a person may have already demonstrated the capacity to do 
something and yet come to believe they can not do it. Crippling self-doubt can beset an 
individual even when they have already performed a particular task well previously. To 
illustrate how efficacy beliefs can change, consider the slumping athlete. It is common 
for even the greatest athletes to fall into periods of decreased performance followed by 
self-doubt. In some cases the negative spiral can be so prolonged or severe that the 
athlete never returns to his or her previous form. It is surmised that Atlanta Braves 
pitcher, Mark Wolhers, for example, went from being one of Major League Baseball ' s 
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best pitchers to becoming a below average player, due to the effects of a protracted slump 
on his confidence. 
Intention, skill and efficacy beliefs 
Intention is an important feature of self-efficacy. If we achieve something 
without intending to do so, then it is not likely that we would feel efficacious to do so 
agam. One usually acts as an agent to make specific things occur or to have a desired 
effect. Take the example of "the hungry college student." One night he calls the local 
pizza shop to make an order for a delivery. He picks up the phone and accidentally dials 
the college radio station. Coincidentally they are giving out a prize to the tenth person to 
call the station that night. As a result he wins a prize, which is a free pizza delivered from 
the local pizza shop. The next time he wants a pizza, however, he probably would not 
think he has the skill to get it for free. Since he did not intend to call the radio station he 
was not acting with the intention of winning a prize. Our college student probably would 
not have the efficacy belief that he now possessed the skill to get a pizza for free as a 
result of his dumb luck. On the other hand, if he gets very hungry again he knows he has 
the ability or skill to organize a successful order and payment for a pizza. In other words, 
he likely possesses the "self-efficacy" to order a pizza but not to get one for free. Because 
he had not demonstrated any skill to himself by mistakenly dialing the radio station, it is 
unlikely that he would believe that he possessed the skill to repeat such an event. His 
self-efficacy beliefs and perceived efficacy would likely not have changed due to this 
happenstance. Bandura (1997) looked at efficacy beliefs this way: 
"Efficacy belief, therefore is a major basis of action. People guide their 
lives by their beliefs of personal efficacy. Perceived self-efficacy refers to 
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beliefs in one's capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action 
required to produce given attainments" (p. 3). 
The hungry college student's efficacy beliefs about his personal pizza ordering efficacy 
will guide how he goes about getting a pizza the next time he has a desire for pizza. 
Mistaken efficacy 
In other instances, a person may believe they can do something when actually 
they can not. For example, in a comparison study conducted by Stigler and Stevenson 
(1998) of math abilities of Japanese and American school children, young boys were 
asked if they thought they were good in mathematics. Curiously, in their self-
assessments, American boys stated that they were good in mathematics when in fact they 
were not. And American girls were more likely to doubt their abilities when in fact they 
were quite capable. While explanations for such phenomena are probably culturally 
bound, the question remains; what accounts for such variations? Why do "efficacy 
beliefs" not match the given actual ability? 
Motivation 
In still other situations a person may believe that they can do something, and 
actually are capable of executing a behavior, but choose not to perform the behavior in 
certain situations. This phenomenon has been studied in health behaviors and exercise 
adherence. Exercisers may exercise regularly under certain conditions, while not under 
others. Take the example of the "fair weather jogger", who when faced with inclement 
weather declines to keep up his or her exercising. In this case, the jogger does not doubt 
his ability or efficacy but is not motivated enough to go jogging. For Bandura (1997) 
motivation, knowledge, and skill are prerequisites to efficacious behavior. 
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Confidence 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines "confidence" in a number of ways. Its 
first meaning is "the mental attitude of trusting in or relying on a person or thing from 
trust, reliance or faith" (p. 803). Using this definition one could say with "self efficacy" 
that the person one trusts or relies upon is oneself. 
The second meaning of confidence according to the Oxford English Dictionary is 
"the feeling sure or certain of a fact of issue, assurance, certitude, assured expectation" 
(p. 803). As an example ofthis second meaning they quoted Temple from the year 1698, 
"The very confidence of victory ... makes armies victorious" (p. 803). This second 
meaning conveys a sense of expectation. Bandura also conveys this sense when he 
discusses efficacy expectations 
Efficacy expectations and efficacy outcomes 
Bandura states that there are two types of expectations: efficacy expectancies and 
outcome expectancies. Bandura (1997) states, "Outcomes arise from actions. How one 
behaves largely determines the outcomes one expects. Performance is thus causally prior 
to outcomes."(p.21 ). Corcoran (1995) noted that several papers (e.g. Kirsh, 1982) have 
questioned whether self-efficacy expectations are simply behavioral predictions or 
behavioral intentions 
In the case of"the confident army" (which follows the second definition of 
confidence above), they have confidence that they will be victorious so that they expect 
to fight well and win. Victory in this case is the efficacy expectancy. The victorious 
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army, however, may also expect certain results from this victory (i.e. glory, medals, 
praise, and spoils). These can be viewed as outcome expectancies. 
The Oxford English Dictionary ' s third definition of confidence describes it as, "an 
assurance, boldness, or fearlessness arising from reliance (on oneself, on circumstances, 
on divine support, etc.)" (p. 803). The theme of reliance upon oneself has been seized 
upon as an American ideal. This ideal may partially explain why the concept of self-
efficacy theory enjoys such purchase in American education circles today. In 1841 Ralph 
Waldo Emerson published Essays, one of which was called "Self-Reliance" . As the 
Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy states, " ... it furnished the motto for the self-
proclaiming intrepidity of nineteenth-century American individualism" (p.221 ). 
Emerson' s disciple, Henry David Thoreau, exemplified this ideal in word and deed. 
Thoreau not only shunned the trappings of society and argued for civil disobedience if 
justified, but cared how humans viewed themselves. In Walden he writes, "Public 
opinion is a weak tyrant compared with our own private opinion. What a man thinks of 
himself, that it is which determines, or rather indicates, his fate ." (p.192). Thoreau saw 
that how one perceives one' s self is a powerful determinant of one' s fate. In Bandura' s 
(1997) words, "Perceived self-efficacy is a judgment of one ' s ability to organize and 
execute given types ofperformances"(p.21 ). Essential to Thoreau' s self-reliant view was 
also a strong sense or perception of personal efficacy. This firm sense of one ' s own 
abilities affected the choices he made in his life. Not often does someone choose to shun 
the comfort and convenience, and approval of society to rely upon themselves. Bandura 
( 1997) states, 
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"By selecting their environment, people can have a hand in what they 
become. Choices are influenced by beliefs ofpersonal efficacy ... People 
avoid activities and environments that exceed their capabilities ... People of 
high efficacy not only prefer normatively difficult activities but also 
display high staying power in those pursuits"(p. 160). 
A self-reliant person is more likely to make what can be called bold choices and likely to 
develop more skill from having challenged themselves. Ban dura adds, " ... it is only after 
people choose to engage in an activity that they mobilize their efforts, generate possible 
solutions, and possible strategies of action ... "(p. 161 ). 
Self-confidence 
Proceeding from our more in-depth understanding of the meaning of confidence, 
let us look at the term self-confidence. The American Heritage Dictionary says that self-
confidence is " ... trust in one's self. (p 1112)." The Oxford English Dictionary defined 
self-confidence circularly as "confidence in oneself," but also added, " .. . often in an 
unfavorable sense, arrogant or impudent reliance on ones' own powers (p. 1112)". The 
editors of the Q.E.D. balance that "arrogant" connotation with an essential quality of 
greatness connotation. They cite Alexander Pope (1868), "Self-confidence is the first 
requisite to great undertakings (p. 1112)." 
Any effort to stabilize the concept of self-efficacy must include some discussion 
of how Bandura himself sees confidence or self-confidence. Bandura (1997) states: 
"It should be noted that the construct of self-efficacy differs from the 
colloquial term confidence, which is widely used in sports psychology. 
Confidence is a nondescript term that refers to strength of belief but does 
not specify what the certainty is about" (p. 382). 
Certitude or confidence in a specified area appears to be critical to Bandura's meaning of 
self-efficacy. In all his writings Bandura conveys that self-efficacy is task-specific. 
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For example, a basketball player may believe they can shoot a foul shot (free throw from 
12-feet from the basket, with no defender) quite effectively but not a three-pointer (at 
least 19-feet from the basket, usually against a defender). These are both basketball 
shots. The certitude that different players may have about whether they can execute 
specific shots will vary. 
Self-esteem 
Another related term, self-esteem, also is often used to describe people's level of 
confidence about themselves. Self-esteem has been at the center of an educational debate 
in recent decades. During the 1980's many schoolteachers, especially at the elementary 
school level supported by well meaning administrators, promoted initiatives to build self-
esteem in their students. Many teachers suddenly prioritized their students' feeling good 
about themselves above fundamental knowledge and skills. This movement has been 
roundly criticized for ignoring or de-emphasizing the teaching of basic skills required in 
school. It is likely that the self-esteem movement in schools was an outgrowth of 
misapplied use of self-efficacy concepts. Note that the application of social learning 
theory, of which Bandura was pre-eminent, came into vogue in 1980's. Bandura ( 1997) 
points out that, " ... perceived self-efficacy is concerned with judgment of personal 
capability, whereas self-esteem is concerned with judgments of self-worth" (p. 11 ). 
Bandura ( 1997) makes clear the distinction between self -efficacy and self-
esteem. Speaking about sources of self-esteem he says: 
"There are several sources of self-esteem or self-worthiness (Bandura 
1986a, as cited in Bandura, 1997). Self-esteem can stem from self-
evaluations based on personal competence or on possession of attributes 
that are culturally invested with positive value"(p. 12). 
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It appears that the self-esteem movement focused on the latter definition and ignored the 
building of "personal competence." Educational philosophy has come full circle and now 
many schools claim they are "getting back to basics." Promoting self-esteem instead of 
teaching basic competence, however, may have had a pervasive effect upon a generation 
of youth and may have had far reaching effects on the attitude and outlook of our nation. 
Art critic Hughes (1994) railed againstjust such thinking. He says ofthis well-motivated 
idea gone awry, 
"The self is now the sacred cow of American culture, self-esteem is the 
sacrosanct, and so we labor to turn our arts education into a system in 
which no one can fail. In the same spirit, tennis could be shorn of its 
elitist overtones: you just get rid of the net"(p. 822). 
The self-esteem initiative was eventually criticized for emphasizing outcomes over 
performance. Practitioners of this approach actually wanted their students to feel good 
about themselves (outcome expectancy) prior to their achieving performance efficacy 
(performance). Although history always provides examples of extreme views it did not 
take long before the pendulum began to swing away from this viewpoint among teachers. 
Bandura and others would argue that if teachers truly wanted students to experience the 
outcome expectancy of feeling good about themselves, then they would help them 
develop the necessary skills required to achieve performance, which in tum would lead to 
them feel good about themselves. There has been a great deal of debate over the self-
esteem issue, perhaps due to an insufficient understanding of the nature of causality 
between efforts to promote self-esteem and what actually causes one to have self-esteem. 
Over the years, Bandura has continually attempted to make clear what self-
efficacy is and how one might attempt to foster it. It is clear that Bandura sees self-
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efficacy is a person' s belief that s/he has the capability to perform a particular task. 
Furthermore, he would add that because this belief springs from a cognitive assessment 
of ones ability at a given time, under certain conditions, there is a large degree of 
subjectivity involved. 
Bandura' s successive attempts to clarify the meaning of self-efficacy, however, 
have apparently caused confusion. Let us trace some of the different statements that can 
be found in his work. In Bandura' s ( 1977) first definition of self-efficacy, an efficacy 
expectation was defined as " . . . the conviction that one can successfully execute the 
behavior required to produce the outcomes ... whether one can perform the outcomes" 
(p.l93). By 1986, (Bandura, 1986a) the definition expanded to, "Efficacy in dealing with 
one ' s environment is not simply knowing what to do ... efficacy involves a generative 
capability in which cognitive, social, and behavioral sub-skills must be organized into 
integrated courses of action to serve innumerable purposes"(p. 391). Later Bandura 
(1989) stated, "Among the mechanisms of personal agency, none is more central or 
pervasive than people ' s beliefs about their capabilities to exercise control over events that 
affect their lives" (p.175). Bandura' s (1995) definition involves "people's beliefs in their 
capabilities to manage environmental demands" (p. 179). Corcoran (1995) criticized 
Bandura' s definitional shifts noting that, "While all these definitions, executing behavior 
(1977) to organizing skills (1986a) to controlling events (1989) to managing 
environmental demands (1995) certainly share some aspects, I believe objective readers 
will see that they are not the same"(p.202). 
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The most recent definition issued by Bandura (1997) states that, " . .. perceived 
self-efficacy is a judgment of one's ability to organize and execute given types of 
performances ... "(p.21). Indeed, this most recent definition seems to roll all the 
definitions, as simplified by Corcoran above, into his present understanding of self-
efficacy. Given that conceptual confusion exists among those in the psychology field 
regarding the precise meanings Bandura gives for different definitions of "self-efficacy", 
"perceived self-efficacy", "efficacy expectations", and "efficacy outcomes", it is unlikely 
that this discussion will be able to dismiss all doubt concerning their different meanings. 
Gould, Hodge, Peterson and Gianini (1989) point to the difficulty of using terms 
that are embedded in a theoretical construct like "self-efficacy" because it can be 
confused with other related terms like "efficacy" and "perceived self-efficacy." In their 
study of strategies used by elite coaches to enhance self-efficacy, Gould et al ( 1989) used 
in their questionnaire the term "self-confidence", 
"The self-efficacy section of the questionnaire was composed of 13 
strategies or techniques that can be used to enhance self-efficacy 
(described as self- confidence to the coaches)." (p. 130) 
According to Gould et al. , they wanted to avoid potential confusion by opting for "self-
confidence" over "self-efficacy". Therefore, he and his colleagues chose to use terms that 
are easily understood by coaches. (Personal communication with Gould 2/27/03). 
STABILIZATION OF COLLECTIVE-EFFICACY 
Collective-efficacy refers to the judgement by group members of the group's 
capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types 
of performance (Bandura 1982, 1986). The sources of efficacy belief (performance 
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accomplishment, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion and interpretation of arousal) 
affect collective-efficacy beliefs much the same way as self-efficacy beliefs. As Hodges 
& Carron (1992) point out, however," ... while the two constructs are related .. .it is not 
reasonable to assume they are identical with respect to their nature, antecedents, and 
consequences"(p. 49). They also note that research has shown that the nature of 
motivation, goal-setting, and attribution explanations are examples of how the two 
constructs differ. Certainly groups do not function exactly like individuals. Perhaps that 
is because individuals act differently in different social settings. Even a casual observer 
has witnessed something like the case of"the typical teenager." 
When "the typical teenager" talks to her parents she assertively questions whether 
they are being fair by not letting her go out after her soccer practice to go to the mall. On 
the way to practice she meets her teammates with whom she smiles often, is quick to 
laugh and talk, and seeking their approval. When she arrives on the practice court she is 
tentative and quiet in the presence of her coach. In a formal group (like a family, a social 
group, or a team) group processes modify how people behave within the confines of that 
group. The dynamics of social interaction probably makes the understanding of 
collective-efficacy more complex to study than that of self-efficacy. Von Bertalanffy 
(1968), the first to apply system theory to human psychology, explained how humans 
interact in the various groups to which they belong. One basic premise of systems theory 
states: the whole affects the part and the part affects the whole. 
Bandura (1997) explains, "Perceived personal and collective efficacy differ in the 
unit of agency, but in both forms efficacy beliefs have similar sources, serve similar 
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functions, and operate through similar processes" (p. 478). Apparently, there seems to be 
some relationship between the beliefs of the individuals that comprise a group and the 
groups' beliefs. Ban dura ( 1983, 1997) notes, 
" ... knowledge of personal efficacy is not unrelated to perceived group 
efficacy . .. collective-efficacy is rooted in self-efficacy. Inveterate self-
doubters are not easily forged into a collectively efficacious force" 
(p.143). 
What any group can achieve may be limited not only by its belief of their collective 
abilities but also by the beliefs about individual abilities. 
Overview of how coaches have been studied 
Weinberg and Gould (1995) identify four basic ways of understanding coaching 
effectiveness. Borrowing from studies of effective leaders in business and industry, they 
note how researchers in the field of sport psychology have pursued similar lines of 
inquiry. There are four primary theoretical perspectives that have guided inquiries into 
sports leadership including 1.). The universal trait approach, which looks for certain 
personality "traits" that are common to successful leaders; 2.) The situational approach, 
in which specific situations require specific behaviors for the coach to be effective; 3.) 
The universal behavioral approach, which seeks to identify certain leadership behaviors 
that make coaches successful; and 4.) The Situational behavior approach, which sees 
coaches as successful leaders if their behavior matches the contingencies of the situation. 
Stodgill (1948) reviewed more than 100 studies ofthe trait approach to leadership and 
found no consistent personality profiles that identified what makes a successful leader. 
Since that time, studies on leadership in sport and elsewhere has focused on the three 
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approaches mentioned above besides the trait approach. This study intends to use a 
situational behavior approach. 
Why study coaches? Which coaches should we study? 
Researchers in the field have known that coaches are a precious resource for 
understanding team dynamics and the applied psychology of sport. Coleman Griffith 
( 1925), the father of American sport psychology, called for study of the success of great 
coaches. Gould, Hodge, Petersen, and Petlichkoff (1987), cited Griffith, who in 1925, 
while outlined the purposes of the field of sport psychology: 
"He indicated that the first task of the sport psychology specialist was to 
make plain to young and inexperienced coaches those psychological laws 
and principles that are implied in the success of our best coaches" 
(p.l94). 
Despite this clarion call, it may have been more difficult to extract the " . .. psychological 
laws and principles ... implied in the success of our best coaches" than the positivistic 
Griffith assumed. Indeed, early on sport psychology researchers lacked sophisticated 
theories and methods to test different hypotheses and empirical claims. What follows are 
some of the approaches that researcher have taken since those early days of coaching 
research. 
How have coaches been studied? 
Observation of behaviors Early studies of coaching behavior focused narrowly 
on observable behaviors. Using this approach, Behaviorism (Watson, 1917), researchers 
ignored any "mentalistic" explanations for human behavior and held true to the 
behavioral paradigm. As rival theories emerged by the 1970's, the field of psychology 
experienced a paradigmatic shift away from behavioral science towards studies that 
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included the component of cognition to explain human behavior. Prior to the 1970's 
many studies in the education field used a behavioral approach seeking to determine 
effective teaching behaviors. For a time in sport psychology research, despite the shift 
away from the behavioral approach in general psychology the behavioral approach still 
held on. In the classic study of a master coach, Tharp and Gallimore ( 197 6) 
systematically studied the coaching style of college basketball legend John Wooden, 
borrowing the approach from earlier teacher studies. Their interest in Wooden as a 
subject grew out of research on educational method. They asserted that, " . . . the careful 
study of a teacher with incontrovertible credentials should contribute .. . to a better 
understanding of human behavior." (p. 75). The observation method they used, borrowed 
from the field of teacher evaluation, sought to quantify coaching behaviors. They were 
able to observe some of Wooden' s teaching devices. Three they observed were: the 
"instructional scold" which sternly admonished poor play while explaining proper play; 
the "modeled re-instruction" which in briefly shows the correct way then the incorrect 
way and then shows the correct way to do a skill; and the "hustle" which exhorted more 
intensity of effort. They observed a" ... system of basketball that requires teaching and 
learning . .. " (p. 75). This study was important to the study of coaching because it was the 
first to systematically observe coaching behaviors and because it identified Wooden' s 
methods of instruction as an important part of his success as a leader. It was also 
important because it studied arguably one of the greatest college coaches of our time in a 
practice setting. Unfortunately, the study did not look at Wooden in competitive or 
organizational settings. Since Tharp and Gallimore' s (1976) seminal work, there have 
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been many studies that have examined coaching behaviors of coaches in relation to 
pedagogical concerns. 
Langsdorf(1979) applied Tharp & Gallimore's observational method to the sport 
of football and studied the behaviors of Arizona State's Frank Kush. During eighteen 
spring practice sessions, they observed that the frequency and type of particular 
instruction and behaviors, depending upon what part of practice was occurring. For 
example, during individual work Kush gave a high amount of "praise", during the 
conditioning segment he urged them with "hustles", and during scrimmage segments he 
was high in "scolds" (cited in Lacy & Darst, 1985). 
Lacy& Darst (1985) built on Langsdorfs systematic observation ofbehaviors of 
winning high school head football coaches. They found that the rate per minute of eleven 
behavioral categories (such as praise, scold, instruction, and positive modeling) during 
the preseason was significantly higher compared to both the early- and late-season. They 
were among the first to explore whether there were some similarities in behaviors among 
successful high school football coaches. The importance of their findings, to the present 
study, is that they observed that coaches' instructional strategies differ depending on the 
situation. 
Twenty years after Tharp & Gallimore, Wright (1996) replicated the Wooden 
study with coaches of college soccer and hockey. He searched for common qualities 
among "superior coaches". Unfortunately, his findings lack a conceptual framework to 
guide how we might understand these qualities. From a coaching education perspective, 
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this study was not instructive enough about how or if an aspiring coach might acquire 
such characteristics. 
Bloom, Crumpton & Anderson' s (1999) study ofFresno State' s Jerry Tarkanian, 
who in 26 years has the second most career wins of any N.C.A.A Division I basketball 
coach, is a replication of the Tharp & Gallimore (1976) study. They expanded the 10 
coding categories to twelve, making four additions to Tharp and Gallimore' s original set 
of categories: technical instruction, tactical instruction, general instruction, and humor. 
Bloom, Crumpton, and Anderson (1999) felt it necessary to include these categories 
could demonstrate how expert coaches are particularly proficient specific domains. Their 
conclusions emphasize that part ofTarkanian' s success was due to his ability to teach the 
technical and tactical aspects of the game. This is a useful replication of the case study 
format and confirms once more that expert coaches' practices are replete with not only 
technical but also tactical information. 
How else have coaches been studied? 
Observation-perceptions There are other important studies that have looked at 
coaching behavior from a perspective of leadership styles. Smith, Smoll, & Hunt (1977) 
developed the Coaching Behavior Assessment System (CBAS), which coded coaching 
reinforcement and feedback patterns. What resulted from years of their studying youth 
soccer coaches (during practice sessions and games) was the Mediational Model of 
Leadership (Smith and Smoll, 1989). One salient finding of this body of work is that 
coaches' assessments of their own behavior differs from their players' and observers' 
assessment of that same behavior. This finding must be kept in mind for the present 
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study, when weighing the value of what coaches say their strategies are for building team 
confidence. These studies have advanced our knowledge of pedagogical concerns of 
coaches especially in the areas of coach feedback and reinforcement strategies. 
In related work on coach-athlete relationships, both Smith, Smoll, Hunt, Curtis, & 
Coppel, (1979) and Smith, Zane, Smoll and Coppel, (1983) conducted studies in the 
youth sport settings. They saw a need to emphasize that coaches be aware of how their 
coaching styles affect young players' enjoyment and attitudes towards sport. Although 
they address some important psychological concerns, more questions need to be asked 
regarding coaches' use of motivation, goal setting, mental preparation, and strategies to 
build confidence. It must be reiterated that these studies are concerned with the youth 
sport setting and therefore conclusions drawn from them may not be applicable to the 
college and professional setting. Although the present study is not focused upon youth 
sport the above mentioned studies serve as a reminder that coaches on any level must be 
aware of how their coaching styles affect their players 
Observation-perceptions-preferences The Multi-dimensional model of 
Coaching (Chelladurai and Carron, 1978) attempts to explain athletic performance by 
examining the influence of coach behaviors and antecedent variables, like situational 
characteristics and member characteristics. To test this theory, Chelladurai & Salleh 
( 1980) developed the Leadership Scale for Sports (LSS). This scale measures (i) one 
direct task factors (training/ instruction), (ii) decision style factors (autocratic and 
democratic), and (iii) motivational factors (social support and rewarding behavior). A 
number of studies have tested the robustness ofthe Multi-dimensional Model 
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(Chelladurai 1984, Chelladurai and Amott, 1985, Chelladurai and Carron, 1983). In 
general, the fmdings of these studies regarding the multidimensional model note that 
group performance and member satisfaction are seen as being achieved by congruence 
among leader behaviors and characteristics ofthe situation, the leader, and the members. 
These findings suggest that different leaders will succeed in different situations and that 
players will be more satisfied with coaches of certain leadership styles. 
A recent albeit anecdotal evidence that supports their findings and this model can 
be found in the example of New England Patriots in the early 1990's. The Patriots had 
little success under the leadership immediately prior to the arrival of Bill Parcells as head 
coach. In a few years the Patriots were successful under his authoritative style. 
Apparently there was congruence between the situation and Parcells' style and the 
members. After taking the Patriots to the Super Bowl Parcells left to coach another team. 
Afterwards a number of players publicly expressed how happy they were to see Parcells 
gone. With the easy going Pete Carroll as head coach the Patriots failed to perform and 
he was fired after his third year. In a similar vein in 2003 Parcells took over the Dallas 
Cowboys from the affable Dave Campo whose teams had posted three consecutive 5-11 
records. Already in his first season after the first eight games Parcells had the Cowboys at 
a 6-2 record. 
Prior to the work of Chelladuri and others in the development of the 
Multidimensional Model of Coaching, Garland & Barry (1988) examined the effects of 
perceived leader behaviors and athlete personality factors on performance in collegiate 
football. This study looked at group member characteristics such as personality traits and 
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the effects of perceived leader behaviors. They found that two personality traits in the 
athletes, emotional stability and tough-mindedness, (as measured by the 16PF - a widely 
used personality factor questionnaire) were related to self-confidence. These personality 
traits were measured by how the athletes responded to 1 05 different statements on a 
pencil and paper test. The respondents then were ranked on sixteen different factors 
based on a high or low score. Each of sixteen polarities, such as tough-minded or tender-
minded, are accompanied by a high-low score. According to the athletes, the primary 
contributor to athletic performance was autocratic behavior by the coaches. This finding 
is consistent with the view that one of the primary situation factors that contribute to 
success in athletics is coaching/leadership. 
How have coaches' use of psychological strategies been studied? 
Mechikoff and Kozar (1983) set out to discover how 22 "successful" coaches 
incorporated psychological strategies into their coaching. The interviewers asked 
questions to these coaches to find out, for example, "How did/do you motivate your 
players?" Although these interviews provide great anecdotal evidence of strategies of 
some great coaches, the study can be seen as lacking some key elements. First, the 
criterion for selection of coaches was not clearly established, they did not explain their 
definition of "successful" coaches. Second, the questions did not appear to center around 
any particular focus . The information they gathered seems to lack explanatory power 
because there is not sufficient contextual information to make sense of their strategies. 
For example, one might ask why a coach used a certain strategy at a certain time with a 
certain player? 
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Silva ( 1984) took a different tack towards seeking to understand what sport 
psychology topics where most important to coaches. In this study, the investigator 
surveyed 236 high school and college coaches from a variety of sports to find out which 
problem areas concerned coaches most. The coaches stated that lack of player 
confidence, player misunderstanding of role, concentration, emotional control, dealing 
with competitive stress, lack of team cohesion, and underachievement were key areas of 
interest. This study showed that ninety percent of the coaches thought that sport 
psychology could aid them in their coaching. Because of the questionnaire method of 
data collection the study could not show how coaches deal with these critical issues, nor 
did it provide an opportunity to learn what the coaches knew. An additional limitation of 
the study was that of those who responded, it is not known that they were successful or 
even experienced coaches. 
In an effort to rectify the shortcomings of these previous studies, Gould, Hodge, 
Peterson and Petlichkoff (1987) designed a study to assess 21 psychological principles 
used by 101 intercollegiate wrestling coaches to determine if various categories of 
coaches (i.e. experienced vs. inexperienced, successful vs. less successful) employed 
different strategies. This study also sought to find out which psychological skills and 
strategies the coaches actually used and which they found difficult to implement. What is 
more, they were able to compare coaches with different background factors. It is not 
known if the coaches were honest about the strategies that they claimed to use. A 
potential problem with providing different strategies for them is that there is a higher 
likelihood that coaches will "fake good" with this design. It was feared that they are more 
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likely to check off strategies that might make them appear that they are better coaches. A 
qualitative design like the one used in the present study calls upon the coaches to describe 
what psychological strategies they use. 
What did these studies lack? 
While all of these studies have been useful in increasing our overall understanding 
of the coaching field, they lacked a comprehensive approach to studying and 
understanding the coaching process. The most thorough methodological approach 
developed to understand master coaches to date was developed by Cote, Salmela, Trudel, 
Baria, & Russell , (1995). Their work devised a methodology to study the dynamics of 
the interaction between athletes, coaches, and parents. This method sought to understand 
these three groups in the process of elite talent development in gymnastics. Through 
interviews with coaches, athletes, and parents, observation in different settings, athlete 
logbooks, and through the use of stimulated recall with videotape they gathered data from 
a rich variety of sources. Importantly, they acknowledged that the coaching process had 
three principle settings: organizational, training and competition as well as the 
relationship of these components to each other. They noted that, 
" .. . competition ... actually drives and shapes the organizational and training 
components"(p.1 ). Cote et al.' s ( 1995) understanding informs the present investigation in 
that the interview guide was formulated to also encompass these different settings. 
Despite the fact that the researchers qualified that the coaches in the study were expert 
coaches, as evidenced by their clear criteria for selecting them, the Coaching Model was 
designed primarily to understand the development of elite athletes, rather than 
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understanding the strategies and methods of master coaches. It serves, however, as an 
excellent model for how to study coaches. 
Furthermore, Cote et al. (1995) offers a cogent theoretical framework to 
understand expert performance of coaches and their teams. The framework consists of 
three parts: Bloom' s stages of talent development, Ericsson' s et al. ' s (1993) notion of 
"deliberate practice", and Czikzentmihalyi et al. ' s (1993) concept of "flow". Bloom' s 
retrospective approach to studying expert performers in different fields sheds light on the 
global processes in the development of talent and fmds that expert performers go through 
recognizable stages of 1.) interest, 2.) engagement, and then 3.) intensity and purpose. 
Ericsson et al. (1993) learned that those who developed into experts simply devoted more 
hours of structured practice than their peer counterparts. They emphasized that the 
amount of "deliberate practice" engaged in and age started are the best predictors of 
expert performance, theorizing that it takes ten years or ten thousand hours of such 
practice to gain mastery. Czikzentrnihalyi and his colleagues ( 1993) studied the thoughts, 
behaviors, and experience of teenagers talented in various domains. They accomplished 
this by closely tracking their daily activities. Czikzentrnihalyi et al. (1993) suggested that 
the talented teens developed a "peculiar mind set" that could be explained as a "complex 
attentional structure" (p.1 01 ), that led them to pursue activities differently than their 
peers. Cote et al. ( 1999) proposed extending their work to study other sports. They 
proposed studying rowing (a collaborative sport) and ice hockey (a team sport), which 
could be valuable because they may contribute to a deeper understanding of the mind set 
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that is needed to develop confident teams that might inform some aspects of the present 
study. 
How else has self-efficacy been studied? 
Bandura (1977) developed the notion of self-efficacy when explaining why 
patients suffering from anxiety had different reactions to different clinical treatment 
approaches. Since that time there has been an ongoing interest in understanding the 
relationship between self-confidence and anxiety in athletic performance. He outlined 
the role self-efficacy plays in mediating our thoughts, how it affects the activities and 
goals we consider, how much energy we invest in them, and how much we persist in the 
face of adversity. It is not difficult to see how self-efficacy influences how successful 
we are at given activities. The growing number of empirical studies, building on 
Bandura's (1977) initial self-efficacy research, attests to the power of self-efficacy 
theory. Feltz (1982) and her later studies of college students performing four back dives 
were vital in determining the role of self-efficacy in performance accomplishments and 
physiological arousal. Although these studies took place outside of the competitive arena 
they are exemplary for their sophisticated methods of analysis. Feltz found that self-
efficacy would be the strongest predictor of performance and proposed a reciprocal 
relationship between back diving and self-efficacy. Path analysis showed that for the first 
of the back dives self-efficacy was the major predictor of performance. But for the 
subsequent dives it was the previous dive that affected or predicted performance most. 
This was among the first studies in the sporting realm that used empirical methods to 
study self-efficacy. 
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Since that time there have been too many self-efficacy studies in sport to list, of 
which only a few focused upon interactive team sports. Taylor (1987) reported that high 
levels of self-confidence were predictive of athletic performance in gross motor, aerobic 
sports (i.e., football). Additional studies have supported the importance of increased self-
confidence with high level performance in areas such as penalty shooting in collegiate 
soccer players (Giesler & Leith, 1997) and shooting in ice hockey (Singleton & Feltz 
1999). 
How has self-efficacy and coaching been studied? 
Feltz's early work in self-efficacy led to subsequent work with Doyle in (1981) 
and Weiss (1982) in which they made recommendations to youth sport coaches and 
teachers on how to enhance self-efficacy and performance with young athletes. Feltz and 
Weiss (1982) connect the importance of confidence to sport success and outline how to 
ensure performance success using efficacy-building strategies. They outlined six areas of 
importance to coaches: instructional strategies, goal-setting, focusing on process related 
goals, modeling techniques, communicating with a positive approach, encouraging 
positive self-talk, and reducing anxiety-producing factors. Each of these six areas are 
accompanied by specific recommendations. For instructional strategies they noted that 
performance aids and physical guidance though the proper motions are especially helpful. 
They focused upon strategies for goal-setting that emphasize realistic, challenging, and 
specific goals. They also emphasized goals that process oriented such as form, strategy 
and effort related. Using modeling techniques that use a positive informational 
"sandwich" approach and being a good role model as the coach were stressed. They 
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continued to emphasize the importance for coaches being positive when they 
communicate with their athletes as well as encouraging them to be positive with their self 
statements. Finally, they hoped to sensitize coaches to some situations that can be 
anxiety producing for athletes. This type of information is quite useful to coaches to 
promote an understanding of how to build self-efficacy in players. 
Gould, Hodge, Peterson, & Giannini (1989) conducted two studies that assessed 
to what degree elite and national team coaches used 13 different self-efficacy-enhancing 
strategies and compared them with intercollegiate wrestling coaches. They found that for 
both levels instruction and drilling, modeling confidence in oneself, encouraging self-
talk, and emphasizing technique improvements were the most commonly used. In a 
related study, Weinberg and Jackson (1990) looked at how coaches build self-efficacy in 
high school and different age-bracket tennis players. The purpose of the study was to 
assess the degree to which coaches use 13 strategies for influencing self-efficacy and 
their evaluation of the effectiveness of those strategies. They found that " . .. the most 
often used strategies as well as those found to be most effective included encouraging 
positive self-talk, modeling confidence oneself, instruction-drilling, and verbal 
persuasion" (p.164 ). These studies convey that coaches use self-efficacy building 
strategies and they generally agree on which ones are most effective. 
It is interesting to note that these investigators did not use the term "self-efficacy" 
with the coaches, and preferred to avoid any misconceptions by replacing it with "self-
confidence". This may be instructive in how not to confound subjects with sports 
psychology jargon when conducting a study. In the same way that self-confidence seems 
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easier for people to understand than self-efficacy, it is hoped that for the present study 
"team-confidence" seems to be easier to grasp than collective-efficacy. 
Until recently research efforts have centered around self-confidence rather than on 
team confidence. Feltz & Chase (1998) consider confidence to be one ofthe most 
influential variables to mediate achievement. The research that has focused on team 
confidence has generally relied on Bandura's model of self-efficacy to understand 
collective-efficacy. Bandura (1986, 1997) defines collective-efficacy as a group's belief 
in their capabilities to produce given levels of attainment. According to Bandura (1986), 
collective efficacy "will influence what people choose to do as a group, and how much 
effort they put into it, and their staying power when group efforts fail to produce results 
(p. 449)". Thus, Bandura suggests that collective efficacy explains group choices, efforts, 
and persistence. Given this viewpoint teams high in collective efficacy should set more 
difficult goals, show more effort, and persist longer at tasks than teams low in collective 
efficacy. 
Studies relevant to collective-efficacy 
In a comprehensive literature study for the Senate Subcommittee for the 
Enhancement of Human Performance, Druckman & Bjork ( 1994) delineated several 
aspects of performance and the development of teams. Drawing from the meta-analysis 
of Freeberg & Rock (1987), they outlined twelve determinants of team performance. 
They also used the term "throughput" to describe mediating variables. The authors 
embraced Bandura's four sources of efficacy but opted to use the term confidence. This 
study contains a number of key thoughts to consider. As its title suggests, it has three 
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main foci, "Learning, Remembering, and Believing". Each construct is germane to 
teaching and coaching investigations especially those concerned with efficacy beliefs. 
The relationship between collective efficacy and performance in manufacturing 
work teams was studied by Little & Madigan (1997). They looked at eight self-managed 
work teams and measured collective efficacy and performance behaviors at four different 
intervals. Their results indicated that there indeed was a positive relationship between 
high efficacy and higher levels of performance. While making the connection between a 
high sense of group/team efficacy and performance in an experimental setting is 
important, since the teams were self-managed, the findings do not help us better 
understand what leader behaviors are associated with high efficacy or high level of 
performance. 
Lindsley, Brass, & Thomas (1995) used a multi-level analysis of the literature, 
akin to a meta-analysis, that looked at the amplifying nature of the reciprocal processes 
involved in efficacy beliefs. They postulated the existence of upward and downward 
spirals of efficacy belief experienced by individuals, groups, and organizations. They 
also formulated 16 propositions that give in-depth understanding of how momentum 
towards one direction is begun or halted. For example, "Proposition 2: The probability of 
the occurrence of spirals will be positively related to task uncertainty and complexity" (p. 
654). Successful coaches no doubt have tested some of these hypotheses. A careful 
consideration and testing of these premises could prove to be invaluable to understanding 
master coaches. While the present study does not intend to test these hypotheses it does 
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seek to understand how coaches think they might prevent their teams from falling prey to 
downward spirals and how they might reverse a spiral once caught in one. 
Prussia & Kinicki (1996) developed a model of group effectiveness. They found 
that there are three main mediators of group effectiveness: affective evaluations, group 
goals, and collective efficacy. They divided university students into 81 problem solving 
teams. The purpose of the study was to further explain the process by which, " ... multiple 
motivational components relate to group effectiveness and to assess the degree to which 
group process variables mediate the relationship between context variables and group 
effectiveness" (p.187). They also found that group goals are largely based on group 
capability perceptions and not necessarily on specific feedback information. The 
importance of their findings to the present study is clear. If collective-efficacy is a 
determinant of group goals, then strategies that coaches use to influence a team's 
perception of their capabilities would likely also alter their group goals. 
In another study of mediating variables Spink, ( 1990b) compared elite and 
recreational volleyball teams to determine if group cohesion was related to collective 
efficacy and performance ·attainments. He found that teams with a strong sense of 
collective efficacy had high cohesiveness. Among elite teams, players' beliefs in their 
teams' competitive efficacy predicted their performance success in the contests. 
Paskevich (1995) indicated that greater task cohesion seems to add to a greater sense of 
collective-efficacy. A number of other studies address the connection between task 
cohesion and collective-efficacy (Dorch, Widmeyer, Paskevich, and Brawley, 1995; 
Paskevich, Brawley, Dorsh, and Widmeyer, 1995). 
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Hodges and Carron (1992) verified the causal impact of perceived collective 
efficacy by raising or lowering perceived collective efficacy of different sets of teams. 
Collective efficacy was manipulated by giving bogus feedback about the team' s physical 
strength in competitive trials against a confederate group. The muscular task of holding a 
medicine ball aloft demonstrated that when teams experienced perceived success or 
failure, it subsequently influenced how hard the teams would try in successive attempts 
against supposedly superior groups. As expected, groups with high efficacy improved 
their performance following failure whereas low efficacy groups exhibited a decrement in 
performance. This study links prospects for success and perseverant effort or lack of it. 
It points to how some coaches might structure conditions for players ' to have early 
successes before meeting with difficult challenges. 
In a study designed to assess social loafing (a tendency for individuals to slacken 
effort with more team members) in a rope-pulling task, Lichacz & Partington, (1996) 
manipulated performance feedback. The groups had different performance histories (i.e. 
rowing teams versus basketball teams versus ad hoc students). They found significant 
interaction between the type of task and the type of group performing that task. And as 
mentioned previously, the practical implications for coaches was to "arrange conditions 
such that experienced groups are confronted by salient tasks in a situation which 
challenges them" (p. 146). 
How has collective-efficacy been studied? 
The primary difficulty associated with studying collective-efficacy lies in its 
measurement. According to Bandura there are two ways that collective efficacy can be 
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measured; one can either aggregate the individual self-efficacy of team members or 
aggregate individual judgments of their team as a whole . Measurement of the 
development of collective-efficacy is still in its infancy but the number of approaches to 
studying and measuring collective efficacy is expanding. 
Zaccaro, Blair, Peterson & Zazanis, (1995) have studied a version of collective-
efficacy that emphasizes coordination of team resources. They define collective-efficacy 
as the " . .. the sense of shared competence held by team members that they can 
successfully respond to the demands of the situation" (p. 31 0). The more team members 
share the belief of being competent in "allocating, coordinating, and integrating their 
resources in a successfully concerted response to specific situational demands" (p. 310 ) 
the stronger their collective-efficacy. As Haberl (200 1) points out, Zaccaro et al.' s 
(1995) study strongly links the coach to the development of collective-efficacy but does 
not explore how coaches can influence collective-efficacy. 
In one of the few studies that focused on collective efficacy of a team sport Feltz 
& Lirgg (1998) looked at the patterns of collective efficacy across a competitive season 
in college hockey. They also investigated the relationship among player, efficacy, team-
efficacy, and performance. Interestingly, the results indicated that team efficacy was a 
stronger predictor of performance as compared to individual efficacy. Furthermore, team 
efficacy increased after wins and decreased after losses, whereas individual efficacy did 
not. This study is important because it demonstrates that efficacy beliefs differ between 
individuals and teams. Unfortunately, it does not indicate to coaches how they might 
develop efficacy at the team level. 
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Feltz, Chase, Moritz, & Sullivan (1999) address these concerns in their Model of 
Coaching Efficacy. In this investigation they postulate that coaches ' efficacy is 
comprised of how well they handle the four dimensions of motivation, technique, game 
strategy, and character building efficacy. They drew on the work ofBandura (1977,1986, 
1997) and Denham and Micheal' s (1981 ) model of teacher efficacy to create these four 
dimensions. The purpose for developing their instrument was to measure the extent to 
which coaches believe that they can affect their athlete ' s learning and performance. Feltz 
et al. ' s ( 1999) work is important for recognizing the role that the coaches' individual 
efficacy to influence their teams might play in the development of a confident team. Also 
because this study attempts to narrow down the most important the dimensions of 
coaching efficacy which promote collective-efficacy. Because their understanding of how 
coaches promote collective-efficacy is based on theory, still more needs to be discovered 
about how effective coaches' believe they build team efficacy. 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Prior to initiating further coaching research in sport, it is imperative to construct a 
theoretical framework from which to design the present study. 
Fortunately, those who study coaches have benefited from using the constructs of 
cognitive behavioral psychology, specifically Bandura' s (1977) theory of self-efficacy. 
Self-efficacy theory is a construct embedded in social cognitive theory Bandura (1986). 
In brief, self-efficacy is a task-specific sense of agency that is affected by three classes of 
determinants: one' s environment (including social influences), one' s internal personal 
factors (cognitive, affective, and biological events), and one' s behavior. These 
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determinants act bi-directionally creating a dynamic and subjective belief in ones own 
capabilities. Self-efficacy is seen as a common cognitive mechanism for mediating 
people's motivations, thought patterns, emotional reactions, and behavior. Originally, 
Bandura proposed self-efficacy to account for the different results achieved by the diverse 
methods used in clinical psychology for treating anxiety. Later, (1986) he extended this 
understanding of human behavior to the functioning of groups, such as athletic teams. 
Collective-efficacy is the group or team' s sense of its own capabilities. According to 
Bandura (1997) this collective sense is derived in the same way that individual beliefs of 
capabilities are formed: from !.Performance accomplishments, 2. Vicarious experience, 3. 
Verbal persuasion, and 4. Interpretation of emotional arousal. 1. Performance 
accomplishments/mastery experiences are simply, how a group has performed previously: 
in practice, scrimmages and games. In Bandura' s view such experiences are the most 
powerful source of efficacy belief. If a team has had success in competition then they 
would be more likely to believe in the collective capabilities of their teammates. Haberl 
(2001) in his investigation of the factors that contributed to the success of the U.S. 
Women's Olympic gold medal in 1998 reaffirms the importance of performance 
accomplishment. He notes that, " ... common sense, research findings, and the knowledge 
of expert coaches converge in pointing out that nothing builds confidence on a team like 
previous success." Haberl adds " ... that performance accomplishment is not limited to 
overall outcome alone (winning and losing) but also includes success in executing specific 
plays, .. . which includes execution of plays in practice which gives the athlete a sense of 
preparation upon which confidence is built." The idea of executing specific plays is 
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particularly applicable to the sport of football. Each play is designed with particular 
objectives in mind. Football coaches continually seek ways to gain a tactical advantage on 
every play. Each situation will elicit certain tactics and compel them to utilize different 
people to execute specialized strategies. Football teams develop confidence in certain 
strategies (plays) and certain players (personnel) who play in specific situations. Bill 
Walsh, former 49er coach, one ofthe participants in this study, is credited with the idea of 
scripting (planning in advance) the first twenty offensive plays of the game. He has said 
often how scripting allowed his players to feel confident in knowing what to do in the 
critical early moments of a contest. 
2.Vicarious experience or modeling is learning behavior by watching others. 
Teams can learn to copy the strengths (and weaknesses) of other teams by observing 
them in action. It is possible that a team may even view themselves on video to regain a 
sense of confidence in their own abilities. 
3.Verbal persuasion can come in many forms. Words can have an added impact if 
they come from a trusted source. Since a coach can be seen as a respected authority, 
encouraging words from a coach can be a powerful aid to building confidence of a team. 
4. Interpretation of emotional arousal equates to how a team can become anxious 
about performance, namely sub-par performance. It is believed that coaches play a role 
in mediating or lessening the intrusive negative thoughts that may interrupt performance. 
The state of heightened arousal that usually accompanies performance can be especially 
problematic during a competition if the players and coaches do not have strategies to 
cope with potential stressors. A competent head coach can guide them through such 
anxiety prone situations. Anyone whom has ever coached is acutely aware of the labile 
nature of team confidence. Interactive sport teams seem especially prone to shifts in 
confidence. Football teams, whose members are highly dependent upon each other for 
success, seem to gain and lose confidence at rates that are alarming to players and 
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coaches alike. The mercurial nature of team confidence often leaves even the most 
experienced coaches puzzled. Lindlsey, Brass, & Thomas (1995) may offer the best 
explanations of such phenomena that they describe as efficacy-performance spirals. They 
define spirals this way, 
"We define a spiral as a pattern of consecutive increases (or decreases) in 
both perceived efficacy and performance over a minimum of three task 
attempts . . . to establish a pattern of change."(p. 650) 
They posit that there are three likely patterns found among efficacy-performance 
relationships. The first is a self-correcting cycle in which "analysis of performance 
allows one to make adjustments that reverse the previous decrease (or increase)" (p. 650). 
The second type is an "upward" spiral and the third possibility is a "downward" spiral. 
According to Lindsley et al. (1995) both the upward or downward spiral follows similar 
patterns. They note, 
" . .. cognitive processing of positive or negative outcome information 
creates a level of confirmatory behavioral evidence that is reflected in 
subsequent task functioning and performance."(p.650) 
In other words, that when teams experience success it affects the way they work 
and perform after such success, the same is true for when they fail or are 
ineffective. 
Lindsley et al. ( 1995) present evidence from organizational behavioral research 
that points to the existence of "efficacy-performance spirals." Such a "positive, cyclic" 
relationship between efficacy and performance can also be found on sport teams. 
Lindsley et al. 's ( 1995) analysis of efficacy-performance spirals serves as a theoretical 
backdrop against which the coaches' statements can be better understood and provides a 
richer understanding of the workings of team confidence. 
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What is the importance of spirals? 
It is known that teams, groups, and individuals go through periods of self-doubt 
and decreased performance. In sporting parlance these are known as slumps. It is also 
known that they go through instances of self-assurance and increased performance 
sometimes referred to by coaches as momentum. Judging from their records, the master 
coaches that participated in this study clearly know how to avoid prolonged slumps and 
may have some insight on how to generate and maintain momentum. In theory, spirals 
are events that all coaches likely encounter. Ifthe present study aids in better 
understanding this efficacy-performance relationship from a coaching perspective, then it 
may in some way increase our of understanding of how to build team confidence. 
Emotions 
One of the great difficulties in building team confidence for all coaches comes 
when their teams lose too many games in a row. Lindsley et al. (1995) explain, 
"Consecutive increases (or decreases) in performance and perceived 
efficacy heighten emotional arousal (either exultation or anxiety or 
depression) which may interfere with an actor's ability to absorb 
informative, self-correcting feedback" (p.661 ). 
Anything that impedes the course of continued learning, such as emotional swings 
described above it would seem have the potential to interfere with a team reaching its full 
potential. 
Emotional responses to competition 
For some of the reasons cited above, emotional swings that often accompany 
large changes in performance are a bane of a coach' s existence. Because outcomes are 
attached to games, they can be situations fraught with emotion. For this reason the game 
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or contest usually is the situation that the efficacy-performance spiral is most evident. 
The players' emotional responses to competition have the potential to fuel performance 
spirals. Lindsley, et al. (1995) provide helpful analysis ofhow this may happen. They 
explain, 
"Even when arousal is positive (excitement, eagerness), it may interfere 
with performance feedback and corrective action. Consequently spirals 
are more likely to occur when emotional arousal is high" (p.658). 
In either direction coaches must work hard to keep teams together in a heated contest. 
One of the head coach' s most vital tasks is getting his team to perform well on game day. 
While Lindsley et al. (1995) are informative on almost every aspect of efficacy-
performance spirals, competition is absent from their analysis. This is not surprising 
since most of their research concerns corporate and organizational settings. 
It is likely that coaches who participated in this study have coached at least part of a 
game, if not many successive games in which their team suffered a serious loss of 
confidence (a negative spiral). Bandura (1997) explains the importance of coaches 
helping their teams getting off to a good start against a tough opponent, 
"Perceived efficacy is a dynamic fluctuating property, not a static trait. 
The initial phases of contests are especially crucial in team' reappraisals of 
their competitive efficacy. If a weaker opponent gets off to a superb start, 
the team may begin to play with a self-assured intensity that may produce 
upset victories" (p.406). 
While surely every coach attempts to get his or her team off to a good start, no coach has 
one hundred percent success. Expert coaches must therefore be able to influence a 
reversal of fortune after a poor start and guide their team back to a level of performance 
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to which they are capable. Bandura (1997) explains what may occur in the minds of 
players that allow a team to comeback after halftime. 
"A commanding performance immediately after an intermission by a team 
that is losing provides a strong boost in its belief to stage a successful 
comeback" (p.406) 
It seems essential then that any discussion of developing team confidence would seek to 
understand those strategies that master coaches might use to avert negative spirals and 
redirect them if they were to happen during the course of a game or a season. 
System theory 
Understanding the development of team confidence requires a grasp of a number 
of important factors. Besides understanding how people become confident through the 
sources of efficacy belief as explained by Bandura, one must also wrestle with the group 
dynamics of teams. While Lindsley, Brass, and Thomas (1995) increase our hold on the 
how confidence fluctuates in groups outside of sport, their are other theories that can be 
utilized to explain the enterprise of building a team confident in its ablitities. Coaches 
seem to understand intuitively that their actions affect the development of any team they 
coach and therefore are mindful of how their actions will be perceived and received by 
team members. In short, coaches seem to understand how the parts affect the whole and 
vice versa. The team environment can be seen as a system much like a miniature 
universe or ecosystem. The first to introduce a systemic viewpoint to understanding 
groups to the field of psychology was von Bertalanffy ( 1968). 
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Explanation of system theory 
Ludwig von Bertalanffy in the late 1940' s first applied principles of biology that 
explain how organisms function in their ecological systems to inform an understanding of 
environments to other domains such as psychology although he was not published until 
(1968). e proposed that human behavior is a result of complex human interrelationships 
that exist in different contexts emphasizing the dynamic interaction between individuals 
and their environmental contexts. In the 1950' s systems theories were first applied to 
understanding of family patterns ofbehavior. From these early attempts psychologists of 
today use family systems theory to study empirically how specific family patterns affect 
how individuals act within those families. 
One feature that evolved from the systems mode of thinking is that behavioral 
patterns are nonlinear. That is to say that there is not necessarily an explicit order and 
time in which patterns of behavior develop. Instead, patterns of behavior can develop 
unpredictably and may emerge in a circular fashion. This concept seems particularly 
suited to understanding how groups like teams develop. 
The group leader 
The final part ofthe theoretical framework comes from Yalom's (1995) work in 
the dynamics of group therapy. His work offers insight into the tasks of a leader of any 
group. According to Yalom ( 1995), the leader has a hand in not only the creation of the 
group by selecting its members and construction of norms, maintenance of the group by 
dealing with cliques/sub-grouping, problems of membership, but also building a culture 
that facilitates the success of the group. 
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Dynamics of group psychotherapy 
Yalom' s work (1995) informs our understanding the psychology ofleadership. In 
his exhaustive work on the theory and practice of group psychotherapy, he outlines the 
basic tasks of a group therapy leader. Detailed explanations of how therapeutic groups 
function appears to be relevant to how other groups such as football teams may function. 
Providing a rich vocabulary to describe the complex processes of human interaction, 
Yalom' s (1995) work seems especially valuable for its description ofhow a group leader 
fosters an environment in which therapeutic change is possible. His work seems 
particularly pertinent to understanding how the leader of a team affects the creation, 
maintenance, and direction of a group. Yalom' s (1995) understanding seems to be 
applicable to how a coach might influence the development of a confident team. While it 
is abundantly clear to the researcher that the team setting is not the place for 
psychodynamic therapy, that does not diminish the value that his work can add to our 
understanding of leader behavior affects the development of groups. Although group 
therapy has different aims than a competitive athletic team, it may be said that successful 
teams just like therapy groups must also learn to change, adapt, and develop skills. 
Therefore, an understanding of how group therapy leaders help people with maladaptive 
thoughts and behaviors move towards insight and change might actually help in 
understanding the work of the coach. In particular, it would be helpful to understand how 
a leader of a therapy group works to create and maintain a climate that fosters 
"therapeutic" benefit. 
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In a therapy group, group members provide a miniature social universe in which 
they often exhibit behavioral patterns consistent with how they would behave in other 
parts of their lives, such as in their families, workplaces, and social groups. In the 
context of this new "social microcosm", group members initially with guidance from the 
therapist-leader and then later by force of the group, establish certain norms of behavior 
that in an ideal therapy situation provide a place to learn to act in an adaptive fashion. 
Shaping the environment, so that group members feel safe and supported enough to deal 
with their problems and make positive change, is the primary task of the therapist-leader. 
In the "therapeutic environment" often group members provide feedback that can lead to 
insight more so than the therapist-leader. Armed with insight about their own problems 
and maladaptive behavior patterns a mutually supportive group encourages members to 
seize opportunities to change. Additionally, this environment gives members a proving 
ground to test new types of adaptive and positive behavior. 
It would appear that successful coaches also foster therapeutic-like conditions 
among their teams. Structuring an environment that encourages players to make positive 
changes and to develop new skills both individually and collectively is essential to the 
success of any team. It matters little whether one calls it a "therapeutic", "success", or 
"winning" environment. Acknowledging, however, that there are some parallels 
between these two seemingly disparate endeavors is an important step in understanding 
what Yalom' s (1995) work may have to offer our understanding of how master football 
coaches develop team confidence. 
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It may be a stretch for some to accept the notion that some of the same conditions 
necessary for a "successful" team resemble those of a "therapeutic" group. In truth, 
group psychotherapy clients may be required to attend a group to deal with some deep-
seated psychological issues, or to help them cope with severe clinical disorders. What is 
more, the level of social functioning of some "group therapy" members with certain 
diagnoses may in some cases be very low. 
Due to the effectiveness and the cost effectiveness of the "group" format, 
however, there has been a proliferation of different kinds of therapy groups. A list of the 
different groups is endless. Many of these groups are comprised of people that function 
quite effectively in everyday society but may seek assistance for one particular issue. 
Examples abound of such groups. For example, there are groups for breast cancer 
survivors, bereavement, blindness, and diabetes. Thanks to the an increasing interest in 
therapeutic group work over the last thirty years, what is known about how so-called 
"normal" people behave in groups has been advanced. 
Other elements of the theoretical framework 
Cote, Salmela, Trudel, Baria, & Russell (1995) contribute a few key elements to 
the theoretical framework for this study because they investigate the nature of coaching 
expertise and its role in the development of the elite athlete. The Coaching Model 
proposed by Cote et al. (1995) is important because it acknowledges that there are 
distinctly different settings in which coaches work with their athletes: organizational, 
preparatory, and competitive. These three areas will be explored in interviews with the 
coaches in this study. Also like Cote et al. (1 995) this study will include coaches of 
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unimpeachable credentials. One of the criteria cited by Cote et al (1995) is the metric of 
ten years claimed Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer (1993) to be a way of determining 
who might be a master coach. The coaches selected for this study have experience that far 
exceeds the minimum often years or 10,000 hours in the domain of coaching. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS OF THE RESEARCHER 
Research designs, especially those that use qualitative methodologies (such as 
interviews), require researchers to consider and reflect upon their potential biases. I have 
had many positive and negative personal experiences in sport, particularly football. I 
attempted to be aware of and strove to overcome personal biases such that I would not 
undermine the validity of this investigation. The impact of my perceptions of coaches, 
and a lifetime of interactions with them, was given thorough consideration throughout the 
data analysis. 
Prior to examining how my own sport coaches have affected my thinking in 
relation to this investigation, I must first acknowledge how my family may have 
influenced my view of adult authority figures such as coaches. My father undoubtedly 
affected how I view coaching. He was my first athletic coach. He was a good teacher of 
the fundamentals of sport. In fact, he was a high school football coach for a year before 
he started his career with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. My father understood 
some key aspects of the psychology of coaching. He had a saying that he applied to all of 
us, his seven children: "Everyone is their own coaching problem." This philosophy was 
something I adopted in my work as a coach. I took that statement to mean that every 
person responds differently to coaching. To be effective therefore, you must get to know 
each person. He also believed that coaching equaled leadership. The positive qualities he 
modeled for all of my family were intensity, toughness, and teamwork. 
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My mother's role is just as instrumental, as my father's is, in my life. Her 
influence can be found much more in my intellectual development but perhaps also in my 
relational approach to coaching. She stood behind my siblings' endeavors and me and 
took pleasure in her children's accomplishments. It was important to her to provide the 
emotional support for us that she did not have growing up. 
My own athletic background includes playing many sports as a child, three sports 
in high school, two sports in college (football and basketball), and a long pursued but 
short-lived professional football career. When opportunities came up to coach it was a 
natural extension of the athletic identity I had built for myself. After I spent three seasons 
helping at the high school level and coaching American football in Italy, Bill Parcells 
(then head coach of the NY Giants) asked me ifl was interested in coaching at the 
college level. He introduced me to a friend of his and I became a college coach. For the 
next nine years I rose in the college coaching ranks. I coached various positions. In the 
last four years of my tenure as college coach, I was the Offensive Coordinator at Boston 
University (until 1997 when they dropped their football program). 
The coaching experiences that I enjoyed the most were those moments in which I 
was able to help young men become more confident in their abilities. Perhaps this is so 
because there were many times when I lacked confidence in my own sporting life. And 
when I worked with coaches who believed in my abilities I performed much better. 
When I worked with athletes I operated on the premise that it was important to build their 
confidence. 
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Because of my background, I come to this study believing that building 
confidence not only plays a large role in an individual ' s success, but also that the best 
coaches somehow are able to instill confidence in their teams. 
PARTICIPANTS 
All the participants are or were head coaches in the sport of football at the 
professional or collegiate level. Based on Ericsson, Krampe, Tesch-Romer' s (1993) 
understanding of the development of expertise in various domains, the coaches in this 
study were head coaches for at least ten years. 
Additionally, the participants must have established either a winning program in 
three or more places or had a career winning record for many years in one place. Due to 
the highly competitive nature of professional football , however, the number of 
professional coaches who could have met the criteria is far less than those at the college 
level. The lifetime winning percentage of even the most successful professional coaches 
is significantly lower than those of the most successful college coaches. It was my 
intention to have an even number of college and professional coaches but it was more 
difficult to secure some of the top professional coaches as participants. 
The rationale for establishing exclusive criteria was two fold. First, I wanted to 
ensure that the coaches were unquestionably among the most successful coaches of all 
time. Second, I tried to minimize the likelihood of selecting coaches that could owe their 
success to fortuitous circumstances present at one particular institution during a given 
era. If a coach repeatedly takes perennial losers on to championships, then it is more 
likely that his team' s success is owed to something he brings with him to each new 
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situation than to other factors. Similarly, if a coach has success that weathers many 
seasons, it is likely that he has presided over teams of greatly varying levels oftalent. 
Only three coaches did not meet the success at three-institution minimum (Larry Kehres 
1, Gary Pinkel 2, John Gagliardi 2). Two have been at their institutions for so long 
(Kehres 18 years, Gagliardi 55 years), that it is likely the levels of talent they have 
coached have varied widely. 
Most ofthe coaches (n=15) were selected from the two highest levels in coaching, 
professional football and big time collegiate football, and the remainder were from the 
lower levels (n=5). There are four basic divisions or levels within the college coaching 
ranks that are sanctioned by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA): 
Division I, Division I-AA, Division II, and Division III. The number of scholarships they 
can offer, their football stadium's seating capacity, and the number of paid coaching 
assistants they can hire differentiates these four divisions. In addition to these four 
N.C.A.A. divisions are the schools sanctioned by the National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). None of the coaches that participated in this study were 
coaching at a NAIA school at the time of this study. All of the coaches that worked at the 
professional and Division I levels had worked their way up to these positions. At least 
two ofthem started their coaching careers as high school coaches (Dick Vermeil and Bill 
Walsh). 
The number of professional coaches that took part in the study was six (n=6). The 
number of Division I head coaches was eleven (n=11). Actually two ofthe Division I 
coaches also had also been head coaches at the professional level (Lou Holtz and John 
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Robinson). Holtz only coached in the NFL for one season while Robinson was very 
successful for nine years in the NFL. (For more information about all the coach's careers 
see Chapter 4). 
The number of Division I-AA coaches in the study is two (n=2). Both ofthem, 
(Jack Siedlecki and Mark Whipple) had been head coaches at Division II and III levels 
previously. The number of Division III coaches that participated was three (n=3). They 
are special because they have been inordinately successful throughout their careers. 
Although two of the three did not meet the three-institution criterion, (John Gagliardi 
coached at two schools and Larry Kehres at one school), their won-lost records are 
among the all-time best. All three of these special coaches exceed the ten years as a head 
coach minimum criterion by far; Larry Kehres has been a head coach for eighteen years, 
Frosty Westering for thirty-eight, and John Gagliardi for fifty-five years. Their 
remarkable winning percentages are even more so in light of their longevity. All of the 
coaches in the study were male. All of them were Caucasian. And at the time of the 
interviews the were between the ages of 40 and 74. 
PROCEDURE 
Securing interviews for this study was an irregular process. In some cases a letter 
of introduction to the study was mailed out to the coaches before pursuing a phone 
conversation. Quite frequently it was necessary to explain the purpose of the project to 
the coaches' personal secretary. Other cases required telephoning contacts that had some 
affiliation with the master coaches prior to gaining access to the coach. It was necessary 
at times to use contacts, references and letters of introduction to make it past 
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"gatekeepers", (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), e.g. secretary, personal assistant, wife, or 
assistant coach. In short, it was the job of those intermediaries to shield the coaches from 
some their public demands. I approached a few college coaches in person at the 2001 
annual American Football Coaches Association convention. I took advantage of the once 
a year opportunity at the annual coaching convention. When it was possible to approach 
the coaches in person, I was thus able to avoid being screened by a "gatekeeper". Four of 
the interviews used in the final report came from interviews secured at the coaching 
convention. After returning from the convention it became clear, however, that some 
assistance would be needed to gain access to more of these high level coaches. In fact, 
there were instances where no interview was granted despite assistance from someone 
who knew the coach personally. 
I then sought the help of two coaching organizations: the American Football 
Coaches Association (AFCA) and the NFL Coaches Association. The AFCA, a well 
established organization that has credibility with coaches, was seemed reluctant at first to 
assist in the project probably for fear that they would have to open the door for other 
researchers to call upon these select coaches. In fact, they denied my initial requests. 
After many of the interviews were secured independent of their assistance and because 
the researcher was an active member of the AFCA, they relented and allowed me to use 
their influence to persuade other coaches to take part in the study. Prior to making a 
commitment to assist with the project, however, a representative for the AFCA wanted a 
two-page summary of the purpose for the study. The representative from the AFCA was 
quite careful about how the introductory letter should read (see Appendix D). The 
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imprimatur of the AFCA appeared to be just the boost in credibility needed to gain an 
audience with certain master coaches. 
The NFL Coaches Association on the other hand, is only a fledgling organization 
and the representative seemed wary to divulge any information about the coaches. 
Despite my having a mutual friend of the NFLCA representative, he remained cautious. 
To disarm his suspiciousness I explained that I sent a summary of the intended purposes 
of the study to the AFCA and how they had overseen how I used their name. Despite his 
initial reluctance, however, I was eventually able to gain access to two coaches from the 
professional coaching ranks that took part the study. 
Description of the interview process 
Every interview came about in a different way. I had no previous association 
with most of the coaches. But in a few cases (n=3) I did. In other cases a mutual 
acquaintance or a letter of introduction may have facilitated securing the interview. One 
of the big challenges of working with this kind of sample is finding a convenient time for 
the coach to do the interview. This appears to be common among "elite interviews" 
(Dexter, 1970). Since many of the specifics about the occurrence of these interviews 
differed, I provide a table that outlines these details. The table includes the order in 
which they were interviewed, how and where were they were interviewed, the date the 
interview took place, and the length of interview (which refers to the elapsed time of 
tape-recorded material). The column headed, "How it came about" describes, in brief, the 
main steps taken to secure the interview. 
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Table 1: Interview Information 
In order interviewed How/Where 
1. Mark Whipple His office 
2. Bill Parcells His house 
3. John Cooper Lobby-hotel 
4. Larry Kehres Cafe- hotel 
5. Gary Pinkel Cafe-hotel 
6. Frosty Westering Banquet room 
7. Lou Holtz His office 
8. Jack Siedlecki phone 
9. Pat Dye phone 
10. John Robinson phone 
11. John Gagliardi phone 
12. Marv Levy phone 
13. Dick Vermeil phone 
14. Dennis Franchione phone 
Date *Length 
11/00 35 min. 
12/00 90 min. 
1/6/01 25 min. 
1/7/01 38 min. 
1/7/01 34min. 
1/7/01 45 min. 
3/7/01 13 min. 
4/20/01 40 min. 
5/2/01 50 min. 
5/25/01 33 min. 
6/13/01 35 min. 
7/5/01 40 min. 
7/18/01 35 min. 
7/20/01 30 min. 
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How it came about 
Asked him after a practice 
Requested interview 
Knew him previously 
Requested at convention 
No previous association 
Requested at convention 
No Previous association 
Requested at convention 
Worked with a friend 
Requested at convention 
No Previous association 
Sent many letters, Went to 
South Carolina, Friend worked 
for him 
Requested at convention 
Knew him previously 
Set up interview by phone 
AFCA contact 
Set up a time with Sec. Mutual 
Acquaintance Tried-out for the 
Rams 1986 
Called him directly 
No Previous association 
Called directly 
NFL Coaches Association 
Set up a time w/ secretary 
Through another coach 
AFCA approved letter 
Set up a time w/ secretary 
No previous association 
In order interviewed How/Where 
15. Jackie Sherrill phone 
16. Chuck Knox phone 
17. Grant Teaff phone 
18. Bobby Bowden phone 
19. Jimmy Johnson phone 
20. Bill Walsh phone 
* duration of interviews approximate. 
About the Table 
Date *Length 
7/25/01 34 min. 
9/14/01 37 min. 
10/11/01 50 min. 
1118/01 30 min. 
11/28/01 28 min. 
7/19/02 14 min. 
How it came about (cont.) 
AFCA approved letter 
Called a number oftimes 
Called directly NFL Coaches 
Association 
Set up time w/ secretary 
Sent letter describing study 
AFCA approved letter 
Called intermittently for 
over a year 
Set up time w/secretary 
Friend played for him 
Repeated calls to his secretary 
Interviewed a coach who had 
his# 
A few points can be made about the interview process. First, the early interviews 
took place in person. Later in the process, it became apparent that phone interviews 
might be the only feasible way to reach many of these coaches. Second, the longest 
interviews may have allowed me to delve deeper into the subject matter, asking key 
follow-up questions, whereas some of the shorter interviews did not allow for such 
treatment. One must consider the impact of the length of the interview on the fmdings. 
One obvious effect is that I tended to rely on the more in-depth interviews in formulating 
thoughts about how coaches develop team confidence. (However, even the shortest 
interviews, with Lou Holtz and Bill Walsh, yielded powerful and rich information.) 
Third, the fifth column lists the main steps taken to get the interview with the coach. 
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Securing the interview, however, was usually a much more involved process than can be 
adequately described in the table. Suffice it to say, in some instances, it took several 
attempts, conversations with personal secretaries, letters, faxes, and phone messages 
before I was able to talk to the coach. 
Informed Consent 
Once the coach had agreed to participate, the next task was to secure informed 
consent to conduct the interview. In some cases it was secured beforehand. In all the in-
person interviews this was the case. When informed consent was not secured prior the 
interview, the participant was asked to listen to the main points of the informed consent 
before agreeing to take part in the study. Due to the elusive nature of the coaches, it was 
judged that precious time might have been squandered if anything more than an abridged 
version of the informed consent was read over the phone. In these cases it was necessary 
to send the informed consent form in the mail to be signed after the interview was 
conducted. Also included with the informed consent form was a letter thanking them for 
their participation as well as a self-addressed envelope to speed its return. 
The argument for limitations of confidentiality 
The informed consent assured the coaches of confidentiality of their remarks, only 
so far as, the coach would be able to review the transcript before I could use any of the 
individual's statements in the dissertation or elsewhere. According to Siedman (1998), 
"participants have the right to know in what form material from their interviews will be 
shared with the public"(p.55). The coaches received a printed copy of their interviews, 
giving them the opportunity to review all the information gathered in the interviews and 
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were instructed to alert me if they did not want me to include any portion of the interview 
in my study. 
The major issue behind confidentiality is to protect the physical, social, and 
psychological welfare of those studied. Siedman (1998) points out, however, that a 
promise of confidentiality " ... is inconsistent with the purpose and method of in-depth 
interviewing research. Most people do so because they want to make the experience of 
individuals accessible to others."(p. 55). It is the researcher' s obligation to consider how 
divulging information personal or sensitive might make a participant " ... vulnerable" 
(Siedman, 1998). Since the research question focused on the coaches ' strategies and 
beliefs about how they build team confidence, very little information tended to be about 
their own personal lives. I believe that the vulnerability of the participant's welfare is 
quite low. 
Intended Purposes 
From the outset, I informed the participants that I hoped that the findings would 
be developed into a book. Therefore, the changes I made in the informed consent sought 
to clarify that I intended to use these interviews beyond the purposes of this dissertation. 
These changes were in accordance with Siedman' s (1998) guidelines for informed 
consent. He said, " . . . cast the widest net. . . possible in outlining the various uses ... of 
information collected"(p. 59). I made the wording even more explicit about my intention 
to use the information to write a book and for coaching education purposes. 
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Anonymity 
Another methodological issue related to the informed consent was whether I 
would reveal the participants in this study and identify them with their statements. 
Siedman (1998) clarifies what became a central problem for me when finalizing how I 
would present the findings from this study. He states, " . . . the standard assumption is that 
participants in in-depth interview studies will remain anonymous"(p. 56). Initially, when 
I devised the study, my inclination was to keep the participants anonymous based on this 
very assumption. By the time I proposed the study, I realized that much of the impact 
that the study could possibly make would be lost if the coaches remained totally 
anonymous. Therefore I planned to identify the coaches that participated but not with 
their individual statements. To that aim, I numbered the coaches one through twenty. I 
planned to use the coaches' statements but only identify the coach by number. For 
example, I tried the following format: Coach #2 believes, " .. . confidence comes from 
demonstrated ability". Finally, after writing a draft with this format, it became apparent 
that each of these coaches had different ways of viewing how team confidence was 
developed that seemed specific to who they were as distinct personalities. Separating the 
coaches' statements from their identities seemed to undermine their authority. 
Furthermore, the results sections especially Chapter 7 - Confidence Building Strategies, 
became a sea of author-less quotes about building team confidence. As for my concerns 
associated with revealing the participants by name, despite my early reservations I came 
to believe that it not only was it ethical but also was essential to share the coaches' 
identities' with their words. 
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My change in view began after a discussion with a pre-eminent sport psychologist 
(personal communication with Dan Gould, July, 2001). I asked how he handled 
confidentiality and anonymity issues. He shared that he had hoped to reveal the 
participants' names in Gould, Greenleaf, Dieffenbach, Lauer, Chung, Petersen, & 
McCann (1999), a study of 10 world-class Olympic athletes. He said they later decided 
against doing so because it might have revealed information too sensitive and personal 
about the families and coaches of these great athletes. Gould noted that if the nature of 
their inquiry had been less personal, he believed that including the names of the 
participants would have been reasonable, even desirable. 
There is additional rationale behind identifying the participants. First, due to the 
select nature of the sample and the rarity of their success it is considered likely that 
anyone familiar with the sport of football would be able to surmise who many of them 
were. Second, because there already is a high profile and public nature to the position of 
head coach at a large university or professional team these coaches are often scrutinized 
publicly. Third, because it was considered reasonable that these coaches would be 
comfortable being identified along with their words since interviews are a common part 
of their daily job. Dexter ( 1970) describes some characteristics of "elite interviews", 
noting that they understand the structure of their organizations and are typically quite 
comfortable going on record in the realm of ideas and generalizations that relevant to 
their organizations. 
The primary confusion with the informed consent centered upon how I was 
interpreting the usual guidelines for informed consent. Standard procedure for 
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researchers is to assure their participants' full confidentiality or anonymity. It took a 
while for me to feel comfortable, for the reasons enumerated above, that I was not going 
to provide such standard assurances. 
Conflict of interest 
In any study involving human "subjects" one must consider the risks to the 
participant and the conflicts of interest that may arise if information gathered during the 
study were to become public knowledge. The American Anthropological Association 
(1983) outlines the principles of professional responsibility that researchers must 
consider, "In research, anthropologists ' paramount responsibility is to those they study. 
When there is a conflict of interest, these individuals must come first"(p. 1 ). I believe 
that I have a responsibility to protect the coaches from harm or vulnerability that could 
come from this study. Because I have focused narrowly on the subject of how they build 
team confidence, and I have not included any of the information about their personal 
lives that they may have shared with me in the study, I do not believe they are at much 
risk. For that reason I chose to include the coaches' names and most of the time used the 
following format. Coach Bill Parcells believes, " ... confidence comes from demonstrated 
ability"(BP: 94)[BP is the coach' s initials and 94 is the line number of the interview]. 
I am fully aware that I might gain personally from the use of these interviews, 
especially if I publish a book. Including the names of these famous coaches in the study 
might help gain acceptance to a wider audience. My hope is that if the findings are of 
some value that more people could benefit but I also know that I may profit more from 
reaching more people. Aware of this obvious conflict of interest I believe that by 
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revealing the names of the coaches I have not forsaken my responsibility to the 
participants. For the reasons enumerated above, the informed consent developed over the 
course of the project. 
Follow-up informed consent 
Since there is the potential for confusion of how the data will be reported for a 
few of the early participants a follow-up informed consent will be mailed to them. 
(Appendix C) This form consent form makes clear the intended purposes of the study, 
future uses, and how the data will be reported addressing this weakness in the study. 
How the interviews were conducted 
Both face to face and phone interviews were conducted. The interviews took 
place in various settings but the researcher tried to secure a place where it was possible 
for the tape recorder to record all the conversation without too much background noise. 
The interviews were set up to take between 30 to 60 minutes. As it turned out at least one 
interview lasted over ninety minutes and another as short as thirteen minutes, but most 
were around thirty minutes. 
The in-depth qualitative research format suggested by Siedman (1998) which 
advocates arranging three interviews that last ninety minutes to explore the person' s 
background, their experience, and then follow-up reflection of their statements was 
deemed unrealistic given the demand these coaches have for their time. In a few of the 
interviews there was such a sense of urgency I had to get to the main questions right 
away. To illustrate how the sense of urgency was well founded, it turned out that there 
were two instances when the coaches were only available for around less that fifteen 
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minutes. One of those interviews took place on the phone and the other took place in the 
coach's office as he was readying to go to a practice. 
Verification 
By the time all the interviews were transcribed and summarized, the annual 
coaches' convention 2002 gave me the opportunity to approach a number of the subjects 
(n=8) in person at the convention with their transcript. Included with the transcript was a 
letter of explanation (see appendix D), of what the next steps in the study might entail. In 
short, the letter asked them to read the transcript and make any additions or deletions to 
the transcript. There seemed to be a range of interest in this follow up procedure: one 
coach took the transcript the night I gave it to him corrected it and returned it to me the 
following morning. Others seemed interested to look at their transcribed interview, while 
still others did not appear interested at all. In many cases I asked them if it was 
permissible to follow up if I had any further questions. 
Follow up questions devised 
After most of the interviews were transcribed and coded in some there remained 
a few questions that went unasked during most of interviews. Follow-up questions were 
devised in the event that another opportunity arose to speak with these coaches. In fact, 
there were different questions that I was not able, did not have time, or forgot to ask all 
the coaches despite having an interview guide. It is not uncommon in interviews with 
"elites" that they, at times, direct the course of the conversation (Dexter, 1970). 
There was one major question that seemed important to ask all of the participants 
that was not part of the original interview guide. If the opportunity presented itself I 
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would ask a question that touched on the coaches' development over their careers. "Did 
your coaching over the years change in regards to building team confidence?" In the end 
ofthe study, only a few coaches (three) were asked this question. If the opportunity 
arises after the completion of this study, I would ask the rest of the coaches the follow-up 
questions (see Appendix B). 
Snowball sampling 
Snowball sampling is a means by which a researcher can gain knowledge of other 
participants and perhaps gain access to them through one of the subjects' 
recommendations. Snowball sampling was attempted with a few of the early participants 
at the end of their interviews. It became apparent that the coaches were reluctant to 
volunteer information about other coaches. Once this reticence was detected I did not 
continue with this technique. I felt that it was further imposition on coaches who had 
already been generous with their time and thoughts. Since there were other means of 
securing participants I chose to reserve precious time for questions germane to the 
investigation. 
Choosing a sample 
In-depth interviews such as these are by necessity conducted with a reasonable 
number of participants. Patton (1990) calls for a " ... purposefully small sample." It is 
more important to do interviews with a solid methodological procedure and analysis with 
a few select subjects than to do less careful work with more subjects. As the study 
unfolded, however, I felt compelled to interview as many of these great coaches to whom 
I could gain access. At a certain point I became concerned with what the maximum 
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number of coaches should be. After securing the eighteenth coach, however, it became 
evident that each new coach that was added would delay and even jeopardize the eventual 
completion of the project. 
Purposive sampling 
Gay & Arasian (2003) described purposive sampling as, " ... the researcher selects 
a sample based on his experience and knowledge ofthe group to be sampled" (p.115). 
The number of coaches that could meet the criteria for this study is actually quite small. 
By looking at the college and professional record books (NCAA 2000 and NFL 2001) I 
was able to narrow down the number of potential participants quite rapidly. There are not 
that many coaches still living with such outstanding records. Gay & Arasian (2003) also 
note that " ... the main weakness of purposive sampling is the potential for inaccuracy in 
the researcher's criteria and resulting sample selections" (p.115). In the following 
paragraphs I will try to address what I see to be the potential inaccuracies in my criteria. 
Change in a criterion 
"Won in three places" exceptions When I originally devised the criteria for this 
study, one criterion called for the inclusion of only coaches who have been successful in 
three or more places. At the 2001 convention I saw that I could access two all-time great 
coaches that coached in fewer than three places. This put me in a bit of a quandary about 
the three-place criterion. In the end, a compromise solution was decided upon; include 
the coaches that had only coached at one school but had been successful for a very long 
period of time (n=3). I decided that these coaches too had defied the averages but in a 
different way. Instead of their records regressing towards the mean like most coaches, 
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they continued to win and inordinate share of their games as the years passed. These 
coaches continue to win in spite of almost certain fluctuations in talent levels. 
Defining success 
Defining success of the coaches was more difficult than one might imagine. For 
example, some coaches had success (i.e. won championships) at three different schools 
but may not have had an overall winning record at all three schools. In a few instances a 
coach' s overall win-loss record at one place then could be misleading about what some of 
these coaches have accomplished. This may have been due to having to rebuild a 
program from a losing status to one that wins more than half their games. Despite these 
differences, all of the coaches chosen for this study still have extraordinary win-loss 
records. All the coaches have distinguished themselves not only by their longevity but 
also by their continued success. 
Development of the interview guide 
An interview guide was used to maintain consistency throughout the interviewing 
process between the subjects. As each interview was finished it became clear, however, 
that certain questions needed to be reworded or deleted altogether. It became obvious as 
the interviews progressed which questions were more important to the investigation. 
In person interviews 
Despite my desire to have some uniformity to the line of questioning, it became 
apparent that each interview would not only be shaped by the participant's responses but 
also by the circumstances particular to each interview. One of those circumstances was 
the relationship between the interviewer and interviewee. Dexter (1970) describes how 
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elite interviews can differ from other types of participants because they are comfortable 
with ideas and therefore are likely to take a more active part in shaping the way the 
interview proceeds. 
There were also other circumstances that shaped the interviews. For example, 
three of the in-person interviews were conducted in a public setting. These circumstances 
proved to be a distracting environment for the interviewer as well as for the interviewee. 
Another interview was disrupted by phone calls that were of great business importance to 
the participant. As noted earlier another interview was shortened due to that coach' s 
necessity to get to practice. 
Over the phone interviews 
It was believed at first that the over-the-phone interviews would be free of the 
type of distractions mentioned above. But even some of those interviews were 
interrupted by other phone calls. 
The interviews were all audio-taped from start to finish with one exception. In 
that instance the last few minutes notes were taken in a frantic shorthand when the tape 
recorder ran low on batteries and stopped functioning altogether. The difficulty I found 
while conducting a few of the interviews was trying to discern whether the coach wanted 
to get off the phone or not. Some of the coaches sounded as if they were willing to keep 
answering questions but at times I could not tell. For example, one interview seemed to 
be going along fme but was abruptly ended when one of the coaches needed to run to the 
bathroom. 
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Copying of the tapes 
On the advice of one of my committee members familiar with mishaps and 
heartbreaks of using voice-recording equipment, I saw to it that a copy was made of 
every tape. Shortly after each interview was finished the original tape was taken to 
Boston University ' s Instructional Materials Center where a duplicate copy was made. To 
make these copies a high speed dubbing machine Wollensak 3M -Duplicator /Model 
2770 AV was used. After it was copied, the copy was sent to the research assistant, my 
mother, to be transcribed. 
Transcription 
A paid research assistant, my mother, transcribed all but one of the interviews. 
She used a [Sony Transcriber BM-77] transcription machine to aid the transcription 
process. The added benefit of having my mother familiar with the data was that I had a 
trusted person with whom I could confer when I was trying to make sense of the 
interviews. Though some familiarization with the coaches' thoughts was lost by not 
transcribing the interviews, some of it was regained by conversations with my mother. 
Member checks 
The participants were given an opportunity to review their transcripts, which gave 
them a chance to edit or clarify any of their thoughts. Lincoln and Guba (1985) note how 
member checking is an important technique for establishing credibility when representing 
the ideas and viewpoint of others. Only one of the participants opted to delete any 
quotations or make any corrections on the quotes from the transcripts. 
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Triangulation 
In research triangulation is a way of monitoring the way someone makes sense an 
event. In these cases the events were the statements made by the coaches. To triangulate 
how I was coding the statements I needed someone else to look at the interviews and 
categorize the statements and come up with their own general themes. I believe I used 
an unusual way of triangulating my categories. I chose five of the interviews. They were 
the ones that were what I considered the most in-depth interviews in terms of length or 
thoughtfulness ofthe coaches. The five interviews were selected because they seemed to 
be the ones in which coaches were best able to articulate and conceptualize how they go 
about building team confidence. These interviews were selected for their in-depth 
responses and the seeming amount of thoughtfulness with which the coach responded the 
interview. Although there were more than five that met this criteria, due to the limited 
time that the class had to work on the coding part of the activity (ninety minutes), only 
five were selected. 
A hard copy ofthe interviews was given to members of a graduate-level research 
methods class. The sixteen-person class was divided into pairs. Each of the groups was 
given five interviews to categorize. They were asked to code each line for a general 
meaning. Then they were asked to organize what general themes emerged from coding 
the different interviews. Finally, they were asked as an entire class to come up with 
higher order themes from the five coaches combined. They decided upon nine 
dimensions: profiling talent, creating a sense of trust, learning, positive thinking, 
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communication, leading by example, planning and preparation. (For more discussion of 
general themes see Chapter 5). 
Only after I finished my own coding of all the interviews the themes and 
categories were compared with those of the research class. This collaboration process 
allowed me to check to if my understanding of the interviews was different than that of 
the research class. In fact, the comparison revealed was that these categories were useful 
but not detailed enough to provide sufficient and useful description of how these coaches 
develop team confidence. 
ANALYSIS 
The objective of the inductive analysis was to create an organizing system of 
categories that emerged from the meaning units and topics, drawn from the data. First, 
interviews were transcribed verbatim and analyzed inductively. What follows are the 
steps I took to familiarize myself with the data but also to arrive at my own system of 
categories. 
Distilling the data 
First impressions Once the transcripts were in hand each line was reviewed to 
understand the essence of what was said. On a hard copy of each transcript, on the right-
hand margin, a summary of what each line said was written in quasi-shorthand. After 
this procedure I created a basic theme that described that statement. For example, as one 
line in a transcript read, "Again, you have to act with the framework of your own 
personality", next to this line I noted "be yourself." These themes were written in the 
left-hand margin of the hard copy. As mentioned above all twenty of the transcripts were 
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handled this way before consulting with any other method of triangulation. These crude 
themes later would become the basis for the first level of categorization (topic formation). 
Next, I took all these themes and tried to come up with some higher order themes. This 
categorization process took shape when I used computer software designed for such 
purposes. 
Software analysis 
Using the QSR.NUDIST (1994) software for qualitative analysis, the interview 
data was put into a text analysis format. Once the interview data was in this format the 
unit of analysis chosen was a single line. The single line format was selected instead of 
by sentence because spoken word does not always follow a strict sentence structure. The 
line is a somewhat arbitrary but useful way to divide the text. Another option could have 
been to divide the text by paragraph but because most paragraphs contained many ideas it 
seemed a too unmanageable unit of analysis. 
The next major task was taking all the documents, one at a time, and tagging each 
and every text unit and coding it. Most of the general categories came from the earlier 
hard-copy categorization process. This process was time consuming but allowed for the 
important steps that followed. 
Tagging general categories in the software and coming up with a coding tree was 
a concurrent process. As each new interview was coded, more categories were added to 
the index or coding tree. Over time, the overall structure of the categories began to take 
shape by combining categories and rearranging them. Ultimately, some categories ended 
up being moved to what seemed a more logical place in the coding tree or index system. 
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Although there are an infinite number of ways the categories could have been combined, 
the ability to constantly move categories back and forth allowed me to become more 
comfortable with the way I had organized the sub-categories, higher order categories, and 
the basic structure of the entire index tree. 
Changes in the method of analyzing the data 
One of the terminological and methodological obstacles of this study was to 
determine what role if any the coaches saw confidence playing in their success. Once it 
was clear that confidence did in their minds play a key role, then the researcher attempted 
to determine how master coaches feel they develop team confidence. The overarching 
motive was to discern if master coaches have some concrete strategies they use to build 
confidence. As mentioned above the coaches talked about a host of topics that, in their 
minds, are related to building team confidence. I had to organize these responses in a 
way that revealed what their many different strategies were. Some of these categories 
were consistent among all the coaches. For example, they cited some aspect of 
preparation as essential in regards to becoming confident. On the other hand, there were 
thoughts that I deemed important even though they may have only come from one or two 
participants. Were these thoughts outliers or important to the study? 
Marine biologist versus the commercial fisherman approach 
When topics came up only a few times or even only once, in some studies those 
topics might be classified as an outlier, unrelated, and deemed unimportant. Due to the 
"elite" nature of the sample, very little was classified as an outlier. Each interview, 
despite efforts to ask similar questions, yielded responses that were unique to that 
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interview. Therefore, the importance of each statement was not weighted due to the 
frequency of similar responses, but rather whether it could help us understand how these 
coaches build team confidence. It may be helpful to think about the method for 
categorizing the data using the following analogy. Imagine the researcher as either a 
marine biologist or commercial fisherman. If the goal were, like in most qualitative 
research, to find the big ideas in a body of data, then the fisherman would cast a coarse 
net that would ensnare only the large edible fish. But if the goal was to identify all those 
strategies and ideas that help us to understand the development of team confidence, then 
this researcher' s job could be likened to that of a marine biologist. The marine biologist 
would be equally interested in identifying all the species, big or small, edible or inedible 
that he caught in his net. That is to say, he would cast a net with the aim not to let any 
precious species get away. For species we can substitute strategies. (See Strategies 
-Chapter 7) This approach allowed me to try and bring together all their strategies for 
building team confidence. At the same time, some broader topics emerged from the data. 
These categories focused more on the question: How do master coaches 
conceptualize/think about building confidence in general? (see Results-Chapter 6). 
Getting to know the data 
At the same time that I was working with the task of categorization I used a four-
step process to familiarize myself with all the interviews. First, I created an analytic 
memo that captured the essence of what the coaches said overall. Second, from the 
analytic memo, I created a summary of each coach's thoughts and philosophy. Third, I 
created a coach summary, which further describes the general philosophy of the coach 
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regarding confidence and listed the strategies each coach used to build a confident team. 
Fourth, after all the categories were created and the summaries completed it was 
necessary to refine my understanding of each coach's basic philosophy (see Chapter 
Four). 
Analytic memo 
In an effort to understand the data I chose to create a document for every 
interview that described, in one to two pages, the essence of what each coach said. These 
memos tried to capture an overall philosophy of each coach, particularly thoughts 
pertaining to building team confidence. Included in the memos were some noteworthy 
quotes from the coaches. The purpose of the Analytic Memo was to re-acquaint the 
researcher with the data. This also called for listening to the tapes several times. 
Summary 
Another document was created that further distilled each coach's general 
philosophy and specifically what they said in regards to building confidence. This 
document was usually one page in length, preserving the most salient points that capture, 
in their words, the essence of the coaches ' comments. This document attempted to 
answer the question: What are they saying in general? 
Coach summary 
Yet again another distillation of the above documents was developed to tease out 
and interpret the strategies that the coaches used to develop team confidence. Included in 
the Coach Summary was how each coach conceptualized the development of confidence. 
Some snippets of their quotes were retained from the Summaries. It was intended that the 
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coaches would receive a Coach Summary for their approval and perusal. It was hoped 
that the coaches would look at the Coach Summary and make any changes or additions if 
they saw fit. Since the idea of the Coach Summary did not arise until many, nearly half 
of them, had already received their transcripts at the annual convention, only five 
received the Coach Summary with their transcripts. This step of distilling the data and 
making the Coach Summary, however, proved to be valuable for gleaning their 
confidence building strategies that are described in Chapter 7. While some of this task 
was interpretive, inferring the strategies from their words, it was clear the coaches had 
strategies for building confidence. This document intended to answer the question: How 
do these coaches build confidence specifically? 
Basic philosophy 
It became apparent that a special section that outlined how each coach looks at 
building team confidence would be helpful (see Chapter 4). To create this section it was 
necessary to further distill the thoughts from the Coaches ' Summaries. This section 
looked to describe each coach's general viewpoint on building team confidence and left 
out some of the situation specific confidence building strategies that were part of the 
Coach Summaries. This document tried to answer the question: What is each of the 
coaches' basic philosophy on how to build team confidence? 
Summary of basic philosophies 
Some people may be interested to know about a particular coach's philosophy but 
others might be interested in a more general overview of all the coaches' philosophies. 
For Chapter 5 I have provided analysis of what in general these coaches have to say about 
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the development of team confidence. This exercise entailed looking at all the Coaches' 
philosophies and grouping the major themes. This exercise was facilitated by the 
thorough familiarity I had with the data by this point in the data analysis. Curiously, this 
is essentially the type of analysis that I resisted doing early on. My rationale for avoiding 
such analysis then was that I feared generating fatuous observations about how coaches 
build team confidence. I had already winnowed down some of the data by using the 
coaches' basic philosophies as the source of these themes rather than beginning again 
with all the raw data. While this may be seen as an unusual way to approach making 
sense of the data, it is one way of discovering more about the question: What is the 
overall philosophy of the coaches about building team confidence? 
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CHAPTER4 
THE COACHES AND THEIR PHILOSOPHIES 
Introduction 
The coaches in this study are among the most successful football coaches of all 
time. There are different ways that coaches can be measured. Two ways of 
distinguishing them is by winning percentage or the number of career victories. In the 
results-oriented world of college and professional sport the head coach that does not win 
consistently will likely find himself out of a job. For that reason coaches that have 
longevity are already successful to one degree. Additionally, all the coaches in this study 
are among top in winning percentage as well. The coaches in this study all met the 
minimum standards of having been a head coach for at least ten years. All but three met 
the criterion of having been successful (had a winning record or developed a 
championship teams) at three or more institutions. Of these three coaches, two had 
extraordinary records over a very long time in one place. 
In the following section, I will first present each coach's lifetime record as a head 
coach, including some background details about the history of the teams with which they 
worked. Next, I will present a brief overview of each of their philosophies concerning 
building team confidence. 
Sources of information 
The information on the coaches' records and interesting facts about their careers 
in this chapter was derived from three main sources. First, the NCAA Football Records 
Books, 2001 and 2002, are the primary sources for all information about the college 
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coaches. Second, these record books are supplemented by press releases written by or 
gathered from other media sources by the National Football Foundation for the College 
Hall of Fame. (The National Football Foundation is a non-profit organization that 
promotes the game of amateur football in a variety of ways, and is funded by board 
members that includes educators, coaches, businesspeople, and community leaders.) 
Third, the NFL Record & Fact Book 2001 and 2002 provided some information on the 
NFL coaches' records and on comparative statements. 
The following is a guide to the footnotes that appear in the Coaching Record 
section. In the Coaching Record section, under each coach, the reader will find the 
following abbreviations for reference texts used: Official2001 NCAA Football Records 
Book (NCAA-01), Official2002 NCAA Football Records Book (NCAA-02), 2001 
National Football League Record & Fact Book (NFL-01), 2002 National Football League 
Record & Fact Book (NFL-02), Compilation of Press releases gathered by the National 
Football Foundation (NFF-02), National Football League- Hall of Fame -web site: 
http://www.profootballhof.com, consulted April, 2003 (NFL-HOF). Additionally, after 
the conclusion of the 2003 season the National Collegiate Athletic Association web site: 
http://www.ncaa.org was consulted in the beginning of January 2004 to update the 
records of the college coaches in the study. 
Unless cited otherwise, any ideas about the coaches' philosophies on how to build 
team confidence are derived either directly from the statements made in their interviews 
with the researcher or from documents that the coaches provided. The only exception one 
statement about building team confidence was drawn from NFF -02. 
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Table 2 below describes how those sources will be cited. If an idea is a direct 
quote or is paraphrased from the interview then a line number will also be provided. (For 
example: (BB: 27) denotes Bobby Bowden: line 27 from the interview.) If it is derived 
from another document, then the corresponding reference and page number is provided. 
Table 2: Coach and Document abbreviations 
Coach Coach-Abbr. Other Documents- abbreviation 
Bobby Bowden BB 
John Cooper JC 
Pat Dye PD 
Dennis Franchione DF 
John Gagliardi JG 
Lou Holtz LH LH2 =The Fighting Soirit (1989) 
Jimmy Johnson JJ 
Larty Kehres LK 
Chuck Knox CK 
Marv Levy ML 
Bill Parcells BP BP2 = Previous interview 
Gary Pinkel GP GP2 ="No Excuses" Sheet 
John Robinson JR 
Jack Siedlecki JS JS2 = Coaches Expectations -
playbook 
Jackie Sherrill JSh 
Grant Teaff GT GT2 = I Believe ( 197 5) 
Dick Vermeil DV DV2 = Chiefs Pre-season Report 2001 
Bill Walsh BW 
Frosty Westering FW FW2 = Make the Big Time ( 1990) 
Mark Whipple MW 
Bobby Bowden 
Team 
Samford University 
Univ. of West Virginia 
Florida State University 
Year 
1952-62 
1970-75 
1976-03 
Record 
31 -6-0 
42-26-0 
269-66-4 
Career Record 342-100-4 
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Coaching record 
Three seasons after arriving at Florida State University in 1976, Bowden had 
taken one of the worst football teams in the country to within one game of a national 
championship. Bowden also achieved impressive numbers in his previous coaching stops 
(31-6 at Samford University between 1959 and 1962, and 42-26 at University of West 
Virginia from 1970-75). But what he has done at FSU is extraordinary. Fifteen times in 
26 years, his Florida State teams have won 1 0 or more games in a season of 
approximately a dozen games (NFF-02). 
Bowden's greatest coaching achievements may be his team's success in the post-
season bowl games. Bowden guided the Florida State team to an unprecedented 11 
consecutive bowl wins. He also set a NCAA record with his 14-straight bowl games 
without a loss (NFF -02). His bowl winning percentage based on his 18-7-1 record ranks 
first all-time. Only Joe Paterno (18) has won as many bowl games. Prior to his arrival 
Florida State had been to only eight bowls in the preceding 29 years. (NFF-02). 
Honors and distinctions: 
• National Coach ofthe Year 1993 
• At Florida State, his win total is greater than the previous seven head coaches 
combined. 
• He is the only coach in the history of Division 1-A football to compile 10 straight 10-
win seasons (1987-1997). 
• His 342 wins in (Division 1-A) ranks him first all-time. 
• He became the only coach in college football history to lead his team to 14-straight 
finishes among the Associated Press's top four. 
• He holds the NCAA record with 11 consecutive bowl victories and 14 straight bowl 
trips without a loss. 
• He owns the fifth-best winning percentage (.778) among active coaches with a career 
record of 342-100-4 
(NFF -02)- NFF Compilation 2002 provided the facts above about Coach Bowden 
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Building team confidence 
Coach Bowden seems to enjoy many aspects of coaching. Of the most satisfying 
jobs he finds building a team's confidence is among the most important. "I love to take a 
group of young men in the late summer and mold them into a team" (NFF-02). First, 
Coach Bowden builds team confidence by being very positive. He seeks to find the good 
in almost every situation. He says, "To me, you always got to find the positive" (BB: 77). 
Even in a losing effort Bowden points out that if a few key plays were different, the 
outcome might have changed (BB: 73-79). Second, he feels he builds confidence by 
teaching the concept of a "team" and demanding appropriate attitudes and behaviors such 
as team spirit, teamwork, and sticking together when things are not going well (BB: 171-
174). Third, he feels that his players become confident by being well prepared. This 
preparation goes on year round. He emphasizes that habits of discipline are developed 
especially in the off-season (BB: 109-112). He tries to sell his players on the view that 
you will succeed if you are able to avoid failing first. You avoid "beating yourself' as he 
says by working on eliminating errors and by being in great condition. Fourth, 
confidence results from "teaching players to expect to win and from the coach personally 
exuding confidence, poise, and enthusiasm" (BB: 213). 
John Cooper 
Team Year 
University of Tulsa 1977-84 
Arizona State University 1985-87 
Ohio State University 1987-00 
Career Record 
Record 
57-31 
25-9-2 
97-33-4 
179-73-6 
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Coaching History 
John Cooper's record as a head football coach is consistently excellent. At the 
three schools he coached thus far his teams enjoyed great success. Cooper even stacks up 
to other great Ohio State coaches. Even the incomparable "Woody" Hayes, did not lead 
Ohio State to ten consecutive bowl appearances (NFF-02). Under Cooper's watch five of 
Ohio State bowl games were New Year's day appearances, which usually pit teams in the 
top ten in the nation against each other (NFF-02). 
Before coaching at Ohio State, Cooper coached for eight years at Tulsa (1977-84) 
and three years at Arizona State (1985-87). His teams were 57-31 at Tulsa. During his 
stay at Tulsa his teams won five straight Missouri Valley Conference titles. The victories 
piled up at Arizona State where his teams went to three consecutive bowl games, 
including their first ever appearance in the Rose Bowl, and a three-year record of25-9-2. 
He was named National Coach of the Year in 1986 after leading ASU to a 10-1-1 record. 
In each of his stops, Cooper has been particularly successful in conference play 
(NFF -02). In other words, wherever he has coached his teams have almost always been in 
contention for at least a conference championship. Five of the eight years he was at 
Tulsa they won their conference. In all, he has coached nine teams to conference 
championships and six more to second place finishes (NFF -02). 
Honors and distinctions 
• At Tulsa his teams won five straight Missouri Valley Conference Champs. 
• He was National Coach of the Year in 1986, after leading ASU to a 10-1-1 record. 
• He led Arizona State University to 3 straight bowl games and the 151 Rose Bowl ever 
for ASU. 
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• At the time of his retirement, in 2000, Cooper ranked sixth among active collegiate 
coaches with a career mark of 179-73-6 .. 
• Ohio State had 10 consecutive bowl appearances under Cooper. Only two other 
current head coaches to do so are (Bobby Bowden & Phil Fulmer of Tennessee). 
• Cooper became the first head coach to lead teams from both the Big Ten and the Pac-
1 0 conferences to victories in the Rose Bowl. 
• Cooper is the second most winning coach in OSU history, behind Woody Hayes' 205 
victories. Cooper directed the Buckeyes to 10 straight years in which he averaged 
more than nine wins a year. (Facts above about John Cooper are from NFF-02). 
Building team confidence 
First, Cooper believes he helps his teams become confident by thorough practice 
organization and attention to detail. In his view the coach must use time wisely, be very 
organized, and work on specific things on the practice-field. Second, he emphasized the 
importance of constant repetition of fundamentals. As he says, " .. . you go back to 
fundamentals, work on those little things that give you a chance to be successful" (JC: 
332-3). Third, Cooper stresses avoiding costly mistakes. He feels this is accomplished 
during practices that are highly competitive. Cooper states, " .. . confidence is from 
knowing that you are well prepared and you are going to be successful" (JC: 119). 
In Cooper' s view, how the head coach presents himself plays a key part of the 
development of team confidence. He believes the head coach must exude a sense of 
confidence. The coach needs to be confident in the plan he presents to his team and it is 
very important to exude confidence leading up to a game (JC: 220-1). 
Pat Dye 
Team 
East Carolina University 
University of Wyoming 
Auburn University 
Year 
1974-79 
1979-80 
1981-92 
Career Record 
Record 
48-18-1 
6-5-0 
99-39-
153-62-5 
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Coaching record 
When Pat Dye took over the Auburn University football program they had only 
won one Southeastern Conference championship in the previous forty-eight years (NFF-
02). He quickly established Auburn as a contender. In his second season at Auburn not 
only did they win their conference but also Coach Dye was honored as the National 
Coach of the Year. 
Dye's success at Auburn was not an isolated incident. Not only did he go on to 
win nearly one hundred games at Auburn over the next ten years but he had distinguished 
himself as a successful coach in his first stint as a head coach at East Carolina. His teams 
won nearly fifty games in five years. Even in his one-year stint at Wyoming, between 
East Carolina and Auburn, his team posted a winning record. 
Honors and distinctions 
• He was 1983 National Coach of the Year. 
• He won 4 SEC Championships at Auburn (Prior to Dye's arrival Auburn won only 
one SEC championship in previous 48 years). 
• He won 3 SEC titles in a row, 1987-89. 
• He was 3-time SEC Coach ofthe Year: 1983, 1987, 1988 (He joined only R.R. 
Neyland, Bear Bryant, and Vince Dooley as coaches to achieve this 3-time coach of 
the year honor). 
(NFF-02) 
Building team confidence 
Coach Dye' s philosophy can be largely summed up by the following words: 
fundamentals, effort, conditioning, and no mistakes. He believes it is essential to be 
sound in the basics of football. He insists his teams, " ... be the best fundamentally and 
technique wise" (PD: 220-1 ). And Dye emphasizes getting the greatest possible effort 
out of the players. His aim is to put the athlete on the field in better condition than his 
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opponent (PD: 83-4), and to eliminate mistakes. These aspects of the game, in his 
estimation, are controllable through coaching. 
Creating the confident group stems from putting players in a game that can be 
trusted to perform well. Coach Dye underscores the role experience plays in a player' s 
ability to be reliable. According to Coach Dye young players are more likely to be 
unreliable during a game. Practicing well indicates whether certain individuals can be 
trusted to perform well in the game (PD: 386-9). 
He stresses that players must trust the coach. They do this according to him by 
" ... accepting of the discipline and philosophy of the coach" (PD: 1 07). They will start to 
believe in each other if the coach demands they all go through challenging practices, 
" ... so they have to support each other to make it through" (PD: 328). He feels if the 
coach demands certain behaviors in practice, these will help the players be prepared to 
execute them in the game. 
Dennis Franchione 
Team 
Southwestern (Kansas) 
Pittsburg State (Kansas) 
Southwest Texas 
New Mexico 
Texas Christian 
Alabama 
TexasA&M 
Coaching record 
Year 
1981-84 
1985-89 
1990-91 
1992-1997 
1998-2001 
2002 
2003 
Career Record 
Record 
14-4-2 
53-6-0 
13-9-0 
33-36-0 
25-10-0 
10-3-0 
4-7 
152-77-2 
In the past year Coach Franchione has become college' s most traveled active 
coach. After only one season at Alabama, in which they achieved ten wins, the 
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peripatetic Franchione moved to his seventh school Texas A&M. Coach Franchione has 
an uncanny knack for success wherever he goes. His teams' success at Southwestern 
Kansas, Pittsburg State and more recently at Texas Christian make Franchione 
uncommon. 
His most recent success at Alabama highlights how he is able to take challenging 
situations and make the best of them. He and his team found out that Alabama's football 
program would not be able to participate in any post-season games as part of a NCAA 
sanctions against the school for the wrongdoings by the previous coach. They proceeded 
to have the most wins by the school in five years. 
Honors and distinctions 
• At TCU he coached in three bowl games and achieved a back-to-back WAC titles 
('99 & '00). 
• He was 2-time NAIA Coach ofthe Year ('86 & '87) at Pittsburg State. 
• He achieved a 53-6 record, including five consecutive conference championships at 
Pittsburg State and a 45-game regular season winning streak at Pittsburg State. 
• He achieved 10 wins at his first year at Alabama in 2002 despite no post-season 
eligibility. 
Building team confidence 
He claims his "formula for success" consists of three parts. First, getting his 
players to play together as a team. He starts this by doing various team-building 
activities, teaching the importance of team through mottoes and team concepts, and by 
building a unified coaching staff. Second, he holds his players accountable for their 
actions academically, athletically, and socially. Third, he gives his players ownership in 
the team process. He notes, " ... they feel accountable to each other far more than to 
me."(DF: 35-36). He involves them in this process by using a leadership council that 
help set rules and policies. In this way he believes rules are accepted more readily. 
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He sees his job as presenting a vision and remaining steadfast to that vision. 
Remaining steadfast according to him has the effect of eliminating doubt. He feels 
confidence is created by putting players in positions to gain success and making a habit 
out of doing things properly by doing them over and over. He stressed that his players 
become confident by him telling them his beliefs and showing confidence in them, the 
culmination of which is having success in games. 
John Gagliardi 
Team 
Carroll Universtiy 
St. John' s University (MN) 
Career Record 
Coaching Record 
Year 
49-52 
53-03 
Record 
24-6-1 
390-108-9 
414-114-10 
John Gagliardi, the head coach at St. Johns in Minnesota a Division III institution, 
has led his team to four national championships and owns a . 778 winning percentage. 
His incredible success over 55 years in coaching makes him unique. He even surpassed 
the legendary Eddie Robinson as the college coach with the most wins all-time all 
divisions ( 408). He is a maverick in the coaching breed because he seems to ignore 
conventional coaching methods. He is famous for his coaching philosophy in which he 
emphasizes what he does not do. He calls it "winning with no ' s" : no whistles, no wind 
sprints, no stretching, and no yelling. He stresses only the things that he feels are · 
necessary to coaching the game of football , which leaves him more time to repeat plays 
over and over. He believes timing and execution are all important (JG: 303). 
The value Gagliardi puts on the college football experience seems to make every 
person in his program want to be a part of a team. He makes every senior on his team a 
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captain. He says unabashedly, " ... so they can put it on their resume". He does not cut 
anyone from the team so he often has well over a hundred people on the team that 
number exceeds what most coaches will carry on their squads. 
Honors and distinctions 
• He has only had 3 losing seasons in 55 years of coaching! 
• The most wins by a college coach all-time (414). 
• The Division Three Coach of the Year Award, is named the Gagliardi A ward 
(NCAA-02). 
• Prior to 2003 his team last took the National title in 1976. 
Building a confident team 
The key for Gagliardi seems to be not destroying the confidence a kid may 
already have (JG: 107-110). In Gagliardi ' s view, if a player can not do something it is 
either because he does not understand what to do or he can not do it. He feels that in both 
these instances it is not the player's fault if he can not perform. If it is not the kid ' s fault 
then there is no use in making him feel badly! This outlook seems to lay the 
responsibility on the coach to teach him better or not put the player in the game where he 
could fail. 
The guiding principle for Gagliardi is the Golden Rule. He says, " ... treat 
everybody like you like to be treated, and that goes for the other coaches too. I know that 
I certainly do not want to be mistreated" (JG: 123-4). He feels this is particularly 
important after a loss. He says, find something to praise -that is no time to tear them 
down. He acknowledges the need for good players to be able to become successful and 
confident. But he was quick to add, " ... you need players that are good people" 
(JG: 281-2). 
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Last, he noted that learning how to avoid losing is important to the development 
of a confident team. The first key to avoiding losing is being solid on the fundamentals. 
He notes, " ... they do ordinary things extraordinarily well" (JG: 304). His philosophy 
includes having high expectations for all his players. He says," ... I always tell them, no 
matter what happens ... someone steps up ... with the ability, confidence, discipline and 
poise to deliver. We expect it to happen and it always does" (JG: 298-300). 
Lou Holtz 
Team Year Record 
William and Mary 1969-71 13-20-0 
North Carolina State 1972-75 33-12-3 
New York Jets (NFL) 1976 3-10-0 
University of Arkansas 1977-83 60-20-2 
University of Minnesota 1984-85 10-12-0 
Notre Dame University 1986-96 100-30-2 
U. of South Carolina 1999-03 27-32-0 
Career Record 246-137-7 
Coaching record 
When Lou Holtz became the head coach at South Carolina in 2000 there was 
much fanfare. Holtz had proven at a number of schools that he was capable of turning 
things around. Ending his first season at 0-11 , there were many doubters as to whether 
Coach Holtz had grown too old to direct today's college youth. The following year they 
were 8-4, in which they faced the team with #1 defense in the country, Ohio State, in the 
Outback Bowl and defeated them. Such remarkable turnabouts for Holtz are 
commonplace. Particularly, at North Carolina State, Arkansas, and Notre Dame Holtz 
has proven that he among the all-time great college coaches. 
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Honors and distinctions 
• He is the only coach in NCAA history to ever lead six different programs to bowl 
games all by his second season. 
• He is the only coach to ever guide four different programs to final top 20 rankings. 
• Coach Holtz is an active head coach with the third most victories, 238 , and 8th all-
time. 
• His team' s 12 bowl game victories rank fifth on the all-time list. 
• At Notre Dame (1986-96) he led them to 9 consecutive Bowl games and National 
Championship '88. 
(NFF-02) 
Building a confident team 
Throughout his 30 years as a collegiate head coach Holtz seems to understand 
how to motivate young people. He remarks, "Nobody will ever quit unless they don't 
think they will be successful" (LH: 42). Holtz has three basic tenets. First, he must 
convince them they can succeed (if they follow his plan). Second, they must adhere to 
his basic philosophy. He says, " ... you demand the right attitude .. .! think attitude is a 
choice ... and normally we would change your attitude"(LH: 32-3). Third, he gives his 
team very short-term goals. These short-term objectives aim to improve specific aspects 
every day. When his teams believe in the coach, change their attitude, and get better 
every day these things increase a sense of trust among the team. When these things begin 
to happen players, " ... youjust feel so obligated to your teammates you aren't going to let 
them down" (LH: 27). He notes "everybody' s got to buy into the program because you 
can't have people with their own agenda. You come here to learn to be somebody, not to 
learn to do something. You're going to become us ... we're not going to become you. 
They (the players) are going to change" (LH: 52-4). 
To enable his players to have success he emphasizes demanding proper 
techniques. He says, "I think the way a guy learns to be comfortable and confident is 
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learn to play right fundamentally" (LH: 7-8). Holtz feels confidence is built by learning 
to eliminate errors such as mistakes, penalties, and turnovers by repetition, preparing his 
players for every situation, and putting them in competitive situations. 
Jimmy Johnson 
Team 
Oklahoma State 
University of Miami 
Dallas Cowboys 
Miami Dolphins 
Coaching record 
Year 
1979-83 
1984-88 
1989-93 
1996-99 
Career Record 
Record 
29-25-3 
52-9-0 
51-37-0 
38-31-0 
170-102-3 
Johnson was extraordinarily successful as a college and professional coach. In his 
first head coaching assignment at Oklahoma State he took over a squad that was 3-8 the 
year before. In his first year he was voted Big 8 Conference coach of the year. His 
success in five years at University of Miami bolstered his winning record as a college 
coach to 81-34-3. At the professional level he took over the proud Dallas Cowboy 
organization that had fallen on hard times. In his first year his team went 1-15. In two 
more years they improved to 16-3 and were crowned Super Bowl Champions in 1992. 
The Cowboys repeated as champions the following year. After a three-year stint as a 
television analyst he returned to the helm, this time for the Miami Dolphins. His teams 
made the play-offs three of the four years he was their head coach. He retired from 
coaching at a time when he was still very successful as a professional coach. 
Honors and distinctions 
• At Oklahoma State his teams went to 2 bowl games. 
• At University of Miami he went to 5 bowl games and won a national championship. 
• His teams at University of Miami won 36 consecutive games from 1985 to '88. 
• At the Dallas Cowboys he won 2 Super bowls, 1992 and 1993. 
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• He is the only coach to win a Div. I- NCAA National Championship and two Super 
Bowls. 
Building a confident team 
According to Johnson, he tried to bring three things to his team: competitiveness, 
organization, and public relations. In addition to these are other three main things he 
focused upon to build a successful and confident organization. First, he pays a great deal 
of attention to finding the best people to be part of his team. He says, "I am continually 
assessing the talent" (JJ: 74). He assesses the people in the organization and looks for 
people outside of it to find the best possible people for a job. He believes in surrounding 
himself with as much talent as possible. Second, he believes that it is essential to 
" ... eliminate those who take away from the success ofthe organization" (JJ: 55-6). He 
points out that no single person determines the success of the team but certain individuals 
can impede the progress of the team. Third, he feels a coach must create an atmosphere 
in which everyone could realize their potential. In trying to create such an atmosphere 
the coach must set clear goals, instill the work ethic to meet those goals, and insures that 
people continue working towards these goals (JJ: 77-80). 
In Coach Johnson' s view the team gains confidence by adding to the team more 
talented people and by ridding the team of those who can not perform well. According to 
him people who are not talented enough do not help the team become confident in their 
overall abilities. He believes confidence comes from having success even if successes 
may be minor at first. If one works hard, they will gradually meet more successes and 
become more confident which eventually will lead to major successes (JJ: 66-9) . 
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Larry Kehres 
Team 
Mount Union 
Coaching record 
Year 
1986-2003 
Record 
205-18-3 
As head coach and director of athletics at Mount Union College Larry Kehres has 
a career record of205-18-3 (.912) in 18 seasons at his alma mater. He ranks first of all 
active coaches in all divisions based on winning percentage. He is also the athletic 
director at Mount Union and even was successful when served as the swim coach for a 
number of years. His unbelievable record distinguishes him already as one ofthe all-time 
great coaches. 
Honors and distinctions 
• He led the Purple Raiders to a 14-0 record and a seventh NCAA division III national 
championship in 2002. 
• Mount Union set a NCAA all-division record with 54 consecutive wins from 1996-
1999. 
• Mount Union is 1 09-1 in the last 11 regular seasons. 
• He achieved a Division III best (162-7-1 ; .956) record in the 1990' s. 
• Over his 18 year career he has lost an average of 1 game a year. 
• He was the first coach in the American Football Coaches Association history to win 
seven AFCA National Coach ofthe Year Awards in 2002. 
• Mount Union has won 11 consecutive Ohio Athletic Conference Championships. 
• He was voted regional Coach of the Year a record tying ten times, only matched by 
the legendary Joe Paterno who has been the a head coach for more than twice as long. 
(NFF-02) 
Building a confident team 
Coach Kehres feels the keys to building a successful and confident team lies in 
the organization and discipline of the team and reinforcing positive behaviors. By 
demanding accountability and responsibility out of players he feels the coach creates a 
confident team. He believes that a team has to be talented. He defines talented as, 
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" .. . they either possess or develop the physical skill to be successful in their position" 
(LK: 44-5). Secondly, he feels that teams become confident when they have a shared 
sense of purpose, that they understand what their objective and goal is, "And they are in 
concert with their coaches on what that goal is" (LK: 46). Thirdly, in Kehres ' view, 
successful teams are consistent (LK: 52-5). Consistency is learned according to Kehres 
by the coach acting consistently towards his team. If his players know what to expect 
from him, then they can work on delivering what he expects. In addition, teams become 
confident because they are consistently well-prepared (LK: 260-64). 
Above all else, coach Kehres believes that to build confidence a coach must 
constantly deliver positive specific feedback to build up individual players and then as a 
group. In his estimation, players can detect when a coach does not believe in them. He 
believes teams gain the most confidence when they practice well and the coach tells them 
that they have practiced well. In his view, such verbal acknowledgement is the number 
one re-inforcer of positive practice behavior (LK: 387-389). 
Chuck Knox 
Team 
Los Angeles Rams 
Buffalo Bills 
Seattle Seahawks 
Los Angeles Rams 
Coaching record 
Year 
1973-77 
1978-1982 
1983-1991 
1992-1994 
Record 
57-20-1 
38-38-0 
87-67-0 
15-33-0 
Career Record 193-158-1 
Coach Knox has a record of quickly molding a team into highly competitive unit. 
In his first three head coaching assignments he took over teams with losing records and 
turned them into winners. At the Los Angeles Rams he took over a team that was 6-7-1 
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and went 12-2 the next year. He took over Buffalo Bills and by his third year his team 
won their division. And a third time he took a hapless Seahawks team and within a few 
y,ears got them to the play-offs for the first time in the organization's history. 
Honors and distinctions 
• Knox is ranked sixth all-time list in order of victories with 193. 
• One of three coaches: Bill Parcells (4), Dick Vermeil (3) who has taken at least three 
different NFL teams to the play-offs 
Building a confident team 
Coach Knox believes that teams ultimately become successful and confident 
because of an intense desire to improve and being able to learn for their mistakes. He 
talks about teaching his player to adopt a " ... profit from your mistakes"(CK: 71), 
mentality. Knox clearly links the development of a confident team to a coach's ability to 
teach effectively. In fact, he believes it is the responsibility of the coach to expose his 
players to success. He says, the coach must, " .. . show the learner how to succeed." 
According to Coach Knox success depends upon how well organized the coach is, his 
presentation style, and his understanding of learning progressions. Knox believes for a 
team to become confident it is essential that players come to believe they can be 
successful under the tutelage of that coach. 
In coach Knox's view creating an atmosphere that is conducive to success carries 
with it certain expectations: He says, you must, " ... create that atmosphere where you can 
raise their expectancy level so that they expect win. And never use excuses" (CK: 96). 
For a team to buy into a coaches philosophy he believes a team must experience some 
degree of success. Knox believes that somewhat circular maxim, " ... nothing succeeds like 
success" (CK: 73). He adds that, " ... winning is conducive to creating an atmosphere in 
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which there is a certain amount of satisfaction is gained by the players . .. the self-esteem 
that comes with knowing you have won by ... doing the things you have been trained to 
do ... " (CK: 77). These are all part ofhis system to convince the player that they can 
succeed. By demonstrating a positive attitude to the players, conveying to them they are 
good enough to win, and by attention to detail in meetings and the practice field, the 
coach convinces players to learn how to succeed. 
Marv Levy 
Team 
New Mexico 
California Berkeley 
William and Mary 
Montreal Aloettes (CFL) 
Kansas City Chiefs 
Chicago Blitz (USFL) 
Buffalo Bills 
Year 
1958-59 
1960-63 
1964-68 
1973-78 
1978-82 
1984 
1986-97 
NFL Record 
Coaching record 
Record 
14-6-0 
8-29-0 
23-25-2 
50-34-4 
31-42-0 
5-13 
123-78-0 
154-120-0 
When Marv Levy landed his first head coaching job at the University ofNew 
Mexico, he was the youngest Division I-A head coach in the country. He quickly 
established a solid record with New Mexico with consecutive 7-3 seasons. He then 
moved on to University of California, Berkeley despite a difficult few years at he went on 
to many other successes. His teams in Montreal in the Canadian Football League vied for 
the Grey Cup Championship three times and won twice. Some of his greatest coaching 
accomplishments came when he worked with the Buffalo Bills. In the three years prior to 
him taking over the Buffalo Bills they had a 14-42 record. In his eleven years with the 
Buffalo Bills his teams qualified for the play-offs for eight of those years, won the 
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Eastern Division seven times, played for the conference championship five times, and 
made it to the Super Bowl in four consecutive years. 
• He ranks 11th on the all-time win list with 154. 
• He holds the record for leading his team to the most consecutive Super Bowls, 
including four straight conference championships. 
• His Canadian teams went to three Grey Cups and won two of them. 
• He was inducted into the Professional Football Hall of Fame in July 2001. 
Building team confidence 
Coach Levy noted that to build a team that is confident a coach first has to be 
good teacher. Levy describes, " .. .it comes back to being a good teacher if when you walk 
into the classroom and you are organized and you know what you want to present to them 
and I think it is important to get down to business fairly quickly. Don't talk philosophy 
too long to a team, get down to business and present to them what is achievable, what 
they can do. So they experience some success so they want to come back tomorrow and 
learn some more" (ML: 185-189) 
Second, he noted the importance ofbeing able to work very cooperatively with 
others in the organization. Levy asserts, " ... a really good inter-organizational relationship 
is essential." Coach Levy ' s credo is rooted in good relationships within an organization. 
He says, " .. . total organization wins" (ML: 104). Levy believes the most talented teams 
do not always win but rather those that are talented enough and work together the best. 
He adds, "Sure, you have to have good players, they have to be talented but you have to 
coach them well, they have to believe in the program, that there is merit in it for them and 
the people with whom they associate"(ML: 104-1 06). 
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Third, Levy emphasizes in different ways that people of good character make it 
more likely that they will become a confident team. He is clear on the importance of 
selecting people of good character. He says, " ... we are pretty careful who we pick on our 
team"(ML: 298). The character values he stresses the most are the importance of being 
honest, consistent, and hard working. He feels honesty allows people to look at 
themselves when things are not going well instead of blaming others. Of consistency he 
says, "There has to be a consistency, it doesn' t mean you are inflexible .. .lack of 
consistency or conviction or really getting the grasp of what you do feel it is necessary to 
win"(ML: 107-8). And of hard work he notes, " . .. hard work is an essential piece ... you 
have to be surrounded by people who aren't willing to work hard but who want to work 
hard. I think that is a very distinct distinction, a considerable distinction" (ML: 125). 
Hard work is essential to building a confident team because from hard work a team learns 
to be prepared (ML: 344). Coach Levy explains, "I think confidence is something that 
grows and develops because of preparation, your mindset, your character qualities. I 
think people with good character have a better opportunity to develop confidence than 
those who don't" (ML: 330). 
He feels it is the head coach's job to," .. . get the other people get the best out of 
themselves"(ML: 144). Levy believes you begin getting the best out of others in part by 
setting a good example yourself. He says, " I don't think it is done by getting them to 
follow you. I think it is done by getting them to join you" (ML: 145). Again he feels that 
players will join the coach if he is a competent teacher, is fair or just, and shows them 
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how to work hard without being harsh about it. As he noted, his teams feel confident 
when they feel prepared. 
Ultimately, Levy feels that teams become confident by having success. As he 
points out, "When you don't have success, yes, your confidence isn' t great. It becomes 
more difficult I should say when there is lack of results seen from what you are working 
on. I think confidence begins to erode" (ML: 433). He also makes it clear that he 
believes confidence is built over time. It is not going to come about all at once, but as 
Levy says, " ... by the way you run your program day in and day out" (ML: 433). 
Bill Parcells 
Team 
New York Giants 
New England Patriots 
New York Jets 
Dallas Cowboys 
Coaching record 
Year 
1983-90 
1993-96 
1997-99 
2003-
NFL Record 
Record 
85-52-1 
34-34-0 
30-20-0 
10- 7-0 
159-113-1 
Bill Parcells is regarded by many as the coach that they would pick to turn around 
a failing professional football team. He has on four occasions turned around the fortunes 
of four franchises mired in mediocrity and turned them into contenders. The New York 
Giants hired him in 1983 and they had not been to a Championship game for over twenty 
years. In 1987, his fourth year he delivered a Super Bowl Championship. Then three 
years later in 1990, he led his team to another Super Bowl victory. 
He left coaching for three years then returned to the sagging New England 
Patriots. When he first went to New England the team had 9 wins and 39 losses in the 
previous three years. In his fourth year they played in the Super Bowl but lost. From 
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New England he jumped to the New York Jets where they had experienced just 4 wins 
versus 28 losses in the previous two years. In his third season with the Jets he had them 
playing in the conference Championship game. 
In January 2003 he agreed to coach the Dallas Cowboys who had gone 5-11 for 
three consecutive years. Parcells has taken yet another professional team to a 
championship caliber of play. He is the first professional coach ever to bring four 
different teams to the play-offs. Only Chuck Knox and Dick Vermeil have done so with 
even three different NFL teams. 
• He led 2 NY Giant teams to the Super Bowls. Only 3 other coaches have more Super 
Bowl victories. (Joe Gibbs and Bill Walsh 3, and Chuck Knoll4) 
• His 159 victories as a head coach ranks him 121h all-time 
• He the only two coach to lead four different clubs to the play-offs 
• He is one of two coaches to take two different teams to the Super Bowl 
(NFL-02) 
Building team confidence 
The basic approach Parcells takes to building a team that is confident in its own 
abilities relies on organizing a system where players and the team demonstrate to 
themselves their ability to perform. As he states, "I think genuine confidence is born of 
demonstrated ability ... "(BP: 94 ). Parcells sees a progression of events that have to take 
place before a team can become confident. He believes his task is to lay out the 
objectives and get the team to accomplish them one by one. He states, "I always try to 
create the shortest-term possible goals" (BP: 124). In this way he can point out to the 
team what they have accomplished. As he puts it, "I want to know how to do things we 
don't know how to do now and I want to be able to as a unit to begin the quest to try to 
generate momentum for a positive season. But they are all simple things ... " (BP: 128-
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130). In this system he is always trying to get them to do specific things. He describes, 
"I always go under the assumption that the team is teaching itself. And it is. And so 
what they demonstrate to themselves will eventually become them. So if I can get them to 
demonstrate the right things then they will become one thing"(BP: 566-68). He tries to 
shape their experiences so the thing that they become successful. 
He outlines a basic structure that is the foundation for a solid sense of team 
confidence. In the first place he feels the head coach must sell his team on the idea that 
hard-work is the only way that they will succeed. He says, " .. .if in fact you work hard that 
still doesn't insure that you are going to be successful. But if you don't work hard it is 
insured that you are going to fail"(BP: 183-5). Coach Parcells believes physical 
toughness must be in place before a coach can really work on the mental part. Therefore, 
in the next step he goes about building the physical toughness at the outset by getting 
players in great physical condition. Coach Parcells feels this is important to their 
foundation of becoming confident. He says, "You have to have a base, structure to build 
on, basic physical condition"(BP: 156-7). 
The next steps for Coach Parcells become increasingly mental in nature. First, he 
believes in the importance of stressing proper techniques by " ... insisting on the 
fundamentals"(BP: 56). Second, he feels that his team must learn to eliminate errors. He 
tries to make them understand the reasons for success. He wants them to know " . . . what 
is going to cause you to lose games and to win games" (BP: 291-2). Third, he prepares 
his team for almost every conceivable situation. A critical part of his confidence building 
scheme requires putting his team in as many of those pressure situations as possible in 
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practice. As he puts it, "I always try to give my team the confidence that I am going to 
put my team in position where they have a chance to succeed" (BP: 206-7). 
Coach Parcells feels he approaches the competitive part of the season a bit 
differently than most. He believes that the team goes into the competitive arena and 
proves to each other what they can do. As he notes," .. . coach doesn't teach you who you 
are, the team teaches itself what it is" (BP: 136). This does not mean, however that 
Parcells leaves them to fend for themselves. He emphasizes that as the coach he has to be 
part of the team as they go into a game. He notes, " .. .in a game, I got to be part of the 
team too. I've got to be that collective effort. I've got to be unified. I've got to be in with 
them. When we go to play as a team, we're in there together" (BP: 450-3). It sounds as 
though part of this unity comes from him expressing belief in them. Sometimes players 
may not have demonstrated the ability in a game situation before. He describes how he 
might boost someone's confidence before a game. He describes how he might talk to 
them, he says, " ... you can do it. I've seen you do it, so let ' s go do it" (BP: 377). In other 
instances he might give them a specific thing for them to focus upon for a big contest. 
Apparently, he wants to shift their focus away from the challenge onto completing that 
specific assignment. 
Gary Pinkel 
Team 
Toledo 
Missouri 
Year 
1990-2000 
2001-03 
Career Record 
Record 
73-37-3 
17-19-0 
90-56-3 
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Coaching record 
Coach Gary Pinkel was going into his first year as head coach at Missouri at the 
time of this interview. In the ten years before that he compiled a (73-37-3) record at 
Toledo and had a .645 winning percentage. At 49 he is the youngest coach in the sample. 
Pin.kel has the most wins in Toledo's history. During his last six seasons at Toledo they 
went 50-18-1 overall. Three of those teams advanced to play in the post-season, capturing 
one Mid American Conference MAC Championship and three MAC West division titles. 
Three of his last five teams at Toledo were ranked in the nation's top 25 (NFF-02). 
After a decade of success at Toledo he moved to the University ofMissouri which 
competes in the vaunted Big 12 Conference. In only Pinkel' s third year with the Tigers 
they mounted eight wins and secured a bid to play Arkansas in the Independence Bowl. 
Honors and distinctions 
• Pinkel's teams recorded more overall victories (73) and more MAC wins (54) than 
any other Mid-American Conference school during that time. 
• In 10 seasons, Pinkel ' s teams finished in the top three in the MAC or MAC West 
Division eight times, including three first-place finishes. 
• Since 1995, Toledo went 50-18-1 in regular-season games, the 11th-best mark in 
NCAA Division I. During that span, Toledo's record in MAC regular-season games 
was 38-9-1. The Rockets record at home during that period was 23-2. 
• Pinkel ranks fourth in career wins (73) among coaches in the history of the MAC, 
ahead of such coaching luminaries as Don James, Bo Schembechler, Woody Hayes, 
Don Nehlen and Ara Parseghian. 
• In 1995, Pinkel guided Toledo to an undefeated 11-0-1 record. Toledo was one oftwo 
schools (National Champion Nebraska) to finish the season without a blemish on its 
record. 
• In only his third year he led Missouri (8-4) to the Independence Bowl 
(Facts above provided by NFF-02) 
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Building team confidence 
Pinkel stresses the importance of finding talented players, building relationships 
with those players, organizing, disciplining them and instilling a passion for the game. 
He feels it is essential to help them develop them in a variety of different ways. There 
are basic tenets of how he builds a successful and confident team. First, he stresses the 
development of his players. He points out, "What do you do first? You build a 
program ... you build people. First you get them to understand that there is a price to pay 
to be successful" (GP: 121-2). Second, he is seemingly fanatical about instilling 
discipline in his squad and insuring that they be held accountable for their actions. He 
develops them by correcting what he sees as faulty attitudes. He does this by making 
expectations very clear as well as the consequences for certain actions. "I think there is 
no uncertain terms that this is what you do and what you don't do in the program. There 
are no gray areas" (GP: 198-9). He feels it is essential to demand certain things. He 
raises his right hand and holds his palm horizontally to the ground around the level of his 
face and points to it with his left hand as if to indicate some imaginary level on a bar 
graph and says, " . . . you make them get here. There are no votes. Get there or you are 
gone"(GP: 182). Third, he is a strong believer in the need for organization and attention 
to detail. Last, he believes that a team becomes confident by the type of expectations 
they have. He says, " .. .I think they act like they are going to win, they expect to 
win"(GP: 132), and eventually their hard work culminates by them experiencing success. 
Pinkel states, "How do you get confidence? You get it by having success" (GP: 120). 
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John Robinson 
Team Year 
University of Southern California 1976-82 
Los Angeles Rams (NFL) 1983-91 
University of Southern California 1993-97 
University Nevada Las Vegas 1999-03 
Career Record 
Coaching record 
Record 
67-14-2 
79-74-0 
37-21-2 
26-33-0 
209-142-4 
Robinson is the nation's ninth ranked active coach with the most wins. He has a 
career record of 203-136-4. In addition, his 8-1 record in bowl games gives him a higher 
winning percentage in the postseason (.875) than any active college coach with a 
minimum of eight games. (NFF-02) Robinson's teams have enjoyed over 100 victories 
combined during his two terms at the University of Southern California. He first became 
head coach in 1976 and commanded the Trojans to unprecedented heights during his first 
seven-year stay. His teams won 82 percent of their games (67-14-2) in his first term, 
averaging nearly 10 victories a year. In fact, Robinson tied a NCAA record for most wins 
by a first-year head coach when his team went 11-1 and earned a Rose Bowl berth. (NFF-
02). His 1978 team won the national championship with a 12-1 mark (USC was ranked 
No.2 in both 1976 and '79), led the Trojans to three Pac-10 titles and guided them to five 
postseason bowls. Also, from 1978 through 1980, USC posted a school-record 28-game 
unbeaten streak. After his team went 11-0-1 in 1979 Robinson was named National 
Coach of the Year. 
Robinson's next stop was the Los Angeles Rams in the National Football League. 
During his tenure as the Rams mentor he compiled the most victories (79) in club history. 
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During his nine years with the club (1983-91 ), he reached the playoffs six times and 
twice advanced to the NFC championship game, 1985 and 1989 (NFF-02). His second 
term at USC lasted until 1997 and featured three more bowl victories, including a Rose 
Bowl win over Northwestern following the 1995 season that improved his career record 
to 4-0. Most recently he has taken over the reigns at UNLV as head coach and athletic 
director. In his second season he had already led them to a Bowl victory. 
Honors and distinctions 
• He was nominated Pacific-8 and West Coach ofthe year in 1976 and 1978. 
• He was voted National Coach of the Year. 
• Most victories in club history with the Los Angeles Rams (97). 
• He tied a NCAA record for most wins by a first-year head coach after his team went 
11-1 in 1976. 
Developing team confidence 
John Robinson believes you build confidence by addressing the individual first 
and having players recognize their own skills, by teaching them how to improve their 
skills, and getting them to be honest with themselves which includes realizing their 
strengths as well as their limitations. An important part of getting players to improve 
their skills is communicating what he calls the "tangible specifics" (JR: 62). They are 
things that he identifies they need to do to improve. Robinson says, " ... you need to 
improve at ABCD" and providing "benchmarks" to measure whether he has improved or 
not. As he notes, "people say coaching is getting a man to do more than he thinks he can 
do. But the specific statement is, getting Joe Smith to do more in this area"(JR: 75). 
When his players are able to hit certain benchmarks then he can point out to them that 
they have achieved them. They way he puts it he says, " ... hey, damn, we did that" (JR: 
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11 0). He does this with both individuals and the team. He also believes it is important 
get his team to recognize their accomplishments. He says he comes up with " ... ways so 
they can collectively believe in what they are doing." As he notes, "You need to make 
players believe that they as a team can succeed." (JR: 87). This may be part of his overall 
statement of building a successful team that emphasizes three main points: 
" ... recognizing talent, using it properly, and having them recognizing it" (JR: 54). 
After getting a player to improve Robinson believes the next step is to get each 
player to realize how he can utilize his talents to help the team. He does this in part by 
defining a role for them in which they can be successful. He notes, " ... often athletes 
don' t quite understand themselves or their ability" (JR: 63). 
Robinson believes the next step to building team confidence is getting the players 
to join with the team. He feels this is accomplished by all great organizations by creating 
a team identity. As he describes, " ... identification with a cause"(JR: 93). He feels this 
identification enables individuals to bond and come together as a team. This kind of 
bond or trust according to Robinson does not happen at once. It takes time to develop 
and players need to be convinced and persuaded that they can accomplish things together 
over a long time. But when this kind of trust develops there is sense of possibility. He 
describes the feeling he tries to create. He says, "guys ... we' re going to do this .. . they 
have to believe that there ' s a chain of events that has to happen" (JR: 162). 
One way that they do so is by having success in games. He believes the coaches ' 
role is to get them to focus upon the present. Prior to being able to focus on the moment 
in a big competition says Robinson is being able to relax. As he notes, " ... relaxation is 
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prelude to being able to focus" (JR: 212). Whether it is through providing a perspective, 
making them laugh, or allowing the players to have rituals that work to keep them in the 
moment, Robinson seems to try to do as much as possible to get them to relax so that 
they can perform up to their best. 
Jackie Sherrill 
Team Year 
Washington State 1976 
Pittsburg 1977-81 
Texas A&M 1982-88 
Mississippi State 1991-02 
Record 
3-8-0 
50-9-1 
52-28-1 
72-66-2 
Career Record 180-114-4 
Coaching record 
In 2002 Jackie Sherrill had Mississippi State playing for a league title for the first 
time in 57 years. Mississippi State also earned its first berth in a traditional New Year's 
Day Bowl since 1941. In the 1970s and 1980s, he established himself as one of the 
country's most successful coaches. He had head coaching stops at Washington State, 
University of Pittsburgh, and Texas A&M. During the 1970s and 1980s Sherrill posted a 
105-45-2 record, guiding teams at the University of Pittsburgh and Texas A&M to eight 
postseason bowl appearances and six top-1 0 finishes. His 1985-87 Texas A&M teams 
rolled to a 29-7-1 record, advancing to three straight Cotton Bowls as champions of the 
Southwest Conference. Prior to that, his final three Pittsburgh teams ( 1979-81) posted a 
33-3 record and finished their seasons in prestigious bowl games. His five-year tenure at 
the University of Pittsburg resulted in a 50-9-1 record. Those seasons included five 
straight postseason bowl games and four top-1 0 national rankings. His 1980 team 
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finished the year ranked second in the nation and his 1981 Pittsburg team beat South East 
Conference champion Georgia in the Sugar Bowl. (NFF-02). 
Honors and distinctions 
• He is one of only 16 head coaches in NCAA history to take three different schools to 
postseason bowl competition. Sherrill joins Ken Hatfield (Air Force), Larry Smith 
(Missouri) and Mack Brown (Texas) as the only active head coaches with that 
distinction. 
• Sherrill is one of only two Division I-A head coaches ever to lead three different 
schools to 10 wins or more in a season. 
(NFF-02) 
On confidence 
Coach Sherrill believes confidence goes up and down every day but emphasizes 
how the person with the strongest will/mind will prevail. So he bases the development of 
team confidence on developing qualities of character, discipline, and desire. He believes 
that the most mature players will be of the strongest mind and will. He notes, " . . . you 
win with mature players"(JSh: 53). 
According to Sherrill, to develop a mature team they will necessarily need to go 
through certain phases. He calls them the four P' s- "prepare, practice, position, and 
perform" (JSh: 27). Preparation is teaching them how to do particular things. In practice 
he has them repeat important aspects of the game over and over. Positioning has to do 
with putting them in situations, use certain schemes, and placing players in certain 
positions where they can have success. And performing is going out on the field in a 
practice or especially a game and performing those skills well. He declares, " . . . you win 
because you are prepared- not because of pep talks"(JSh: 53). 
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Coach Sherrill believes it is important to be genuine with his players. He says he 
tells them, " ... you are not going to like me everyday and I am not going to like you 
everyday. That's reality" (JSh: 140-1). Being honest with his players seems to be an 
important part of them developing trust in what he says. Trust is an important point of 
emphasis for Sherrill. He tries to build an environment of trust and mutual respect. In 
fact, one of the keystones of Sherrill's philosophy is that everyone is equally important 
on the team (JSh: 172). 
Jack Siedlecki 
Team 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Amherst 
Yale 
Year 
1988-92 
1993-96 
1997-2003 
Career Record 
Coaching record 
Record 
36-11-1 
20-11-1 
38-31-0 
94-53-2 
Jack Siedlecki has been a head coach at WPI, Amherst and Yale. In his 15 years 
as a head coach his teams have posted a 94-53-2 record. Jack Siedlecki took over the 
reigns of the once proud Yale program after it had slipped and had won thirteen of its last 
forty games. In three seasons at Yale Siedlecki engineered a stunning turnaround. His 
first season at Yale his team went 1-9. Two seasons later they were Ivy League champs 
with a 9-1 record. His efforts earned him New England coach of the year honors. 
Siedlecki has established a record of success. In his five years at W.P.I., not only 
was his 1990 team undefeated but his 1992 team went 9-2 and earned him Regional 
coach of the year. After WPI he inherited a moribund unit at Amherst College which had 
gone 1-14-1 in the two seasons prior to his arrival. In his fourth season at Amherst a 
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turnaround was complete when they went 7-1 , were league champions, and again he was 
named Regional coach of the year by the American Football coaches association. 
(NFF-02). 
Honors and distinctions 
• He was the offensive and defensive coordinator for the WPI team. 
• He was voted AFCA- Regional Coach of the year at WPI, 1992 and Amherst, 1996. 
• He was voted New England Coach of the year, 1999, at Yale. 
(NFF-02) 
Building team confidence 
He believes that for a team to become confident certain things must be in place. 
First, there must be team chemistry where people get along well. Second, there has to be 
talented enough individuals to make up your team. Third, a work ethic has to be 
developed so that everyone is working hard every day. Fourth, there has to be leadership 
that starts with the coaches and then filters down to the players. He believes it is 
essential that the expectations of the head coach be clearly communicated. In fact, the 
expectations of his coaches are written down for the entire coaching staff (JS: 321). He 
spends time going over these expectations each year with his coaches even though he has 
some coaches that have been with him for a number of years. This is an example of how 
he pays attention to details and demands that specific expectations are met. 
Coach Siedlecki believes confidence can be taught. In his view teaching 
confidence is a constant ongoing process that needs a lot of attention. Siedlecki also 
cautions that it also can be destroyed quickly (JS: 332). He believes confidence is taught 
by practicing well and being prepared for every game. Jack Siedlecki describes himself as 
an incurable optimist. He feels confidence comes from believing in his players and 
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telling them and others about how good they are. But ultimately, in his view, they need 
to have success on the field and that success will be almost contagious. Then as he notes, 
that success " ... feeds on itself' (JS: 249). 
Grant Teaff 
Team 
McMurry 
Angelo State 
Baylor 
Year 
1960-65 
1969-71 
1972-92 
Career Record: 
Coaching record 
Record 
23-35-2 
19-11-0 
128-105-6 
170- 151-8 
Coach Teafftook charge of some uncommonly bad football programs, teams that 
historically have been among the worst of the worst in their conferences. What he 
accomplished at Bay lor was just short of miraculous. For example, in the three seasons 
prior to Coach Teafftaking over at Baylor University they posted only three victories in 
the three years combined. Before he got there in 1972 they had not won a Southwest 
conference championship in 50 years. He led Baylor to Southwest Conference titles in 
1974 and 1980. And he was six-time Southwest Conference Coach of the Year. In 
twenty years with Teaff at the helm of Baylor football his teams were 128-105-8. 
Presently he is the executive director of the American Football Coaches Association. 
Honors and distinctions 
• Coach of the Year in 1974 
• Elected to the College Hall of Fame 2002 
• Texas Sports Hall ofFame inductee in 1995 
• Most wins in Baylor's history 
• Led his Baylor teams to eight bowl appearances posting a 4-4 record 
• 170 career wins (ninth among active coaches and 33rd all-time at his retirement); 
.529 winning percentage was 20th among active coaches at his retirement. (NFF-02) 
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Building team confidence 
Coach Teaffbelieves that a confident team begins to form by developing certain 
attitudes. He emphasizes the importance of getting them off, " .. .in the right 
direction"(GT: 164). As part of the development of their attitudes he talks about three 
main things. First among them is honesty. He stresses honesty with one' s self about 
one' s assets and liabilities. Such honesty enables one to go about limiting one's 
liabilities and developing one's strengths (GT: 108). Second among the keys to attitude 
development is commitment. Getting players to decide what they are committed to plays 
a key role in developing a confident team. Third among them is goal setting. If players 
know their weaknesses and are committed to changing, then setting goals directs their 
behavior on a daily basis (GT: 133). 
Teaff emphasized a few other points that he feels influence whether a team 
develops into a successful unit or not. He stressed how he felt it is essential that he and 
his coaches coach from a positive viewpoint. Always, as he says, "accentuating the 
positive" (GT: 145). Next he feels having expectations for the team that are clearly 
communicated is important for players to believe in their coach. He notes, "I do not let 
them guess at anything" (GT: 625). And finally, he believes teaching is essential for the 
development of the entire confidence building enterprise. Teaching in a constructive 
manner that is demanding but positive is essential to the player (GT: 424) . Teaffbelieves 
repetition contributes to players feeling confident (GT: 549). 
Teams become confident by the coach putting the player in position prior to a big 
game and instilling in them that they can succeed. The final part of becoming confident 
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for Teaff is putting the player in position to have success on the field and them going 
onto the field and experiencing it (GT: 435). 
Dick Vermeil 
Team 
Napa Junior College 
UCLA 
Philadelphia Eagles 
St. Louis Rams 
Kansas City Chiefs 
Coaching record 
Year 
1963 
1975 
1976-82 
1997-99 
2001-03 
NFL Record 
Record 
8-1-0 
9-2-1 
57-51-0 
25-26-0 
27-21-0 
109-98-0 
Vermeil along with Bill Parcells, Dan Reeves, and Don Shula are the only four 
coaches in NFL history to guide two different teams to the Super Bowl. He led St. Louis 
to a win after the 1999 season and the Philadelphia Eagles to an appearance after the 
1980 season. In 197 6 Vermeil inherited a Philadelphia squad that had not produced a 
winning season since 1966. In 1978, he landed the Eagles in the playoffs for the frrst 
time since 1961. After leading Philadelphia to a franchise-best 12-4 record and a Super 
Bowl trip, he was named NFL coach of the year. 
What makes Vermeil's recent revival more unusual was that he left the game in 
1982 due to "burn-out". A self-avowed work-a-holic, the demands finally got to be too 
much. Interestingly, after being out of the game for fifteen years he was then able to 
reach the profession's pinnacle by winning a Super Bowl with St. Louis. 
In 1997, Vermeil took over a St. Louis team that had suffered seven consecutive 
losing seasons and had not been to the post-season since 1989. In just his third season as 
head coach of that club, he guided the Rams to franchise-best regular season 13-3 record 
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and the only Super Bowl victory in the club' s history. Vermeil was again honored as 
NFL coach of the year. For the last two years the Kansas City Chiefs have steadily 
improved under his guidance after going 6-1 0 his first year they went 8-8 in the next . 
when the just missed a wild-card play-off bid. In 2003 they won their division title with a 
league best 13-3 record. He became one ofthree coaches to take three different teams to 
the play-offs. 
Honors and distinctions 
• He owns the distinction of being named the "Coach of the Year" on four different 
levels: high school, junior college, Division I-A, and professional. He earned the first 
two honors at San Mateo's (California) Hillsdale High School, and Napa Junior 
College, and in 1974-75 he coached UCLA to a 15-5-3 record. 
• He is the only coach to have guided a team to a victory in the Rose Bowl and the 
Super Bowl. 
• He was selected as NFL coach of the Year in 1978 and, twenty-years later, in 1999 
• One of three coaches (Parcells 4 and Knox 3) to take three different teams to the play-
offs 
(NFL-02) 
Dick Vermeil on team confidence 
Coach Vermeil has three basic requisites for becoming a confident team. He says, 
"You have to have talent, motivated talent, and motivated talent that is willing to play 
together" (DV: 32-3). Motivation and willingness to play together, in his view, depends 
upon trust: how much they trust the coach and how much they trust each other. Vermeil 
believes the coach earns trust by being honest and acting consistently. 
The team comes to believe in each other through what he calls attitude 
development. He says, "I've always really been a believer in team chemistry I think you 
have to build a team before you coach it. And the way you build it is on the mental 
side .. . the attitude development. .. " (DV: 35-6). The first part of his method for 
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developing the right attitude begins by getting to know all his players personally and 
showing concern for them. As he describes, " ... creating environments away from 
football that shows you care ... "(DV: 92). Coach Vermeil is a proponent of team 
gatherings such as dinners for his players, their wives, or girlfriends. He feels the more 
you can talk with them about their hopes and dreams the better. His relentless positive 
vision for the future is one way that he feels he influences players to think more 
positively. Second, he believes it is important to be a good example by being positive 
showing them how to act. Acting consistently and "never wavering" from the intended 
course is essential to his method. Third, to develop confidence he feels it is important to 
demonstrate to players how they are improving. Sometimes he tries to show them by 
using statistical analysis or video-tape. (DV: 83-6). He feels it is important to let them 
know when they are doing something right. Fourth, the way that players become 
confident is by improving. The only way to improve says Vermeil is by working hard. 
He feels that you " ... eliminate doubt through hard work." (DV: 156). Fifth, he believes 
that you build confidence by preparing your team for adversity. He says, " ... expect 
adversity and utilize it as a tool to get better, to bring us closer" (DV: 64-5). 
It seems everything Vermeil focuses upon, at the outset, is aimed at changing the 
attitudes of his players and making them believe they can succeed. Vermeil draws a line, 
however, with players he feels are dishonest with themselves and critical of the coaches. 
He also believes a coach must eliminate players that will not change their attitudes. 
Because as he says, " .. . you can only change so many attitudes"(DV: 37-8). When 
Vermeil feels that a player is undermining the development of the whole team he is clear 
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that trying to rid the team of that player is the best thing to do. Otherwise he says, 
" ... you are only prolonging the development of the kind of attitude you want on your 
team" (DV: 56). Not only is it important to identify which players to remove from the 
team but crucial to identify those players that the team can depend upon for leadership. 
Bill Walsh 
Team 
Stanford University 
San Francisco 49ers 
Stanford University 
Coaching record 
Year 
1977-78 
1979-88 
1992-94 
Record 
17-7 
102-63-1 
17-17-1 
Career Record: 134-81-2 
In 1978 Bill Walsh inherited one of the worst teams in professional football who 
had gone 2-14 the previous year. In three years the 49ers won the Super Bowl. In his ten 
years at the helm of the 49ers they enjoyed unparalleled success. In his decade with San 
Francisco, Walsh led the 49ers to success never before known in club history: three Super 
Bowl championships, seven NFC playoff appearances and six NFC Western Division 
Conference titles. He was twice named the NFL's Coach ofthe Year (1981, 1984). For 
his accomplishments, Walsh was named the NFL's Coach of the Decade for the 1980's. 
As Head Coach of the Stanford Cardinals, Walsh guided Stanford to three bowl 
game victories during his first five seasons (1977 -78, 1992-94 ). In 1992 during his 
second stint with the Stanford team his Cardinals went 10-3 overall, finished in a tie for 
the P AC-1 0 title, won 10 games for the first time since 1940 and defeated Penn State in 
the Blockbuster Bowl- Stanford's first New Year's Day bowl game victory in 21 years. 
His NFL Coaching record: 102-63-1. (NFL-03). 
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Honors and distinctions 
• He led 49ers to three Super Bowl wins 1981 , 1984, 1988 in 10 years . 
• He participated in the NFC West Championships: 1981 , 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987, and 
1988. 
• He led 49ers to first-ever NFL title in just three years 
• He won six NFC Western division titles and three NFC championships. 
• He was voted NFL Coach of Year, 1981 and 1984. 
• He was voted NFL coach of the Decade for the 1980' s. 
• He was elected to the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1993, one of 14 coaches elected. 
(NFL-01) 
Building team confidence 
Coach Walsh seems to see confidence as mostly a function of becoming highly 
skilled. So as a result of having developed the skills necessary to be successful during the 
game. He notes, " ... rather than a broad statement or goal of having a lot of confidence, it 
comes inherently, naturally to you when you become very good at what you do"(BW: 15-
16). 
In his view the way those skills are developed is through a system of drills that are 
repeated over and over until players feel confident they can execute those skills during a 
game. He describes how this occurs, " . .. through repetition and developing the skills of 
the players it develops a natural ability to function in a stressful and demanding 
game."(BW: 17-18). He adds, " ... we just didn' t have very many drills or activities that 
weren' t directly related to playing a game. So every practice was very intense and very 
serious and we moved very quickly through it"(BW: 50-1). 
To build a confident team the coaches ' task then, according to Coach Walsh, is to 
isolate the skills necessary for the game, then to develop drills that teach those skills in 
the most effective way and to repeat those drills and in an increasingly more competitive 
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environment. Walsh explains," ... the key to coaching is isolating the skills that must be 
taught and fmding the best possible method to teach them, and the best drills, and the best 
way to explain them" (BW: 24-5). 
Next, after developing skills the coach must work on how his players interact with 
each other and try to create a positive environment. He adds," . . . in the broad sense you 
need confidence to win and I think more importantly you have to have developed the 
skills and the ability to communicate and an ability to interact with your team mates on a 
positive basis. I think that those are the things that ultimately bring about a lot of 
confidence"(BW: 11-2). 
Coach Walsh is very insistent on how his team performs during a game, making 
sure that they always had an appropriate level of intensity to play the game. He was clear 
that a team might not have success because the "breaks of the game" or other factors 
beyond their control, but if his team let up their intensity, then he was sure to let them 
know. He describes how he handled himself with his team, " ... the other team was 
playing very well themselves. Everything was positive and constructive. And if there 
was a failure in intensity and effort, that was when I became most vocal and could be 
pretty firm, pretty tough"(BW: 77-8). Coach Walsh also made it clear that how his team 
played even during a loss was important to him because he was always thinking of the 
long term consequences to the team's confidence. He explains why there is a distinction 
in how a team loses a game. He says," ... you don't just lose the game. You can lose you 
credibility and you lose your self-confidence by getting your ass kicked"(BW; 100-2). 
According to Walsh how a team loses can have an effect on his player's confidence. He 
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distinguishes, " ... some people, say you either win or you lose. No, no - that affects your 
next game, your next game, and your next game. So I'd rather lose a close game than a 
blow out and - because I am thinking about long term presence and long term 
success"(BW: 11 0-2). 
Frosty Westering 
Team 
Parsons College 
Lea College (MN) 
Pacific Lutheran University 
Coaching record 
Year 
1962-64 
1966-72 
1972-2003 
Career Record: 
Record 
15- 4- 0 
29-22-2 
256-66-5 
308-95-7 
Pacific Lutheran University football head coach Frosty Westering is a member of 
a select fraternity, he is among college football coaches who have won at least 250 
games. These giants of college football includes Eddie Robinson, John Gagliardi, Paul 
"Bear" Bryant, Charles "Pop" Warner, Amos Alonzo Stagg, Joe Paterno, Bobby Bowden, 
and Tom Osborne. Westering has compiled an incredible 302-92-7 overall record in 39 
seasons as a college coach (NFF-02). 
Westering's career includes a 31-year tenure of winning teams at Pacific Lutheran. 
Westering came to PL U in 1972 after successful coaching stops at Parsons College 
(Iowa) and Lea College (Minnesota). Since Westering's arrival at PLU, in addition to 
winning the 1999 NCAA Division III championship, (which it did by becoming the first 
team to win five straight road games) Pacific Lutheran won NAIA Division II national 
titles in 1980, 1987 and 1993 and finished as national runner-up in 1983, 1985, 1991 and 
1994 (NFF-02). His overall record at Pacific Lutheran is a staggering 256-66-5, and no 
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PLU team under his guidance has suffered a losing season. With Frosty at the helm 
Pacific Lutheran appeared in 15 NAIA Division II national playoffs from 1979-97. In 
addition, his teams have advanced to the Division III playoffs in each ofPLU's four years 
as a NCAA member. In the decade of the 90s, PLU compiled an impressive 93-19-2 
record (. 825 winning percentage), ranking in the top 20 among football programs at all 
collegiate levels (NFF -02). 
Honors and distinctions 
• He was voted American Football Coaches Association 1999 NCAA Division III 
Coach of the Year 
• He led PLUto NCAA Division III national championship in 1999 
• He participated in 1998, 2000, 2001 NCAA Division III Playoffs. 
• He is a member ofNAIA Hall of Fame. 
• He was voted NAIA National College Football Coach of the Year in 1983 and 
1993. 
• He has the most career wins as a coach in NAIA history with 256. 
• He directed PLU to seven NAIA Division II championship games. 
• He won NAIA national championships in 1980, 1987 and 1993. 
• He was Conference Coach ofthe Year in 1985, 1986, 1993 and 1998. 
• He was Northwest Small-College Coach ofthe Year in 1979, 1980, 1983, 1993 
and 1998. 
• He was Seven-time Northwest College Division Coach ofthe Year. 
(NFF-02) 
Building Team Confidence 
Success seems to follow Coach Westering wherever he goes. For Westering, 
however, success is only a by-product of one' s life philosophy. He emphasizes that one 
can have both victory on the scoreboard and the satisfaction of playing to one's personal 
potential (NFF -02). Frosty notes that most coaches focus on the "science of coaching" 
which includes the schemes, tactics, systems, and fundamentals of the sport. He likes to 
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pay more attention to what he defines as the "art of coaching," which stresses 
relationships, motivation, goal-setting and team building. 
One of his key premises he uses in building a confident team comes from the 
Bible. He quotes, "The real measure of you and me is not what we can do compared to 
others but to our best self."(Galatians chapter 6, verse 4). Teaching players that they can 
win and enjoy the competition is essential to the Frosty doctrine. That way, players learn 
not to become trapped in comparison to others (FW: 153-163). He believes when his 
players no longer fear measuring up to others they will not fear failure which allows them 
to focus upon being the best they can be (FW: 110-2). 
A second key component of building a confident team is fostering team members' 
belief in each other. He has an elaborate system of building the confidence of his players 
by what he says to them and teaching them to be positive with each other (FW: 164-67). 
He teaches them by showing them how to engage in positive behaviors. He shows them 
hows to do it. He says, " ... affirming, appreciating, complimenting, encouraging, and 
praising" (FW2: 147). In Frosty's system, team-mates learn to trust each other through a 
servant-leader model. An example of such is when seniors on the team make sure the 
freshmen know what to do and help them out. Trust is foundational to their success on 
the field. Eventually they believe that someone will always rise to the occasion during 
the game. One of Frosty ' s many sayings intended to persuade them to believe in each 
other is "the longer we play the better we get" (FW: 202/357). 
This is not to say that Westering' s method is devoid of strategy and understanding 
of football. Westering has a well-developed method to help players meet their individual 
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goals (FW: 429-430). When players improve their skill in different areas he believes that 
this has a profound effect upon their individual confidence and it also influences their 
belief in each other. 
Like many other coaches in this study he believes that an important key to 
winning is not beating oneself. He even quantifies the ways that teams beat themselves. 
He says, " ... you beat yourself 60% of the time, you get beaten 30%, and 10% is due to 
momentum" (FW: 143-4). Westering goes on to name the ways in which players can 
beat themselves. He lists, " .. . penalties, turnovers, busted assignments, fatigue, poor 
choices, negative self-talk" (FW: 145-6). All of these things, according to Frosty can be 
controlled to a large extent. 
Mark Whipple 
Team Year 
University of New Haven 1988-93 
Brown University 1994-97 
University of Massachusetts 1997-03 
Career Record 
Coaching record 
Record 
48-17-0 
24-16-0 
49-24-0 
121-60-0 
Coach Whipple has had winning teams wherever he has gone as a head coach. He 
took over a University of Massachusetts program that finished 2-9 in 1997 and had won 
just 19 games in the previous four seasons before his arrival. In Whipple's rookie season 
at University of Massachusetts, they won a school-record 12 games (against three losses) 
en route to the 1998 NCAA Division I-AA championship. In Whipple ' s first five seasons 
on the sideline, University of Massachusetts football captured its first national title, 
shared a conference championship, and made consecutive NCAA I-AA Playoff 
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appearances for the first time ever (NFF -02). In 2002 they were just shy of making the 
playoffs again with an 8-4 record. And the 2003 season the Minutemen returned to the 
play-off scene after posting a 10-3 regular season record. 
Whipple came to the University of Massachusetts following a four-year stint at 
his alma mater, Brown University. During his four years at Brown, Whipple compiled a 
24-16 (.600) overall record without a losing season. His teams won more games in four 
years than the previous eight seasons at Brown combined. During his tenure at Brown, 
Whipple led Brown to a 7-3 mark and a second-place finish in the Ivy League in his first 
season in 1994, posting the school's best record and first winning season since 1987. 
Before his tenure at Brown, Whipple spent six years at the University of New Haven, 
where he posted an impressive 48-17 record including two straight NCAA Division II 
Playoff appearances in 1992 and 1993. In 1992, he led the New Haven to a 12-1 mark, 
advancing to the NCAA semifinals and finishing with a No.5 ranking nationally. 
Whipple guided the 1993 squad to a second straight undefeated regular season (1 0-0) and 
a No.2 national ranking, before falling in the NCAA quarterfinals (NFF-02). 
Honors and distinctions 
• Whipple-coached teams have posted a .500 or better record 14 times, highlighted by 
four double-digit victory performances. 
• At New Haven his teams were ranked in the top 20 nationally in five of his six 
seasons. 
• He was the 1998 American Football Coaches Association 1-AA National Coach ofthe 
Year 
(NFF-02) 
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Building Team Confidence 
Coach Whipple believes that building a confident team begins with the head 
coach. As he states, " ... everything is an extension of what the head coach wants"(MW: 
435). Although the head coach must know what he wants to do, he also believes there 
are always more things a coach can learn about coaching to improve. 
As for developing a confident team he feels first, it is the head coach' s 
responsibility to confront difficulties as they arise. He believes in "meeting problems 
head on"(MW: 226). In this way, he sets the tone for the organization and resolves small 
problems before they become big ones. The second way that he influences the 
confidence of the team is by being confident himself. He advocates " . .. exuding 
confidence through your presence"(MW: 76-9). 
Coach Whipple believes teams are successful and confident when they exhibit 
certain qualities. Those qualities are," .. . character, confidence, and chemistry" (MW: 
65). He seems to work on these three aspects in different ways. Coach Whipple talks 
about building team chemistry by increasing an overall sense of trust. He notes how 
important it is for his assistant coaches to develop relationships with their players. He 
says, "I think that builds a trust factor you have to have between coaches and players that 
ultimately leads to a confident team" (MW: 162-165). Whipple also believes trust comes 
from the coach getting his players ready to perform well by practicing well. 
Coach Whipple believes confidence can be taught to a large degree. The way 
Whipple teaches confidence is by instilling good habits. He explains how he thinks good 
habits are engrained, " ... by the way you practice, making sure they are in great condition 
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and working on their attitude and motivation"(MW: 313). According to Whipple, 
developing good practice habits has the effect of readying them for victory. In effect he 
is, " ... preparing them to win ... try to build good habits, winning habits . . . " (MW: 129-
130). Sometimes in practice Whipple feels his players do not have the right mindset he is 
the first to confront them. He describes, " . .. sometimes you need to change the players ' 
attitudes" (MW: 313). Such instances usually involve some sort of punitive action. 
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CHAPTERS 
MAJOR THEMES 
1. DISCUSSION OF MAJOR THEMES 
One approach to qualitative research is to examine the overarching themes that 
emerge from the data and to try and identify those that are common among the 
participants. Having just reviewed the twenty coaches and their basic philosophies, we 
can see that these represent an overview of each coach's philosophy. We can begin to 
understand how master coaches develop team confidence by recognizing the main themes 
found between all of these coaches' philosophies. There are four major areas that the 
coaches touched upon: philosophy, personnel, program attributes, and progression of 
steps that need to be taken to build confidence. 
1.1 Philosophy 
These master coaches allude to or discuss having a philosophy about life or 
football that influences the development of team confidence. This philosophy differs 
from coach to coach. It seems that there are many different styles and systems that can be 
effective. Many of them emphasize the necessity of keeping the philosophy simple and 
straightforward so their teams can understand them. Each coach' s philosophy is the 
result ofthe individual' s personality, various influences they have been exposed to, and 
their willingness to grow and change through the years. 
• Be yourself The importance of "being oneself' asserted itself as a common theme of 
the coaches' philosophies. Seven of the twenty coaches talk directly about how 
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important it is to be true to their own personality. John Gagliardi shows that he is 
comfortable coaching in the way that makes sense to him. He stated, 
" .... it's like raising a family. There are a lot of ways to do it. There are a 
lot of good offenses and a lot of good defenses. There is no single way 
and there are certainly a lot of ways to coach teams. I don't think Paterno 
has ever called me for my advice. Nor does he need my advice, nor 
Lombardi or all the great coaches, Bear Bryant. They do it their way. We 
do it our way. Our players like it. I like it. It's working for us"(JG: 144-
55). 
Similarly, the coaches in the study have all been exposed to different influences 
throughout their storied careers and appear to be aware of how these experiences have 
shaped them. It occurred to coach Parcells that his philosophy is the result of many years 
of hard work. He said, "I guess, although I've never thought of it that way, you 
eventually become a philosophical model of what your experiences are and what you've 
learned. And that continues right up until you've stopped coaching"(BP: 72-3). Not only 
is it important to choose a style of play and develop a system that is logical to them, the 
coaches stress the importance of being themselves. Coach Levy asserted, "I don't think 
you want to come up with a phony persona when you are out there. You don't want to 
walk like Vince Lombardi if you are not, much as you might admire him"(ML: 247-8). 
But, with all of them, their philosophy seems to direct and inform how they coach. 
Speaking in general terms, some of the coaches' philosophies tend to focus upon building 
confidence in players by cultivating relationships with them and fostering trust among 
their players. Others seem more interested in the organizational, tactical and technical 
aspects. While many of the coaches may have mentioned the importance of relationships 
to them, for eight of the coaches, building solid relationships seemed essential to their 
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way of do things. Just how much emphasis each coach puts on building relationships is 
beyond the scope of this study. It is likely that all the coaches could be placed upon a 
continuum of the degree to which they focus on cultivating relationships. It appears that 
the type of coaches that would be located on the relational side of this continuum may 
gain trust of their players by the quality and depth of their caring. Still others seem to 
gain the trust of their players by demonstrating competence to their players by mastering 
the organizational and logistical aspects of coaching. Furthermore, some might focus 
more on the tactical and technical aspects of coaching. Frosty Westering explains how he 
thinks coaches look at the task of coaching. He describes, 
"I think there is a science of coaching and I think there is an art of 
coaching. The science of coaching of course is what you like to talk 
about, the offense and the defense, the special teams, the schemes and the 
systems, all of the fundamentals of football ... "(FW: 91-3 ). 
Some coaches focus on the football side of coaching, what he calls the science of 
coaching. What Frosty says he and other football coaches in the study seem to focus 
upon is the psychological and human relationship aspects of coaching. He states, 
"The art of coaching is more in the relationships, the motivation, the goal 
setting and the team building area. And I always felt that the art of 
coaching was really the most important of the two, although most coaches 
kind of weave them together"(FW: 95-7). 
Judging from the multitude oftopics of their comments seem to cover, it seems master 
coaches meld together the "art" with the "science" of coaching. 
• Keep improving They seem to be continually searching how better to combine the 
two. Bill Walsh conveys a sense of continually accruing knowledge. He says, 
"Every year I got better, I'd do a better job right this minute than I ever 
did. Let's put it this way, there is never a limit to your knowledge and 
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expertise and your ability to express yourself and your organizational 
building."(BW: 145-7). 
Coach Parcells describes the evolution of his own philosophy, 
" .. .I didn't come up with this yesterday. This is the product of all my 
thirty-six years as a coach. This philosophy has been changed and altered, 
and adapted and all the words that you want to use to keep up with the 
way the game has evolved"(BP: 279-80). 
Coach Whipple captures the idea that they are always trying to improve and 
update how they think. He said, "I'm always thinking about it. Always" (MW: 
499). 
• Simplicity While the coaches believe they are constantly changing, many of the 
same coaches made a point of explaining the role simplicity plays in their philosophy of 
success. If a team is going to have success and gain confidence, the objectives and 
methods of achieving those objectives must be clear. As Coach Parcells noted "I've been 
through a lot of this intellectual thinking about it but the further I go along those roads, 
the quicker I reduce to the lowest common denominators"(BP: 731-2). Five ofthe 
coaches mentioned directly the importance of keeping one's communication with their 
teams simple. Coach Knox noted, " .. . usually whatever you are talking about they are 
going to remember the first thing that you say, anything that is unusual, and the last thing 
you have to say"(CK: 125-6). 
Simplifying the way things are done on the field also seems to be important to a 
number of the coaches. As Coach Dye says about the role simplicity plays in having 
success, "Well, I think you can't talk it into them, they've got to experience it on the 
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field. Don't be so complicated and change what you do, that creates indecision"(PD: 
156). 
1.2 Personnel 
Three quarters (15) of the coaches in some way emphasized the necessity of 
having or fmding the right people to be on their teams. Many of the coaches noted that 
talented players are essential to the development of a talented group. Other coaches 
"good" people for the development of a confident team. Good and talented might mean 
different things to each coach. They also stressed the importance of having "good" 
assistant coaches as well as other people around the organization. 
1.3 Program 
Every coach seems to have "a program." A program can be seen as a way of 
doing things. Their programs seem to be driven by their philosophies. How they 
transmit this system of beliefs to the rest of the people in their organization and get them 
to put it in action are the vital components of the program. To develop a team that is 
confident in its abilities, team members must come to learn proper attitudes to become 
successful. Among the most prominent of these attitudes is commitment to hard work, 
cooperation, caring. There is strong evidence in this study to support these three themes. 
• Hard Work Many of the coaches described the importance of developing a work 
ethic-. Fourteen of the coaches stressed work as an important part of building a confident 
team. Coach Parcells was among those coaches that were adamant the importance of hard 
work. He noted, " ... in order to be able to start to build the confidence, but there is a 
preliminary requirement of work to do that"(BP: 145). A willingness to work hard seems 
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essential to building a confident team. Coach Levy said, "I think you have to be 
surrounded by people who aren't willing to work hard, but who want to work hard. I 
think that is a very distinct distinction, a considerable distinction"(ML: 125-6). 
• Cooperation Cooperation appears to be another essential aspect of building a 
confident team. Twelve of the coaches cited cooperation and teamwork as vital to their 
success. Coach Siedlecki emphasized why cooperation is especially important to 
coaching football. He says of the game of football, " ... it's the ultimate team game"(JS: 
91 ). Perhaps that is why many of the coaches stressed the importance of cooperation. 
Some of the coaches believe today's players may not be inclined towards cooperation and 
teamwork. Master coaches commented on how coaching the game of football has 
changed over the years, and some see those change as a reflection of our society. Coach 
Holtz pointed to the paradox of coaching football in this era. He observes, "We live in a 
selfish society with undisciplined people. Football is a disciplined sport played by 
unselfish people"(LH: 8-9). According to some of the coaches the focus upon self is 
exacerbated by the individual accolades heaped upon successful high school and college 
athletes. Coach Bowden acknowledges the challenge of working in today ' s world. He 
says, "That's the hardest thing to do, especially ... when you recruit so many good players, 
they're all heroes back in high school. They come in and they want to play now"(BB: 
41-2). Coach Westering adds, "Well, in a world that is pushing being all-American, all-
conference or all this stuff, boy, this [unselfishness] is foreign to them"(FW: 381-3). The 
"stuff' Westering refers to is cooperation and teamwork. 
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Today's coaches therefore seem to feel they have to teach players how to be part 
of a cooperative effort. Coach Holtz noted, " ... we are going to be a team"(LH: 36-8). 
To some of these coaches cooperation is of primary importance for their teams to become 
confident in their abilities. 
While the coaches emphasize the importance of having talented players that work 
together they also stress that to be truly successful it requires the efforts of many talented 
people working in concert. Coach Johnson, who was perhaps the most insistent about the 
importance of individual talent in team success, still emphasized the importance of a team 
effort. He said, 
" .... No one individual determined the success or failure of an 
organization. I think it was in every organization and every team there 
was quite a few talented people that collectively put their efforts together 
for a common goal"(JJ: 48-50). 
Cooperation among the coaching staff was also seen as essential to the development of 
team confidence cooperation was listed by many of the coaches. The head coaches 
talked about the necessity of coordinating the efforts of the talented group of individuals. 
Again coach Levy notes " . . . I think a cooperation, a really good inter-organizational 
relationship is essential"(ML: 123). Cooperation between assistant coaches seemed 
extremely important to the head coaches. They emphasized how important it was to the 
team that coaches not air their disagreements in front of the players, but rather to iron out 
those disagreements in private. The coaches saw dissension among their staff as 
potentially disastrous and therefore highly unacceptable. Coaches seem to believe that 
staff dissension could undermine trust in the coach's entire program. Two coaches saw 
public contentiousness among the staff as grounds for dismissal. Coach Franchi one sums 
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it up one of the reasons to avoid such conflict. He states, "I think that your staff has to be 
a team and they have to be together cause if they are not, your players will not be"(DF: 
117 -8). Coach Siedlecki identifies cooperation between staff members as the second most 
important thing that will hurt team confidence, 
"One of the quickest ways to undermine confidence first if a coach is 
unsure of what he is coaching. I expect 1 00% knowledge of what we are 
teaching. The second way is to have conflicts between coaches on the 
field, if they are correcting each other. This should be worked out in the 
conference room beforehand. Third, the coaches need to teach confidently 
what we are doing"(JS : 325-8). 
There may be a number of key qualities of the ideal assistant coach as well. The qualities 
mentioned most often about assistant coaches were teaching ability, loyalty, caring 
attitude for the players. Apparently, the coaches are interested in how each person in 
their organization can combine their efforts to contribute to its success. Coach Levy 
summed up this kind ofbig-picture outlook. He states, " .. .1 always felt total organization 
wins"(ML: 1 04). 
• Caring Teaching the players the importance of caring for each other came through as 
another aspect of at least eight (8) of these coaches' programs. It is evident that some of 
the coaches are more focused on relationships than other coaches in the study. Even 
among some of the coaches that seem to be outwardly tough, caring is a key point of 
emphasis. Coach Holtz insists, " ... we are going to show each other that we genuinely 
care ... and plan different ways to do that"(LH: 37-8). Caring about the player's personal 
lives and what is going on in their lives off the field was echoed by seven of the coaches. 
Frosty Westering talked about how his coaches model care for his players. He described, 
" ... the love and caring and sharing we do, and the fact that we are servants as coaches. 
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Like when we have a pre-game meal we serve it as coaches, we serve the players. That 
blows their mind" (FW: 315-6). Caring seems to be intertwined with creating a 
successful and confident team environment. Coach Teaff states, " .. . That team 
environment, that chemistry, invokes loyalty and it invokes a caring spirit that a team 
really cares about each other"(GT: 72-3). 
• Approach to Players Wherever these coaches have gone they seem to bring these 
same programmatic elements with them. Some coaches may take a very positive view on 
their players while others may not. But whatever the orientation they seem to emphasize 
these major points. A few of the coaches' views on human nature could be summed up 
this way: the environment may change but people basically do not. Coach Gagliardi 
describes, 
"People who ask me if kids have changed or if they are different. You 
know there were good people way back in the time of Christ, and there 
were people then who were not so good people. I suppose everything in 
between"(JG: 81-3). 
Some coaches point to change in the environment surrounding the athlete. Coach Vermeil 
observed, "I think the player is more sophisticated today. He' s brighter, he' s bigger, he ' s 
faster, he makes more money and there ' s more influences on him, you know"(DV: 121-
2). They acknowledge some of those influences but report not having changed how they 
coach. Coach Parcells exclaims, 
" They say that this is a new generation, these are new athletes. I've 
never really taken a much different approach to people than I took years 
ago. . . . Are the people different? Yes. Are the athletes different? Yes. Is 
the environment different? Yes. But that doesn't mean your approach has 
to be different"(BP: 280-3). 
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These coaches seem to be saying that the times change but the essence of coaching does 
not. These coaches feel it is their responsibility regardless of outside influences to 
demand the proper attitudes. Eleven of the coaches emphasized that they teach players 
attitudes that will help them succeed, to insure key concepts are taught to and adopted by 
team members coaches. Among the ways that they feel these concepts are taught is by 
positively reinforcing the players when they demonstrate behaviors consistent with these 
concepts. Additionally, the coaches noted they can influence hard-work, cooperation, 
and caring by modeling these behaviors for their players. 
1.4 Steps Towards Confidence 
Most of the coaches pointed out that there was a series of events that need to 
occur in order for a team to become confident. Although they may not have been able to 
describe how a team becomes confident per se they note that there are certain things that 
must happen for team confidence to come about. Most of them focused on a few main 
points. Coach Sherrill a progression he called the four P' s. He said, 
" .. . Coaches don' t win, players do. Its our job as coaches and I call it the 
four "P' s. You prepare that player mentally and physically, that' s your job. 
It's your job to practice that player, practice him efficiently and 
physically. It' s your job to put that player in position but it's that player' s 
job to perform. He can perform for that player. But if you don' t put him 
in the right position, he can' t perform any way"(JSh: 27-31 ). 
The coaches in this study identified some other things that resemble Sherrill ' s proression 
:preparation, presentation, practicing properly, and profiting from one ' s experiences. 
• Preparation There are many ways the coaches talked about the importance of 
preparation for building team confidence. Like Coach Sherrill, they see preparation as 
foundational to individual and team success. Preparing oneself seemed to be a 
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cornerstone of individual confidence and the coach preparing his team well for all types 
of situations appears linked to the formation of team confidence. The coaches mentioned 
being in good physical condition (12), technically proficient (6), and mentally prepared 
for every situation including adversity (8). 
• Presentation Most of these coaches consider themselves to be teachers. They insist 
that their assistants be great teachers of the basics of the game. Perhaps, being able to 
simplify the game into its essential components is as important as any aspect of 
presentation. As Coach Parcells states, " .. .I reduce it to the lowest common 
denominators"(BP: 742). The common elements are skills to succeed in the game. Coach 
Walsh dissects the game to arrive at the fundamental skills but stresses the importance of 
finding the most efficient way of teaching those skills. He says, 
"I think that is the key to teaching apd the key to coaching is isolating the skills 
that must be taught and finding the best possible method to teach them, and the 
best drills, and the best way to explain them"(BW: 45-7). 
Some of the believe that being a compelling and skilled teacher is essential to team 
success. Just as importantly, a number of the coaches (5) mentioned how being organized 
and clear was helpful towards getting their football teams to believe in the merit of their 
program. 
• Practicing properly These master coaches all describe different aspects of practice 
organization that they feel contributes to the development of team confidence. A number 
of them stressed the importance of proper fundamental techniques (8) as a basis for 
success and that the practice must drill the appropriate skills they are going to need in the 
game. Many of the coaches noted that efficient use of time on the practice field was key. 
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Some (5) also emphasized that they must simulate for players the conditions they are 
likely going to see in game situations. Again like Coach Sherrill many of the coaches 
emphasized the importance of quality practice experiences. 
• Profit from your Experience (Learning). There was a general theme of learning 
that encompassed many aspects: continual learning by the players, learning more about 
each other, and coaches constantly learning. The coach must get his players to keep 
learning from their experiences. As Coach Knox notes, "The fact that you are going to 
profit by the mistakes that are made and come out the next time and play tougher and 
smarter. That is the important thing"(CK: 72-3) Some master coaches noted that teams 
that are able to improve steadily and to make necessary adjustments and changes are 
likely to succeed. Some of the coaches, (5) also added that they themselves had continued 
to learn over the course of their careers. 
2. WHAT ELSE DO WE NEED TO KNOW? 
The major themes outlined above provide some insight into how these master 
coaches go about building a confident team. Let us now consider in more depth how 
these coaches conceptualize the development of team confidence. In the chapters that 
follow this one we can learn more about how master coaches put it into action. 
2.0 Observations on Confidence 
In their efforts to describe how they develop team confidence the coaches 
repeatedly pointed out certain properties of team confidence. Trying to name and 
understand these so-called properties may add to the depth of our grasp on how these 
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coaches think about team confidence. The following are some of their observations on the 
nature of confidence. 
• Confidence Fluctuates. Many of the coaches describe team confidence as mercurial. 
It seems to be subject to change. As coach Holtz says, " it fluctuates . . . " Many of the 
coaches allude to the difficulty of maintaining a constant level of confidence. Coach 
Kehres described he is looks for consistency from his team in their demeanor to combat 
the highs and lows that can accompany a season. 
• Confidence gathers momentum. Several of the coaches note how not only does 
team confidence vary but also at times confidence can spiral upward or downward. 
Coach Vermeil described such changes in confidence. He says, "It spreads like wild-
fire"(DV: 165-6). Other coaches describe such phenomena with the word 
"momentum"(FW: 143). Coach Bowden described it in another way. He noted of such 
instances, "Winning is contagious and losing is contagious (BB: 52-3). 
• There is no magic formula for confidence. While coaches seem to realize they have 
a hand in shaping the team experiences that may contribute to success on the field, it is 
seems further from the coaches' control than they would like. All the coaches in the study 
have witnessed teams that have, at different times, not succeeded or lived up to their 
promise. Perhaps it helps explain why many of the coaches did not give pat answers as to 
how they build a confident team. Veteran coaches such as these are all too well aware of 
the peaks and valleys of team sports. They recognize their role in the process, but 
coaches are quick to point out there are no magic potions or simple formulas for success. 
No leader single-handedly creates a successful group just as no coach single-handedly 
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creates a successful team. Despite all the coaches' efforts to control how a team 
develops, the team may resist those efforts. The coach may have a leading role, but team 
sports like football require an ensemble performance. What is remarkable about most of 
the coaches in the sample is that they have repeatedly been able to get their teams to 
accomplish great things on the field. Coach Holtz for example, was able to have success 
in six different universities all within the second year at each school. But even the most 
successful coaches realize that the puzzle does not always fit together immediately by the 
force of their will or because of their coaching acumen. 
• It seems confidence is derivative in nature. Interestingly when asked questions that 
were directly related to building confidence the coaches invariably responded by listing 
things which were not seemingly directly related to confidence. They talked about 
preparation, motivation, leadership, character qualities, team chemistry, or attitude 
development. Perhaps this is because they sense that confidence follows, or is a result of 
the things they mentioned. Referring to how people find meaning in life, Victor Frankel 
observed, " ... that it can not be pursued, it ensues." as cited in Yalom (1995). Finding 
meaning in life seems similar to finding confidence, because how we gauge both has a 
large degree of subjectivity. If finding confidence functions in a similar way as fmding 
meaning, then from what experiences does confidence follow? 
2.1 How do they build confident teams? 
The win-loss records of these coaches make it clear that they all employ strategies 
that build winning teams. For the most part, the coaches believe that they can in some 
way affect the confidence of their teams. In some cases, they believe that they can 
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actually teach players to become confident. Others seem to believe that they can only set 
up the conditions under which confidence develops. While there may not be total 
agreement about the degree to which they believe they can influence or control just how 
much confidence their teams come to have, these coaches indicate that they play large a 
role in its development. 
The coaches had some general viewpoints on building confidence that seem to 
guide how they approach building the confidence of their teams. Some of these can be 
seen as preliminary or guiding principles for forging a confident team. 
2.2 Obstacles to confidence 
The coaches mentioned different aspects that could prevent or slow the 
development of a confident team. Overconfidence, fear of failure, not having success, 
and uneven treatment of players are just a few. The coaches seemed to say that there 
were certain things that stand in the way of a team becoming confident. Coach Robinson 
believes one can teach confidence but mostly by helping clear away things that interfere 
with its development. He clarified, " ... Yes, [confidence can be taught] ... maybe you 
eliminate the other things in the way of confidence and that allows it to grow" (JR: 256). 
What follows are some of the obstacles to which the coaches pointed. 
• Destroying confidence Quite a few of the coaches noted the importance of keeping 
players' levels of confidence high from the start. Perhaps not all the coaches approached 
confidence this way, but five of them mentioned how it was essential to avoid tearing 
down an individual's belief in their own capabilities. As coach Gagliardi clarified, 
"Maybe the key is we don' t destroy the confidence they have"(JG: 110-2). A number of 
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coaches alluded to the fragile nature of confidence and seemed to convey that they are 
careful not to take apart something that would be difficult to put back together. 
• Over-confidence Some ofthe coaches (5) were just as concerned about their players 
being overconfident as lacking confidence. As a result, they cited a need to help their 
players define their deficiencies. Coach Holtz: "Confidence is important. But false 
confidence is worse than no confidence, telling them they are good when they are not" 
(LH: 5-7). One ofthe first tasks Coach Teaffhad his players do was to assess themselves 
on themselves honestly. He notes, 
"And I use the word honesty emphatically because you can set up a 
system of recognizing your assets and liabilities and they can be all 
skewed because that individual is not honest with himself and he is not 
honest with you"(GT: 112-4). 
Guarding against overconfidence seems to be an important job of the coach on the 
individual and team level. Master coaches are alert to the possibility of their team's 
being overconfident in certain situations. 
• Fairness Coach Teafftalked about the long-term effects of fairness on any team. He 
notes, 
"Fairness and equality of discipline ... I think one of the greatest deterrents 
and you' ll see it all the time, publicly a guy will get into some kind of 
problem and one of them or two of them and one is treated one way and 
another is treated the other way"(GT: 608-11). 
Coaches noted the importance for them to establish a climate where a basic sense of 
justice exists. Other coaches made it clear that fairness is determined on a case by case 
basis. 
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• Not having Success Not having success seemed to be an obvious but important 
barrier to building a confident team. Not having success personally or as a unit seems to 
have an adverse effect upon the commitment that the players will make to the coach and 
to each other. From the outset, players seem to be looking for success, which is why 
coach Levy talked about the necessity of players having success. Coach Bowden 
emphasized the importance of winning. He said bluntly," ... you got to win, you know. 
You can't go out there and lose 8 games in a row and have confidence"(BB: 219-0). The 
coaches noted that achieving some modicum of success was essential to establishing a 
sense of confidence in the coach and the future of the team. 
• Fear of failure The coaches emphasized the need for players to be relaxed enough to 
free themselves of doubt to devote all their energies to playing. As coach Vermeil said, 
"You can't hit homeruns if you are worrying about striking out"(DV: 236-7). 
Overcoming the worry about failing is one of the important concerns of a coach. 
• Losing is contagious Five of the coaches (5) described how when things are not 
going well that the team can fall into a slump. Coach Walsh is careful about how his 
team manages a loss. He believes a lopsided loss could have a negative effect on the 
future performance of the team. As coach Bowden describes, " ... losing is 
contagious."(BB: 52-3). 
2.3 Principles of Confidence 
Above, coaches cited what they thought were some of the barriers to becoming 
confident. In this section are what some of the master coaches saw as primary steps to a 
team and the individuals that comprise it becoming confident in their abilities and each 
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other. Among the steps are: learning not to lose before you win, early success, small 
success leads to bigger success, daily process (getting a little better each day, gradual, 
year-round). 
• Learn not to lose before you win Apparently, there are preliminary steps to be 
taken before a team can have a firm feeling that they can be in control of their own 
destiny. Master football coaches are quick to enumerate those things that they feel are 
most important to take care of first. Even someone with a rudimentary knowledge of the 
game could understand why such things might be important. Examples of things they 
talked about were not having penalties, playing sound defense, eliminating turnovers 
(loss of possession of the ball), having a solid running game, and getting rid of mental 
errors. Master coaches feel that these are largely controllable aspects of the game. As 
coach Dye asserts, " . .. you want to be the best fundamentally and technique-wise and 
you eliminate mistakes ... and every bit of that is coaching"(PD: 86-8). 
• Early successes The importance of achieving some modicum of success early on was 
emphasized by the coaches. Early success apparently paves the way for future success 
and serves to motivate the players to keep trying. Most of all, the coaches recognized 
that some early success makes their job of building team confidence easier. 
• Small victories Winning small battles before they can win big ones was a topic that 
eleven of coaches talked about specifically. This seemed to hold true on the individual 
basis as well as a team basis. The progressive nature of team confidence is captured in 
the words of Coach Siedlecki when he talks about winning a big game. He says, "It 
doesn't just happen. That's the thing. They do have to learn and they have to play in 
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those circumstances and you've got to experience some success"(JS: 240-5). Coach 
Parcells noted about the importance of taking the steps to get in position to enjoy big 
success. He says, "If they are in position enough, eventually they get the confidence to 
take that last step"(BP: 584-6). Coach Dye when he explains how he works with an 
individual. He says, 
"If you've got an offensive lineman out there whose getting his ass kicked 
and he goes one on one ten times and those nine times that he gets beat, 
you correct him in a low tone and just a matter of fact manner and then the 
one time that he has success you make a big deal out of it. And the next 
day you go out there and you go ten times and he gets whipped 8 times 
and then he has two good blocks"(PD: 375-9). 
The idea that a sequence of events needs to happen before one can meet big challenges 
seems to apply to individuals, groups, and teams. 
• Daily process The category Daily Process takes its name because the coaches 
conveyed the sense that building confidence is a gradual process. Confidence is not 
usually attained by one extraordinary act or inspiring words or even a single achievement 
or milestone but rather a purposeful and on-going task that requires attention each day 
throughout the year. The head coaches seemed certain of how to accomplish such a feat. 
And to effectuate change from a non-confident group to a confident group appears to 
require a method and belief in one's own ability as a coach. Coach Holtz said, "We are 
talking about how to turn a group of people into winners and it is not done overnight. It 
is done with a consistent philosophy of belief of how you do it"(LH: 67-9). The 
importance of getting a little better each day, the gradual nature of change, and awareness 
that it takes a year round effort was included in the coaches' philosophies on how one 
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builds a confident team. While these three aspects may seem similar they are 
qualitatively different. 
Getting a little better each day Coach Teafftalked about the importance of 
improving in small increments each day. He stated, "You don't have to go out there and 
improve greatly in one day but over a period of time you improve and that is a confidence 
builder"(GT: 432-3). Coach Teaffbelieves his players should try to get better every but 
seems to say that they will likely improve over time if they attempt to get better each day. 
Gradual In a similar way, the idea of a slow gradual endeavor is captured by 
coach Levy: 
"I think over a period oftime, you won't know the difference in 
confidence any more than you know how much anybody's hair grew in 
one day, one day to the next. But over a period of a lot of days, you know 
the difference"(ML: 345-8). 
In Coach Levy's sense confidence cannot be measured on a daily basis but rather over an 
extended period of time. 
Year round process Many of the things that may affect a team's overall 
confidence are of constant concern to the head coach. What occurs during the season may 
not be sufficient to make the changes necessary to succeed. For this reason some coaches 
look for opportunities off the playing field and out of season to develop a team that is 
unified and confident in each other. Coach Franchione said, 
"Well, I think it is a daily issue. I think building a team is a daily issue. I 
think it is a 365-day-a-year job. I don' t think it is something you do now 
and then. I think it is something you have to be always working at. You 
know we do some team building activities. Since we go bowling together 
as a team which has nothing to do with being a good football player but 
has everything to do with being close and wanting to believe in each 
other"(DF: 67-9). 
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Coach Franchione talks about a process of team building that requires more time and 
attention than only the season can afford. 
3. DO WE KNOW ENOUGH? 
Up to this point we have come to understand how each coach thinks about 
developing team confidence. Then, we looked at the major themes all the coaches talked 
about for building team confidence. After that, we were made aware of what these 
coaches think are some of the barriers to becoming confident. Finally, some guiding 
principles of how confidence is developed were compiled from all the coaches. 
Is this sufficient for a thorough understanding of how master coaches build 
confident teams? One of the essential features of social cognitive theory is that actors 
marshal their forces to control events in their environment. The construct of self-efficacy 
stresses the task-specific nature of individual confidence or self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986). 
Additionally, Bandura (1997) notes, "Effective exercise of control requires the 
orchestration of knowledge, sub-skills, and the resources to manage changing situations" 
(p.27). Master coaches, it seems, are able to get their teams to believe that they can 
muster their collective capabilities to adapt to varying circumstances. 
Our understanding up to this point, however, still suffers for lack of contextual 
meaning to the coaches' statements. To truly gain a sense of what these coaches do to 
develop team confidence it is necessary to gain an appreciation of the circumstances in 
which they might use different strategies to develop team confidence. Bandura ( 1997) 
explains how an individual's efficacy beliefs do not operate independently of context. He 
notes, " ... Some situations require greater self-regulatory skill and more arduous 
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performance than others. Efficacy beliefs will vary accordingly"(p. 14). In a similar 
way, we can say that it is one thing for a coach to organize a team so that they are ready 
for an intra-squad scrimmage, it is quite another to have them ready to handle the 
pressure of a real game, let alone a championship game. Therefore, it is considered a 
valuable, albeit arduous endeavor to match the efficacy-building strategies these coaches 
propose for the many of the different situations coaches face. 
Chapter Six, The Team Confidence Cycle, will explain and describe why a 
context is essential for our grasp on how master coaches develop team confidence. 
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CHAPTER6 
THE TEAM CONFIDENCE CYCLE 
Rationale for Team Confidence Cycle 
There is a kind of eternal optimism that resides within most coaches about their 
ability to take a group and mold them into champions. Even if history has proven 
otherwise and the cards are stacked against his team, no coach worth his salt concedes 
without trying to win. Part of this optimism seems to be born out of a desire to exceed 
expectations. As Coach Whipple described, " ... exceeding expectations and when you see 
it all comes together that's the joy. Not that it happens that often even though you are 
striving for it" (MW: 488-91). Perhaps another part ofthis optimism comes because in 
sport, unlike other areas of life, before the start of each new season the slate is wiped 
clean and every team has, at least in theory, a chance to win a championship. While it 
may be difficult to discern from where such optimism emanates, it is certain that if a team 
is going to be successful, then that team must first believe they can be successful. When 
the whistle blows signaling the end of the previous season until the beginning of a new 
one, the head coach must insure that his team believes they have the possibility of 
success. 
How one demarcates when the coach begins preparing his team for a new season 
depends upon one's outlook. Some might focus on the end of the previous season, in the 
off-season, in the pre-season, when new players arrive to camp, when the veteran players 
arrive to camp, the week before the first game. Each coach likely has some distinct point 
when they begin working on building a team for the upcoming season. Then once the 
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competitive season begins, there are likely key moments leading up to and within that 
part of the year that are pivotal for a team to believe in their capability to have ultimate 
success. Certainly, among the most crucial moments to the development of team 
confidence are the contests during the competitive season. During the season there 
appear to be defining moments when teams either consolidate their confidence or allow it 
to dissipate. It seems logical to assume that coaches whose teams have repeatedly been 
successful may have ways of influencing whether their teams maintain a high level of 
confidence. 
Conceptualization process 
After repeated attempts to describe how these coaches build confidence it became 
clear that there were many different settings and situations in which coaches attempt to 
build the confidence of their teams. The situation-specific nature of their strategies 
demonstrates that master coaches have highly developed systems for building successful 
teams. For example, many of the coaches in this study had different strategies for 
building confidence during a game than they do during a practice. Therefore, it became 
evident that there was a need to sort the various strategies to build confidence according 
the different contexts in which the coaches deploy them. Since many of the coaches' 
comments seemed to be situated in key points during the cycle of the competitive year 
initially it made sense to follow this cycle as a framework in which to discuss their 
strategies. In the early conceptualizations it was thought that the schedule of a coach's 
season would supply the best structure to describe what the coaches do. For example, the 
pre-season, the season, and the post season can be seen in a linear temporal sequence. 
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Obviously every coach shares the pattern of the competitive calendar. After further 
analysis it became clear that what these coaches do to build team confidence does not 
always occur in a sequential order. Apparently, the coach does many tasks concurrently 
and continually. For example, as a coach enters a new season he must not only assemble 
the team, he must also build trust, clarify expectations, deal with problems, and educate 
his players. The coach must begin all these tasks early on, for they appear to be 
foundational to the events that follow in developing team confidence. Furthermore, these 
coaches convey that many of these tasks are of continual importance throughout the 
course of the year. Apparently, some important tasks are revisited throughout the cycle. 
Once the regular competition cycle begins some tasks must be repeated during the course 
of a season. 
Regarding the different contexts involved in building team confidence, what 
emerged from the interviews with these master coaches was an organizing structure, 
which will henceforth be called the Team Confidence Cycle. The Team Confidence 
Cycle can be seen as a way of assisting the reader to keep the entire process of building 
team confidence in mind, while allowing for exploration of key tasks that must be 
accomplish within that cycle. For example, task #5 calls for the coach to "Assess 
Performance" of his team for the previous game. Each and every week a coach must be 
able to properly make sense of positive, negative, or mixed results and present them to 
the team in a way that can impel the members of a team towards a more positive view of 
themselves. The Team Confidence Cycle attempts to account for the multi-tasked nature 
ofthe coach's job situating them within the flow-chart-like sequence ofthe competitive 
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year. That is to say that in each week before a game a mini-cycle repeats itself. (See 
Table 3 below). 
Researcher knowledge of the domain 
My own background as a high school and college coach undoubtedly aided in my 
familiarity with the process that I have attempted to describe above. First, I am cognizant 
of the optimism that coaches exhibit. I am struck now by how hopeful I was about being 
able to create a successful team in spite of the many obstacles I faced at that time. Even 
as an assistant coach at three different colleges I found myself continually thinking about 
how the coach can influence the development of a confident and successful team. My 
understanding of developing team confidence is rooted in these experiences. Nonetheless, 
my formulation of the Team Confidence Cycle is based primarily on the areas the 
coaches discussed in their interviews about the development of a confident team. The 
one area which was drawn from only one coach was the method of assessing performance 
captured in Task #5 (see table below). These ideas came exclusively from an interview 
with Bill Parcells. 
Table 3: The Team Confidence Cycle 
Task 1: Take stock 
Set the course Sell a vision 
Initial Buy in 
Motivation 
Task 2: Assemble the team 
Create a confidence Build trust 
environment Clarify Expectations 
Deal with Problems 
Educate the Team 
Task 3: Prepare 
Promote mastery Practice 
Position 
Point out gains 
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Task 4: Pressure 
Underlying mentality 
Get them to perform Soft -approach 
Hard-approach 
Task 5: Assess the result 
Assess Be Honest 
performance Cope with Losing 
Deal with winning 
Task 6: Stay the Course 
Stay the course Turning the Corner 
Allow them to do it 
Never give up on them 
Demonstrate Ability 
Task 7: Morale 
Maintain high Making the Jump 
performance Mature Players 
Make-up of Successful Teams 
TASK 1: SET THE COURSE 
"Set the course" refers to when the head coach assumes the helm and begins to 
steer the organization in a new direction. For a coach taking over a new team this task 
might begin in the first team meeting or a press conference. For the incumbent coach it 
could be sometime between end of the previous and before beginning the upcoming 
season. In any case, the coach takes stock of his resources and what has been 
accomplished previously and attempts to generate enthusiasm for his new vision for the 
organization. 
1.1 Taking Stock Even before the head coach launches his team into a new direction he 
must assess the liabilities and assets of the team. In this process he has to consider where 
the team is in regard to their confidence. Coach Parcells has his own inventory of 
questions in his mind when taking stock. He says, 
"What are you starting with? Are you starting with a team which has 
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won twenty games in a row? Or are you starting with a team that has 
nothing except frustration and has been beaten down and has nothing to 
believe in or nothing to rely on"(BP: 165-172). 
The initial Taking Stock stage allows the coach to look ahead and estimate what 
milestones might be within their grasp. 
Another part of the Taking Stock is getting a sense of the individuals on the team 
not just as athletes but also from a psychological perspective. Coach Siedlecki described 
his approach. He said, 
" ... the thing that I did was at every program was I sat down with each kid 
individually that was on the team and met with them ... and just tried to get 
a feel for the kids. Did they really care about football? Where was it in 
their priorities, get a feeling for maybe who the leaders might be out of the 
group ... "(JS: 157-159). 
Getting to know players on an individual basis seems important in other ways too. 
(See Create a confidence environment /Building Trust/Knowing your Players) 
Even coaches that remain in the same place year to year seemed to say that each 
year they have to start over. As coach Whipple says, "Each year is a different 
challenge"(MW: 197). The sense of new challenge may be even greater when a 
coach takes over a new program. 
1.2 Selling a Vision Another crucial task of the head coach starting out is giving the 
team a picture of how they can be successful. Like the builder showing his workers the 
blueprint for a project, it seems that selling a vision is an important function of shaping 
the future of the organization. Coach Siedlecki intimates, 
"You know, I promise them just a couple of things. One of them was that 
we would be prepared for practice every day and they we will practice 
really well and that we will be prepared for every game and we would put 
them in a situation where they would have a chance to win"(JS: 127-133). 
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Coach Franchione describes how he works with his coaching staff. He says, 
"My job as a head coach is to present the vision, and to give the 
direction, and the organization and the detail, to give my coaches 
opportunity for input, to listen to what they have to say and then make a 
final decision and tell them this is where we are going"(DF: 119-121). 
These head coaches convey a sense that they are in charge of creating the direction in 
which their team must go. 
1.3 Initial Buy In It is not difficult to imagine that team who have not had success on 
the field for a long time might be skeptical of coaches in general. Eight of the coaches 
talked specifically how it is important for the team to "buy into" what the coach sets forth 
when he sells his vision. Coach Vermeil emphasizes how the coach's credibility is 
essential toward getting a message across. He emphatically states, 
"You've got to be believed to be heard ... okay ... and ifthey don' t believe 
you, they don't hear you. But once they start believing you ... they won't 
believe in themselves unless as they believe in you"(DV: 124-5). 
Not being believed by one' s players it appears could be a real stumbling block towards 
developing a confident team. Apparently, the master coach must create enough initial 
interest for the players to want and follow his plan. Usually the resistance to accepting 
the vision or plan of the head coach can be broken down by some key members of the 
team. Coach Holtz talked about one way this happens. He explains, 
" The younger players should be sold on it by the older players. The 
older players in the program, even in my first year, we didn't win a game, 
we gained a lot of converts to what we are doing and how we are doing 
it"(LH: 42-3). 
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On most teams, the elder players have the power to accept or reject a coach' s philosophy. 
If some of the key older players begin to follow the plan laid down it is more likely that 
new players will follow suit. 
1.4 Motivation Getting players to perform to the best of their abilities, was a consistent 
theme that emerged from the data. While determining what "their best" is seems to be 
rather subjective, apparently, master coaches feel it is an important part of their job to 
defme and demand "their best" . Coach Siedlecki believes this is the main task of the 
coach. He states, " ... to get the kids to play the best that they can play, whatever their 
ability is, I think is what you are trying to do as a coach, or as a teacher ... "(JS: 153-4). 
Getting the most effort out of their players also seems to be an important function of the 
master coach. Human nature might dictate that members of a team might slacken effort 
in times of fatigue, adversity, or even success, but the head coach must counteract this 
tendency. Coach Dye quantifies, "There ' s not one out of a hundred knows what the best 
he's got is"(PD: 82-3). Apparently, an important job ofthe coach is to foster 
commitment and motivation so that the level of effort is as high as it can possibly be. 
Coach Dye points out, however, that coaches walk a fine line when pushing their players 
to give their best. He warns, 
" ... there are very few people that can give you the best that they ' ve got all 
the time. And you ... got to understand what the best they can do. You can 
push them to a limit but at some point in time you have got to back off' 
(PD: 113-5). 
Coaches generally acknowledge that it is their responsibility to insure that their players 
are giving their level best. Coach Parcells is skeptical of what players can accomplish 
without a strong push from the coach. He notes sardonically, 
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"Ifl just let it float and go around here and whatever happens, happens, 
then they become whatever they were gonna become without me and they 
don't need me to become that, right?"(BP: 569-70). 
Many of the coaches view the essence of their jobs as getting the team to do what they 
want to do, but might not if left on their own. According to the coaches, there are many 
moments in the life of a team that team members may not be entirely ready or willing to 
take on a difficult challenge. The head coach must find ways to get them to do the 
tedious work of preparation, meet adversity when it strikes, and rise to the level of tough 
competition. 
• Types of Motivation Many of these coaches note that one of the important tasks of a 
coach is motivate players and staff member. The coaches mentioned that motivating is 
especially important when working with a new team. In the initial stages of working with 
a team, a head coach needs to impel the team towards greater aspirations and make those 
aspirations seem eventually realizable. They also motivate their teams to prepare to have 
success and rise to meet difficult challenges year round. Different coaches in have 
different approaches to this seemingly vital task. The coaches seem to be located upon a 
continuum: those at one end see themselves as the essential force for motivating the 
players and those that see themselves as helping the player find his own motivation at the 
other end. 
External Motivation This type of coach seems to be saying that for the good of the team 
they must push people to achieve what they might not do without that push. Coach 
Parcells summarizes the basic concept behind this style of motivation. He describes, 
" ... Basically it comes down to trying to get people to do things that 
sometimes they don't really want to do ... or they don't have the 
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knowledge base to do .. . or they are not committed enough to do .. . or 
not aware of the combination of elements that have put them in this 
position that's not conducive to success. You have to try to alter 
that"(BP: 610-14). 
The coaches seem to believe that teams need the coach to help them achieve. This kind 
of coach believes it is their job to push the team beyond what it originally believes it can 
achieve. Players may balk at the hard work required to achieve success. As Mark 
Whipple noted, "If everybody was self-motivated we wouldn't have ajob"(MW: 142). 
Many of the coaches in this study seem to believe that their players are not all completely 
committed to do all that it takes to achieve something difficult. Coach Pinkel describes 
his point of view. He says, 
" ... it gets back to being responsible for yourself type thing. I am so 
persistent how we treat players. I think consistency is so critical in a 
program. You have got to motivate players in different ways. 
Different players have different buttons but the standpoint of the 
structure of your program is so consistent..."(GP: 266-9). 
Therefore, this kind of coach is the force that drives them towards the goal. Coach 
Parcells states, 
"It's really trying to get people to do things that in my heart I don't believe 
that they always really want to do. I assume they don't. They may be 
slightly motivated but you know a lot of people sit there and say they want 
to do this until they take those first steps into the forest. And then it's too 
many trees here, too much this, too much that, too many rivers. . . . They 
would like to do it if it is convenient. But there is a price to be paid and are 
you willing to pay it"(BP: 753-8). 
The basic assumption of some of coaches like coach Parcells seems to be that the player 
may himself be somewhat motivated but needs the coach to actually achieve a lofty goal. 
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Internal Motivation Quite at the other end of the spectrum were those coaches that 
believe nurturing a relationship with their players that will help them to be internally 
motivated to achieve. Coach Westering recalls, 
" . .. I have been a relationship coach all my life, feeling that if players 
could really feel that I care about them by spending time with them, by 
laughing with them and doing things away from football with them then 
they would really want to do things rather than have to do them"(FW: 98-
100). 
The coaches seem inclined towards either internal or external styles of motivation. It is 
probable that coaches like Parcells, Holtz, Pinkel, Dye, and Sherrill use primarily an 
externally focused motivational style. Some other coaches, like Levy, Westering, 
Robinson, and Gagliardi seem more inclined to help the players to become internally 
motivated. It is probably more accurate to say that all the coaches use a combination of 
motivational styles and techniques. How motivational style bears on building team 
confidence appears to be due in some part to in the insistence of the all the coaches upon 
creating a climate where players are motivated to succeed. At either end of what may be 
seen as a motivational spectrum, almost all of the coaches point to the necessity of being 
insistent upon creating a high level of motivation. 
TASK 2: CREATE A CONFIDENCE ENVIRONMENT 
The next section concerns how master coaches have described how they create an 
environment conducive to success and therefore conducive to developing team 
confidence. It seems a large part of the job of building such an environment is 
establishing an "ethos". Ethos is defined (by Random House Webster' s College 
Dictionary, 2000) as, "the fundamental character or spirit of a culture, the underlying 
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sentiment that informs the beliefs, customs, or practices of a group ... "(p. 435). When 
these coaches set out to build the c:ulture of their team, they do so by working on different 
tasks: assembling the team, building trust, clarifying expectations, dealing with problems, 
and educating the team. By going about the different tasks he is establishing the ethos of 
his program. As coach Vermeil asserts, " ... you have to build a team before you can 
coach it ... "(DV: 35-6). According to master coaches the development ofteam confidence 
depends largely upon how these early tasks are met. This phase of developing team 
confidence could be likened to laying a foundation for a well-constructed building. 
Before any builder can start building a foundation, they must survey the landscape, make 
important measurements, and gather the necessary materials. Additionally, they must 
contract any of the laborers to execute the job, they may even need to hire specialists to 
do certain specific jobs and then get them all working off ofthe same blueprint. The 
head coach operates in a similar fashion. The following describes what tasks master 
coaches must do to lay a solid foundation to build a confident team. 
Many of the coaches in the study noted that preliminary steps needed be taken 
prior to getting a team to become confident to perform. They attempted to describe what 
they do at the beginning of each year. Describing certain milestones he would like his 
team to reach, Coach Parcells sums up what he is striving towards. He says, " ... Try to 
create an environment for success with your team"(BP: 290). Similarly, Coach Johnson 
described his ideal. In Coach Johnson's way of thinking, the coach is trying to create this 
atmosphere in which a strong work ethic develops, clear goals are established, and in 
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which everyone is working towards those goals on a daily basis. He notes, "I try to create 
an atmosphere where everyone can realize their potential"(JJ: 77). 
The coaches identified seven tasks that must be satisfactorily completed to 
develop a confident team. Apparently, the coach must go about these different tasks 
concurrently in the early stages. 
2.1 Assemble Your Team 
The head coach is responsible not only for coaching a team but for bringing 
together the best group of people possible to achieve its goals. 
• Necessity of talent More than half of the coaches (12), pointed to the necessity of 
having a requisite amount of talent to be successful. Coaches cite that without at least a 
minimum of ability it would be difficult to develop a confident team. As coach Whipple 
states, "Most successful coaches have good players. I'm not sure you out-coach too many 
people to be honest with you today. I think you win with people. I think you recruit good 
players" (MW: 268-9). Coach Siedlecki was insistent on the importance oftalented 
players to building a confident team. He asserted, "I think you obviously have to have 
talent. If you don' t have talent, I don' t care how much you motivate them, or what you 
do, you are not going to win"(JS: 88-90). Beyond having enough talent to win, players 
must believe that they have enough talent to win. There have been many teams that have 
more than enough talent to win but doubted their collective abilities. As Coach Vermeil 
notes, "They got to believe you have the talent good enough to win with, they got to 
believe you"(DV: 128). Part of getting a team to believe in themselves apparently is 
getting them to believe in the talents of each other. 
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• Adding talented players The necessity of having talented players was already 
highlighted in the Importance of Talent category, but master coaches are proactive in, 
recruiting, discovering, and even procuring more talented players. Improving the talent 
level seems to be a top priority of these coaches. They are always looking to add players 
who can make a difference to the team. Coach Johnson says, "I am continually 
assessing the talent around me and I am continually trying to upgrade ... "(JJ: 73-77). 
Upgrading talent may be accomplished in different ways: by finding players that are 
more physically gifted, more intelligent, have a better attitude, or fit their system better. 
There are many ways that coaches seek to improve their talent level. Each coach may 
look for attributes that they seek in a new player. Below are listed some of those 
attributes. 
Physically Gifted The coaches seem to all agree that having players that are 
bigger, faster, and stronger provide the raw materials for building a successful and 
confident team. Coach Robinson notes that many coaches talk about how it is not the 
most talented players but he feels there are limits to that viewpoint. He says, "they can 
say that it's the intangible and all of that... and it is ... but a big, big part of the fundamental 
performance that a team has is the talent that they have" (JR: 51-2). Some of the coaches 
about having a requisite amount of physical talent but actually emphasized other qualities 
more. 
Clutch Players One way to improve the talent level is to find players that are 
great performers. Again coach Johnson weighs in, "Well, I think the other thing is, you 
surround yourself and you put people in those positions that have confidence"( JJ: 181-2). 
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Finding or discovering players that have a knack for making good things happen seems to 
increase the confidence of those around them. Coach Johnson says he looks for the 
players that execute in pressure situations. He says, "I want the guy who can sink the 
four foot putt" ( JJ: 186). 
People of Good Character Some of the coaches seem to say that there is an 
importance to fmding people of good character to fit into their program or team. They 
acknowledge the impact people of good character can have upon the confidence of the 
team. Coach Levy said of the type of players he was interested in, "You need to be the 
kind of a person if something does go wrong, does not look for someone else to place the 
blame on"(ML: 128-9). Such people, says coach Levy would exhibit good character even 
when things are tough, 
"We are pretty careful who we pick on our team. Players without what I 
call football temperament. I did not fool, [sic.] I don't care how much 
ability they had, with guys with bad character. So, if you had those kind of 
guys they are able at least to have a better chance to regroup" 
(ML: 300-4). 
A few of the coaches clearly attempt to build character through the teaching and learning 
that occurs in the team environment but a number of coaches felt it was a asset to add 
some players of good character to the make up of their teams. 
Smart Players Two of the coaches mentioned how working with smart players is 
an asset to the team. As Coach Gagliardi states, "We pick them out every year, lot of 
good guys, and smart enough since we are a tough academic school and they got to have 
very good academic records to get in here and stay in here"(JG: 87-90). Intelligence seems 
to carry over onto the field. 
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• Adding talented coaches The coaches mentioned another important part of 
assembling a team that can become confident is putting together a coaching staff of 
talented coaches. More than a few, eight of the coaches talked about how essential it is to 
have a capable and loyal staff. Coach Johnson said, 
"Well, I think if you have surrounded yourself with the right kind of 
people, those that are intelligent enough to learn then just automatically 
they are going to be doing it. Individuals that are loyal and understand 
what we are trying to accomplish." (JJ: 134-139). 
Coaching a game like football , in which there are many specialized jobs, requires a staff 
that specializes in different areas. Coaches emphasized that finding really good coaches 
that were loyal and intelligent was critical to their success. 
• Support staff The team includes the players which includes star players and back-up 
players and specialists, coaches which might include coaches who are trained in a special 
area such a strength training, and support people most notably the athletic trainers, 
academic or career counselors and the like. Coach Whipple showed how concerned he 
was about a change in support staff and how it could affect his team. 
" ... one of the changes was a trainer retired and that's going to be 
something new next year. And people on the outside don't think that' s 
that big a deal but he is in contact with the players day in and day out and 
that's a trust factor and so there is a lot more to it than meets the 
eye"(MW: 159-61). 
In short, the head coaches feel they can influence the life and direction of the team by 
how they interact with all these different stakeholders. 
• Addition by subtraction According to five of the coaches, subtracting a few 
detractors from the team can do a lot to add to the confidence of a team. Perhaps not 
coincidentally, all them coached professional teams at one time. These coaches were 
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vehement about ridding the team of people that they saw as impeding the development of 
the team. These so-called "detractors"(JJ: 61 ), were seen as a deterrent to the group 
becoming successful and confident. Coach Johnson feels the second most important a 
thing coach he must do to build a confident team is to rid the team of people who detract 
from the team. He says a coach must, " ... eliminate those that took away from the 
success of the organization"(JJ: 56). The following sub-categories represent the main 
reasons coaches consider for eliminating a player from the equation. 
Not talented enough Players might take away from the success of the 
organization in two main ways. First they may not be talented enough. Especially at the 
professional level some players may have reached beyond their physical potential and 
may not possess enough skills to make it. In these cases, the coach will look to get him 
off of the team. Coach Johnson gave a hypothetical example, of why it is important to 
the confidence of a team to eliminate a player, using the San Francisco 49er great Joe 
Montana as a point of reference, 
"Montana's confident that he'll get the job done, but by the same token, 
the team may not be totally confident because they 've got an individual in 
there that can' t play. And so that is your job to eliminate that individual 
that can't play and to surround, make sure Joe Montana's got somebody 
out there who is confident that he can play"(JJ: 208-13). 
So to the coaches it is important to create the feeling among the team that they 
have the " ... enough talent to win" (ML:), as coach Levy says. 
Bad Attitude A second reason to eliminate a player from the team is if a player 
has a "bad attitude." This kind of attitude is one that is not conducive to the development 
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of belief in the vision a coach has presented for the team. In such cases coaches were not 
hesitant to get rid of them. Coach Vermeil describes, 
"You eliminate those that don' t fit. You can't fool the good kids. They 
know which players are conning the coaches and they know which players 
don't believe in what we are doing, and how we are doing it, and why we 
are doing it, and that are undermining it in the locker room and, yes, you 
as a coach recognize who they are ' cause you have got to get rid of them. 
Because you can only change so many attitudes"(DV: 111-115). 
This idea of only being able to change so many attitudes might explain why some of the 
coaches talked about if a player possesses enough physical talent then they might see fit 
to work with them on their attitude. Three of the coaches, Parcells, Robinson, and Walsh, 
said if a player was highly competitive on the field there might be a grace period in which 
they would work with that player to allow for him to change. 
Fit before, but not now Even players who once fit well into the team structure 
but at a later point they do not are subject to being eliminated. If a player no longer 
contributes to the team they are asked to leave before long. Over time for varying 
reasons players may no longer fit the program. Coach Johnson said, 
" ... if you are continually upgrading the people and changing the people, 
eliminating those that are not fitting the program. You know some may fit 
the program the first year but they don' t fit the program the third 
year. .. "(JJ: 95-98). 
One quickly gets the sense by talking to these coaches that they recognize that recruiting 
and acquiring the right players is a task essential to building a confident team. 
Eliminating an assistant coach It must be noted that master coaches were not 
afraid to eliminate even an assistant coach if he were to become a detractor. Coaches at 
the professional and college ranks know if they do not win the head coach and all his 
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staff will surely be fired. If an assistant coach is unable to deliver what the head coach 
expects of him in key areas such as loyalty, teaching ability, or concern for the players 
then some of these coaches are not against firing that coach. There are some coaches in 
the study who have fired a number of coaches. 
2.2 Build Trust 
According to the coaches, before a team can have a resolute sense of confidence 
in each other they have to be able to trust themselves, their teammates and their coaches. 
Master coaches feel that building trust is a cornerstone of building a confident team. 
They go about the task of building trust in many different ways. 
• Trust is earned Coach Robinson points out that trust is not something that 
necessarily happens automatically. He said, 
"Trust isn' t something .. .! don't like talking about as a like ... okay guys 
let's all trust each other, one, two, three, trust. It takes time and it is a kind 
of a subconscious thing that you begin to believe in each other. So, I think 
you need to build trust... but it is kind of one of those earned things . . . "( JR: 
89-93). 
Trusting may be a result of a number of shared experiences in which players and coaches 
demonstrate to each other a genuine care and concern as well as demonstrating general 
competence. Coach Holtz states, 
"I don't talk about confidence an awful lot. They know it. The more honor 
and respect among the team the greater the team and the players have to 
earn the respect of their teammates and that's by their productivity, by 
their work habits, by their focus, by their commitment in the weight room, 
off the field. If you are out and see your teammate doing drugs etc. , you 
can't have a lot of confidence in him"(LH: 24-8). 
It seems trust is promoted in part by a feeling that everyone is working in the same 
direction. 
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• Getting to know the player According to seven of the coaches, among the first 
areas to attend to when building trust is establishing a rapport with and developing an 
interest in each team member. Coach Robinson says of building relationships, 
" .. . make sure the team knows you like them. That you like being there 
and that it is important to you, and that they're important, their personal 
life is important, that this is important to you and that you like seeing 
them" (JR 433-5). 
This contingent of coaches places importance on close relationships with their players. 
This type of coach talked about how critical it was to know what is going on in a player's 
life. Coach Teaff emphasized that coaches need to know when things are not going well 
in a player's life. He says it is important to forge a relationship with young players 
especially because the circumstances in which they find themselves can overwhelm them. 
Coach Teaff says it is important to know your players before "he gets that far away look 
in his eyes"(GT: 575). Often a lack of production on the field is a clue to a coach that a 
player may be struggling in other aspects of their life. Coach Whipple notes, 
" ... if someone is not performing to the level that he should be then you 
take the kid aside and as a position coach you have to find out why, is 
there something in your studies, is it something with your girlfriend, is it 
something at home, are you sick, what's going on and I think that builds a 
trust factor you have to have between coaches and players that ultimately 
leads to a confident team" (MW: 158-161). 
Players may not be inclined to confide in a coach on the field, which is why master 
coaches stressed the importance of fmding opportunities to talk to players away from the 
field. 
Getting to know them away from field Many of the coaches stressed the 
importance of knowing the player, but recognize how difficult that is to do with the 
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pressing demands of the season. Perhaps that was why some of the coaches create events 
that might give the coaches a chance to get to know the players. Such events could be a 
dinner at the coaches' house, or a team activity, or a chance meeting around campus. 
(See Chapter 7 Strategies/Create a confidence environment/ Build trust) 
• Show them how to succeed Another component of building trust is the coach being 
a competent and effective teacher. When players learn new skills and techniques as well 
as tactics and strategies that help them succeed on the field, it reinforces the trust they 
have in their coach. 
2.3 Clarify Expectations 
Nine of the coaches talked directly about how messages are conveyed. There 
appear to be a number of ways that the expectations for the group are learned. Like "the 
builder" getting the sub-contractors to work from the same blueprint, the head coach tries 
to get everyone on the team he has assembled to trust in and work from the same plan. 
• Communicate expectations The head coach communicating expectations directly 
seems to be an important way that master coaches convey what they see needs to be 
done. Sometimes it could take the form of the head coach talking directly to an 
individual. In other cases the coach may talk to a group or possibly the entire team. Still 
other times head coaches will communicate indirectly by instructing and directing their 
assistant coaches. Some coaches have player representative councils or captains that 
serve as a conduit to their thought processes and expectations. In all these arrangements, 
however, the head coach tries to refine the understanding of what he wants in the minds 
of the team members and assistant coaches. 
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One on one Master coaches claim they spend energy on following up on how 
their expectations are being met. Players do not always hear what their coaches say in 
team settings. As John Robinson notes, "And ifthey don't [hear what their coach is 
saying]. .. and many times they don't, you just sit down and explain it to them"(JR: 244). 
One of the ways that they communicate with players is by one-on-one interaction. The 
coaches are aware that not everyone attends best to group situations so a one-on-one may 
be required. Coach Robinson is especially sensitive to the ways that his players learn and 
respond in different settings. He wondered aloud, 
"How do you get to this guy .. .is it one on one? When he is in a group do 
you see his eyes glaze over? If you call on him does he panic? If you 
bring him in the office how does he respond"(JR: 244-7)? 
Sometimes it seems that the only way certain people understand expectations is 
by one on one communication. 
Representatives Coach Teaff says one way his teams came to understand what he 
wanted was through an elected leadership council. Coach Teaff is credited to be one of 
the first coaches to implement an elected team representative system to foster 
communication and deal with discipline problems. As Coach Teaffnotes, " .. .lack of 
communication is a great deterrent to team confidence. Teams need to know what your 
thinking is. What your expectations are ... "(GT: 610). Many of the coaches talked about 
having representatives of the team with whom they could confer and through which they 
could communicate to the team. Upperclassmen and team elders often serve as an 
informal yet powerful group that can support and make clear to younger players what the 
head coach wants. 
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Talk to them in groups All the coaches in the study take the opportunity to try 
and reach their players by addressing different parts of their team. Coach Bowden shares 
how his assistant coaches call on him to reinforce certain messages with each position 
coaches' group, 
"A lot of times they will do that, sometimes a coach will say I am 
going to bring my receivers into your office and let you talk to them about 
this or that. Or I am going to bring my offensive line in or would you talk 
to so and so about going to class and doing this or doing that. We try to 
handle it that way" (BB: 323-6). 
In this way, some head coaches try to be cut the cloth to fit the pattern, taking the 
assistant coach's lead he can reach a certain segment of the team with a specific message. 
Talk to the entire team Many of coaches talked about addressing their teams as a 
group. It might be before practice and or after practice in a team meeting. These head 
coaches did not miss an opportunity to get a clear message out to the whole team. 
Through assistant coaches Head coaches also made it clear that the coaches 
were there to reinforce the basic expectations of the coach. Coach Johnson describes 
how his assistant coaches help convey the message of the head coach. He said of the 
types of coaches he has hired, "Individuals that are loyal and understand what we are 
trying to accomplish then they are going to ust naturally reinforce what you are 
saying"(JJ: 136-8). 
Not through the Media While head coaches are comfortable using trusted 
intermediaries to convey certain messages and expectations at least one noted that the 
media was not within that circle of trust. Coach Levy cautioned, "I think it starts at least 
with the players themselves, the coach getting across to them. I think you should rarely 
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send the message to your players if ever through the media" (ML: 134-5). The potential 
for miscommunication between coach and player appears to be high if the press or media 
are involved. 
• Get everyone on the same page The head coaches explain how they must make 
clear what things need to be done and see to it that those things get accomplished. Coach 
Whipple succinctly posits, "I think you lay it out, for what you expect and then you build 
it day to day" (MW: 108). Listed above are some of the ways that coaches communicate 
what is expected aiming to get everyone in the organization aligned. As coach Bowden 
says, " ... to get everyone on the same page" (BB: 141 ). With the exception of a few of the 
coaches, what is expected is not really written down. So it is not surprising that it may 
take considerable effort to get all the players "on the same page" . Many of the coaches 
had basic rules and regulations that every one of their players could understand. Some of 
these are conveyed by the use of team mottoes or sayings. (See Chapter 6-2.5 Educate 
the team/Teaching and Learning/Methods of Instruction/ Mottoes.) Through these 
sayings and mottoes and interactions with team members the coaches seem to be creating 
an organizational ethos. Coach Levy talked about the ethos in different way than some of 
the coaches. He says, "We try to build a feeling" (ML: 388). Many of the coaches 
conveyed that their teams do certain things for which they have come to be known. It 
seems that each coach has expectations for their team. Over time these become 
established norms of behavior for the entire organization. Over time it appears that the 
teams of master coaches adopt a great deal of the coaches' expectations, which it seems 
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somehow, become a part of who they believe they are. What follows are some examples 
of the main types of things that coaches expect. 
Play hard Learning to give great effort was a major theme of master coaches. 
Coach Pinkel exemplified this type of coach, who is emphatic about the importance of 
always giving great effort. He said, 
" ... basic things in the foundation of the program that you play, you are a 
six-second football player. .. you play from the beginning and end of the 
play ... you don't ever, ever quit on a play, you play as fast as your body can 
go"(GP: 399-401). 
Teaching the team how to play hard and creating a system that rewards effort and 
punishes sub par effort helps establish the importance of effort. Teams become infused 
with the notion of playing hard by coaches who are insistent upon importance of effort. 
Win It may seem like an obvious expectation because it is likely every team has 
the aim to win. The teams coached by master coaches, however, generally win more 
often than those coached by other coaches. Master coaches have developed a reputation 
of putting together winning teams and one of the expectations they have for their teams is 
to win. Coach Parcells noted that at this stage of his career he does not accept losing. He 
said, "I am too old to lose" (BP: 778). Some coaches feel it becomes an expectation to 
win practically all their games. Coach Bowden talks about how the goals at his 
university have become an expectation for the players, coaches, and fans. "Our goal here 
has been for the last ten years to win the National Championship"(BB: 94-5). It is 
unusual for some of these coaches teams to deal with failure to the extent that lose of 
confidence could ensue from small changes in performance. Coach Bowden noted that, 
" ... you could win 15 games in a row and lose one and there would be a little confidence 
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mtssmg. You got to be sure, don' t let it fall , don' t let it fall. You got to get it back if you 
have lost it."(BB: 223-5). 
Play together/Work together There are many expectations that coaches convey to 
their players, coach Bowden also sounds like many other coaches about getting his 
players to play together as one. He said, " I think the most important quality is trying to 
get them play together. Like we tell our kids over and over, the best players won' t win 
today, it will be the best team"(BB: 32-5). Getting a team to blend its efforts is a 
continual point of emphasis for master coaches. Coach Teaff noted, "Teams win because 
they are a team. Individuals can get recognition ... they enhance a team ... but no individual 
in my career was ever able to win alone. No coach has ever ... won alone"(GT: 76-9). 
Many of the coaches stressed how important the team concept was to their success. 
Coach Pinkel emphasized just how important a team oriented attitude to building a 
confident team. He said, " ... they can be the best players, the strongest but until you get 
that commitment line, that unselfish line, you don't have a chance"(GP: 185-6). 
While the coaches emphasize the importance of having talented players that work 
together they also stress that to be truly successful it requires the efforts of many talented 
people working in concert. Coach Johnson, who was perhaps the most insistent about the 
importance of individual talent in team success, still emphasized the importance of a team 
effort. He said, 
" .... No one individual determined the success or failure of an 
organization. I think it was in every organization and every team there 
was quite a few talented people that collectively put their efforts together 
for a common goal"(JJ: 48-50). 
Many of the coaches prioritized team success over individual accolades. 
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Golden rule/ Mattering Most people have heard the saying, "do unto others as 
you would have them to do unto you" (Matthew 7:I-2). For a few of the master coaches it 
is a hallowed rule that they try to ensure is observed on their team or club. The coaches 
connect trust in each other to overall team confidence. Many coaches have as part of their 
team philosophy or mottoes stressing some component of caring for others. Teaching 
caring, compassion, and respect for all, is part of the character education of football 
teams that master coaches seem to veer towards. Lou Holtz talks a lot about caring as 
mentioned in Chapter 5 Program aspects. He says, "It applies out here on the football 
field .. . Then we are going to be a team and we are going to show each other that we 
genuinely care and plan different ways to do that. And so, we put trust, we put 
commitment, we put caring .... That is the nucleus of our program" (LH: 35-9). The 
coaches claim it becomes a defining characteristic of their teams. 
• Moral education and confidence Master coaches are quick to point out that their 
success is a reflection of the character of the players on their teams. As coach Levy 
observed, 
" I think confidence is something that grows and develops because of 
preparation, your mindset, your character qualities. I think people with 
good character have a better opportunity to develop confidence than those 
who don't"(ML: 328-9). 
Team confidence seems to be linked in the minds of master coaches to those virtues that 
have often been described in today 's parlance as character. As cited in the Golden 
rule/Mattering category coaches note the critical importance of respect for others on their 
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teams. Coach Kehres believes respect for others even extends to one ' s opponents creating 
an atmosphere of good sportsmanship. He says, 
"And so if they approach each week and each game with a healthy respect 
for their opponent, then they will understand that individually they could 
have difficulty in this game and as a team they could have difficulty in this 
game. And I think that also leads to better sportsmanship, a better 
approach to the game between players and coaches"(LK: 69-72). 
Many of the master coaches say they emphasize the importance of good character on a 
regular basis. As coach Levy states, "I only had two rules: be on time and be a good 
citizen"(ML: 150). 
Honesty/Integrity Coaches talked quite often about the importance of being 
honest with their players. Master coaches stressed the need for honesty in a variety of 
situations. For example, right from the beginning, during the recruiting phase coach 
Sherrill says, "I've never told a kid that he would ever play or told a kid he was the best 
thing since sliced bread"(JSh: 139). Coach Sherrill was adamant about the consequences 
of promising things to players based on their potential. He says, " ... if a kid believes that, 
then he wants something for nothing"(JSh: 140). He went on to say that he tells his 
players that there are going to be times that they do not like him and vice versa. He adds, 
" that's not false reality, you have to be real"(JSh: 141 ). The coaches in this study 
seem to be inclined to candor. Coach Franchione describes how he interacts with his 
team. He describes how he operates, "Openly, I'd talk with them. I'd let them know 
how I feel, how their teammates feel"(DF: 79). Honesty and integrity seemed to go 
beyond what the coach says, apparently they have to show it as well. Coach Vermeil 
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shares how he feels players came to believe in him, "I think by being honest, by being 
consistent, and always backing up what you say"(DV: 129). 
Consistency To these coaches consistency is being a certain way and being that 
way all of the time. Coach Kehres explains how consistency is important to success. He 
states, 
"Winning teams are consistent. They' re consistent in their approach to 
practice. They ' re consistent week in and week out in how they approach 
each game"(LK: 48-9). 
Apparently, consistency begins with the coach. If the team is to act consistently then, the 
coach must act in a consistent manner. 
Responsibility/Accountability Master coaches emphasized how difficult but 
important it was to demand being responsible for your own actions and accountable when 
things do not work out. Coaches talked about the necessity of informing players as to 
what their responsibilities are and how they will be held accountable for their actions or 
in actions. Coach Franchi one talks of how he builds accountability. He says, 
" ... hold them accountable academically, athletically and socially, give 
them ownership in their team so that they feel an accountability to each 
other far more than to me"(DF: 35-8). 
Building a system that develops such accountability appears to develop a degree of 
confidence and trust among team-mates that can allow them to play confidently together. 
Justice Coaches mentioned how important it was to be fair and even handed 
when dealing with players. Coach Teaff noted, "I think one of the real keys to team 
attitude and team talk with confidence is basic fairness and equality of discipline"(GT: 
608). While many ofthe coaches discussed the quality of fairness, some of them 
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reserved the right to treat each case individually. Some of the coaches told ofhow it was 
essentially unreasonable to try and handle every case exactly the same, so they opted for 
a different kind of fairness. As coach Johnson clarifies for all in his organization, "I 
said that I would be very, very consistent, that I would treat every single one of them 
differently"(JJ: 195-6). 
2.4 Deal With Problems 
• Obstacles to team confidence One of the questions most of the coaches were asked 
to answer was the following question. What are obstacles to team confidence? They 
responded in three general ways: they pointed to obstacles that were inherent in the 
situation, those due to coaching mistakes, and those created by inferior attitudes. 
Situational obstacles These kind of obstacles were things that a coach attempted 
to overcome in the different situations that they found themselves in as head coaches. 
Lack of Talent Master coaches noted that occasionally they found themselves in 
an untenable situation where they were consistently out-manned. Coach Levy recalled a 
stint at a university with unyielding academic standards, 
" And sometimes they are matters beyond your control. Sometimes, 
maybe your team just isn't as good as your opponent. You can overcome 
it somewhat with intangibles but not completely. You have to have ability 
on your team"(ML: 371-3). 
There are many reasons a coach might encounter a situation that might hand him a team 
that is not as talented as his competitors. Some universities have high academic 
standards or may have trouble recruiting the best athletes. On professional teams some 
owners are unwilling to pay for the most talented players, Apparently, in these sorts of 
situations building a confident team may be considerably more difficult. 
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Lack of early success Master coaches reported needing some early success to 
galvanize support for their efforts. Coach Levy said, 
"When you don't have success, yes, your confidence isn't great. It 
becomes more difficult I should say when there is lack of results seen 
from what you are working on, I think confidence begins to erode" (ML: 
369-70). 
In addition to deflating team confidence lack of success has a deleterious effect on 
the coaches ' credibility with the team. Coach Vermeil explained, 
"I think sometimes when you are very positive early and you don't 
experience success pretty quick, they say this guy ' s a phony. How can he 
tell us we are getting better and we're getting this and here we are, we 've 
lost 6 or 7 in a row"(DV: 264-6). 
Master coaches have learned from experience how difficult the road can be when their 
teams do not get off to a decent start. 
Lack of Support A few of the coaches pointed out how there are a number of 
influences outside of the team that could inhibit the development of team confidence. 
Coach Teaff noted how, at times, his teams had to overcome lack of fan support. He says, 
"fans supposedly because they have a tendency in many cases to be fickle particularly 
within a season and some of great teams have overcome even negativism from their 
fans"(GT: 69-70). Other coaches listed owners, administrators, media even the student 
body as "nay-sayers" that could undermine the confidence of their teams. 
Coaching mistakes Master coaches pointed out that lack of confidence could be 
the result of mistakes that they or their coaching staffs made. There were three main 
areas that were mentioned: poor teaching, uneven treatment of players, and not preparing 
enough as a coaching staff. Coach Levy stated," . . . if the talent wasn't good enough that 
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has an effect. If you don't teach well enough that has an effect. If you don't prepare well 
enough that has an adverse effect"(ML: 377-8). Although they may not be felt 
immediately the coaches felt sooner than later these three things would become obstacles 
to team confidence. 
Attitudinal obstacles These kind of problems were something that almost all the 
coaches talked about dealing with at the different places they coached. Master coaches 
talked about what can be termed attitudinal obstacles. An example of this is selfishness. 
When players are concerned about themselves in front of the team. Other types of 
attitudinal obstacles to building team confidence are "excuses" or "finger pointing", by 
players or even coaches which can be seen as attempts to deflect responsibility from 
themselves to something or someone else. For further discussion of how master coaches 
work to change attitudes see (Chapter Seven Strategies/2.5 Psychological Tools/ 
Teaching Attitude). 
Cliques When asked about how they might deal with potential in-groups that 
form on a team there were a range of responses. Almost all of the coaches believed some 
subgroups were normal on a team. Coach Kerhes observed, "Well, a football team is 
large number of people .. . You have this difference in age ... And so it is natural that there 
are going to be groups within a team"(LK: 195-8). Some of the coaches did not feel a 
clique was ever an issue on their teams. Others felt that they would only address cliques 
if they saw it as a deterrent to building team confidence. And others saw cliques as 
something potentially harmful to the development of the team therefore as something to 
guard against vigilantly. 
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The first type of coach acknowledges that not everyone is going to like each other 
all the time. In general they saw cliques, as Coach Johnson said " .. .irrelevant" or at 
least not a problem that concerned them, as Coach Knox said of his teams," ... I've never 
had a clique because we are a family to this extent. Even in the best of families you 've 
got a favorite aunt or favorite uncle, right?"(CK: 224-5). Coach Parcells feels that on any 
team it was normal that certain sub-groups would form. He noted, 
"I think it is just a natural gravitation on a team that people whether it be a 
position or whether it be familiarity with someone, personality differences, 
sometimes racial, it could be anything can bring guys to a certain 
group"(BP: 303-5) . 
But he added that once the players " ... got within the team structure" that they had to act 
in the interest of the team. 
Coaches noted they take steps to limit divisiveness and enhance team unity. 
Coach Teaff spoke of his concerns about cliques, " ... I think that is a real danger. I try to 
solve that at the outset"(GT: 561-2) . While Coach Bowden described how he was 
always thinking of ways to " . .. blend, blend, blend"(BB: 265) . 
• Discipline problems The master coaches in this study are comprised of professional 
and college coaches, many of whom have coached at both levels. The professional 
coaches seem inclined to handle the problems of discipline themselves. College coaches 
had a few different approaches; some handled disciplining players while others described 
how they incorporated team representatives into the discipline process. Coach Franchione 
noted, 
" . . . we have a leadership council that ' s elected by the players and I meet 
with them a great deal and they have a lot of voice in discipline and 
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curfew rules and how we handle situations, though they are not policy 
making"(DF: 39-41). 
It is clear that master coaches must be creative to come up with solutions to discipline 
players while keeping the interests of the entire team in mind. 
2.5 Educate Your Team 
• Learning considerations Most of the coaches talked about certain things that can 
impact the learning process. These considerations include 
Learning begins Quite a number of the coaches reported that players had to be 
receptive to the coach for any learning to really take place, As coach Knox noted, "The 
learning begins when the learner accepts to do what the teacher wants him to do"(CK: 
57). As coach Dye said, " ... you're successful by accepting the discipline and the 
philosophy of the coach ... "(PD: 1 07). Some of the coaches pointed to the importance of 
the player seeing the coach as credible and trustworthy for a teaching relationship to 
develop. 
Teaching for understanding As this category's name suggests, getting the 
learner to understand what is being taught was important to master coaches. 
The coaches are sensitive to how their players can learn best. A number of coaches 
made reference to learning styles. When he and his staff do not seem to be reaching a 
player coach Franchione asks, " .. .is the communication we are using, the dialogue not 
what he needs?"(DF: 108). Master coaches seem to be searching for more compelling 
ways to present things to their players. 
Attitude can be learned Master coaches definitely felt it was their province to 
teach their players to adopt certain attitudes. Some of the coaches were quite explicit 
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about what the right attitudes are. Coach Holtz was clear that it was his job to make them 
change their attitudes. Players with attitudes that were seen by the coach as self-serving 
are given written contracts that state ways that they must commit to changing. 
Learn from mistakes Learning from one's mistakes was a consistent theme 
among these coaches. First, coaches talked about how they tried to teach their teams how 
to improve from their mistakes. Coach Knox said he convinced his players of, "The fact 
that you are going to profit by the mistakes that are made and come out the next time and 
play tougher and smarter"(CK: 72-3). Not limited to just the players, this attitude applies 
to coaches too. Coach Vermeil views mistakes as teaching opportunities. He said, 
"You know, there are a lot of the old ways to coach. To me when a kid 
makes a mistake, it's an opportunity to teach, not an opportunity to 
demean or to run down or ridicule. It's an opportunity to teach. And that 
is our approach"(DV: 138-40). 
Teaching and learning from mistakes is at the core for many of the coaches. 
Master coaches saw learning from mistakes as an opportunity for coaches to 
improve the way that they prepare for a game. Most of the master coaches would not 
take too kindly to it if their staff members were not prepared. Coach Teaff shared how 
" .. . nothing would upset me more"(GT: 455), than if he felt his coaches had not put his 
players in position to win a game. 
Develop good habits As skills were being established coaches also tried to make 
properly executed skills habitual. Coach Robinson made a connection between habit and 
the development of confidence. He described, 
" .. trying to get somebody to believe that they can do the job ... And getting 
them to do a skill .. . do that enough times so it becomes a habit. Now, 
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let's look at and gradually you build a fixation, hey, I can do this"(JR: 
290-1). 
The coaches talked about engraining in the team certain behaviors and attitudes so that 
they become second nature to them. Coach Whipple expressed how important habit was 
to their success in game situations, "I think it comes back down to habits in practice, that 
is what will carry over"(MW: 367). A number of the coaches stated how they try to teach 
players to develop good habits on and off the field. 
Changing group According to master coaches when teaching one point a few of 
the coaches considered is that teams are constantly changing. How this constant state of 
flux impacts learning on the team must be taken into account. The coaches therefore, 
find it necessary to repeat things often. Coach Johnson says 
" .. the program the third year, and since you are continually changing 
people if you are not careful you ' ll begin to think, well I have said this so 
many times they ought to know it by now. But the new ones don't know 
it. And so you never really stop even though it might get a little bit 
boring ... "(JJ: 115-7). 
The ever shifting membership of the team makes it necessary for coaches to 
repeat lessons over and over to insure that everyone has heard them. 
• Methods As one might imagine master coaches had a lot to say about different 
methods of achieving success on the field and how team confidence could result. There 
were two main areas upon which they focused: modeling and instruction/ feedback. 
Teaching considerations The coaches mentioned certain topics that are essential 
for the coach to understand to be as effective when forging a confident team. (For 
additional information about methods of instruction see Chapter 5 -2.5) . 
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Modeling Modeling behavior carne through as important to building confidence. 
As Coach Johnson states," ... whoever is at the top has to set the example and so you do 
that ... "(JJ: 86). Master coaches talked about teaching attitude by demonstrating it, 
teaching confidently, and demonstrating teamwork. 
Teaching Attitude- by demonstrating it Not only did coaches have some attitude 
mottoes (See Strategies/ Mottoes and acronyms), but they seemed to sense the impact of 
their own attitude around the players. Coach Whipple says, " .. . we are excited about 
being with the players. Football is hard work and I think that the coaches have so much 
to do with the attitude"(MW: 120-3). As for how a team can learn consistency from the 
Coach Kehres noted the importance of being a good model. He said, " . .. you 
demonstrate consistency yourself. .. "(LK: 54). 
Teaching confidently In the same way that coaches teach attitude by exhibiting 
enthusiasm, teaching confidently has an effect upon how much the players might believe 
what it is they are being taught. As coach Siedlecki says, " ... coaches need to teach 
confidently ... "(JS: 327). Coach Levy believes that you convince people by teaching 
effectively. He said, 
" ... it is done by getting them to join you. Because they believe in 
what you are doing. If you get up there as a coach and you are a 
good teacher ... "(ML: 145-7). 
Demonstrating confidence in what you are teaching ranks high on the master coaches' list 
of ways of showing players how to be. 
Demonstrating Teamwork Another way that coaches can teach players how to 
work together as a team is by showing how it is done among the coaches. Coach Bowden 
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believes it starts with his coaching staff He says, " I tell my coaches we must get along 
good together. We must never disagree in front of the players"(BB: 168). The coaches 
note how important it is to show players how to work together as a team. 
Feedback and Reinforcement Feedback essentially amounts to giving players 
and teams information about their performance or behaviors. According to the American 
Heritage dictionary, reinforcement is "to strengthen the probability of (a desired 
behavior) by giving or withholding a reward"(p. 1 042). Master coaches talk about 
continually giving feedback to their players so that they can make adjustments using 
different strategies for giving reinforcement. (For examples of these strategies see 
Chapter 7 -2.5 Strategies). 
Non Verbal communication Some parts of the communication process are note 
verbal in nature. They might require a coach to watch what is going on in his team or 
they could involve non-spoken messages that are also important to the communication 
process. 
Contact Only a few coaches mentioned it but the importance of using physical 
contact with their players. John Cooper noted that you have to treat players a bit 
differently. He says, "Some players you have to pat on the back, some players you might 
have to kick in the butt"(JC: 32). While he may have meant this figuratively, it is not a 
stretch to believe that they might actually pat players on the back. It is unlikely that any 
of these coaches physically kick a player in professional football or college football. 
Others might be quite paternal in their approach. Coach Bowden said, 
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"If I am up in my tower and I see a kid who seems like he is forlorn 
about something. He is kind of hanging back, or when everybody sits 
down he might be sitting by himself, I might see that .. .I might go to that 
kid and put my arm around him and ask him how he is doing or something 
like that"(BB: 306-10). 
Observation Just three of master coaches reported how important it was to 
observe what was going on within their team. They place emphasis upon observing how 
their players are behaving. Coach Robinson notes, 
"I think it's a non-verbal thing. You get the non-verbal kind of daily 
reactions. I think the amount of enthusiasm that you have, I think you 
need to constantly watch a team"(JR: 217-18). 
According to the coaches not only is it important to observe the behaviors of their players 
they stressed the importance of observing what kind of interactions their assistant coaches 
are having with their players. Again, Coach Robinson says, 
"I love to stand off and watch a player talk to coach, or a coach and player 
talk, or a coach and his players talk. And just see if anybody is listening 
and say ... hey, what did you tell them? I told them something .. . [! say] I 
don't think they heard a word that you said. They weren't listening ... 
getting the guy to rethink how he is approaching the teaching" 
(JR: 239-42 ). 
Coach Bowden spends almost his entire practice in an observation tower, so it is clear 
that he places a great deal of emphasis upon watching his players and coaches. 
TASK 3: PROMOTE MASTERY 
3.1 Preparation Stage 
Preparation appeared so many times it is difficult capture all the aspects that 
preparation encompasses. Coach Levy related a story that captured the essence of what 
preparation meant to him in regards to confidence. Returning from a game where they 
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had a big upset victory, one of his players sat next to him and said something that stuck in 
his memory. He recalled, 
"'You know coach when my morale is the highest?' And I thought he 
was going to say something about different food or better hotel rooms or 
something. He said, 'when we feel prepared.' And that is how you build 
confidence" (ML: 162-4). 
Evidence from this study suggests that preparation plays a key role in the development of 
team confidence. The coaches cited how it is important for the players to prepare 
themselves, for coaches to prepare themselves to coach. And it is important how the 
coach prepares his players. Preparation falls into three categories: "Players' Preparation", 
"Coaches' Preparation", and "Coach Preparing the Player." 
Players' Preparations The Player's Preparation category includes what the 
coaches said about what players themselves have to do to become confident in their 
abilities. The coaches noted how the player preparing themselves as an essential 
steppingstone to the player having success on the field. Having a hard-work attitude and 
doing mental preparation were two recurrent themes. 
Hard Work attitude This were cited consistently with nearly all the coaches. 
Coach Parcells connects hard work attitude to building confidence. He says, 
"is a circular venture that eventually comes back to where you started, 
where you want to do things in order to be able to start to build the 
confidence, but there is a preliminary requirement of work to do that. You 
just don't start out playing and winning, you don't get confidence that 
way .. . "(BP: 145-147). 
Coaches emphasized hard work as the necessary precondition to confidence and 
ultimately success. Coach Parcells clarified, "If in fact you work hard that still doesn't 
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insure that you are going to be successful. But if you don't work hard it is insured that 
you are going to fail"(BP: 183-4). 
Mental Preparation Certainly the second category Mental Preparation has 
something to do with "Hard Work Attitude," but it was mentioned often enough to 
warrant a distinct appellation. Hard work in football is often associated with things of a 
physical nature whereas "Mental Preparation" clearly focuses on the psychological side 
of the game. Coach Teaff looks at mental preparation and physical preparation as both 
evenly essential, "I always believed that the mental preparation that you have during the 
week is equally as important as the physical preparation. "(GT: 227-30). In addition, 
coaches called attention to the need for a player to develop a knowledge base that in large 
part comes from paying attention to the details and learning and remembering lessons 
from previous experiences. (For more about the experience players see Chapter 6-Task 
7/Win With Mature Players) . 
Coaches' Preparation Being mentally prepared for almost any situation was a 
consistent theme expressed by the coaches. Coaches' preparations are the things coaches 
feel they have to do to feel confident to teach effectively. It also helps them to feel that 
they have put the team in the most advantageous position to succeed. 
Study the game For most of the coaches studying the game was the most simple 
way to feel confident and ready to lead their team. Marv Levy describes how the coach 
being prepared helps develop a sense of confidence. He says, 
" ... if you work hard and you are prepared and you 've studied and you know what 
you are doing and not faking what you are doing, that builds confidence a lot 
better than me saying to them, Stick your chest out and act like you know what's 
happening ... "(ML: 325-8). 
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Football coaches at the college and professional levels spend enormous amounts of time 
breaking down videos their opponents, their own team in practice, previous games. 
Being highly organized The second thing coaches talked about or noted that they 
admired about their mentors was being organized so that players could develop skills and 
confidence in the coach's approach. Coach Knox mentioned it would be the number one 
priority, "First we would be highly organized so that they would know what we are trying 
to do"(CK: 179-80). 
Attention to Detail was mentioned by a number of coaches as important to their 
success. Carefully attending to the details has the effect of making players feel confident 
that they are prepared for all circumstances. Coach Pinkel notes, 
"I do know that if you take care if every minute aspect of this program and 
work to raise the level constantly you increase your chances for winning 
football games. My thing is you break every one of those areas down and 
you don't know what is going to be the difference"(448-450). 
Many of the coaches admired coaches that were organized and paid attention to 
details so it is not surprising that might place a value on it for their own coaching. 
Time Management In the same realm as organization and attention to detail was 
time management. A few of the coaches appeared to be sticklers for being on time and 
managing how they spend their time with their teams. Coach Whipple mentioned," ... you 
have limited time with the players and so time goes by so fast you can't afford to waste 
it"(MW: 275). 
Coaches preparing players (See Chapter 7 Strategies-Task 3: Promote Mastery). 
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3.2 Practice Stage 
A number of aspects that have been already mentioned in, 2.5 "Educate the team", 
apply to the practice setting, particularly the necessity for repetition of: sub-skills 
(fundamentals), skills, tactics and strategies. These coaches believe practicing with the 
intent to perfect a skill or a plays until they become second nature is vital to becoming 
confident to perform in a game. Coaches believe that force of habit will assist their teams 
in gearing up for the challenges ahead. Coach Kehres realizing he sounded a bit cliche, 
said, "I don' t want this to sound trite but I recall a reading about plenty of perfect 
practice. Practice makes perfect. I read once that perfect practice makes perfect"(LK 
383-4). 
• Give it your best shot During practice is when coaches teach how to give great 
effort but also while doing things properly. Coach John Cooper summed up what he tried 
to elicit from his players, " ... you basically try to get everybody to give it his best shot 
every day in practice"(JC: 146). Effort is a big theme for master coaches. Teaching 
players to give their best effort was a major point of emphasis. 
• Simulating game conditions Many coaches attempt to make practice as much like a 
game as possible. Jimmy Johnson said," ... for me a practice was exactly like the game 
and I tried to simulate game conditions every day that we are out at practice"(JJ: 141-3). 
That may explain why many coaches are insistent upon demanding high intensity in their 
practices. They talk about trying to make practice similar to game situations so that 
players are not unfamiliar with anything when game time comes. Most of the coaches 
seemed to agree upon the importance to players learning how to play hard. 
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• Learning tempo At the same time master coaches talked about getting their teams 
used to practicing at game tempo many of them allow for different tempos during a 
practice. Some of the coaches have designated periods of practice for the expressed 
purpose of learning a new skill or teaching a new scheme. A learning period requires the 
coach to slow things down and explain and demonstrate for learning purposes. As Bill 
Parcells indicates, "Practice is an instructive area"(BP: 445). Some things apparently 
need to be slowed down to permit understanding. 
• Change something Coaches reported changing the planned format if a practice was 
not going well. In addition, many of them spend time making notes of what needs to be 
corrected before coming out on the field again. Most master coaches appeared unafraid 
to have a confrontation with their players. That might mean being hard on a player if 
there was an important point that needed to be made for his good or the good of team. A 
few coaches say they might change the format of the practice. Coach Westering shared 
that if the players are not making a good effort on occasion he might suggest ending the 
practice altogether. He added that usually the players almost beg him to continue 
practice. 
3.3 Position 
Most of the master coaches talked about trying to put their teams in position to 
wm. All the things that they do leading up to a game and during a game are a part of the 
positioning phase. The coaches believe that they can at least set it up so that their teams 
have a chance to succeed. Coach Siedlecki said of the player's belief in the coaches, "I 
know our players have felt confident that the coaching staff is doing everything possible 
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to get them a chance to win"(JS: 121). And Coach Parcells asserts, "I think you can 
teach them how to get into a position to succeed . . . have the opportunity to win. Now it 
might not be aesthetically pleasing but I think you can even up the odds, bring it 
closer"(BP: 576-9). Coach Teaffs view, was more modest, "I've never felt like that 
coaches actually win a game ... but I've always felt that coaches could lose a game by the 
position that they put their players in"(GT: 458-60). When coaches talked about 
positioning players to feel confident they could succeed they focused on a few different 
areas: the individual, the unit, and the entire team. 
• Positioning individuals The coaches defmitely talked at different times about 
building confidence at the individual level by positioning a person to have success. 
To become confident Jackie Sherrill views putting players in a favorable 
situation on the field as critical. Admiring the great Bear Bryant, he claims he had " ... the 
ability to motivate and position those players and put them in position to perform"(JSh: 
90). By advantageously positioning players master coaches hope that players can begin 
to believe in their own capabilities, as coach Robinson says, "So I think if you begin to 
put them in a position, and (they) say, wait a minute, I can succeed"(JR: 272). Placing 
them in a situation where they can gain confidence is important part of building a 
confident team. 
To avoid losing confidence Some master coaches realize that if a player is not 
talented enough, does not have the necessary experience, or does not understand what to 
do, then they are going to be in a position to fail. Master coaches are careful not to 
expose a player to performance failure if they are not ready for competitive situations. 
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Coach Gagliardi says, "We say we want guys in there we don't have to chew out"(JG: 
121 ). This is coach Gagliardi's way of saying that he does not believe a coach should 
yell at a player because it will likely lead to a loss in his confidence. 
• Positioning the unit In a similar vein coaches try to avoid failure with groups too. 
Coach Knox talked directly to the issue of insuring that his players feel secure about their 
chances. He said, "Well, I'm not going to put them in a position where they are not 
going to be confident"(CK: 213). Coach Franchione mentioned how important it was to 
give both sides of the team the best chance to succeed. He does this by," ... playing to 
their strengths offensively and defensively"(DF: 146). Master coaches have long years of 
experience to draw upon to make sure their teams are not outmaneuvered. 
• Positioning the team Football is a team game that requires different units to be 
successful but coaches have to oversee the coordination of the different units and make 
important changes during the game. Coach Teaff told how he felt he and his staff was 
able to re-position his teams during games. He described, "I have always felt that the 
adjustments that we as a coaching staff made during the game and at half time would 
contribute to that confidence. Again, it's putting them in a position . .. "(GT: 469). 
Coaches assigning roles Another aspect of positioning the team has to do with 
the definition of roles . Coaches noted how at times they assign roles to certain players. 
They can do this by giving them a certain position to play. Another way they control 
their role is by how much playing time they give a player. Through playing time, certain 
players become the starters and others play back-up or secondary roles. Even among the 
starters certain players find themselves as the "go-to" guys or players that the coach will 
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rely on in tough situations. Obviously roles can change. And a player that plays a minor 
role particularly well may find himself in an expanded role. On many teams team 
members vote for captains. A player can influence his role by how he is regarded by his 
peers. All in all, coaches noted how important it was for players to accept the role they 
were given and perform it well. Coach Bowden shares his thoughts on roles. He said, 
" . . . be part of the team, and play your role. I am continually talking about playing 
your role . You might be getting only four plays but play those four plays like you 
are the best in the country"(BB : 44-6). 
Exactly how master coaches convince players to accept limited roles is unclear but they 
report trying to persuade their players of the importance of playing those roles well . 
Game week In the minds of the coaches, the week leading up to a game is a 
distinct part of positioning the team for success and important to the confidence of the 
team. Most of the coaches talked about crafting a psychological climate during a week 
leading up to a game. Coach Cooper shared his thoughts how the game week should 
unfold regarding the building of confidence. He outlined, 
"You can beat them down early in the week, you can get after them, you 
can kick them in the butt, whatever, but from Thursday on, correct their 
mistakes, yell at them, do whatever you have to do, but from Thursday on 
everything we do is positive. We exuberate confidence from that point 
on"(JC: 220-4). 
Other coaches described some of the different nuances of how they prepare their 
teams best during the week of a game, the method may vary but they want them 
feeling confident and ready going into the game. 
De-emphasis on pre-game talks Most coaches have a fair amount of skepticism 
about what they can accomplish immediately prior to a game by giving a talk or speech. 
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It seems their disdain for doing so is based on their view that if their teams have prepared 
properly then they will play well, not because of some last minute words from them. 
Coach Dye states, " they know if you've got confidence in them and they know if you 
don't. And you know most games are won long before Saturday .. . "(PD: 209). 
The tension Coaches described a tension that exists between overconfidence and 
fear in the time leading up to a game. If a team's confidence could be put on a 
continuum with overconfidence on one end and fear the other, then coaches try to achieve 
some middle ground. Through preparation, practicing, and planning to arrive at a balance 
on game-day where their teams are in an ideal state of confidence. The master coach 
wants their teams to be neither overconfident nor fearful. Master coaches sought to 
describe a state of readiness that would lie on the confidence continuum described above. 
The word most often used to describe when players were ready was relaxed. The words 
most often used to describe when they were not ready was "tight" or "tense". 
TASKS: GETTHEMTOPERFORM 
4.1 Pressure 
The coaches alluded to a number of reasons why the game situation is different 
than a practice. One of the reasons that the coaches feel a game situation is different than 
a practice situation is that there is pressure. The coaches cited different reasons for 
feeling pressure. 
• Result oriented Coach Parcells says of the difference of the game opposed to that of 
a practice is due to the result-oriented nature of the contest. He explains, "Well the one 
thing that is different in the game is pressure. The pressure to perform is different. 
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.. . There is a scoreboard there ... there are results .. .it is a very result oriented environment. 
Practice isn't quite as result-oriented"(BP: 443-5). 
• Fear of failure Knowing that the results may have consequences for their job 
security some of the pressure felt by coaches and players seems to be g~nerated 
externally by expectations others may have for their performance. Because games have 
an outcome, and coaches are ultimately held responsible for those outcomes, as coach 
Bowden observed, "lfyou are not successful you are out ofajob"(BB: 248). Coaches 
report feeling stress upon themselves to control those outcomes. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that a number of the coaches talked about how fear of failure is heightened 
during the game situation for their themselves and their players. Some of these pressures 
are inherent in the structure of the game such as there is not much time, one must adjust 
to the situation, and as a coach and player in the game you are constantly making 
decisions. College and professional football for the reasons cited above make coaching 
on game day a unforgiving environment for a novice or unprepared head coach. It is one 
that tests the mettle of even the most expert coaches. 
• Adjusting to the situation Football coaches are constantly adjusting to the situations 
that arise throughout the game. Each contest seems to present an infinite number of 
combinations of possibilities which seemingly no amount of planning can anticipate. 
Coach Parcells explains why games are different than practices for him, "The game 
situation I don't have that luxury. I can't orchestrate the environment. The environment 
is unfolding in front of me"(BP: 421-5). Each game brings a new set of circumstances, 
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its unique pacing, odd bounces of the ball, even changes in the weather that present 
challenges to the most experienced coach. 
• Not much time Coach Levy gives the football novice a glimpse into the pressurized 
mental world of the coach on game day. He describes," ... you have to make 200 
decisions during the game, you got about 30 seconds to make each one of them. You 
don't have a lot of time," and he adds, " ... the situation is different. You have got to give 
an instruction quickly and curtly and right to the point without any 
embellishment ... "(ML: 274-7). The head coaches realize that their decisions will be 
subject to the scrutiny of all. 
• Making decisions As has been mentioned previously, coaches have to make many 
quick decisions that directly affect the outcome of the game. These decisions are subject 
immediately to criticism of fans, media, and even from members of his organization that 
includes the players. A head coach must still make these difficult decisions throughout 
the course of the game. 
4.2 Underlying Mentality 
• Unified The reasons above describe how the game is different for the coach. 
Coaches also note how pressure makes the game different for players. Master coaches 
report adopting a markedly different mentality towards players during the game. As 
Coach Parcells believes a game is different in than any other situation. He notes, 
" [There is a] ... big difference. In a game, I gotta be part of the team 
too .. .I've gotta be that collective effort. I've gotta be unified .. .I've gotta be 
in with them. When we go to play as a team we're in there together"(BP: 
450-2). 
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The coaches say they must be a strong force for keeping players believing in themselves 
and in each other throughout difficult circumstances. 
• Confident As a head coach it seems especially important to be a source of strength 
during the game. Coach Bowden describes what he thinks his role is . He said, 
"What is my job as a Head Coach? ... One, to exude confidence, poise, 
and enthusiasm. And that 's what my job is. Ifl see any kid doing it [not 
believing in themselves], if you ever see me go to the bench and walk up and 
down that bench, talking to kids it is usually because I think I spot some like 
spots of not believing"(BB: 213-17). 
Master coaches seem not only to be a part of the team but at the same time they must 
keep the team together and believing in their capabilities though difficult moments in the 
competitive process. 
• Flexible These coaches note that it is important to remain flexible in their response 
to the new challenges presented within each game. As coach Levy notes, "There's no 
one exact formula that you follow every game, every pre-game, every game during the 
course of the game. There isn't an exact formula ."(ML: 293-4). While there may not be 
a formula, there are clearly certain game situations that will elicit certain responses from 
master coaches. (See Chapter ?-Strategies) 
• Sensitive As noted above, coaches are aware of the pressure created by the results of 
the contest to themselves (see "Result oriented" in this same section), but they are also 
sensitive to how their players can become outcome focused during the game time. 
Although some of the coaches might resist being called sensitive, they described the time 
during the game as difficult and potentially treacherous for team confidence. For this 
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reason, the master coach adopts a significantly different approach toward navigating the 
tricky parts than they normally use. Coach Pinkel notes, 
"I think you are a little more sensitive as to how per player you motivate a 
guy. If a player was to drop a pass, and you rip his throat out, he might go 
into tank and he is gone. Another player can do that, an it might wake him 
up, so you might be able to do it [be harsh with him]"(GP: 330-4). 
Many of the master coaches were very clear on why it was important to avoid a negative 
exchange with a player during a game. As coach Teaff, noted "In a game you are 
forgiving in a sense that you know that they have got to go back and perform the next 
play or the next series"(GT: 553-4). Many of the coaches were clear that they choose to 
be positive because otherwise as Coach Johnson says, "You might have an immediate 
negative reaction which would be counter-productive to what you want in that particular 
game" (JJ: 155-6). The goal or the objective in these cases is to win that particular 
contest. 
4.3 Soft- Approach 
Knowing that the game is a pressure situation for players too, as the game begins 
the coach has to assess what type of tone that will be best received by his players. In a 
game where teams are evenly matched and the outcome is in doubt, coaches usually 
adopt a softer tone to their criticism and reproofs . Coach Parcells explains the instances 
he is likely to use such an approach. He said, 
"When I know they are in a high degree of competition and that maybe 
the opponent has a little bit of an edge on us or the situation has evolved very 
unexpectedly and the team is visibly shaken. That's when I'm gonna remain 
calm"(BP: 503-6). 
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Knowing that players are already emotionally excited, coaches do not want to make a 
difficult situation worse. Coach Walsh described how he handled the game situation. He 
breaks it down, 
"Everything was positive and constructive ... But if it was strategy and 
tactics, things of that nature, or just breaks of the game which often was 
the case. Or the fact they were simply better than we were. I wouldn't 
make it that much of an issue of it, I'd just concentrate on the next play we 
call, the next defense, what changes we'd make at halftime"(BW: 101-6) 
The coaches characterized the general tone they use as encouraging, forgiving, and 
calming. 
• The immature player Assessing why a player is having difficulty on the field seems 
to be an important job of the coach. Some master coaches believe that placing an 
unseasoned player in a pressure situation is ill advised. For that reason the master coach 
does not place blame on that player. Coach Gagliardi has an uncluttered way of thinking 
of it. He explains, 
"There are two things may be wrong there. Number one, he doesn't 
understand what you're supposed to be doing ... so obviously that is the 
coach's fault. Now if he understands it...and he can't do it...why abuse 
him. You've got the wrong guy in the game. So either way it is not his 
fault, it's your fault.. .so why the hell chew him out?"(JG: 117-21). 
Typically, master coaches seem to want to avoid using unseasoned players in difficult 
situations. It appears that they feel this way because they have witnessed too many 
failures. As Coach Sherrill stated succinctly, "You win with mature players .. . "(JSh: 53). 
4.4 Hard -Approach 
Although coaches state that because of the high stakes involved with competition, 
at most times that they want to ratchet down the level of emotions during a game. Certain 
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circumstances however, might warrant them taking an entirely different approach. If they 
felt their team had an advantage that they were not using or they were approaching their 
opponent too overconfidently the coaches immediately adopt a forceful approach and use 
a much more aggressive and less forgiving tone. The coaches told of taking this kind of 
approach when they felt that individuals or groups or even the entire team lacked effort. 
Coach Walsh explains his outlook, " . .. if there was a failure in intensity and effort that 
was when I became most vocal and could be pretty firm, pretty tough"(BW: 63-4). 
Coach Parcells describes exactly when he would become harsh with his players. He said, 
"When I'm not getting the competitive effort that's when I'm not calm, I'm 
more aggressive. And another thing is I'm more aggressive when I know 
my team has the advantage but is not exploiting it, is not finishing the job I 
am also very intense"(BP: 506-9). 
It is not clear what indicates for example when he knows his team is not giving 
competitive effort. The coaches seem to recognize lack of effort when they see it. The 
coaches ' tone in these cases could be characterized as aggressive, non-forgiving, and 
perhaps even incendiary. 
TASK 5: ASSESS PERFORMANCE 
5.1 Post-game 
Different types of coaches handle this important task in various ways. Some 
coaches are inclined to meet with their team immediately after a game to make sense of 
what went on during the game. Immediately after a game, coach Siedlecki gathers his 
team in the end zone of the field. Besides his team, parents, fans , administrators listen to 
him talk about the game. Frosty Westering holds a post-game party to enjoy the 
accomplishments of the game win or lose. Only a few of the coaches addressed this 
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period immediately after a game. Perhaps because these coaches have had both 
exhilarating victories and crushing defeats explains why they have some different 
strategies to deal with both winning and losing. (See Chapter 7- Strategies-4- 5.4-
Dealing with winning and losing.) 
Most of the coaches seemed to prefer to have some perspective on their games 
before talking to their players about the game. Some of them like to look at the game 
films before fully evaluating the results of the game. 
5.2 Assess the Result 
One of key important tasks of the coach is assessing the result of the contest 
properly. (See Chapter 7 Strategies- 5.1) How the coach interprets success or failure on 
the field could have long-term implications on the development of team confidence. 
Assessing the outcome of the contest properly might prevent the team from having too 
dark or too rosy view of their performance. The way in which a coach assesses the 
performance may help players deal with the potential effects of either winning or losing a 
contest. 
TASK 6: STAY THE COURSE 
(See Chapter 7 Strategies.) 
6.1 Not Turning the Corner 
Many of the coaches report times when their teams were unable to have success 
on the field and found it difficult to win games. There are times when a team may be 
doing almost all the right things to be successful but still have difficulty winning. Master 
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coaches note that in such a highly competitive business that it is difficult to assure 
victory. Coach Vermeil said, "There are no guarantees of winning or losing"(DV: 293). 
There may be a number of reasons a team does not succeed. Coach Sherrill's maxim 
" ... you win with mature players .. . "(JSh: 53) might explain in part why seems do not 
succeed. It may be that a team is not yet entirely ready to experience success. Coach 
Siedlecki explained the progressive nature to the development of his team's ability to 
compete in a big game and win. He said 
" .. . And then the . .. Lehigh game, I think gave them a feeling like, hey, I think 
we can actually win a game like this ... and truly believe it, through the whole 60 
minutes of the game. And then in that game we got it done. I doesn't just 
happen. That's the thing. They do have to learn and they have to play in those 
circumstances and you 've got to experience some success"(JS: 240-4). 
Coach Bowden described how his team turned the comer after a first season of losing, 
and they started having success the next year, "So, they began to get a taste of this thing. 
Hey, if we keep doing this, maybe we can win. Well, the next year we won ten . .. "(BB: 
58-9). Some coaches told of situations where turning the comer that were more 
painstaking. The turnaround is not always immediate. Delayed success seems difficult for 
coaches and their teams to endure. (See Chapter 7 Strategies -5 .1 Assessing the result/ 
Playing well and losing). 
• Lead a horse to water Like the proverbial horse that is led to water and refuses to 
drink, the coach can neither make a team feel confident in their abilities nor can he force 
them to be successful. Master coaches acknowledge that team members ultimately play a 
large role in determining their own destiny. Master coaches admit that despite their own 
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efforts they can not always predict or control when a team becomes confident. Coach 
Parcells explained, 
"I think they have to take that last little step. I don't think you can push them 
over. If they are in position enough eventually they get the confidence to take 
that last step. And you never know what precipitates that... That's what great 
about this ... you never know when ... hey ... they start feeling good about 
themselves ... and say 'we can do this'"(BP: 584-7). 
Master coaches try to close the potential-performance gap in many different ways and yet 
realize that sometimes teams lack a strong sense of their own abilities and have not yet 
learned to overcome some of the rudimentary elements of the game well enough for them 
to be consistently successful. Until the team is able to feel a sense of control over such 
events, the coaches stress that the confidence of the individuals and team will not be fully 
in place. When a team learns to minimize mistakes and has a string of successes on the 
field, confidence begins to grow at the individual, group, and team level. Try as they 
might, master coaches acknowledge that some of these events happen at their own pace. 
• Demonstrating Ability 
The entire organizing structure up to this point has outlined how coaches set up their 
organizations at the team, group, and individual levels to become confident in their 
abilities. As noted in "Not Turning the Comer," until a team has had success in a contest 
they may never fully know of what they are capable. Sometimes football teams may only 
lack experience executing their plan in a meaningful situation, like a game. Coach 
Franchi one talked about how he positions his teams to gain confidence, but notes " ... the 
only way that you culminate the confidence is to go into the game and have some 
success." Additionally, coaches may attempt to build their players up so they are ready 
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to have success in the competitive situation. Coach Parcells thinks that no amount of 
positive thinking can replace actual performance. He describes "demonstrated ability" 
as that moment when the athlete or team proves to themselves and others that they can be 
successful. Almost every coach contributed to this category in some way. As coach 
Parcells said, "I think genuine confidence is only born of demonstrated ability"(BP:94). 
• Individually Initially the individuals on a team must demonstrate to themselves 
certain abilities . Coach Westering describes how his players gain this sense of 
accomplishment by meeting individual goals. He explains, 
" .. .I consider goals the little things, or the 'do it nows' ... because when you 
do it you get confidence ... you feel good ... so if they say, 'I'm going to 
catch fifty footballs today,' that's a goal set to improve my receiving 
ability"(FW: 431 -3). 
Tangible and achievable success is just what master coaches prescribe for building 
individual confidence. 
• Collectively The master coaches talk about facilitating success at the group and team 
level whenever possible. Coach Parcells also talked in terms of goals for achieving 
success. He said," .. .I always try to create the shortest term possible goals."(BP: 124). It 
seems that the coaches try to arrange the conditions for their teams to have successes. 
Master coaches attempt to give their teams a strong sense of confidence before they meet 
the ultimate test of their ability: the competitive season. Games that have an outcome 
have a way of testing the conviction of a team 's belief in one another. Coach Dye put it 
succinctly, "Well, I think you can't talk it into them, they've got to experience it on the 
field"(PD: 151 ). In the same vein, Coach Parcells adds how players need to exhibit 
behaviors prior to them believing in themselves. He declares, 
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"[confidence]. .. is only born of demonstrated ability, I think you can think 
you are going to do it...you can have a feeling you are going to do it... you 
can have the knowledge base in order to attempt to do it...but until you are 
actually out there successfully doing it that genuine confidence is not in 
place"(BP: 90-4) . 
The team gaining a sense that they can be successful together on the field seems to be of 
paramount importance to the master coaches. 
TASK 7: MAINTAIN HIGH PERFORMANCE 
Master coaches talked about successful teams with which they have been 
associated and described certain qualities that are characteristic of such teams. For 
example, some successful teams are unified by a shared sense of purpose. Other coaches 
attributed success to a kind of mutual liking that developed among the members of their 
program. In either case the result is a team that seems to function very well together. 
7.1 Making the Jump to the next level 
Teams that consistently deliver a high level of performance may do so by first 
executing the tasks enumerated above, but sometimes the jump may be attributed to other 
circumstances. For example, an individual making an extraordinary effort, the team 
playing a key opponent, or the team teaching itself what it needs to do to win 
• Player leads the way Due to its highly interactive nature, football makes the 
individuals on a team depend on the coordinated movements and efforts of the team. For 
this reason individual players rarely alter the direction of a contest single-handedly. 
Master coaches are often credited with the success of their teams but occasionally a 
single player makes the difference between winning and losing. Occasionally, however, 
an individual makes a personal commitment or an extraordinary effort that single-
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handedly alters the direction of a contest. Coach Dye, who had Auburn great running 
back Bo Jackson on his team, told how he went to hi in a certain situation and told him he 
was going to have to score to win the game and he did. Other times it was a player that 
decided at a key juncture to lead the team. Coach Sherrill was one to give credit to his 
players. He recounted, 
"During the week, [he] stood up and he said he is not going to allow ... 
[the other team] win the damn game ... that wasn't prompted ... and the way 
he played it was unrealistic. He was a one man wrecking ball. So, I got 
credit as a coach but I didn't do that"(JSh: 101-4). 
Although most of the coaches would normally dismiss the notion of one player making 
such a difference, a number of coaches could remember some extraordinary examples 
during their careers. 
• Beating a key opponent Another way that teams took a jump to the next level was 
by beating an previously vexing opponent. Coach Vermeil described the turning point 
for his team. He indicated to his team that beating them would be a measuring stick of 
their success. He said, 
"Well, the milestone in our program ... was beating the 49ers for the first 
time in 17 games. When we were 21-0 the end of the first quarter and you 
could just absolutely feel.. .it was so thick. .. that all of a sudden the belief 
that they could be good and they could win and they could be very 
good .. .it was so thick that you could cut it with a knife. It was just an 
unbelievable feeling"(DV: 200-6). 
The coaches identified pivotal moments when their teams seemed to come of age 
from which they seemed to feel differently about their capabilities. 
• Team teaches itself Despite attempts to engineer the environment, prepare, practice 
and position players to perform the coaches admitted but that ultimately the players 
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determine how far they are going to go. They decide what sacrifices they are willing to 
make and ultimately how much they believe in each other. Coach Parcells' statement, 
" ... Coach doesn't teach you what you are. Team teaches itself what it is"(BP: 252), 
seems to capture the essence of this phenomenon. 
7.2 Morale 
Morale is a catchall word the coaches used to describe the feeling among the 
team, which apparently ensues from all the combination of events in the life of a team. 
Morale can be described as the general demeanor of a team. The coaches noted that 
morale is not usually something that comes about automatically. Rather it is something 
that results from planning, hard work, and eventually success. As coach Levy stated, 
" Bud Wilkinson (famous coach) . .. once made the statement, you don 't put on morale 
like a coat in the morning, that it ' s built over a long period oftime."(ML: 404-5). As 
previously noted, when teams have success it helps create an atmosphere of high morale. 
Coach Levy again noted how morale comes about. He explained, "Preparation and 
certainly success builds confidence. General Eisenhower once said morale is built by 
victory in battle. Not necessarily by good rations . But victory in battle"(MV: 173-5). 
Morale appears to be built upon the successes of a team. (See Demonstrated ability) 
• Chemistry Some teams are successful according to coaches because they get along 
well together. The coaches termed this kind of bonding, team chemistry. Coach Vermeil 
talked about how important chemistry is to him. He noted, "Well, I've always really been 
a believer in team chemistry"(DV: 35). And Coach Whipple put chemistry among the 
three things that successful teams must have. He states, "I think we are talking about 
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what is a champion .. .I think it is the 3 Cs, character, confidence and chemistry"(MW: 
65-6). 
This kind of liking or attraction at first seemed to fit in the morale category. After 
further analysis it seems team chemistry contributes to morale and for that reason was 
treated as a separate category. To illustrate this point, consider how on a given team the 
chemistry could be great and yet the morale could be low due to a protracted losing 
streak. 
• Enjoyment A few of the coaches talked about actually having fun doing what they 
are doing. One of the great joys of coac~ing is getting a team to exceed expectations that 
others have set for it. Coach Whipple describes what for him are the most satisfying 
aspects of coaching. He says, "I think that is performance, expectations, exceeding 
expectations and when you see it all come together that's the joy. Not that it happens that 
often even though you are striving for it."(MW: 489-91). 
Besides enjoying success, by exceeding expectations, a few of the coaches 
seemed to be inclined to ensure that their players are having fun on a daily basis, Coach 
Westering was most clear on this issue. He proclaimed, 
"Boy, it's a great trip . Because that is another thing we define, we're not 
on this road to success, we don't have to get National Championship. We 
could, we don't have to. We're on the success road and you are on it every 
day. We don't have to wait to get there to decide we are having any 
fun"(FW: 448-12). 
Still other coaches look at fun as an indicator that things are going well or as an antidote 
when they are not. 
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• Family atmosphere Confident teams often seem to be enveloped in a family 
atmosphere. Master coaches talk about how they try to create such an atmosphere. Coach 
Vermeil talks about how all his players and their wives or girlfriends come over to his 
house for dinner. Coach Westering describes servant-leader atmosphere that he and his 
assistant coaches try to create. He explained, 
" ... the love and caring and sharing we do ... and the fact that we are servants 
as coaches. Like when we have a pre-game meal we serve it as coaches, 
we serve the players. That blows their mind"(FW 315-8). 
This model of caring for the players and the players learning to care for each other like a 
family seems to be important to some of the coaches in the study. The notion of 
supporting one another comes through strong even with the coaches that seem to have a 
more businesslike approach. Coach Dye describes how enduring hardships creates 
among the team an atmosphere of supporting each other. He said, 
" If it's tough enough out there on the practice field and they all go 
through it and they see each other going through it and it is tough enough 
that they have to have each other's support and help to make it through it, 
then they ' ll start to believe in each other. And the key to it is finding the 
11 on both sides of the football that will do it (PD: 326-30). 
Coaches link what goes on off the field to how they play on the field. Coach Whipple 
described how he feels about his teams that display this kind of confidence and 
supportiveness in games, "So its everybody pulling together, you just get a sense"(MW: 
289). 
• Shared sense of purpose In a similar way, coaches talked about how some teams 
that they have coached were committed to the goals of the team and unified by its 
common goals . The notion of everyone pulling together in a collective effort is a 
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characteristic of great teams. Coach Kehres states, " ... successful teams are generally 
unified in that they have a sense of purpose, that they understand what their objective and 
goal is. They are in concert with their coaches ... "(LK: 43-6). These teams have players 
that are unselfish and committed to the team's goals. Commitment came across as a 
strong component of these teams. 
• Belief in the program Belief seems to be a core issue for the development of 
confident teams. Dick Vermeil says, 
"I think that's very critical. You have to believe. And once they really 
start believing you're going to be a good football team. It creates more 
positive vibes at a deeper level of belief, a deeper level of 
confidence"(DV: 40-3). 
Confident teams come to believe on many different levels: the coach, the assistant 
coaches, other players, themselves. They describe the trust that comes to exist at the 
various levels: intra-personal, interpersonal, between groups. Teams that reach peak 
confidence have a sense of trust and belief that the coach's "program" works. The 
program is his method, tactics, and his style. They may not always like what the coach 
has to say but they trust that they can be successful within the program. Coach Siedlecki 
getting his team to that juncture in the confidence building process. " ... the kids really 
believe in what you are doing, and believing in each other, and playing hard for the 
team"(JS: 90-3). It appears when teams reach a certain point in their evolution that they 
come to have higher degree of faith in their coaches and in their teammates. Coach 
Sidlecki describes, "That's what I think believing in each other is. It ' s confidence. I'm 
going to do my job. I know the guy next to me is going to do his"(JS : 95). 
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Many of the coaches noted how critical it was for them to get their team to this 
point where they "buy in" to "the program", again coach Siedlecki described, 
"But if it doesn't come together you are not going to reach expectations. 
It is leadership in the staff, it's leadership in the players, it's everybody 
buying in to what you are doing, staff, players and everybody else"(JS: 86-
8). 
The sense of"buy in" seems to a part and parcel of"belief'. Some coaches see "buy in" 
preceding "belief'. Most of the coaches talked about the necessity of finding those that 
are willing to take a risk or a leap of faith. Coach Gagliardi notes, 
"The key is, your guys have to believe in what you are saying. First of all, 
the coach, he has got to believe in it. Of course, every body 
believes ... You got to find the guy that say, you see that mountain up 
there, they got those machine guns pointing down on us, but we are going 
to take that hill"(JG: 276-80). 
Belief and faith and confidence seemed to be intertwined in the language of many of the 
master coaches. 
6.3 Win with Mature Players 
As has been noted many times, Coach Sherrill said, "You win with mature 
players"(JSh: 53). A number of the coaches corroborated this view in different ways. 
Coach Dye talked about the role experience plays especially at the quarterback position. 
He stated, 
"He 's got to perform on the practice field and during the course of a 
game. That's why experience is so important . .. a freshman quarterback is 
probably going to lose you two to three ball games a year ... Just because 
of lack of confidence .... You could pick anything in your life that you 
have done that you are very confident of and think about the first time you 
did it"(PD: 390-4). 
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For master coaches, experience and maturity seem to go hand in hand. They did not say 
that they would never play inexperienced players, but they would try to avoid placing an 
individual in a situation for which they are not ready. Coach Gagliardi makes the 
distinction that he does not want to play someone that does not understand what needs to 
done. He says, "We say we want guys in there we don't have to chew out"(JG: 121) 
Selecting a player to be in a game who is ready ensures greater trust and confidence 
among the team and the coaching staff. 
• Execution Master coaches are clear that great teams are ones that not only believe 
they can get the job done, but get it done. They are able to repeatedly do the fundamental 
things better than most. Coach Gagliardi says, 
"It starts with a superb attitude and execution is all important. Great 
players make great plays but mostly they avoid bad plays. They do 
ordinary things extraordinarily well"(JG: 302-4). 
It is clear that even teams that are consistently great are those that avoid costly errors. 
The ability to execute may be due to the team's competitive maturity. 
• Habit of work Teams that are confident seem to have developed certain habits that 
ensure their continued success. One of those habits is working hard. A number of 
coaches identified work as a habit that confident teams retain despite success or 
competitive pressure. Coach Kehres gauges whether his team has become complacent or 
not, based on their work habits . Coach Holtz noted that great teams keep respond to 
adversity in competition by working harder. He insists, "For a performance, our 
confidence should not go down, our work habits should go up"(LH: 19-20). Teams that 
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are confident seem to develop good work habits. They also are habituated to succeeding 
as a result. 
• Accepting their roles Another aspect of player maturity noted by the coaches was 
willingness to accepting one's role. When the players accept their role on the team it 
shows respect for the coaches and their teammates. Confident teams seem to have 
players that put success of the team before their own individual recognition. Coach 
Robinson noted, "What are you willing to do to keep yourself on track to be able to 
contribute. I think that is an important reality to face"(JR: 385). Master coaches seem to 
be able to convince more players to recognize what they need to do to improve and 
contribute to the team. This willingness appears to be a type of emotional or 
psychological maturity that is uncommon. 
Summary Statement 
Our understanding of how coaches think about building team confidence in the 
varied situations framed by the Team Confidence Cycle should now be more complete. In 
this chapter I have attempted to draw out the most noteworthy comments the coaches 
made about building team confidence. I found myself having to simply state what they 
said and report those findings in the different contexts outlined by the Team Confidence 
Cycle. Situating almost every thought about how they believe confidence is developed 
within this structure sets the stage for what may be from a practical standpoint the most 
important findings from this study: the confidence building strategies they use. In fact, 
finding out what it is that these coaches do which enables their teams to become 
confident and to have such sustained success is essential to this investigation. It was 
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necessary, however, to build the scaffolding to be able to look into the windows of these 
great coaching minds. 
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CHAPTER 7 
STRATEGIES TO BUILD TEAM CONFIDENCE 
"Self-confidence is the first requisite to great undertakings. " Alexander Pope 
The coaches in this study appear to be a methodical lot. They describe having a 
plan for what they want to accomplish and apparently are skilled in its teaching and 
implementation. It seems natural for football coaches to teach strategies to their players. 
It was not surprising then to find that they had specific strategies intended to build the 
individual and collective confidence of their teams. 
The football coaches in this study all seemed to have their own basic philosophy 
on how to build a successful team. It appears that the coaches feel that a successful team 
will become a confident team, and a confident team will eventually become a successful 
team. Therein lies a difficulty in separating how coaches describe the endeavor of 
creating a confident team. The question becomes which comes first, the confident team or 
the successful team? Although understanding of the psychological mechanisms that lead 
to group or team confidence are not well understood, we are not left with a chicken or the 
egg conundrum. Fortunately, Bandura (1986) explains how individuals become 
confident. As noted earlier, "outcomes arise from actions" Bandura (1986). Outcomes 
such as winning games are the result of teams' acting together effectively. When teams 
act effectively, this "confirmatory behavior" usually strengthens beliefs of team efficacy. 
Common sense seems to indicate that teams act effectively, largely because they 
are trained and prepared to do so. The coach, especially the head coach of a football 
team, is the person most responsible for insuring that their teams are trained and prepared 
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properly. Training and preparation consist of physical and psychological components. 
The focus of this research is to discover the strategies master coaches use to get their 
teams to believe they are capable of acting effectively. The aim of this study was to get 
the coaches to thoughtfully consider what, if any, role team confidence has played in their 
success. Since all of the coaches acknowledged that team confidence at least played some 
role, then they were asked to describe how they develop team confidence. This chapter is 
devoted to describing the things that master coaches do to build team confidence and 
locating those strategies in the context of the Team Confidence Cycle described 
previously. 
0.1 Basic philosophy/therapeutic factors 
Each head coach has a basic philosophy which enables them to forge a team 
confident in its own abilities to execute certain tasks (i.e. win football games). This basic 
philosophy guides these coaches in their decision-making and steadies them in difficult 
times. A basic philosophy seems to act as a beacon in situations full of doubt. Doubt can 
arise from many directions. Team members may doubt their own individual abilities, as 
well as their team's ability to act together effectively. Additionally, players may remain 
dubious about the head coach's ability to lead the team to success. In the sporting 
culture second-guessing head coaches is a favorite pastime of media, fans, administrators 
and owners. Worst of all, the coach may doubt his own ability to lead his team to success. 
A strong and clear philosophy insulates a coach from self-doubt. 
As we have learned these master coaches each have a basic philosophy for 
building team confidence that is the product of many years of trial and error, study, and 
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learning. Contained within each coach's basic philosophy are the fundamental premises, 
which guide their actions. These basic premises influence how master coaches facilitate 
the development of team confidence. The expression of these premises is seen in how 
they execute the building of a social system. This chapter of strategies represents the 
ways these basic premises are acted upon. 
The successful team environment can be seen as a miniature social system that 
apparently enables or encourages people to do their best. The creation of this miniature 
universe in many ways is the result of the actions and omissions of the head coach. It 
seems much of what master football coaches do in regards to creating a team 
environment is similar to what Yalom ( 1995) says leaders of successful group 
psychotherapy do. For example, the essential tasks of the group leader, especially 
creation and maintenance of the group, culture building seems to coincide with that of the 
head coach (see Basic Tasks in Chapter 2). While it is certain that the competitive team 
environment is not equivalent to that of a therapeutic group environment; there is 
evidence in this study that certain psychological factors need to be present for teams to 
accomplish given tasks. Like therapy groups, there may be a number of factors that allow 
for positive change on a football team. 
When a coach begins a new season with a team that has been losing, he knows 
that he must get them to believe anew that they can be a successful, efficacious unit. This 
is not unlike when a group therapist engenders new promise in the lives of patients/clients 
that have been profoundly discouraged by the consequences of maladaptive thoughts and 
behaviors. By Yalom' s (1995) definition, "instillation of hope" is one of the eleven 
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therapeutic factors that need to be present to promote therapeutic change in a therapy 
group. While coaches may know little about the optimal functioning of the therapeutic 
group it seems that they promote some of these same factors among their teams. How 
they believe they influence team functioning is captured in each coach's basic 
philosophy. The strategies that they use emanate from those philosophies. 
Y alom (199 5) describes the considerations for the group therapist, " . . . once 
identified, the crucial aspects of the process of change will constitute a rational basis 
upon which the therapist may base tactics and strategy" (p. 1). The Webster's College 
(1985) dictionary refers to a strategy as " ... A plan or method for achieving a specific 
goal." (p .1203 ). Football coaches are widely regarded for their understanding and use of 
tactics and strategy. Just as they use football tactics and strategies to win a contest they 
also have strategies that are aimed at developing the confidence of their players. 
0.2 Specific nature of strategies 
"Any discussion on matters of action cannot be more than an outline and is bound 
to lack of precision ... there are not fixed data on matters concerning action and 
questions of what is beneficial, ... the agent must consider on each different 
occasion what the situation demands. " 
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics (p. 35, book II) 
The strategies that the coaches talked about using do not seem to be applied 
evenly or in a rote way. It appears that master coaches have qualitatively different 
strategies for different situations. What is more, given the variation of personalities and 
coaching styles within this sample it is logical to assume that coaches might vary in 
regards to how they go about building confidence. Any compilation of strategies used by 
these coaches then must be accompanied with a number of caveats. First, any impression 
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that all the coaches in the study agree categorically on any one topic is illusory. Second, 
some coaches might even use strategies that diametrically oppose the strategies used by 
another coach. Third, although the Team Confidence Cycle may suggest that there is a 
sense of universality involved with building team confidence, bear in mind that the 
conditions that face every coach are unique. The ancients spoke to the issue of fitting the 
cloth to the pattern when it comes to using certain guidelines. As noted above Aristotle 
wrote, " ... the agent must consider on each different occasion what the situation 
demands" (p. 35, book II) . 
These strategies might be best viewed as tools in a tool kit, in which there are 
proper implements for different types of tasks. The tool or strategy a head coach uses 
may differ depending on the situation. The Team Confidence Cycle provides some sense 
of when master coaches would likely use certain strategies. Armed with the findings of 
the coaches recorded in the Chapter Six, it may become clearer why master coaches use 
certain strategies at different times. In the context of the Team Confidence Cycle the 
various confidence-building strategies are discussed. Keep in mind however, like 
fostering the therapeutic process in a psychotherapy group, building team confidence 
appears to be a multifaceted and delicate process. As Yalom (1995) reminds us, 
" . .. therapeutic change is an enormously complex process that occurs through the intricate 
interplay of human experiences" (p. 1 ). Additionally, it seems team confidence, like 
Rome, is not built in a day. No single act or event brings about confidence. Rather these 
master coaches seem to say team confidence is the product of hard work, a progression of 
mastery experiences, the result of learning, and the development of trusting relationships . 
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Finally, imposing a structure upon the ideas expressed by the master coaches likely 
oversimplifies the complexity of the team confidence building endeavor. As Yalom 
( 1995) notes about describing the therapeutic change process, the intricacies of human 
interaction make its description a daunting task. Providing a basic framework, however, 
allows for the confidence building strategies of master coaches to be situated in a context. 
Understanding when and why these strategies are used may aid those interested in 
understanding how the confidence of a football team may be developed. 
TASK 1: SET THE COURSE 
1.1 Taking stock 
• Understand their history- how have they performed in the recent past 
• Appraise confidence - Where they are from a confidence standpoint 
• Assessment -Determine what their assets are vs. their liabilities 
• Accept a new challenge - Each year a new challenge- every year is different 
• Understand their history- These coaches, especially the ones that have been at 
several different places, stressed the necessity of assessing their team's performance 
history. Their history will in some ways determine what will have to be done first. As 
Coach Parcells notes, " ... for the group that hasn't accomplished anything, you might just 
be looking to win a pre-season game. You might be just be looking to play somebody 
real well to have a chance to win a game"(BP: 170-1 ). What accomplishments can be 
expected from a group that has had very little success? The history then, informs these 
coaches about what goals might be attainable for their teams. 
• Appraise their confidence- Master coaches must discern what their team's 
confidence is. Some teams are in a downtrodden state after a prolonged period of failure. 
Still other teams may not have had success but have enough individuals that are confident 
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in their abilities that under different circumstance would flourish. Even though they have 
not performed very well they may be capable of much greater performance with the right 
kind of assistance. Other teams may already be confident in their abilities as a team to 
succeed but yet to have experienced as of yet. 
• Balance sheet-assets versus liabilities Grant Teaff has his players list everything 
that they possess that could be considered strengths or assets to the team as well as a 
weakness or a liability to the team. Having them to put it down on paper helps the 
players understand what they have to work on. And it allows the coach to help them tum 
as many of those weaknesses or liabilities into strengths or assets . 
• Accept a new challenge - As coach Whipple noted, " ... each year is a different 
challenge"(MW: 195). Whether a coach is in a new situation or has been a school for a 
number of years every year brings new twists that make each season entirely different 
than the next. Master coaches attempt to look at each season with a fresh perspective. 
1.2 Initial buy-in 
"In war, victory should be swift. If victory is slow men tire, morale sags. 
Sun-tzu The Art ofWar (p.lO) 
• Show them how things are going to be- set a tone of how work will be carried out. 
• Give them tools for improvement that work- Give them "vehicles for success." 
These coaches have noted that lack of early success in any new situation affects the 
amount of"buy-in" by the players. Buy-in appears to be proportional to the amount of 
success they experience. In cases where success seems far off, players may not 
completely commit to the coach and his program. This sort of hesitancy or even 
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resistance may impede confidence from flourishing. For master coaches, gaining the 
initial buy-in seems to be a function of getting the players to believe in them, to believe 
that their system will work, and that they eventually will have success. Coaches 
described three ways to accomplish this initial sense ofbelieving. 
• Show them how things are going to be- Master coaches focus on pointing out what 
needs to be done and going about getting it done. They do not give long explanations for 
what they think needs to be done. They are more interested in getting to work and 
accomplishing things they feel are required for having success. As coach Levy said, 
"If you get up there as a coach and you are a good teacher and you are fair 
and you do make them accountable without being a tyrant about it, 
showing them how tough you are, I think they are going to buy into your 
program."(ML: 147-8). 
Some coaches noted that people are more likely to follow if they are led with 
actions as opposed to words. 
• Give them tools that work Coach Parcells describes giving his players different 
tools to help them to be successful in different circumstances. All of these are to help the 
player believe they can be successful. These so-called "vehicles" provide something for 
the player to focus upon. They might be something physical, mental or technical. 
1.3 Sell a Vision 
"The theatrical impulse will be strong in the successful politician, teacher, 
entrepreneur, athlete, or divine, and will be both expected and reinforced 
by the audiences to which they perform. " 
Kegan Mask of Command (p. 11) 
I • Sell a Vision - Give them a picture of what can be. 
• Sell a Vision The coach must be able to present to their teams a picture of what the 
future could hold for them. Some of the coaches' promises range from reasonable to 
grand. As coach Siedlecki says, "You know, I promise them just a couple ofthings. One 
of them was that. .. we would put them in a situation where they would have a chance to 
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win"(JS: 145-6). Still other coaches use much more inspirational types of messages from 
the outset. Coach Holtz stresses, 
" . .. having a sense of purpose with what you are trying to do. Everybody 
has got to buy into the program cause you can't have people with their 
own agenda. You come here to learn to be somebody, not to learn to do 
something"(LH: 50-1). 
Some coaches appear to use both of these two ways they are able to capture the 
imagination of their teams. 
1.4 Motivation 
External approach 
• Use positive, specific verbal reinforcement- emphasize what is correct 
• Give rewards as incentive, even if only symbolic 
• Demand accountability-enforce consequences when expectations are not met 
Some master coaches seem to indicate that they motivate players from the 
outside. Such efforts focus on the coach controlling the behavior of the player by 
administering some consequence positive or negative. 
• Use positive, specific verbal reinforcement- emphasize what is correct Coach 
Kehres speaks directly from such a behavioral management approach. He says, 
" ... deliver positive, specific feedback". This positive approach seeks to identify those 
behaviors on and off the field they wish to increase and strengthen them by praising and 
reinforcing. 
• Give rewards as incentive, even if only symbolic - Some of the coaches give 
awards for certain performances. Often they focus on attainment of certain team goals. 
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• Demand important behaviors Some govern by creating an atmosphere of fear. The 
fear seems to come from consequences if certain behaviors are not exhibited. Coach Dye 
was among the coaches that are of the school of thought that "you get what you demand." 
Coach Sherrill believes that fear pushes people to excel. He said, "people that perform 
the best are the people that really are doing it out of fear"(JSh: 8-9). It is clear that some 
coaches deem it necessary to punish, reprimand, and set up other aversive consequences 
to make certain expectations are met. 
Internal Approach 
• Teach them to give their best rather than compete against others 
• Use goal setting- teach them the "do it now" approach 
• Help them understand their own potential- raise awareness of strengths and 
weaknesses 
• Expect their best -state your belief in your players 
Other coaches are more likely to motivate by love for their players. These kind of 
coaches want their players to be motivated and inspired to do things not from fear of 
consequences but rather out of love and respect for their team mates, themselves, and 
their coaches. It is possible that some coaches use both of these methods of motivating. 
• Teach them to give their best rather than compete against others Frosty 
Westering explains that competition is about being better than someone else. And guys 
are afraid of being on the losing end of competition. To solve this problem he teaches his 
players to "compete" by learning to be their "best self." Frosty Westering uses Galatians: 
6-4 quote to convey his point, "The real measure of you and me is not what we can do 
compared to others but to our best self." He says, " ... take the fear out of them game, the 
fear out of making mistakes and guys just love it"(FW: 503). 
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• Use goal setting - "Do it nows" - Again Coach Westering shares his method of 
goal-setting by revealing that his kids have goals, but he helps them design specific ways 
that they can takes active steps towards those goals each day. He refers to those specific 
goal sets as "do it nows", things his players can do to improve their skill at any task. For 
example, if they want to become a better receiver, he gives them drills to enhance their 
catching skills that they choose to improve themselves during that practice. This gives 
players tangible evidence that they are in fact, improving. 
• Help them understand their own potential- raise awareness of strengths and 
weaknesses Helping players understand how good they can possibly be can be very 
motivating according to some of the coaches. Many coaches attempt to help their players 
understand their strengths and weaknesses. Coach Teaffused to have every player list 
their "assets and liabilities". Coach Robinson says, "Often athletes don't quite understand 
themselves or their ability"(JR: 63). 
• Expect their best -state your belief in your players Coaches that use this strategy 
seem to count on a positive self-fulfilling prophecy. They are not expecting their players 
to make a mistake or screw-up in a tough situation. John Gagliardi is a proponent of this 
approach. He says, 
" ... another championship is expected (I always tell them). No matter what 
happens to someone steps up with the abilility, confidence, discipline and 
poise to deliver. We expect it to happen and it always does"(JG: 300-
303). 
Coaches that use such an approach seem to motivate players to meet high expectations in 
a different way. 
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TASK 2: CREATE A CONFIDENCE ENVIRONMENT 
2.1 Assembling the team 
"The choosing of ministers is a matter of no little importance for a prince; 
and their worth depends on the sagacity of the prince himself The first 
opinion that is formed of a ruler's intelligence is based on the quality of 
the men he has around him." Niccolo Machiavelli, 1501 
• Surround yourself with good people- good athletes and good coaches. 
• Continually evaluate personnel and seek to upgrade the talent, skill, and attitude. 
• Eliminate detractors -"addition by subtraction"- eliminate detractors from the 
overall team confidence. 
• Adopt a "Total organization wins" outlook- Seek to gain cooperation from all 
stakeholders 
• Surround yourself with good people- The coaches stressed how critical it was to 
select the correct type of people to be in and around their team. They mentioned how 
they looked for players that are smart, athletic, and clutch performers. And they looked 
for coaches that were good teachers, are loyal individuals, and that care about their 
players. It was abundantly clear that they feel good personnel plays a key role in building 
team confidence. As acknowledged earlier lack of talent is detrimental to the 
development of confidence in a number of ways. If players on a team do not have the 
requisite abilities to compete with their opponents the coach will struggle to build a 
confident team. According to the coaches finding better players and coaches will help 
with the development of a confident team. 
• Continually evaluate personnel- The necessity for to finding better people came up 
often in the interviews. Some coaches sound quite matter of fact that they are ever-
searching for better people. Coach Johnson talked about" ... continually assessing all the 
people around me"(JJ: 74). Some of the coaches were not sentimental about making 
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difficult personnel changes. They even replace star players if they no longer fit the needs 
of their program. 
• Eliminate detractors -Master coaches allowed that sometimes it is necessary to 
drop certain individuals from the team. Especially those that they feel could impede the 
development of team confidence. As coach Vermeil said of such individuals, 
" . .. sometimes you can not get rid of them fast enough."(DV: 180). All the coaches 
seemed to be concerned with the interest of the entire team above that of any individual. 
• Total organization wins - While fmding good personnel seems important to the 
coaches how they function as a total unit is even more essential. As Coach Levy said, 
" .. . total organization wins"(ML: 1 04). This statement points to how belief in others 
within the organization contributes to the development of a confident team. 
2.2 Building trust 
"It is useless for a coach and athlete to work together unless they have 
complete confidence in each other " 
(David Hemery, 1980 Olympic Gold medallist High Hurdles -Great Britain) 
• Show them how to succeed Teach them techniques, tactics, and strategies that work. 
• Show faith in your players Believe in your team's capabilities and tell others you 
do. 
• Know your players - show you care about them off the field through one on one 
interaction, team building, and social activities. 
• Communicate clearly Expectations and feelings are made clear to limit divisiveness. 
• Demonstrate fairness - if not equality in the daily dealings with players. 
• Show them how to succeed Master coaches seem to have a capacity to point out 
mistakes that players are making and give them tools to succeed. Individually or as part 
of a group, coaches build trust when a player or their team experiences success on the 
field due to they way the coach has taught them. Coaches know that individual players 
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gain trust when a coach gives them a strategy that works on the field. As one coach in 
the previous study (McCarthy 2000) noted, " .. . once you show them how to succeed, they 
will swim the ocean for you."(Dan Dorazio, B.C. Lions Canadian Football League). 
The team has to believe it can succeed also, Coach Parcells gave an example of 
teaching a team something that works. He recounted, 
"We had worked on a situation for four years that had never come up in 
the game . .. and in the ... Championship game, the situation came up. And 
our players knew what we were gonna do because we already had been 
doing it for four years but it just never had come up. And we ran the play . 
. . . . Now that's how you develop credibility with your team"(BP: 229-
231). 
Such credibility is important to coaches. 
• Show faith in your players Imagine walking down a hallway and coming upon a 
room and overhearing someone talking about you. As you near the door you realize 
someone is talking to a group about you. This person, whom you respect, is saying the 
most wonderful things about you. Master coaches recognize the power of their own 
words and thoughts; they see how belief in their players can manifest itself and become a 
self-fulfilling prophecy (Solomon, Striegel, Eliot, Heon, Mass, & Wayda ( 1996). Coach 
Siedlecki related a story of how he went to a press conference in his first year at Yale and 
told the reporters there that he felt his team could win the conference, even though they 
were picked by members of the press to finish in last place again. Afterwards, someone 
questioned whether it was prudent to make such bold statements, to which he replied, 
" ... ifl don't think our kids are good and ifl don ' t express it, what are the kids themselves 
going to think. Hell, ifl don't think they are good, no body is going to think they 
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are"(JS: 12-114). Apparently, coaches feel it is important to display their belief in 
players. 
• Know your players Taking time and effort to come to know one's players seems 
important to building team confidence on many different levels. First, it may allow a 
coach to understand how better to communicate with that player. Secondly, it may pave 
the way for a deeper level of trust between that player and the coach. 
• Communicate clearly Master coaches have some clear strategies that are intended to 
build trust within their players, between their players, and between their players and 
coaches. One way that head coaches facilitate the creation of a trusting environment is 
by effective communication. Coach Teaff emphasizes how clarity counteracts 
divisiveness; "I don't let them guess at anything. Or make up their own mind or get in a 
little group and say, you know, we're not doing this and blah, blah. You know how that 
goes. And I just think it is essential and communication in anything, marriage or church 
or in this nation right now"(GT: 625-7). Clarity apparently helps eliminate confusion. 
• Demonstrate fairness - Many of the coaches talked about being fair with their 
players. Apparently, being fair shows the team that they can trust the coach. On the 
other hand some of the coaches stressed that they would strive to be fair but would not 
necessarily treat all players equally. Coaches apparently do not want to be handcuffed to 
a policy that will not serve their aims or the team. 
• Clarifying expectations 
"When orders are consistent and effective, General and troops enjoy mutual 
trust." Sun-tzu The Art of War. (p. 247) 
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As in any Large organization, a team is subject to process losses (Stiener, 1972). In 
other words, whenever a group of people comes together there are bound to be people 
pulling in different directions or not pulling at all. The role of the head coach is to unify 
the group and get them working in concert. Presenting a vision and motivating them 
towards it, gaining their trust, are but a few of the requisite steps towards getting a team 
to become confident enough to succeed. Another critical step is getting everyone on the 
team clear about what is expected of him. 
"A commander must not only show what he feels for his soldiers by the 
quality of their representatives he chooses to keep at his side. He must 
also know how to speak directly to his men, raising their spirits in times of 
trouble, inspiring them at moments of crisis and thanking them in 
victory." (Keegan, "Mask of Command, 1987, p .318) 
• Be open and honest Talk about how you feel to your team. 
• Talk to your players one on one Talk to them, every one of them. 
• Meet with groups of players Meet about issues particular to each group. 
• Talk to the team Address the entire team in place and time where you have their full 
attention. 
• Be open and honest - Openness with their feelings is very important to these 
coaches. They feel their players value their honesty and see it as important tool for their 
players to improve. When things are not going well, master coaches are not afraid to be 
honest with their players. Coach Whipple said, " I think you have to point out their 
mistakes and I think if you are being truthful...that is very important"(MW: 475-6). If 
something is not right, they will be the first ones to say so. Coach Parcells says he can be 
harsh as long as he is being honest. He says, "Look what you did at the critical time. 
Here is what you did that cost you to lose. But it has got to be the truth. The psychology 
has got to be the truth"(BP: 564-5). 
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• Talk to your players one on one Many of the coaches talked about the necessity of 
getting to know the individuals on their teams and how important that was to building a 
confident team. As coach Whipple noted, "There has to be one on one between players 
and assistant coaches and players and the head coaches"(MW: 169-70). Finding time to 
talk to players apparently is a key task of the head coach. 
• Meet with groups Much has been made of talking to individuals so that the coach 
can learn more about what makes his players tick, but also master coaches are interested 
in getting to know the groups within the team. There are many sub-groups within any 
football team. They could consist of different positions on the field, different units, and 
or by age and experience. Many coaches were like Coach Teaff who stressed the 
importance of meeting with freshmen a great deal to keep help them make the transition 
to college life, his seniors and captains to address various issues, and also his "leadership 
council" to set policy. 
• Talk to the team, briefly Not surprisingly, many of the coaches mentioned the 
importance of meeting with their entire team. Coach Bowden talks to his team five 
minutes each day at the beginning of practice before he goes up to an observation tower. 
Coach Knox and Coach Levy both stressed the importance of keeping team meetings 
brief and to the point. Coach Siedlecki stressed the importance of brevity. He recalled, 
" .. .in my first meeting here that I have with the team. I don't get involved in long, long 
talks with the kids . You know, I promise them just a couple ofthings"(JS: 128-9). 
Sometimes team meetings are used for other purposes. One of them was One type of 
meeting is for clarifying what the coaches perceive to be as any confusion or 
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miscommunication. Coach Dye recounted a particular instance of sorting out a problem 
of team unity. He said, "I said take as long as you want. There is no time limit. Say 
what you got to say but when you all come out of this room you all better be tied 
together"(PD: 445-7). In such meetings they take all the time required to set things 
straight. 
2.4 Dealing with problems 
"Command them with civility, Rally them with martial discipline, and you will win 
their confidence" Sun-tzu The Art of War 
• Meet problems head-on Be forthright in dealing with problems. 
• Act forcefully Head coaches must act quickly and decisively. 
• Begin right Get things right from the beginning. 
• Convey key concepts Know what your points of emphasis are. 
• Deal with problems immediately Do not waste time, get problems resolved. 
• Meet problems Head-on The coaches also advocate dealing with problems directly. 
Most of the coaches shared the sentiment of Coach Whipple. He says, " ... meet problems 
head on"(MW: 222). When players were not meeting expectations on key points of 
emphasis, master coaches seem disinclined to relent. 
• Act forcefully Working with a new team, most of the coaches called for a forceful, at 
times negative, interventions. Coach Teaff recalled, "I required of all my coaches through 
the years is that they coach from a positive standpoint, not a negative standpoint. Now 
that doesn't mean that you don't holler at somebody when they need to be hollered 
at"(GT: 413-16). 
• Begin right Making a strong impression on their teams from the beginning is stressed 
by many of the coaches. Coach Levy says, "I don 't think it is done by getting them to 
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follow you. I think it is done by getting them to join you ... because they believe in what 
you are doing"(ML: 145-6). 
• Convey key concepts It seems that there are for each coach certain topics that about 
which they feel very strongly. Master coaches note the importance of making points of 
emphasis clear and easily understandable. These are the key concepts that they want to 
convey to their teams from the very first day. For example, coach Holtz has basic core 
concepts that his team comes to know. One of those concepts is commitment. He says, 
" ... you are either going to dive in or not. But their is going to be total commitment"(LH2: 
7-8). 
• Deal with problems immediately Dealing with problems appears to be an important 
daily task of the coaches. They were not inclined to allow certain attitudes and behaviors 
to become entrenched if they felt they could have a negative impact upon the long-term 
confidence of the team. For that reason master coaches talked about dealing with 
problems directly but handling problems immediately. Coach Franchione says, "I don't 
wait till the end of the day"(DF: 126). 
Overcoming selfishness or teaching team concept 
Everyone matters Getting them to believe that each player (back up), is 
just as important any other (stars). 
Giving them a role Urge them to be the best at that role of anyone in the 
country (i.e. special teams). 
Base everything upon being a team Urge them to "forget your self, it is 
"us, we, ours." 
Foster a team Promote the idea, "if my team does better, I will do 
better." 
Teaching patience Tell them that they have plenty of time and that time is 
on their side. 
Hold them responsible Get them to understand they are responsible for 
everything they can control. Promote a ''No excuses" mentality. 
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Teach not to play the "comparison game" Keep them focused on 
improvement relative themselves not others. 
If the main obstacles to succeeding are attitudinal (See Chapter 6), then coaches need 
strategies to counter lack of accountability to others, poor effort, and over-emphasis upon 
self and adopt a team mentality? One of the areas that these master coaches were in 
agreement over was that selfishness impedes the development of a confident team. What 
follows are specific ways that coaches deal with the problem of selfishness. The coaches 
generally take a positive approach and try and focus them upon teaching team concepts. 
Master coaches have a number of ways that they overcome attitudinal obstacles. Coach 
Sherrill talks about how he conveys the team concept, showing them and rewarding 
players for their efforts as a backup player or a special teams player. The team realizes 
that their contributions do not go unnoticed. He describes, 
"So, what I do with our team is to get them to understand it. And what I 
tell our team, is that regardless of whether you play one play, you are just 
as important as the quarterback playing sixty plays. And that is how you 
build the team concept"(JS: 154-6). 
Coach Bowden has a three-part strategy for overcoming selfishness. First, by giving them 
roles (See Positioning phase/roles/back-up players). Second, by urging them to play the 
roles to the best of their ability. Third, by preaching team concept. He explains, 
".I think it is trying to sell team, team, team ... you got to sell them, wait 
your time. You 've got plenty of time. Time's on your side and be part of 
the team, and play your role"(BB: 43-4). 
The second aspect of coach Bowden's strategy of teaching them patience by convincing 
the young players that they have time. Building on the concept of playing their role he 
bases decisions for an expanded role on the team on how well a player plays the original 
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role. The third prong of coach Bowden's approach is preaching team concept; he says 
things like, "We're teammates. We are all on the same team. Forget self. Forget self. 
Team doesn't have "I" in it. It ' s us, it 's we, and it's ours. That's what we try to 
teach"(BB: 174-60). Coach Franchione explains how he thinks about teaching team 
concept at the beginning of each year. He explains, 
" .. . we try to develop a relationship that starts to foster a feeling that I am 
going to do better if my team does better. And then everything I do during 
fall camp .. .is based on being a team"(DF: 72-3). 
Coach Pinkel has a hard line approach to selfishness and does not tolerate anything that 
could be construed as selfishness. He asserts, 
"How do you get rid of selfishness, how do you get rid of that in a team? I 
think that is the first part of the rebuilding confidence is to not allow any 
excuses for absolutely anything . . . We have a no excuse sheet. It is one of 
the best descriptions of no excuses I have ever seen. And it is going to be 
in the locker room when they report for the first day"(GP: 226-8). (See 
Appendix F: No Excuses) 
Getting players to understand the concept of team seems to be a task that master 
coaches are constantly working upon. 
Lack of effort 
Confront lack of effort Master coaches believe you get what you demand. 
Raise vour voice and holler Occasionally, raise your voice to get more effort. 
Lower vour voice off ofthe field Lower the volume to emphasize a point. 
There are other types of attitudinal problems that master coaches deal with such 
as lack of effort. Master coaches are bound to be very forceful and aggressive in dealing 
with problems of this nature. The are likely to deal with the problem immediately and it 
may involve modulating the tone and volume of their voices. Not all the coaches would 
agree that raising their voices was an effective strategy. But some admit that is the way 
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they handle lack of effort. Coach Walsh, " .. .if there was a failure in intensity and effort 
that was when I became most vocal and could be pretty firm, pretty tough"(BW: 71-2). 
Other coaches, however, approach lack of effort quite differently. Coach Levy 
mentions what he thinks is the most effective way of dealing with lack of effort is by 
talking to a person or a group in a low but serious tone. He quoted one of his players, 
"Coach, do you know when I listen to you the closest? And I said, When? When you 
lower your voice"(ML: 430-1 ). 
Dealing with cliques 
"He who rows the boat generally has no time to rock it " 
Anonymous 
Establish rituals Force players to get to know all the other players. 
Teaching them to respect everyone Honor their differences and interests. 
Teaching them that they do not have to like everyone Most people have great 
friendships with only a few people. 
Get rid o(people that refuse to work Emphasize collective effort wins. 
As mentioned in Results section, there were varying degrees of alarm among the 
coaches about the possible negative effects certain groups from forming on a team. Some 
coaches saw it as a natural to large groups and therefore saw no need to intervene. 
Towards the other end of the spectrum some coaches see fit to take action if it interferes 
with the team. And still others have strategies to prevent the formation of negative 
groups. Here is what Coach Kehres tells his players, "Respect everyone, respect their 
differences, respect their interests, you don 't have to develop a great friendship"(LK: 
203-4). 
Discipline 
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"Discipline troops before they are loyal and they will be refractory and 
hard to put to good use; let loyal troops go undisciplined, and they will be 
useless altogether." Sun-tzu The Art of War (p. 246) 
Have a (air treatment for infractions Be fair. 
Have few and clear rules. Too many rules invites problems enforcing them. 
Use a democratic approach to discipline A leadership council fosters a sense of 
ownership. 
Be tough at the beginning - Make sure everyone understands the rules 
"We cannot play the role of God to history, and we must strive as best we 
can to attain decency, clarity and proximate justice in an ambiguous 
world" Reinhold Niebuhr 
Fair treatment Some of the coaches stressed how important it was to have a fair 
system of punishment, one that treated players consistently. Other coaches were careful 
to point out that they would not treat all players exactly the same but strive to be fair with 
each person. 
Few rules The coaches stressed a few things that were important to them in 
dealing with discipline problems such as lateness, missing curfew, and other relatively 
minor infractions. A few of the coaches explicitly stated a preference for not having too 
many rules . Marv Levy said, "I only had two rules: be on time and be a good 
citizen"(ML: 150) Having only a few rules keeps enforcing them less complicated for the 
coach and the player. 
Democratic While many coaches seemed to be quite autocratic in their approach 
to coaching nonetheless many of the coaches especially the college coaches related how 
they used captains, leadership councils, and player representatives to assist them in 
handling discipline problems. Coach Teaff explains why he thinks this approach is 
important, 
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"It is ownership that we are all in this together, we all have an equal part 
and in having that equal part we have to carry our equal load and if we all 
carry our load we are going to win"(GT: 619-20). 
A sense of ownership in the process was important to many of the coaches. It was also 
evident that even though these coaches may involve their players to a large degree it did 
not sound like they were relinquishing control over important matters of discipline. 
Be tough, especially at the beginning- Especially when taking over a new 
program a head coach must stand behind his word. As Coach Vermeil says, "never 
waver." 
2.5 Educating the team 
"Luck is laboring under correct knowledge" 
Anonymous 
• Psychological Tools 
• Methods of instruction 
• Communication and Feedback 
• Psychological Tools 
Develop a credo, and use mottoes and acronyms Convey key concepts. 
Devise vehicles for success Mental, physical, and technical devices give the 
players' something to focus upon that makes them feel they have an edge. 
Teaching Attitude 
Model that attitude yourself as the coach 
Choice Teach players that attitude is a choice 
Teach them attitudes that will lead to success 
Chance to change Give them a chance to change their attitude 
Demand attitudes that will lead to success 
Habit Preach the proper attitudes until they become habit 
Observe behaviors to see if they stay consistent 
Revisit If there are signs of the attitude slipping revisit 
(back to the beginning of these steps.) 
Credos, Mottoes and acronyms Teaching tools for many of the master coaches 
were team credos, mottoes, and acronyms. Mottoes are a combination of words or 
phrases that teach important concepts. The aim of this study is to understand how team 
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belief in each other is developed. A credo interestingly enough as is defined by 
Webster ' s College Dictionary as a " ... formula or statement of belief." A motto is defined 
as "one 's guiding principle that expresses the spirit or purpose of an organization". 
Frosty Westering uses Galatians: 6-4 from the Holy Bible as one of his team mottoes, 
"The real measure of you and me is not what we can do compared to others but to our 
best self." Another example of a team credo is coach Pinkel's "No excuses" (See 
Appendix F). 
Coach Gagliardi gives an example of how he conveys key messages with 
acronyms, " W.I.N. is an abbreviation for Work Intelligently Now. L.O.S .E. means Lack 
of Sustained Effort"(JG: 361-3). Coach Westering explains to his teams how to bridge 
what he calls the Potential Performance Gap with the acronym G.A.P. stand for Goal sets, 
Attitude, Perseverance. These are examples of teaching tools that many master coaches 
report using. 
Give them a vehicle for success Give them a vehicle for success refers to when 
the coach helps the player or teams devise a way of thinking about a situation that can 
give them an edge. It could be mental device, which focuses on a particular point of 
emphasis, Coach Westering's players use the mantra, "The longer we play, the better we 
get"(FW: 202). On an individual level, Coach Parcells gears a player up to deal with an 
opponent of superior talent. He describes how he would talk to a player, "I don't care 
what happens early on in the game, let this guy know that this is going to be a battle"(BP: 
399-400). Or it could be using a certain technique, or physical cues anything that might 
enable players to feel they have a psychological advantage. 
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"Virtue or excellence is a characteristic involving choice, and that it 
consists in observing the mean relative to use, a mean which is defined by 
rational principle, such as a man of practical wisdom would use to 
determine ... .It is the mean by reference to two vices: the one of excess and 
the other of deficiency" Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics (p. 43). 
Teaching attitude The coaches seemed to feel player attitudes were changeable. 
Coach Holtz summed up some of the steps of how he believes his players are taught 
certain attitudes. He explains, 
"You demand the right attitude. I think attitude is a choice. I'm 
not going to have a group of bad attitudes on a team. I'll have some the 
first year but I give them a chance to change"(LH: 29-31). 
Teaching that attitude is a choice, giving them time to change, and then demanding 
proper attitudes is how many of these coaches accomplish attitudinal shifts. Some other 
coaches might have different methods but the goal was the same: to change attitudes. 
Coach Westering says if he felt a player was being selfish told of how he would hang a 
little mirror in that player's locker which he feels gets a message across in a different 
kind of way. For more on attitudes (See Chapter Six- results) 
• Methods of instruction 
Isolate requisite skills needed to succeed 
Develop the drills to best teach those skills 
Continually improve how you do those drills 
Develop good habits 
Repetition - Perfect practice 
Spaced Repetition - refresh the memory at key intervals 
Isolate requisite skills Almost all of the coaches saw a necessity of teaching skills 
and fundamentals. Skill development was critical to the development of confidence. 
Among the first things he would emphasize to build confidence was the development of 
skills, Coach Knox said, "First, we would be highly organized so that they would know 
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what we are trying to do? We would try to build confidence number two in certain skills 
that require repetition, like blocking and tackling"(CK: 179-81 ). The coaches note that 
without these basics that their teams will never be able to be consistently successful. 
Developing drills to teach those skills Many coaches acknowledge the 
importance of teaching skills but only a few mentioned how those skills could be best 
taught. Bill Walsh describes how he thinks about teaching skills. He says, 
"First you must determine what the skills are that are necessary to run the 
scheme you intend to run, and next you must determine and develop the 
best drills to teach those skills"(BW: 35-7) . 
Developing the drills to hone the specific ski lls needed to execute the schemes a coach 
intends to run is important part of building a team confident in its abilities. 
Repetition Coaches reported repetition as an important way that their teams became 
confident in their abilities and confident in each other. John Cooper states, " ... exuberate 
confidence, you work them hard, you do things right and you do it over and over"(JC: 
224). Coaches noted how critical repetition is to them gaining confidence in their 
physical skills and coordination of the group. 
Repeating key messages to their players also seems to be important. Coach Johnson says, 
"You preach it every day. It 's a way of life and you preach it. They 
probably got tired of my saying it over and over and over again but it is 
the same thing that I would preach to them"(JJ: 130-2). 
The coaches reported that repetition is important for them to understand how to execute 
certain skills. 
Spaced repetition Spaced repetition refers to teaching something and repeating it 
enough that the learner understands it, but revisiting it in progressively further spread out 
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intervals so the learner does not lose the previously learned material and can integrate 
new learning. Coach Knox describes, 
"Certain things that you value, talk about it today and you come back 
tomorrow and talk about something else, you come back, you come back 
and touch what you said on the first day ... "(CK: 107-8). 
Returning to certain skills and schemes and tactics on scheduled intervals requires that 
the coach having a teaching plan. 
• Communication and feedback 
"Mentors anchor the vision of the potential self" 
Sharon Daloz- Parks 
Pointing out the positive Pointing out what they are doing right or almost right. 
Correct mistakes Eliminating errors are an important step towards confidence. 
Be specific Tell them exactly how they can improve. 
Teach that mistakes are opportunities for learning 
Correct mistakes but show progress in the following ways . . .. 
Show them positive videotape - edit out the mistakes 
Show them why they are better than their opponents 
Among some of those strategies master coaches used were pointing out mistakes 
and or combined with pointing out progress. Pointing out progress took various forms. 
Coaches can point out an individual's progress, group progress and team progress in 
specified areas. Coaches were not hesitant to point out why a certain group improved. 
Of team progress as coach Vermeil noted " ... they'll see things they are collectively 
doing better"(DV: 85). Showing progress in a specific area such as goal-line defense or 
two-minute offense was highlighted as important for a team's sense of confidence to 
handle specific situations. 
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Pointing out the positive Many of the coaches talked about being positive. One 
coach described talked how someone could be positive, Coach Westering, 
"Put ups and affirmations and I'm not talking to you about what you are 
not doing, I'm talking to you about what you are doing right or almost 
right. And these other things we are going to talk about improving on. But 
we are not going to worry about not doing them"(FW: 164-7). 
Coach Bowden was emphatic in his positive approach. He said, "To me, you always got 
to find the positive ... Find the positives ... Find the positives. Then work on it, try to 
eliminate the errors"(BB:77-8). Coach Dye was in concert with this sentiment. He 
noted, 
" .. . I think confidence has got to grow. I think you plant a seed but it has 
got to grow. And it grows from success and there is an old saying, 
accentuate the positive. You probably never heard that. The Andrews 
Sisters sang that back when I was a young one"(PD: 373). 
Praise seems to be important to the development of team confidence. Coach 
Kehres describes, " ... if you are being fair and honest you can't over-reward or praise 
your team"(LK: 378). Honesty means being accurate with one's appraisal. Not all the 
coaches talked about being positive, however, a few of them talked about looking for 
negatives and confronting the source of them. Coach Pinkel states, "You got to notice 
those red flags and you got to address every one ofthem"(GP: 164). 
Correcting mistakes Master coaches talked about the necessity for eliminating 
mistakes. An important part of eliminating them is giving feedback that is corrective. It is 
not enough for coaches to tell players not to make mistakes, they must be skilled at 
pointing out errors and getting players to understand what the correct behaviors might be 
and motivating them to change. As noted above some of the coaches say they are 
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unfailingly positive in their approach. Coach Siedlecki says, "I know there's a lot of guys 
in the profession that are not that way. They ' re looking at every little negative, make 
sure you take care of every little negative and I'm not. I'm the ultimate, upbeat, 
positive, let's go, let's get this thing done together guys"(JS: 107-09). 
Coach Parcells describes how he has addressed his team at times. He said, 
"We .. . have the ability to correct the things that cause us to lose and if we don't we 
will keep losing. Everybody needs to get on to this because this is critical 
to our success. And if you don't understand the necessity of correctiveness then 
we are doomed to fail. .. We will not win because if we continue to do things that 
cause us to lose games and we cannot correct this, then this is an exercise in 
futility"(BP: 544-5). 
Whatever their approach master coaches focus upon correcting mistakes and vetting out 
the source of the mistakes. 
Mistakes are opportunities for learning A number of coaches conveyed the 
sentiment that mistakes are opportunities to learn and when players are overly concerned 
about making mistakes they tend not to play well. Coach Vermeil described his approach 
to errors. He said, " .. . to me when a kid makes a mistake, it's an opportunity to teach, not 
an opportunity to demean or to run down or ridicule. It's an opportunity to teach. And 
that is our approach"(DV: 140-3). 
Be specific A number of the coaches were pointed to the importance ofbeing 
specific about their feedback. Coach Kehres was emphatic, "You deliver positive 
specific feedback constantly to build up their confidence individually and then I think as 
a group"(LK: 100-102). 
Feedback with videotape Besides the importance of giving the feedback on the 
field coaches stress how giving feedback while players are seeing themselves on 
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videotape is as a powerful tool. Sessions of reviewing tape with their players gave them 
additional opportunities to use different strategies to build team confidence. When 
working with a slumping player a coach can point out when they have done well in the 
past. Coach Parcells noted, "Here's visual evidence and I show him on film where he has 
done it. Why aren't we taking this to the field with us"(BP: 374-6) . Master coaches also 
point out the excellent play of other teams. If a team has not learned to do something well 
then coaches may show how another team does it. Once a team had mastered a certain 
strategy, however, a few of the coaches seemed to think it was quite powerful to point out 
when he feels that they are better than an opponent. 
Edited videotape - Another tool that some coaches use to build confidence is to 
show the players edited videotape that only shows positive examples. If some of the 
players were involved in those plays it can be all the more powerful. Coach Gagliardi 
notes, 
" This is what we want this, this is what we have done. But by the 
same token we only show them the great plays. Never show them 
anything bad. That's the great thing about videotape, you can edit it the 
heck out of it. That's the way we want done, that's the way we've done it. 
Some of you have done it. You just have to do it again"(JG: 129-30). 
Showing exemplary images and reinforcing positive video clips with encouraging words 
seems to be a powerful tool of master coaches. 
Show them why they are better- Sometimes coaches will use videotape to show 
them why they believe they are better than another team. Coaches might use this 
approach if they thought that their team 's doubted their ability to compete with an 
upcoming opponent. 
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• Communication 
The coaches stressed that effective communication coaches were not only sending 
important messages but also listening and observing. Master coaches noted how it is 
critical to observe their teams to gain a sense of how they are progressing. The coaches 
think it is important to observe their players, observe player's interactions with each 
other, and it is vital to observe their coaches' interactions with their players. 
Observation 
Observing key interactions paying special attention to non-verbal messages: 
How individuals behave 
How players treat each other 
How coaches interact with the players 
In regards to confidence, taking the role of the observer allows the coach to really 
step back and assess whether or not he feels the behaviors he observes are helping build 
the confidence of his team. One coach in the study observes all his practices from an 
observation tower to ensure that he can see what is going on all over the field and gives 
him a different perspective from which to base his observations of the coaches and the 
team. 
TASK3: PROMOTEMASTERY 
"More than anything else, men have fought and teams have won because 
the leader took the initiative to prepare for a particular objective. The 
leader was combat ready and ensured that his men were too!" 
The Marine Corps training Manual: on combat readiness (p.94) 
3.1 Prepare 
• Hard physical conditioning Get your players in better shape than their opponents 
• Instill discipline Insist on doing the little things correctly from the start 
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• Focus on the fundamentals Refine and perfect basic components blocking, tackling, 
running, throwing, catching and kicking. 
• Prepare your team for adversity Explain to them how to respond. 
• Prepare your team for every possible situation Prepare for everything. 
• Prepare younger players to fit in Give them techniques to integrate to the team. 
As noted in Chapter 6, coaches acknowledge how important it is for players to 
prepare themselves and how vital it is for the coach's own confidence to prepare 
themselves. Coaches and players at the professional and college level are accustomed to 
preparing themselves. It may be that some master coaches prepare more than other 
coaches do. Another way to explain their success is how well they prepare their players 
for the events that take place on the field. While it is not within the scope of this paper to 
determine how their success is accomplished we know that master coaches report using 
some of the following strategies to build the confidence of their teams. 
• Hard physical conditioning Many master coaches ( 15) noted that they started 
building a confident team by getting them in great physical condition. Coach Parcells 
weighed in on what he looks for from his team in regards to physical preparation. He 
said, 
"A team that is in good condition, that has strength, stamina, endurance. I 
build on their physical preparation and I really disregard the mental 
preparation. We have to get our team in condition; I don't want fat 
players, I want well-trained, strong, physical athletes"(BP: 195-7). 
He described how in the beginning of each season when he sets out to build a confident 
team how important the first step of preparing the players was hard physical conditioning. 
Coach Levy talked about how physical preparation plays in to having success. He shared, 
" .. . the easy secret to winning, if you are willing to prepare and perform at a level your 
opponent is either unwilling or unable to match, you are going to succeed most of the 
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time"(ML: 235-6). Many of the coaches held physical conditioning as an important 
requisite to becoming a confident team. 
• Instill discipline Instilling discipline was something that master coaches saw as 
important point of emphasis to developing a confident team. Coach Bowden was 
insistent about instilling discipline. He said, 
"We try to build discipline, build discipline, make kids, you got to do it 
this way, you got to do it this way, you got to do it this way. You can't do 
that, you can't do that, you got to do this . Really trying to build discipline, 
discipline, discipline"(BB: 110-3). 
Many of the coaches insist that the hard work of getting players to have a basic level of 
discipline was essential to their success in the long run. 
• Focus on the fundamentals of the Game All the coaches stressed the critical role 
proper fundamentals played in building a confident team. Lou Holtz was clear on how 
important the fundamentals of the game are to him. He said, 
"I think the way a guy learns to be comfortable and confident has learned 
to play right fundamentally. I don't think enough people emphasize 
fundamentals today. Too much strategy"(LH:7-8). 
Master coaches agree upon the importance of teaching the basic elements of 
movements required for becoming successful in the sport. Coach Teafftalked about how 
one of his players developed into one of the all-time great players. He said, 
" ... our coaches had to virtually start basically with teaching him the 
fundamentals. He had the inside drive, he had the desire. His techniques 
were pure once he developed those be was a holy terror"(GT: 442-3). 
Master coaches see fundamentals as the building blocks for becoming a successful 
player. 
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• Preparing teams for adversity A football season is long and there are difficult 
moments for every team. In the course of a season there might be moments that someone 
is mismatched and they have to be ready for it. The coaches even prepare for adversity 
within each contest. Coach Kehres cited a need for, " ... preparing your team for the fact 
that there will be problems and adversity during the course of the game ... "(LK: 84-5). 
Master coaches feel that if their players are prepared for adversity and challenge that they 
will respond better in the face of that adversity and challenge. 
• Prepare them for every situation Many of the coaches talked about preparing their 
players so that they feel familiar and know what to do in every situation. Master coaches 
feel it is important to have contingency plans for almost every imaginable situation. 
Coach Knox says, "We have a play for every possible situation that comes up. Albeit we 
don't go out there and spend a whole practice on a Rugby League Football return ..... So 
that there isn't any speculation what it is"(CK: 203-5). Coach Parcells explained that he 
worked on a specific a situation with his team for four years before it ever came up in a 
game. When that situation arose with his team everyone responded and knew exactly 
what to do. 
3.2 Practice 
"When you do something, if you fix your mind on the activity with some 
confidence, the quality of your state of mind is the activity itself When 
you are concentrated on the quality of your being, you are prepared for 
the activity. " 
Shunryu Suzuki, Zen mind, beginner's mind (p.104) 
• Dealing with player frustration during practice 
• Simulate game conditions -Learning to play at a high intensity 
• Get players to "give it their best shot"- each play, each day 
• Repetition- perfect practice make perfect 
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• Different tempos- Learning Tempo, Assignment checks, Full Speed. 
• Negative intervention -"To teach a principle" 
• Change-ups- Not standard operating procedure 
Since master coaches have such high demands for their teams there is a need for 
strategies for dealing with player frustration. Master coaches stress repetition in practice 
but players may experience frustration. According to the coaches ability to tolerate 
frustration and continue to improve is a mind-set that needs to be taught to players 
• Dealing with player frustration during practice 
Remain calm and poised as their coach 
Find out what may be bothering a player 
Teach players that the next play is the most important 
Direct the team's attention towards finding a rhythm 
Change the drill To something more familiar or something physically 
much harder 
Remaining calm and poised Often coaches need to exercise and model patience 
and poise for their players during a practice. That does not mean that coaches will not be 
insistent on getting things right. Just that it may take time for them to do so. 
Find out what is bothering a player Some of the coaches noted that at times 
players have concerns that interfere with the player performing at his best. As coach 
Bowden noted, 
" If I see a kid who seems like he is forlorn about something. He is kind 
of hanging back, or when everybody sits down he might be sitting by 
himself. .. I might go to that kid and put my arm around him and ask him 
how he is doing or something like that. Just to try to see if there is a 
problem there"(BB: 307-8). 
Some of the coaches seemed liked to tune in with players that were experiencing 
frustration. 
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Teaching a next play mentality Coach Cooper was a proponent of teaching his 
players that the letting go of the previous play and focusing all their attention on the 
upcoming play was critical. He said, 
"Trying to make a point, you know, you give great effort every play. The 
next play is the most important play of the game, not the last one. That 
play is over, forget that one, the next play is the most important"(JC: 300-
2). 
This approach seems to have the effect of focusing the player on the present. 
Let's get a rhythm Along the same lines Coach Robinson was an advocate of 
getting his players to relax and perform. So his approach was," More times than not I am 
saying, hey, hey, hey, let 's get a rhythm here. Let 's just concentrate on, forget the last 
play, let ' s play now, let ' s play ... "(JR: 413-4). Rhythm and relaxation are important to 
Coach Robinson 's way of thinking. Some other coaches (5) echoed sentiments favoring 
such an approach. 
*Change Ups If something is not working well sometimes the coach needs 
change the attitude of the team by changing the drill. It could be something they have 
had success with before or it could be by making them do something even harder (like 
running wind sprints). Usually such punitive measures have a way of getting the players 
attention. (*These are marked with an asterisk because these could have disastrous 
consequences if used indiscriminately or at the inappropriate time.) 
Change the format- deviate from the scheduled work e.g. end practice 
ahead of schedule, run sprints instead of doing drills 
Suggest ending practice and they come back when they are more excited 
to play 
Jolt them -surprise by challenging them when they seem satisfied 
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3.3 Positioning stage 
"Luck favors those coaches who put the ball in the hands of their best players" 
Mike Krzyzewski, Duke University Basketball Coach, 3-time national Champions 
• Positioning them for success 
• Psychological readiness - 24-48 hours before the contest 
• Immediately before a game 
After preparing the players by hard conditioning and practicing the basic 
techniques over and over, coaches realize that they are readying for the game. Master 
coaches try to plan positive experiences on the field prior to real contests. They know 
game situations are full of emotion because an outcome is attached. Coach Franchi one 
notes how important the next step is to building a confident team. He said," ... then we'll 
have to go to the football field and put them in positions to gain confidence"(DF: 141-2). 
Putting them in positions has more to do with the strategies and tactics of the game. 
Some master coaches are also master tacticians. Arranging the conditions towards the 
player's advantage seems to be important to master coaches. 
• Position them for success 
"Ultimate excellence lies not in winning every battle, but defeat the 
enemy without ever fighting. The highest form of warfare is to attack 
strategy itself" Sun-tzu The Art of War (p. 14). 
Teaching technique -puts them physically in advantageous positions 
Play to their strengths- use a scheme both offensively and defensively 
they can execute 
Using schemes they believe in - fmd out with which they are the most 
comfortable 
Avoid failure Do not put people in positions where they are likely to fail 
Helping them to define their role and how they can contribute team 
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Teaching technique It has been mentioned previously that master coaches were 
strong proponents of teaching proper techniques. Good technique can physically position 
a player to have success and feel confident that he can have success. For example, a 
player that uses leverage by playing with low center of gravity and using his legs can 
sometimes defeat a larger player. 
Play to their strengths Even the best technique, however, can not negate all a 
player's or a team's shortcomings, that is why master coaches claim to use strategies that 
are suited to the strengths of their players. In addition, some master coaches 
acknowledge that players seem to display certain preferences as to what schemes to 
employ. 
Use schemes the players believe in Some master coaches like Coach Knox grant 
their players a certain degree of freedom to choose which plays and strategies they like 
the most. Giving the players, especially players in key positions like a quarterback a 
chance to select his favorite plays in certain situation is likely to increase that players 
commitment and confidence in that scheme. 
A void failure Sometimes a player may not be ready to execute in a game 
situation, so master coaches avoid if possible, to place players in situations that they are 
likely to fail. Coach Gagliardi says, " .. . We say we want guys in there we don't have to 
chew out."(JG: 121). 
Assign roles Lastly, assigning roles to players involves them so that they can feel 
they made a contribution to the overall effort. Even though certain players may not be 
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satisfied with the extent or depth of their role, master coaches emphasized that roles are 
important to team functioning. The coach urges them to fit into that role and play it well. 
• Psychological readiness - 24-48 hours before the contest 
"Being on the tight rope is living, everything else is waiting" 
Karl Wallenda - tight rope artist 
The coach exudes confidence 
Prepare players for how they are going to feel emotionally during the 
game 
Perspective Putting the game in a larger scheme 
Never underestimate opponents Guard against complacency 
Outline specifically what they need to accomplish to win 
Teach them to imagine and play like they already have momentum 
Exuding confidence Master coaches mentioned that if their teams had done the 
required work, it is important to assure them they are ready. Having positive 
expectations for the team is one tool of master coaches. 
Outlining what they need to accomplish Positive thinking is not enough, master 
coaches are sure to make it clear to their team what their specifically need to accomplish 
in the up-coming contest. Coach Parcells calls them the "keys" to the game. 
Perspective Master coaches also talked about teaching their teams by keeping the 
game in the proper perspective. Sometimes teams have a tendency to look at one game as 
all- important or as make or break. The coach can serve as someone to put the game in 
perspective when the players can not seem to. Master coaches have a way of saying 
things that can help putting things in perspective for his players. For example, Coach 
Robinson quips, "You know, this isn't Custer's Last Stand here"(JR: 134-5). He is 
referring to U.S. General George Custer, who in 1876led a portion of the U.S. Army's ih 
Calvary to its death at the Battle of Little Bighorn due to a foolhardy and miscalculated 
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attempt to subdue the Sioux Indian nation. In this simple one liner coach Robinson relays 
to the player that games are not of mortal significance. 
Never underestimate opponents Master coaches remind their players not to 
underestimate their opponents. Coach Kehres was clear to point out the strengths even 
the weakest team and the good players on those teams. He said, " .. .I think honesty in your 
approach doesn't undermine the confidence of your team to be honest about the strengths 
of your opponent.(LK: 85-8). 
Momentum One interesting strategy coach Vermeil shared was getting his players 
to imagine themselves having momentum already before the game has started. He tells 
his players "Why should we wait until something good happens"(DV: 219). 
• Immediately before a game 
"Let the Captain, he says, show that he himself is lighthearted and full of 
hope by his facial expression, his words and his dress. His visage should 
be severe, his eyes intrepid, and luminous, and his clothing flamboyant" 
(Kegan, p. 321) 
Pre-game strategies 
Telling the players you believe in them- Shoring up doubts 
Getting players to relax - using humor or personal approach 
Keeping them present (ocused- keep them on the task of the moment 
The demeanor and actions of a coach immediately before a game seems to have 
an effect on how their teams may feel going into a contest. Contrary to how coaches are 
portrayed in many movies, pre-game speeches or pep talks were low on the list of master 
coaches' confidence building strategies. Many of them questioned the effectiveness of 
talking too much immediately before a game. As coach Levy said, " . .. with pep talks 
right before the ballgame. You are in noise by that time"(ML: 253). The imminence of 
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the contest perhaps looms too large in the player's minds for them to take in much 
information from the coach. 
Telling the players you believe in them During the time immediately before a 
game is when some coaches felt they could consolidate their team's feeling of readiness. 
Coach Teaff gives us a great example of the type of persuasive pep talk designed to shore 
up any doubts before going into a contest. 
" ... you guys have worked good as any team I have ever had this week. 
You've got the confidence ... We 've got a tremendous game plan, you're 
thinking and acting like winners and now what you have to do is go out on 
the field and execute the win"(GT: 374-6). 
Getting them to relax If the coach perceives that his players are uptight at this 
time a coach might use humor or act lighthearted other methods to relax a team. Coach 
Teaff relato:rl the story where he used a gimmick to get his players to be relaxed going 
into a big game. This story was a little gross and humorous but had the effect of making 
the players laugh. Coach Robinson shared how he once joked with a player during a 
timeout during the closing moments of a big game. 
Keeping them present focused The coaches talk about trying to keep their teams 
attention focused on what they need to do at that moment. Staying "focused on the 
present" is important to many of the coaches. According to Coach Robinson that is why 
he does not discourage his player's from some of their pre-game rituals. For example, 
when he coached at the Los Angeles Rams many of his players used to play cards in the 
locker room before each game. If Coach Robinson observes behavior that reveals that a 
player or a group of players are too anxious he would try to refocus them. 
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TASK 4: GET THEM TO PERFORM 
"How to conquer fear? The quality of leadership needs above all spirit, intelligence and 
sympathy. Spirit is needed to fire men to self-sacrificing achievements; intelligence 
because men will only follow a leader whom they feel knows his profession thoroughly,· 
sympathy to understand the mentality of each individual in order to draw out the best that 
is in him. Given these qualities, men will conquer fear to follow a leader " 
Captain Sir Basil Liddell Hart 
4.1 Pressure 
• Keeping them loose - Minimize concern for a mistakes 
• Help players let go of mistakes treat them as an aberration 
• Get them to focus on what they can do, not what they can not. 
• Keeping them loose As some master coaches noted that "Getting Players to Relax" 
prior to a game was important and along the same line of thought these coaches try to 
keep their players relaxed during the game. Often fans and observers believe that coaches 
are responsible mostly for getting players excited about performing in a game. The 
coaches indicate that keeping them loose is perhaps equally as important. Coach Vermeil 
explained, 
"You got to relax and free up and play, turn yourself loose and I think 
sometimes as coaches you send kids into games who are so concerned 
about making mistakes that they don 't release all the energy they have to 
play"(DV: 238-9). 
Master coaches seem to create an atmosphere that frees players from unnecessary worry 
about making mistakes. As coach Vermeil states, "You can't hit home runs if you are 
worried about striking out"(DV: 237). 
• Help players let go of mistakes Not only is it important for coaches to free players 
from excessive worry over making mistakes, once a player makes a mistake in a game 
master coaches are quick to help them move past it. One way that the coaches do this is 
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reminding them of what they have seen them do before. Coach Vermeil says, "I might go 
to him and say forget it, I've seen you make that same play a dozen times. Just forget 
about it. It 's just one play."(DV: 234). Coach Robinson boils it down to its essence, 
"You'd like to say in a game: We trust you"(JR: 389). The coaches seem to want to 
reinforce positive beliefs in their players. Coach Cooper tells his players when they make 
a mistake, "That's not like you"(JC: 243-4). 
• Focus on what they can do It was very clear that the type of feedback master 
coaches give during a game have certain characteristics. The following are the main 
points master coaches say they use in game situations. 
Be positive- Generally it is better during a game to be positive 
Give concise instruction Giving too much information will confuse players. 
Be very specific using familiar terms- Use terms they already know 
Technical advice- Usually limited to one basic fundamental suggested change 
Be positive Five of the master coaches said they make it a point of being positive 
in their interactions with players during a contest. Apparently, they do so because they 
feel it helps their confidence the most in that situation. Coach Johnson believes players 
usually can ill afford to handle negative feedback from a coach during a heated contest. 
He said, "You might have an immediate negative reaction which would be 
counterproductive"(]]: 154). Or as Coach Kehres put it, " ... Those negative interventions 
occur. But they should seldom occur during games"(LK:238-9). 
Erase negative thoughts-plant positive ones It seems just as important to build a 
player back up when he has experiencing difficulty. Coach Cooper explains his approach. 
He said, 
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"We feel like if a kid drops a pass the first thing you do is say that is not like you. 
That's not like you to drop the pass. Then you erase those negative thoughts. 
Then immediately after that, you start putting those positive thoughts in his mind" 
(JC: 240-6). 
Give concise instruction Master coaches emphasized that conveying information 
in the briefest manner allows players to retain what was said. As noted earlier time is an 
important and sometimes deciding factor in athletic contests such as football. These 
veteran coaches stressed being brief when giving instructions because they are mindful of 
the inherent limitations of their players in the competition setting. 
Uses specific and familiar terms - In keeping with the idea of being clear and 
concise, coaches also called for being very specific with any feedback avoiding general 
statement like "you have got to play better" and using instead statements like "keep your 
fingers wrapped around the point of the ball". Familiar terms are things that the coach 
has talked about before, usually that are used during practice that will "ring a bell" with 
the players during a stressful situation like a game. 
Technical Advice- Coaches have broken most movements into their key 
component parts. A coach may impart a simple technique alteration in hopes that it will 
trigger proper sequence of movements. "Bend your knees" might initiate the athlete 
refocusing upon the important basic elements of the game. Coach Cooper described, " 
Watch it in your hands. Catch it with your thumbs together. Squeeze the football"(JC: 
247-50). 
These are general guidelines given by master coaches for giving effective 
feedback during a game. There are certain situations that might warrant different 
responses from the coach are noted below. 
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4.2 Underlying mentality (please refer to chapter 6) 
4.3 Soft-approach strategy 
Definition of soft-approach: Master coaches "keep their cool", they are "positive 
and constructive" 
WHEN master coaches APPLY soft-approach 
a. When their team: 
i. Had the breaks of the game go against them 
ii. Is evenly matched and the game is back and forth 
b. When the other team: 
i. Used some strategy or tactics unanticipated and his team is still adjusting to it 
ii. Is playing very well themselves 
iii. Is just plain better than his team 
vi. A player on the other team is superior to one of your players 
During a game there are certain circumstances in which master coaches will 
remain calm. For example, if the opponent does something unanticipated catching his 
team caught off guard with new strategy. In other instances an opponent might be 
playing very well. Other times the luck of the game can go against a team. In still other 
instances an individual on the opposing team is much better than one of your players. It is 
possible the entire team is better than your team. In these sorts of instances the master 
coach concentrates on what the player can do to and retains a soft approach towards their 
team. 
WHAT Master coaches DO when they use the Soft-Approach 
• Give encouragement 
• Give constructive and positive feedback - more instructive than critical 
• Remain Calm despite adverse conditions 
• Use a "next play" or "one play at a time" mentality 
• Focus the players, the coaches on the next play, series, or part of the game 
• Convince the team that "they are going to be okay" 
• Focus on effort- emphasize effort over other qualities 
• Support the overmatched player- offer encouragement to do the best he can 
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In these cases the master coach would be positive and constructive. Coach Walsh 
talked about the scenarios, in which he would try to remain calm. He said, 
"Well, it happened, it happened a lot because the other guys, the other 
team was playing very well themselves. Everything was positive and 
constructive .. . but if it was strategy and tactics, things of that nature, or just 
breaks of the game which often was the case. Or the fact they were simply 
better than we were. I wouldn't make it that much of an issue of it"(BW: 
121-5). 
In these kinds of situations master coaches often focus on what technical changes can be 
made to improve performance and not much attention is given to lack of results. Like the 
coaches mentioned above about Being Positive Coach Parcells described how he 
approaches such instances. He describes, " . .. sometimes you do it with a softer technical 
side .. . with a ... here's what we are going to do and try to get back in the game . .. "(BP: 
489-91). 
Some of the coaches said they would also try and get their players, their assistant 
coaches and themselves to focus on the next play or next series of plays and how they 
might approach it better. Coach Walsh sums up his approach. He states, 
"I'd just concentrate on the next play we call, the next defense, what changes 
we'd make at halftime. Just talk about them- one play at a time- you've heard 
all that kind of thing"( 125-7). 
Master coaches are trying not to make what may be a bad situation worse. Coach Levy 
describes, 
"For the most part I try to keep my cool. .. . You got to be careful that your 
frustrations don't make the situation worse by the way ... but if you are 
just there raging and ranting at them . .. I think you just discombobulate 
them a little bit more right then"(ML: 261 -3). 
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Master coaches say they are careful to manage the situation and not do further damage in 
what is already a tenuous situation. 
• If a player is over-matched Sometimes a player on a team may be overmatched. 
Make a tactical adjustment - Try to get him help by the scheme 
Tell him to hang on, battle hard, and that the team will love him for it 
Coach Vermeil has his own approach to help a player deal with being 
overmatched: There were three things he talked about telling a player or a unit that was 
overmatched. First, "Hang on", which says to the player to stay with it not to give up. 
Second, "Battle hard" tells the player to give all the fight he can. Third, "We will love 
you for it", give the player an incentive for the respect and admiration of his peers and 
coaches. 
"Your leadership and aggressive action provide contagious confidence 
that reassures every individual ... once aggressive action begins, each unit 
will function as it has been trained to function, like Marines" 
(Combat Leadership, Marine corps training manual, p.88) 
4.4 Hard-approach strategy "it if not going well" 
Hard-approach definition: Master coaches are "negative and very 
forceful," may appear to even lose their cool. 
WHEN master coaches APPLY hard-approach 
a. When their teams: 
i. Lack effort or intensity 
ii. Do not press their advantage in a key situation in the game 
iii. Not ready for their opponent- Act overconfidently 
iv. Are more talented than their opponent but are not performing well 
v. A Player acts in a way the coach views could hurt the development 
of the team 
Under the duress of the competitive environment master coaches usually try to 
approach game situations calmly. Apparently, certain instances, the five mentioned 
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above, call for a very different approach. In these instances the coaches attempt to rally 
the team in more strident way. Coach Walsh explained, 
"But now if there was a let down in intensity of a player that is when it 
wasn't acceptable . . . and if there was a failure in intensity and effort that 
was when I became most vocal and could be pretty firm, pretty 
tough"(BW: 63-5). 
At other times if a player does something totally against the values and ethic of the team, 
then coach feels the necessity to confront that behavior immediately. 
WHAT master coaches DO when they use the hard-approach 
• Issue challenges, especially to strong individuals and team leaders 
• Are highly critical, find fault with players that make mental errors 
• Can be extremely agitated some coaches shout at their players 
• Use a reverse psychology or "why don 't we just quit" mentality: 
• Try to shock the players with uncharacteristic intensity or behavior by the coach 
• Focus on effort, unforgiving of lack of effort 
• Negative outburst- against a serious malfeasance- then reassure player afterwards 
When normally calm and composed coaches become uncharacteristically agitated 
and negative McCarthy (2000) deemed this split in behavior the "The Jeckyl and Hyde 
Phenomenon," the two different approaches: the soft-approach and the hard-approach. It 
is supposed that coaches reveal this ugly side because they feel they need to make a point 
and perhaps shock their players out of the behavior they had been displaying. The most 
common behavior that elicited such a response was lack of effort on the part of the 
players, but other instances apply (see table above). 
Since these reports are somewhat anecdotal, coaches are cautioned against blindly 
adopting these strategies without thoughtful reflection as to the appropriateness rather 
than the utility of these strategies. What follow are some of the strategies that are 
implemented when coaches use the hard-approach or their "Mr. Hyde" side. 
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No automatic response Coach Levy clarified that in difficult game situations there is no 
automatic response to adversity. He cautioned, " ... nothing spontaneous or instantaneous 
thing that you do all of a sudden"(ML: 216-7). Coaches resisted having pat answers to 
difficult situations but rather tried to respond to the particular situation with appropriate 
measures. 
• Issue a challenge Coach Walsh talked about how his team staged one of the biggest 
comebacks of professional football history when they overcame a 3 5-7 score at half-time. 
He said, " ... my approach with the team was, .. . So, you can say look at it, we are going 
down- are we going to make it tough on them or easy on them?"(BW: 130-1 ). This kind 
of approach could be used with the team, a unit of the team, or an individual. 
• Reverse psychology approach Some coaches appeal to a team's pride and attack 
them by suggesting that the team does not have to try and should concede. Coach Parcells 
describes this type of caustic approach. He notes, 
"Sometimes I am a little bit harder and sometimes it's like well fellas if we 
are not going to play today let's just go home and end this game right now 
if nobody wants to try to win it, let's let them have it and then we'll just go 
home and tell everybody we quit"(BP: 494-8). 
Coaches did not talk about the long-term effects of such an approach was or even 
if it was very successful. 
• Negative outburst but reassure them afterwards In cases where the coach saw a 
behavior that requires a strong negative reaction during a game then he would not hesitate 
to take issue with it. As coach Levy again noted, 
"There might be a time when you get angry with someone but whenever I 
have had a quick emotional outburst of anger at player, unless it is 
something really dire, like the kid did something criminal, unless it is 
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something you come down later and reassure the guy that you are on his 
side. You know, in some way, whether it is just going down there and just 
patting on the back for one thing"(ML: 267-9). 
Coach Levy takes the time even during the contest to make sure that even thought the 
point had to be made that there is a reason for it an that the coach is not against the 
player. 
TASK 5: ASSESS PERFORMANCE 
5.0 After the contest 
These strategies again depend upon certain special conditions that surround each 
contest. Depending on those conditions a master coach changes how they might interpret 
a loss or victory for his players. 
Sometimes master coaches account for losses by explaining that the players did 
not prepare for the game properly. In most of these instances coaches can trace a loss 
back to the preparation leading up to a game. Many of them felt that if preparation was 
lax leading up to a game it should not be any great surprise to them that they lost. At 
other times the coaches may have sensed that their teams were not in the right frame of 
mind. Unlike conspiracy-theorist-like coaches who seem ready to find someone to blame 
outside their organization for the team 's losses, master coaches seem to know ahead of 
time their teams have done what is necessary to win or not. Master coaches tend rely on 
objective means to assess whether their teams meet their minimum performance 
parameters. 
5.1 Assessing The Result 
If you play poorly one time -forget it 
If you play poorly next time out- review fundamentals ... 
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If you play poorly a third time out - see a professional 
Harvey Penick' s Little Red Book: Lessons and Teachings from a lifetime 
of golf (p. 43 .) 
• Givens - Largely controllable aspects of the game, i.e. penalties, mistakes, turnovers 
• Situations - Key moments in a contest that require triumph of tactics and strategies 
• Keys - Essential specific tasks required to be successful against given opponents 
• 4 Basic scenarios - A schema for assessing the results of any contest 
(Parcells, (2000). 
For Parcells giving honest feedback depends on how his team handles three 
categories : givens, situations, and keys. 
• Givens Besides the appraisal of how the team prepared for the game, coaches must 
be able to assess how a team's performance affected the outcome of a game. Most 
coaches have some way of discerning whether their teams were able to take care of the 
basic elements of the game well enough to put themselves in position to win during the 
game. Typically, master coaches have some sort of basic measuring stick for whether 
their teams have done the basic requirements to win a game or not. Usually these are 
simple measurable aspects of the game that indicate to the coach and to the team if they 
have put themselves in the position to win the game. Perhaps the best description of a 
systematic method for determining whether a team had put themselves in position to win 
can be found in Parcells (2000). In this conversation Parcells (2000) he said that when a 
team fails to take care of the basic requirements "the givens" that a team "forfeits the 
right" to win the game. For example, if a team allowed an inordinately high number of 
turnovers then it would not be difficult to assess why they his team had lost. Turnovers 
are when a team gives away possession of the ball. If a team fails to take care of these 
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measurable, largely controllable areas then master coaches will be quick to point out 
which things prevented their teams from having a chance to win the game. 
• Situations The second part to examining whether a team had put themselves in 
position to win is determined by assessing if they had managed key "situations" 
successfully. Situations are the different readily conceivable circumstances that 
normally arise during the course of a contest. A clear example a "situation" from the 
sport of hockey is the "power play". When there is a penalty to the opposing team that 
gives a man advantage, the team with the advantage has a power play. A football 
example, of a situation is the "two-minute offense". The last minutes before halftime and 
the last two minutes of the game can have special significance and especially if the game 
is close and requires special strategy and tactics. Parcells (2000) notes how situations 
provide the next level of analysis of whether a team has done what it takes to be 
successful. In his view the team that has the advantage in handling more situations 
properly than their opponent is more likely in a position to win that contest. 
• Keys The third level of analysis according to Parcells (2000) is created in part by the 
coach: "the keys". Master coaches such as Parcells are able to identify what the "keys" 
to defeating a certain opponent might be. For example, holding an opponent to less than 
one hundred yards rushing. Or it could be neutralizing one or two star players on the 
opposing team. 
If they "play well", then they have dramatically increased their chances of 
winning. For "play well" we can substitute: take care of the "Givens", take advantage of 
more of the critical "situations", and are able to control the "keys". Parcells was quick to 
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point out, however, that even if his team does these things successfully they are still not 
guaranteed a victory. On a certain days both teams may "play well" but sometimes in the 
end of a game one team may be more fortunate than the other one. This schema seems to 
help Parcells determine if a team plays well or not regardless of the outcome. 
Playing well or poorly figures into how Parcells assesses the results of a contest. 
Parcells (2000) broke down assessing the result into four distinct categories. 
• 4 Basic scenarios (see 5.3 Coping with Losing and 5.4 Dealing with Winning) 
Plays poorly and loses 
Plays well but loses 
Plays well and wins 
Plays poorly but wins 
• Being Honest (see Chapter 6) 
• Coping With Losing 
"The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and 
convenience but where he stands in times of challenge and controversy" 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Master coaches have ways for their teams to make sense of a situation, which 
appear to allow the team to move forward psychologically and avoid being demoralized 
by a loss. They shared some different ways process or look at the results of the event. 
Sometimes the coach tries to protect the collective ego of his team by taking 
responsibility for the loss himself or by treating the game as something that was out of 
character. Other times master coaches may point to the positive aspects of the game and 
try to build on those. 
Here are some different ways master coaches interpret a loss: 
I • Finding the silver lining - look for positives in a seemingly a hopeless situation 
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• Treat the game as an aberration -unlike the team's normal behavior, out of 
character 
• Shoulder the Burden - Coach takes total responsibility for the loss, admits he did 
not prepare them, or did not coach well during the contest 
• Use the game as a learning tool- Make the game pivotal to the education of the 
team 
• Adopting a (except-for) mentality -point out the few key plays that could be 
changed if game is close. 
• Plays poorly and loses 
• Plays well and loses 
• Finding the silver lining There are games in almost every coach's career where his 
team loses by a wide margin. In such situations master coaches fmd ways to create 
something positive in a seemingly lost situation. Coach Walsh talks about a blowout loss 
and trying to keep his team fighting tooth and nail because he is thinking of the long term 
effect upon his team, 
"Yeah, it's a ... you don'tjust lose the game. You can lose your credibility 
and you lose your self-confidence by getting your ass kicked. So to me, if 
we were behind 3 5 to 7 on our last drive, I wanted to score a touch down. 
We never threw in the towel. And obviously we played one down at a time 
and we were looking to execute even while losing"(BW: 131-4). 
Coach Levy recalled that in his third Super Bowl appearance with the Bills in which his 
team was losing miserably to the Dallas Cowboys one of his players made a valiant effort 
to save another touchdown from being scored late in the game. He saw this as the pivotal 
play for the team to return to the championship game the following year. 
• Treat the game as an aberration Perhaps if a coach sees that the performance is 
unusually poor they would emphasis that it was unlike the team's normal behavior, out of 
character. Coach Gagliardi explains, "So it is something that is not normal and treat it as 
some abberation"(JG: 259). Master coaches at times will take an entire contest and 
literally throw it away. Some coaches told how they burned game film in front of their 
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teams or threw it in the wastebasket to symbolize that there was nothing that could be 
gained from looking at it. 
• Use it as a learning tool Conversly, it seems that the coaches were more inclined to 
take losses and tum them into tools for improvement rather than to throw them away. 
They talked about trying to tum key loss into a pivotal moment in the education of their 
teams. Some coaches (5), noted that they did not use a tough loss not as an opportunity 
to berate, embarrass, or to tear down their player 's confidence. 
• Shoulder the Burden Occasionally, a coach will take the brunt of a poor 
performance for a team. Coach Knox said he would do this in the hopes that the team will 
respond by playing harder the next time. In these instances Coach Knox alludes to a tacit 
agreement between the coach and the team. He says, " ... hey I will take it this time but 
come next time you better work harder and smarter. . . "(CK: 73-4). 
• Except-for-mentality The "except-for" mentality focuses the player' s attention on a 
few things that could have made a difference to the outcome of the game. This is an 
inherently positive viewpoint that implies that most of what went on during the game was 
acceptable or even good, but there are one or two or a few plays that if corrected would 
make a the difference in the outcome. Coach Bowden noted, " ... you probably go into that 
game and find two plays you take them out you fmd you win. To me, you always got to 
find the positive"(BB: 76-8). In this situation pointing out the positive was clearly easier 
to do in after losing a close game than in lopsided loss. 
• Plays poorly and loses When a team plays poorly and loses the game master 
coaches took a number of seemingly sensible tacks. 
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Return to basics - review fundamentals of the game 
Nothing new- retool the things you have been practicing all year 
Work harder in practice- work smarter 
Never give up on them - players needs hope 
Return to basics Generally coaches talked about how they deal with a loss by 
adopting a return-to-basics mentality. Coach Cooper explains, 
" If you see a kid missing a tackle or dropping a pass, and you know you 
have a kid who is a good tackler, and he starts missing tackles, he must 
have lost confidence, so you go back to fundamentals, you work harder in 
practice. I think the worst thing you can do when you lose in a football 
game is to put in new plays. You go back to fundamentals, you go back 
and work on those little things that gave you a chance to be successful in 
the first place"(JC: 330-5). 
Nothing new Many of the coaches talked about returning to the fundamentals and 
reducing schemes to their simplest form. Advocates of this kind of approach would 
avoid trying any new schemes. 
Work harder in practice When a team has not learned to play well yet master 
coaches emphasize that hard work is likely the best answer. As Coach Sherrill declares, 
" ... you put your head down, your ass up, and dig like hell"(JSh: 45). Such homespun 
wisdom leaves no room for interpretation of what needs to be done. 
Never give up on them Losing can be very discouraging to a team especially, if it 
is repeated over and over. A team that has not found a way to win seems to need the 
belief of the coach to pull them through this difficult period. As coach Bowden noted 
" ... you never give up on anyone."(BB: 338). 
• Plays well but loses 
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Many coaches talked about this situation as a particularly frustrating time in a 
team's life. When players play well, do what the coach asks them to, and they still lose 
the coach must first guard against the members of the team becoming too discouraged. 
Secondarily, coaches must guard against the team giving up on the coach 's plan. And 
finally, the coach must have faith in his own program. Coach Vermeil warns against the 
temptation to change directions too easily. He says, "The big thing is a consistency that 
doesn ' t waver"(DV: 231). 
Eliminate Mistakes- Controlling aspects of the game that are controllable 
Stay the Course - remain steadfast 
Be Flexible - be consistent but keep with the times 
Bridge the Gap- G.A.P. (Goal Sets, Attitude, Persistence) 
Eliminating Mistakes Coaches generally saw eliminating mistakes as an 
seemingly obvious but important part of building confidence. Like the earlier category of 
"Learning not to lose before you can win", eliminating mistakes appears to one example 
of how the master coach revisits the same issues continually during in the process of 
building team confidence. Coach Westering accounted for how mistakes are made. He 
described. 
"So how do you beat yourself. So I broke it down into six different things, 
you beat yourself on penalties, on turnovers, on busted assignments, on 
fatigue, on poor choices, on negative self-talk; and so now you can control 
all those things to degrees"(FW: 146-8). 
Learning that mistakes are largely controllable seems to be important to master coaches. 
They describe how they make their teams aware of the controllable aspects of the game 
that can inevitably affect the outcome of the games. Identifying for players the crucial 
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areas of concern seems important for correcting mistakes that invariably influence the 
outcomes of games. 
5.4 Dealing With Winning 
Most master coaches did not talk as much about coping with the difficulties of 
winning. Suffice it to say that most of the coaches wanted their teams to behave in a 
consistent manner if they had success as before. As Coach Vermeil noted, " .. . go ahead 
and accept the lows and the highs and keep it all in the proper perspective" (DV: 280) 
• Plays well and team wins 
• Plays poorly but team wins 
• Plays well and team wins 
Look for behaviors that might indicate complacency- change in work habits 
Work them hard- it is easier to do when they are winning 
Focus on the areas that still need improvement- there are always to improve 
Point out the strengths of the opponent - even if it is only a few individuals 
What do great coaches do when their teams win and they play well? Winning a 
game can have a number of effects on a team. A win against a tough opponent may be a 
needed boost to a team's confidence and have a positive effect on team morale (See 
Maintain High Confidence). A key win could be seen as the turning point in a season. A 
win might even be seen as the pivotal moment in turning the comer for a coach and his 
program. Demonstrating the ability to win against a quality opponent can do wonders for 
a team's confidence. A win against a mediocre opponent may not have the same impact 
although it may prove helpful to a struggling team's confidence. 
Look for behaviors that might indicate complacency Master coaches seem to be 
0 
keen at spotting real progress. Perhaps an equally important skill is determining when a 
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team has dropped off. Coach Kehres talked about observing certain behaviors that would 
indicate if his team had become complacent. He notes, 
"I think that as a coach you would have to look for objective signs 
that the appropriate behaviors, the responsible and accountable behaviors 
that you expect were not being demonstrated. If you saw that, it might be a 
sign of the notion that we think we are good enough"(LK: 177-80). 
Master coaches seem to be able to spot as coach Pinkel called them, "red flags" which 
show him that a player or a team is not heading in a positive direction. 
Work them hard Master coaches say they can work a team that is winning harder 
than a team that is losing. They take advantage of this grace period to drive the 
expectations for work and their fitness to an even higher level. Coach Johnson noted that 
is human nature to slacken effort after continued success. He explained," ... in order to 
have success, if you have been successful, I think you need to work even harder and push 
even more"(JJ: 232-4). 
Focus on the areas that still need improvement The coaches explained that there 
are always areas for improvement. Coach Whipple noted, there are many situations that 
he knows can be done better. 
"We've been best at times but haven't won them all so there's always 
things. Loss of game, how are you going to handle those things." 
Lost a quarter, lost a half, or however it's going to be. Been behind 
going into half time, been ahead going into half time so it's not just at 
the end ofthe game."(MW: 415-18). 
There are seemingly countless areas that master coaches can look at for improvement. 
Point out the strength of the opponent A favorite of coach Kehres is to find the 
strengths of the upcoming opponent to ensure that his team respects them as a worthy 
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opponent. Even if the team is not that strong be will find players on the opposing team 
that could cause trouble if not guarded against carefully. 
• Plays poorly but wins 
Point out behaviors that indicate complacency - change in work habits 
Work them hard- it is still easier when they are winning 
Try to prove to them were they need improvement (Statistics, video-tape) 
Point out the weakness of the opponent 
What do you do when they win but they play poorly? Parcells (2000) noted that 
this is perhaps the most difficult scenario to address as the head coach. Difficult because 
players are less likely to accept criticism about their faults if they are still having success. 
Also difficult because they may not fully realize that their opponent may have been 
weaker than they believe or unlucky on a given day. This scenario sets the stage for 
disaster against a quality opponent if the coach is unable to reach his players and direct 
attention towards which areas are in need of improvement. 
Change in work habits Master coaches say they are able to gauge when their 
teams are not working up to capability. If they are able to measure these changes they 
surely will point them out to the team. 
Be tougher with them The fact that they are still winning may make it easier to 
still keep working the team hard. But sometimes players believe they have already 
reached their full potential. Coach Johnson believes the coach whose team has a lot of 
success has an increasingly difficult job. He said, 
For example, when I left Dallas after winning two SuperBowls and I went to work 
for Fox (as a broadcaster), Terry Bradshaw said something to me .. .in your third 
year, would you have pulled back and let the veterans kind of have a little bit of a 
break? I said, No, I was a son of a bitch when I won the second Super Bowl, I 
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would have been a bigger son of a bitch the third year so that we could win a third 
SuperBowl. (JJ: 232-237). 
Point out the weakness of the opponent Sometimes teams win against an 
opponent that may not have been as worthy as the team might perceive. In these cases 
that coach brings to their attention how weak that opponent actually was. 
Prove to them their decline Along the same lines, master coaches will use 
videotape and statistics to try and get through to a team that they are not performing as 
well as they might think. Sometime the outcome of the game is the only thing players 
see. Master coaches try to bring to light other aspects of their performance that show a 
let down. 
TASK6: STAYTHECOURSE 
"An accepted leader has only to be sure of what is best to do, or at least to have 
made up his mind about it" Sir Winston Churchill, 1949 
What do master coaches do when their team's are not playing up to their 
potential? As noted in the Assessing the Result section, there is nothing that a coach can 
do to guarantee a winning result but at least they can try to put their teams in the best 
position to succeed. 
After a team suffers a defeat the master coach is able to help his team make sense 
of the loss by how he assesses the result. From this assessment flows as plan designed to 
remove the barriers to their success. In most cases the coach must continue to implement 
the same program and abide by the same principles that they set for in the early going. 
(See Task 1: Set the Course) 
• R emain Flexible Keep true but have an open mind if things are not working 
• Bridging the Gap - Getting your team to reach their potential 
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I • Revisiting Lessons Learned - Back to square one 
When a team is not turning the corner nearly all the coaches in the study talked 
about the necessity of following through with what they believe in despite all obstacles. 
Many of the coaches told about how important it was to stick to their plan. Coach 
Johnson emphasized, "And you don ' t waver. You set your track, you don't compromise 
your principles and you go out and coach hard"(JJ: 253-4). As Coach Parcells 
summarizes, "If you have a philosophy and you believe in it, that is what you stick 
to"(BP: 272-3). The head coach adhering to a plan and his players basically trusting that 
the plan will work seems to be how many of the coaches eventually turned the corner 
with their teams. Coach Franchione clarifies how he believes his teams get past times of 
doubt. He said, 
" I think the important thing for me is to remain steadfast and to know that 
the system works and to continue to tell them my beliefs and to tell them 
that I believe in them. Sometimes players have to have belief without 
evidence."(DF: 87-9). 
It seems that many of the master coaches have tried to get their teams to take that leap of 
faith . 
• Remain flexible The stay the course mind-set was tempered by remarks that showed 
that the coaches believed in the necessity of being flexible in their thinking. As coach 
Levy explains, 
"There has to be a consistency, it doesn ' t mean you are inflexible . .. you 
have to be flexible enough and you have to understand times do change ... 
but I think if you are always running out to the coaching clinic and 
changing your style of offense each year that's a lack of consistency or 
conviction or really getting the grasp of what you do feel it is necessary to 
win"(ML: 108-112). 
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Master coaches apparently need to keep up with the times and yet retain a basic, 
consistent philosophy to convince others that they believe what they are doing is a viable 
way being successful. 
• Bridging the Gap Coach Westering explains enthusiastically how he helps his 
players to close the potential performance gap. He uses the letters G.A.P. to signify Goal 
sets, Attitude and Persistence. Through teaching goal setting, helping them to adjust their 
attitude, and teaching them to persist when things are difficult, coaches can help players 
bridge the G-A-P. 
Never waver The coach's personality and philosophy does not waver. 
Work harder There is no substitute for hard work. 
Work smarter Eliminate the unnecessary and be open to change. 
Set short-term goals Demonstrate to the team how they are improving. 
Never waver When things are difficu lt coaches suggest that the way to get 
through is sticking to your plan. Many of the coaches mentioned how wavering under 
duress is will only compound difficulties. 
Work Harder As has been mentioned previously working harder is sometimes 
the solution to certain problems. As has been noted coach Sherrill simplified, "Put your 
head down, your ass up, and dig like hell"(JSh: 45). 
Work Smarter Other coaches took a different approach they put an emphasis on 
analyzing the reason for failure and coming up more efficient ways to accomplish goals. 
Set short term goals Getting their teams to focus on what they can do now to 
become better and feel confident in themselves seems to be an important strategy of 
master coaches. Coach Parcells ' notion of goals captures the essence of this mind set. He 
calls for achieving "is a collective effort. And I think that the most important qualities of 
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a winning team are a committed, collective, directed effort toward shorter term 
objectives"(BP: 78-90). 
• Revisiting Lessons Learned 
From the very beginning of the Team Confidence Cycle, it seems the coaches 
attempt to guide their teams through progressive steps with the intention of instilling 
confidence in them. Issues that were seemingly resolved in the early phases must 
periodically be revisited. Often a competitive experience will alert the coach to those 
topics that need attention once again. For example, it has been noted that coaches told of 
how their teams must take the step of "Learning not to lose before they can win". It is 
not unusual for teams to take a step backward in an area. Master coaches may see fit to 
revisit many of the lessons learned earlier on. Oftentimes master coaches deem it 
necessary to return to basics and focus largely on the fundamental techniques of the 
game. (See Strategies -Dealing with losing) 
Encourage players - they are down about the loss too 
Some coaches shorten practice and make it fun - sometimes it might 
make sense 
Others work just as hard or harder 
Hold them together until they have success 
TASK 7: MAINTAIN HIGH PERFORMANCE 
7.1 Making the Jump 
• Sense of control - Getting them to believe that the only one who can beat them is 
themselves 
• Find a cause - for the team to rally around 
• Sense of ownership -Players that feel they have a say in how things are run 
• Keeping them consistent in their preparation because the have been taught to 
respect opponents as a team and individuals 
• Teach them to control responses to winning and losing 
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• Sense of control Often successful teams come to believe they are largely if not 
totally responsible for their performance. (See Clarifying Expectations I No excuses). 
When teams reach this point they have been trained to believe that they, not their 
opponents control the things that lead to a positive outcome in a game. Coach Vermeil 
talked about "gaining momentum" before the game has started. Clearly master coaches 
create a mindset that is peculiar. Coach Levy described the kind of mind-set he tried to 
create on his teams. He said, " ... by getting them to believe in practicing and preparing at 
a level that one's opponents are unwilling or unable to match"(ML; 235-6). 
• Find a cause 
"He said truly that the reason why such greatly superior numbers quailed 
before him was as one of his prisoners confessed, because they lacked a 
cause, a kind of armor which he and his party never lacked'' 
H.D. Thoreau excerpt: A Plea for Captain John Brown 
Successful teams according to master coaches, identify with a special cause. 
Coach Robinson noted, 
"Once you get the individual thing going I think it's then getting people to 
come together, a bonding, a joining, the team. And the identification with 
the cause. And the things that go that go with it. Traditionally, teams, the 
Marines had an identity. The Boston Celtics had an identity"(JR: 93-6). 
Master coaches undoubtedly have ways of creating a cause with which their players can 
identify. 
• Sense of ownership The responsibility that is felt on some successful teams attests to 
the players being personally vested in the development and future of the team. Coach 
Teaffwho was sure to include players in his decisions and who was one of the first 
coaches in the country to use a council ofteam leaders to guide team policies and 
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disciplinary actions not surprisingly talked about how important the sense of ownership 
was to his team. And he states, 
"For everybody to be successful on a team has to have ownership in that team. 
It's not just the coaches running the team. It is ownership that we are all 
in this together, we all have an equal part and in having that equal part we 
have to carry our equal load and if we all carry our load we are going to 
win. It's really something"(GT: 615-9). 
Coaches that create this environment from the beginning recognize the need for players 
to participate in shaping the destiny of the team. Coach Franchi one noted that he wants 
his players, " .. . to be far more accountable to each other than to me."(DF: 34-5). 
• Keeping them consistent in preparation - respect opponents 
"We become just by the practice ofjust actions, self-controlled by 
exercising self-control, and courageous by performing acts of courage. " 
Aristotle (p. 34, book II) 
Teams that are successful do not fall prey to underestimating their opponents. 
They do not let past successes interfere with what they need to prepare fully for the 
upcoming opponent. Coach Kehres points out how the coach figures in creating this 
respect. "And I think one thing we can do as coaches is to really strive to teach each man 
on the team to respect his opponent as a team and as individuals"(LK: 62-3). 
• Teach them to control responses to winning and losing Successful teams take 
their successes and failures in stride and do not seem to dwell to long on their 
accomplishments and or shortcomings. They are able to respond to both ends of the 
spectrum with equanimity. This quality may enable them to avoid the pitfalls of getting 
too high or too low about the results of any one contest or even part of a contest. As 
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coach Kehres states how "staying out of the peaks and the valleys"(LK: 49), is important 
to consistent success. 
7.2 Morale 
"Morale --- the will to win, the fighting heart-are the honored hallmarks 
of the football coach and player. This morale, this will, this heart ... we 
have not only in athletic teams as individuals but collectively" 
Dwight D. Eisenhower 
A characteristic of teams that come together and perform at a high level is a sense 
of high morale. As coach Levy noted earlier morale comes not from good rations but 
victory in battle. Teams that are infused with a newfound strength seem to be headed all 
in the same direction. Coach Whipple described, "There is just a sense I guess it is that ... 
is them all pulling together."(MW: 289). The coach must keep them pulling together. 
7.3 Mature Players (see Chapter 6). 
7.4 Make up of Successful Teams (see Chapter 6). 
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Section I: Bandura 
CHAPTERS 
DISCUSSION 
Much of the theoretical understanding of how individuals come to be confident in 
their own abilities, to "organize and execute" certain behaviors has been exhaustively 
studied by Bandura and others. Bandura (1986) identified those things that influence 
whether a group develops a sense of collective-efficacy, they are: 1. Performance 
accomplishments 2. Vicarious experiences 3. Verbal persuasion 4 . Control of emotional 
arousal. Bandura (1997) again noted that while methodologies for measuring and 
studying the nature of collective-efficacy are still being developed, its determinants 
appear to be similar to those of individual efficacy. More recently, Watson and Chemers 
(1995) identified leader effectiveness as another thing that can influence the collective-
efficacy of a team. 
Success and team confidence: the importance of performance accomplishment 
The main purpose of this study was to understand how these coaches develop 
team confidence. The interview questions were phrased specifically to get coaches to 
address that issue. However, very often the coaches answered those questions by 
describing how they get their teams to have success. When the coaches were asked 
directly how they build confidence they seemed not to separate building confidence from 
how they try to ensure success. Even in the pilot study of McCarthy (2000), many of the 
coaches responded in a similar fashion. For example, take the following exchange from 
my interview with Coach John Cooper: 
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"JM: What does confidence mean to you? When you look out on the 
field how do you know your team is confident? 
JC: I think confidence to me is knowing that you are going to do your 
best, believing that you are going to get the job done. Don't ever doubt 
that you are going to be successful, that you are going to win. 
JM: And how do they get that sense? 
JC: I think it heads down from the head coach, the assistant coaches, right 
on down from the program, but I think confidence is from knowing that 
you are well prepared and you are going to be successful"(JC: 109-121). 
It seemed at first that many of the coaches were ignoring the question about building 
team confidence, and talking instead about success. Apparently, for many of these 
master coaches, confidence is embedded in and inextricable from success. What initially 
seemed to be vexing from a research standpoint reveals how these coaches think about 
building confidence; they believe confidence comes largely from having success. 
Bandura (1986) suggested that the sources/determinants of collective-efficacy should be 
similar to those of individual efficacy. Primary among those sources/determinants of 
individual efficacy is performance accomplishments or what he calls them at other times, 
mastery experiences. Many of the coaches seemed to think that the most important part of 
their efforts to build team confidence lay in their efforts to make sure that their team had 
success, even small amounts of success. All of the twenty coaches in the study talked 
about how they try to organize such experiences in one way or another. It is clear that 
having success is central to master football coaches ' understanding of developing team 
confidence. In Bandura ' s terms, when these coaches think about creating team 
confidence, they place the highest value on building a sense of performance 
accomplishment. This lends support to Bandura 's claim that a major determinant of team 
efficacy is performance accomplishment. 
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Success and pointing out success: performance accomplishments and verbal 
persuasion combined 
The next most important part of their efforts consisted of making sure that their 
teams noticed and learned from their successes. For some of the coaches (7), the second 
part of building team confidence is pointing out to their players when they have 
improved. Despite the primary importance Bandura (1986) placed upon performance 
accomplishments, he also described verbal persuasion as a key source of collective-
efficacy. Verbal persuasion in this case is not just the result of the coach saying a team 
can do something but when it is combined with crucial mastery experiences it is far more 
convincing than either alone. It seems that a combination of ensuring performance 
accomplishments and then verbally persuading their teams of the importance of those 
accomplishments is a potent strategy for developing team confidence. 
Clarifying expectations/ Standards that lead to success 
In creating an environment conducive to team confidence the coaches all seem to 
set expectations that are conducive to having success. Bandura (1997) states, " ... coaches 
who tum chronically losing franchises into winning ones. .. hold them to standards that 
lead to success" (p.397). Almost all the coaches described how they set standards that 
lead to success. These "standards" were conveyed in the form of expectations. 
Successful coaches apparently are able to arrange the environment such that a new 
member of a team quickly learns those behaviors that are acceptable and those that are 
not. 
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Attitude is a choice 
An important finding from this study is that master coaches feel that attitudes are 
a choice and that people can and must be taught proper attitudes. These attitudes must 
aid in the creation of a team disposition that enables them to have success. Apparently, 
after a certain amount of success together, teams become confident in their co-joint 
abilities (Bandura, 1997). Many master coaches feel that confidence can actually be 
taught. Coach Bowden said, " .. . we want them to be so ingrained in being confident that 
they won't lose it. We want them to play with the same confidence if we are ahead by 14 
as we would if we were behind 14"(BB: 206-8). Most of the master coaches seemed 
convinced they could create a climate in which confidence can be developed. 
Section Two: Efficacy-performance spirals 
The coaches do a balancing act 
In the course of this study it became clear that the coaches understood some of the 
dynamic properties of team confidence. Master coaches explain how they are continually 
balancing certain properties: fear of failure with anticipation of success, success/failure 
with continued learning, group coherence with struggle for honesty, emotional highs with 
emotional lows, relaxation with fear. What follows is how master coaches attempt to 
balance some of these polarities. 
• Guarding against spirals Building on the work of Bandura, Lindsley, Brass, and 
Thomas ( 1995) attempt to explain why there are large swings in levels of performance 
experienced by individuals, groups, and organizations. Their in-depth examination of 
the efficacy-performance relationship offers a plausible explanation of how teams gain or 
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lose momentum. They theorize that individuals, groups, and organizations experience 
"efficacy-performance spirals." Lindsley et al. (1995) suggest that, in either direction, a 
spiral is seen as something to guard against. 
They note, 
" ... the key to self-correcting adjustment and avoiding deviation amplifying 
spirals . . . [is] accurate, timely, and specific feedback regarding an 
understanding of the cause and effect relationships involved in performing 
the task ... " (p .653) 
Master coaches obviously are able to help their teams avoid negative spirals. They may 
also aim to avoid a positive spiral that is without continued learning. (See Assess 
Performance-Win but play poorly) 
• Continual learning The way for an individual to avoid efficacy-performance spirals 
is by continual adjustment and self-correction. It may be possible to make these 
corrections by oneself in an individual sport such as archery. To make the necessary 
adjustments in a team sport like football , which requires the coordinated interaction of 
many, is nearly impossible without the assistance of a coach or even many coaches. The 
expert head coach gives accurate, timely, and specific feedback to the team and ensures 
that the members of the team respond to it. Effective teaching was of paramount 
importance to the master coaches. Furthermore, they were concerned about crafting an 
environment conducive to learning (see Create a confidence environment) and taking the 
progressive steps (See Coach Sherrill ' s Four P 's- prepare, practice, position, perform) 
through the learning process, and learning from the competitive experience (See Assess 
the Result) . 
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• Emotional consistency Coach Kehres speaks to the type of consistency he looks for 
in his team from an overall standpoint. He said, " ... they ' re consistent week in and week 
out in how they approach each game. Winning teams generally stay out of peaks and 
valleys during . .. the season"(LK: 48-9). The even-keeled nature of truly confident teams 
allows them to make the necessary corrections throughout the season and avoid riding an 
emotional roller coaster. Master coaches explain how they try to maintain a consistently 
high level of intensity even after a loss or a let down. Bobby Bowden notes, "You don't 
have to lose but one game and the first thing you know your confidence goes. It's 
amazing .. . you can't let it fall, you can't let it fall ... "(BB: 221). 
The hyper-vigilant attitude expressed by head coaches only intensifies during 
games. Perhaps this might explain why coaches believe that they must work hard to keep 
teams together in a heated contest. One of the head coach's most vital tasks is getting his 
team to perform well on game day. Coach Bowden mentioned one of his primary tasks on 
the sideline on game-day is to "exude confidence"(BB: 213). Even in a lopsided loss, 
master coaches will emphasize the importance of doing things well. Coach Walsh 
explains that he is always thinking ahead to the potential consequences of a rout. He said, 
"Some people say you either win or you lose. No, no. That affects your next 
game, your next game, and your next game. So I'd rather lose a close game than 
a blow out because I am thinking about long term presence and long term 
success"(BW: 141-3). 
Master coaches seem concerned about how every experience--positive or negative--can 
impact the long-term development of the confidence of their team. 
• Constant fine-tuning Master coaches report being in a perpetual state of concern 
about their team's confidence on the individual, group, and team levels. Master coaches 
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seem to make every effort to maintain their team's confidence throughout the course of a 
season. A team's confidence seems to be influenced by the coach through constant 
monitoring and fine-tuning of the overall state of their attitude. As coach Holtz 
emphasized, "Oh, they never have it, they never have it. And it fluctuates to a certain 
extent"(LH: 7). Like a piano tuner who uses a tuning fork to check for the proper pitch 
of keys on a piano, the head coach is continually testing the tautness of his players' 
confidence levels . If they are too relaxed about their preparations, he will surely take 
action to try and make them tighten them up. Occasionally, Coach Pinkel surprises 
players by going into the locker room after a good practice to " ... shake them up .. . "(GP: 
378). Coaches like these want to be sure their teams do not become overconfident and do 
many things to prevent their teams from losing a desire to do the hard work involved with 
preparation. 
In keeping with these coaches, Bandura (1997) argues that in given situations a 
certain amount of self-doubt serves a useful purpose. Indeed self-doubt can fuel the drive 
to improve skill and prepare oneself for future challenges. In fact, coaches at times will 
cultivate a sense of doubt to guard against their teams' becoming complacent. Coaches 
will goad players whom they perceive to have slackened their efforts to improve. The 
coaches in this study may have different motivational styles. Some coaches might see 
the use of fear as a perfectly reasonable and defensible tactic to motivate players to work 
harder. Coach Sherrill asserted," . . . the people that perform the best are the people that 
really are doing it out of fear .. . "(JSh: 8). Ban dura (1997) notes fear might be useful in 
some situations and not in others. He distinguishes between performance anxiety and 
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preparation anxiety. If players go into a contest too fearfully their performance will 
likely suffer. On the other hand, some degree of fearfulness may be useful to motivate a 
player to prepare harder for an upcoming opponent. Bandura (1997) says " ... coaches 
inflate the capabilities of their opponents and highlight the vulnerabilities of their own 
team (p. 405)." Master coaches report using similar tactics. 
• Relaxation/fear As noted in Chapter Six, the balance between tension and fear is 
talked about by the coaches. Ban dura ( 1997) supports the notion that preparatory and 
performance efficacy is a dual-edged sword. Master coaches must foster enough doubt to 
get their teams to prepare and yet engender enough confidence for them to perform well. 
Bandura (1997) explains, 
" ... at the time of the contest coaches attempt to instill a resolute sense of 
competitive efficacy to get players to perform at their best. They are not 
sent out on the playing field infused with doubt (p.405)." 
One of the most salient findings regarding confidence from this study is that master 
coaches are systematic about how they get their players to believe they are up to difficult 
competitive challenges prior to contests. (See Chapter 6/ Task: 3- Promote mastery/ 
Game-week). 
Performance/game-time 
Another essential finding of this investigation is that master coaches, some of 
them known for being highly critical and tough taskmasters, also stressed the importance 
of managing their interactions with the team during the game. These coaches know how 
to shore up doubts and get players relaxed enough to play to their full potential. 
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Due the outcome orientation of their players, master coaches realize if they are too 
harsh with their players that they risk their players losing confidence when they need it 
most, during the contest. They note that consolidating the confidence of their teams 
during a contest is a critical skill. Giving their teams brief, timely, specific instructions 
and acting as a calming influence are all things that master coaches talked about doing 
during games. This type of approach is in keeping with what phenomenologist 
psychologist William James observed over a century ago, 
"Everyone knows what attention is . It is the taking possession by the mind 
in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously 
possible objects oftrains ofthought. Focalizaton, concentration, of 
consciousness, are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things 
in order to deal effectively with others (p. 403-404)." 
When coaches give simple, clear, and familiar instructions coaches allow their athletes to 
make key adjustments under duress. By giving them simple, clear, and familiar 
instructions the coaches seem to say that they do not want to overwhelm players with 
information at a time when they may be trying to cope with processing other information. 
When the stakes are high, players' ability to focus on many things will likely diminish. 
Master coaches, therefore, account for their players' mental and emotional states by 
adjusting themselves to the demands of the situation. 
Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde phenomenon 
One way that master coaches adjust themselves to the demands of the game 
situation is they are not hesitant to react aggressively. If their teams were not showing 
great effort or not pressing their advantage and allowing inferior opponents to keep pace 
with them. The "hard" and "soft" approaches mentioned previously depend on specific 
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conditions within each contest. An important unanswered question emerged from the 
defining of these two different approaches. What markers do master coaches use to 
determine when they would use a "hard approach" during a game? A follow-up 
investigation would be useful to ask master coaches to define more specifically what 
indicators might cause them to be verbally aggressive with their players during a contest. 
It would also be necessary to define what is meant by "lacking effort," "not pressing their 
advantage," or "acting overconfidently". 
Section Three: Yalom and understanding groups 
Basic tasks of the group leader 
Yalom (1995) provides insight into what role the coach may play in the 
development of team confidence. He describes the three major tasks the group therapy 
leader must accomplish to facilitate the therapeutic process. They are: 
" 1. creation and maintenance of the group 
2.culture building 
3.activation and illumination of the here and now"(p.107). 
For the purposes of this study the first two tasks mentioned by Yalom (1995) seem to 
correspond most closely with those described by master coaches. The creation and 
maintenance of the group is mirrored by the "Assemble the Team" category and Yalom' s 
"Culture Building" activity is reflected in the "Clarify Expectations" category in my 
"Team Confidence Cycle"." 
Yalom's (1995) third task "activation and illumination ofthe here and now", 
describes when therapist leaders encourage members to live in the present experience and 
then encourage active reflection of those experiences. While this process may also be 
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important for facilitating the development of team confidence there was little evidence in 
the interview data from the coaches that supported its inclusion. 
The "therapeutic" team environment 
According to Yalom (1995) besides the basic tasks that the group leader must 
accomplish the leader also influences the development of the group by insuring that 
certain factors are present. Yalom (1995) identified eleven factors as essential for the 
development of the "therapeutic environment". It may be that there are many similarities 
between therapeutic environment and the sporting team environment. While the goals of 
teams and therapy groups are obviously different, to be successful both groups must learn 
to cooperate and make positive change to be successful. For a group to be "therapeutic" 
certain factors are usually present. The expert practitioner influences the development to 
these factors. These factors are listed below. In bold is the name of the factor and 
afterwards is a brief description of how that factor might be present in to the situations 
described in this study. Master football coaches it seems also try to foster on their teams 
the eleven factors that Yalom ( 1995) identified as essential for the development of a 
therapeutic environment. 
• Instillation of hope: Reinforce positive expectations. Imbue team with a shared 
belief in the assurance of future success. 
• Universality: Everyone deals with similar problems. Showing their teams that they 
must deal with adversity, fatigue, hard luck just as other teams. 
• Imparting information : Primarily didactic instruction, advice giving. 
• Altruism: Members learn to receive through giving to others. 
• Development of socializing techniques: Senior members of the team typically show 
norms to the junior ones. 
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• Imitative behavior: Learning by watching others demonstrate behaviors 
• Interpersonal learning: Individuals need group members to make positive change. 
Team members, usually leaders, assist teammates to consider and accept change. 
• Development of cohesiveness: Sense of "belongingness" that enables other factors 
to work. 
• catharsis: Intense emotional experience, and expression of positive and negative 
feelings. (These are commonplace usually before, during, and after a big win or loss.) 
• Recapitulation of the family unit: Recreating one's family unit in other groups. 
(Familiar roles can be recognized by astute coaches, often coaches serve as strong father 
figures for young men who may have not had one.) 
• Existential factors- e.g. recognition of mortality and its ensuing consequences. 
(Matters of life and death affect team members on a daily basis. For example, what 
experienced coach has not had to deal with a player that has had a family member or 
team members become ill or die?) 
While these factors may also aid in the development of a confident team, it is too limiting 
to think of them as fitting into one particular place within the Team Confidence Cycle. 
There are however, some logical places where one might likely witness these factors 
playing a role in the development of team confidence. Let us examine examples of how 
these factors might coincide with those found on a confident and successful team. 
For example, when a coach takes over a team that has become profoundly 
discouraged about their performance one of the important early assignments is to get 
them to believe that they can succeed or therapeutic factor #1 -instill hope. Coach Holtz 
captures the essence of the importance of instilling hope in all his players. He said, 
"Nobody will ever quit unless they don't think they will be successful"(LH: 42). 
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Teaching was of paramount importance to a great number of coaches for building 
team confidence. Therapuetic factor #4- Impart information through didactic instruction 
and advice giving, seems in line with this finding. Coach Levy believes the first most 
important quality of a coach is being a good teacher. He said, " ... one: you're a teacher 
regardless of your personality, in other words, look at the contrast of Vince Lombardi and 
Tom Landry in terms of personality but both were good teachers"(ML: 48-50). 
One can easily see in the coaches' words how therapeutic factor #2-Development of 
cohesiveness could contribute to team confidence. John Robinson emphasized how the 
important of coming together and having a sense of belonging is to building team 
confidence. He said, 
" ... it is a kind of a subconscious thing that you begin to believe in each 
other. So, I think you need to build trust but it is kind of one of those 
earned things that people have. And the identification with the cause. 
And the things that go that go with it. Traditionally, teams, the Marines 
had an identity. The Boston Celtics had an identity"(JR: 92-4). 
These are just a few examples that can be cited as evidence that the therapeutic factors 
that exist in successful group therapy settings may also exist on successful and confident 
teams. 
Not linear 
Yalom (1995) also sheds light on how we might conceptualize the development of 
a confident team in his descriptions of how therapeutic groups typically develop. Yalom 
describes three stages: orientation and search for meaning, conflict, and development of 
cohesiveness. Consistent with a "systems approach" towards understanding human 
behavior which highlights nonlinear progressions of development first espoused by Von 
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Bertalanffy (1968), these so-called stages may seem to follow in a sequential and orderly 
fashion, but he points out that few groups follow such a neat pattern. Yalom (1995) 
explains that groups do not start out at point A and go through steps getting them to point 
B developing therefore into a cohesive unit. Rather, with the help of the group leader, 
groups continually must work to solve problems as they emerge. He explains, "No linear 
course exists. Instead the group must repeatedly struggle to resolve key issues and 
perhaps revisit similar issues over and over"(p.305). Yalom also clarifies why terms like 
phases or stages can be misleading about the true nature of the development of groups. 
He states, " ... it is more accurate to speak of developmental tasks rather than 
developmental phases or a developmental sequence" (p.305). 
Y alom 's understanding of how groups develop informed the synthesis of the 
"Team Confidence Cycle" first described in this study. First, there is a similarity between 
the tasks that Yalom identifies and the tasks which coaches must do in order to facilitate a 
confident groups. Second, he explains that groups evolve in ways that are not always 
sequential, the "Team Confidence Cycle" also assumes that the developments within the 
team might dictate that coaches revisit certain tasks several times before reaching the 
desired aim. 
Assembling the team and exclusion criteria 
Talent appears to play a critical role in the success of teams and their eventual 
group confidence. Coach Johnson says, "I am continually assessing the talent around me 
and I am continually trying to upgrade . .. "(JJ: 75). Even if he seems a bit callous as if he 
were referring to rental cars and not people, Coach Johnson reflects a clarity of purpose 
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that may be based on an innate understanding of group leadership. It seems master 
coaches are not only able to recognize and recruit talented individuals but are also able to 
understand how these people might function as an ensemble. The "Addition by 
Subtraction" sub-category reveals why coaches are so willing to rid their teams of 
players that impede the development of team confidence. 
Yalom ( 1995) speaks to the issues of selection of group members . According to 
Yalom (1995), one of the basic tasks for which the group therapy leader is responsible is 
the creation and maintenance of the group. An essential part of the creation of an 
effective group takes part in the selection process. According to Yalom (1995) it is easier 
to deselect group members than it is to select them. In the process of selection of patients 
for a successful therapeutic group, a leader must keep in mind the qualities each potential 
member brings to that group. Yalom (1995) notes," . .. in practice it is far easier to specify 
exclusion than inclusion criteria (one feature is sufficient to exclude a patient . . . )"(p.219). 
In a similar fashion, to master coaches a certain feature might be sufficient to cut them 
from the squad. For example, Coach Parcells declares, " .. . now if a guy doesn't respond 
to competition I don't think I've got a chance with him"(BP: 336). Coach Sherrill 
explained that some coaches are able to coach some players and not others. He said, 
" ... Lombardi couldn 't coach the players that played in other teams in the NFL. He could 
only coach certain types of players ... he had the ability to identify those players ... "(JSh: 
219-22). Master coaches seem to have their own criteria as to what they believe are 
critical to the establishment of a confident team. Team members that are too selfish, or 
non-competitive, or do not have the requisite physical, mental, or emotional tools will 
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eventually fail, and thereby undermine the confidence of the team. Yalom (1995) notes, 
"The overriding consideration is that patients will fail group therapy if they are unable to 
participate in the primary task of the group"(p.219). The primary task of professional and 
college football teams is to win games. Head coaches therefore must determine if certain 
individuals arrest the development of team trust and belief that has been highlighted in 
this study as essential to winning games, then they must be eliminated from the team. As 
coach Vermeil noted " ... you as a coach recognize who they are 'cause you have got to 
get rid of them. Because you can only change so many attitudes. "(DV: 11 0-2). 
Ownership or the active group 
Master coaches urge players to take ownership of their team especially through team 
representation leaders, captains, leadership councils and the like. As Coach Parcells 
notes, "The team teaches itself what it is"(BP: 252). Yalom (1995) explains how 
ownership is effected in the group therapy setting. He writes, 
"I endeavor to shift the evaluative function from myself to the patients. I say to them 
in effect, 'you have the ability (and responsibility) to determine when this group is 
working effectively and when it is wasting its time"' (p. 119). 
Even the most authoritarian and controlling type coaches are accepting of the ultimate 
necessity for the group to take its share of responsibility for getting the team to function 
effectively. Otherwise, as Yalom (1995) notes, " .. .ifthis norm fails to develop, a passive 
group ensues, whose members are dependent upon the leader to supply movement and 
direction"(p.118). 
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Coherence and group learning 
When teams overcome great odds it is often the result of overcoming potentially 
divisive issues and/or adversity. Yalom (1995), while outlining the development of 
therapeutic groups describes how in conflict and struggle is part of the process. At first, 
the struggle is over inclusion or exclusion. During this phase, the main concern is : are 
you in or out? Next, the group focuses upon issues of dominance. During this phase, 
concerns focus upon who is in charge. The main concern is: are you on the bottom or 
the top? Later when the group coheres, there is a period marked by a suppression of all 
negative affect and feedback. This honeymoon period eventually gives way to a mature 
coherence in which members express problems that allow the group to go forward and 
continue with interpersonal learning. Master coaches seem to promote the conditions to 
insure continued learning. For example, Coach Dye emphasized how important team 
unity or group coherence is to team success. He recalled a particular instance where he 
tried to create a more cohesive group. He recalled what he said to his team, 
"when you all come out of this meeting room you better have [be] together 
because we are all in it together whether you think we are or not.. . Say 
what you got to say but when you all come out of this room you all better 
be tied together"(PD: 443-7). 
Although this study did not set out to understand how master coaches develop a coherent 
group there is some evidence that it is an important topic in the development of team 
confidence. It is reasonable to believe that some of the same processes of inclusion, 
dominance and interpersonal learning described by Yalom (1995) are operating in the 
development of confident teams. When Coach Whipple was asked what he thinks are 
the most important qualities of successful teams he mentioned confidence and group 
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cohesion in the same breath. He said, "I think we are talking about what is a champion .. .! 
think it is the three Cs, character, confidence and chemistry"(MW: 62-65) . The word 
chemistry to most coaches is their way of talking about social cohesion. In fact, (7) of 
the coaches mentioned the role "chemistry" plays in team success and building a 
confident team. Other coaches (3 ), talked about social cohesion in terms of morale. 
Coach Levy, however, was the only coach that explained confidence and morale from a 
cause and effect point of view. He said, 
"Eisenhower once said, "morale is build by victory in battle. Not 
necessarily by good rations. But victory in Battle." So as they see what 
you're doing is making the successful and their confidence grows, their 
ability to succeed increases. It is a self-sustaining kind of thing"(ML: 
175-7). 
Coach Levy, an ardent student of military history, highlights one of the most essential 
findings of this study: that master coaches build confident teams primarily by helping 
their teams experience success. 
Section Four: Limitations and implications for future research 
Diversity of the sample One glaring limitation of the study is that none of the coaches 
that participated are African-American. Football teams at the professional and college 
level are usually well represented by African-American players. Many of those coaches 
of color in the college ranks are part of the (BCA) Black Coaches Association. One 
African-American coach did agree to be interviewed but the researcher made a 
regrettable scheduling error and missed that opportunity and was unable to get that coach 
to participate afterwards. 
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Triangulation Perhaps the most obvious limitation of this study is that the researcher did 
not have a way to verify that these coaches do what they say they do. Future research 
projects should seek to include a number of methods of getting other points of view of 
how coaches build team confidence such as player and assistant coach interviews, 
observation, and video analysis of the coaches in action. While there are a number of 
studies that have used such methodologies none to date have used them with the 
expressed purpose of understanding how team confidence is developed. To gain a 
comprehensive understanding of how team confidence is developed future researchers 
should seek to include player interviews, observations, and video analysis research 
methodologies in the practice, organizational, and competitive settings. Work in the field 
of sport psychology should, as Griffiths ( 1926) claimed, "aim to share methods and 
strategies of our best coaches" . The present study provides researchers with a framework 
to understand what master coaches do in regards to developing confident teams. 
Implications 
There are a number of reasons for studying head coaches of football teams. The 
sport of football has some unique characteristics that may make what football coaches 
have to say about building group or team confidence particularly applicable to domains 
outside of football. 
• Managerial challenge The large number of players and coaches and supporting staff 
involved in the daily operations of a football team make team management a multi-
faceted and logistically complex task. The college or professional head coach must have 
these skills or the ability to either delegate to and or train others to execute them. Head 
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coaches, at both these levels, face similar demands. They must plan practices, implement 
and teach offensive and defensive, and special systems, organize scouting for upcoming 
opponents, draft or recruit adequate talent, plan camps, and organize an entire team for 
travel. All these tasks, as well as many others, make the job description of the head 
coach endless. Knowing about these demands, leaders of other types of groups or 
organizations might see that football coaches have something to offer as to how to forge a 
group that is confident in its abilities. 
• Strategy and tactics Football, it can be argued, has become the ultimate coaches' 
game. The unusual stop-action nature of football allows the coach to set up a different 
scheme for every play in the game. Especially since the advent of filming games and 
practices, the techniques and tactics of the sport have been evolved at a rapid pace. More 
recently, sophisticated video analysis coupled with computer technology allows coaches to 
prepare for an opponent months in advance of an actual contest. Over the years the 
strategies for all the aspects of the game have become increasingly complex. Former 
Philadelphia Eagles Head Coach, Jim Trimble, described modem football as " ... grand 
master chess on the gridiron" (Personal communication with Jim Trimble, March 1998). 
The highly strategic nature of coaching football makes it plausible that experts in other 
sports and even other domains might benefit from the expertise of master football coaches. 
• Specialists in a team framework Since the game has highly developed situational 
strategies and specialized-skill units, coaching in the modem era makes mastery over the 
different tactical domains extremely difficult. Head coaches must be able to take 
seemingly disparate parts and integrate them into a coherent unit: a team. Today other 
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realms of society have also become highly specialized. Medical doctors that specialize in 
one area of the body are hesitant (perhaps because of malpractice fears) to answer a 
simple medical question that is outside their area of specialty. Many assistant football 
coaches specialize in one area. Because of such specialization when assistant coaches rise 
to the level of head coach they sometimes are unable to handle all that the new job 
encompasses. Understanding how master head coaches integrate the parts into a confident 
and coherent whole may be of value to coaches of all levels of sport as well as those that 
must integrate any other type of team of specialists. 
The Team Confidence Cycle: implications beyond football 
The Team Confidence Cycle is a framework that emanated from the coaches' 
comments about the critical tasks and key moments in which team confidence is 
developed. Although there are other ways that one could have structured this framework, 
its synthesis is informed by an understanding of the sequence of events that are involved 
in preparation for and execution of the competitive football season. The importance of the 
Team Confidence Cycle is that it fulfills a need for a contextualizing and organizing the 
coaches ' comments. Throughout the interviews the coaches resisted oversimplifying the 
endeavor of building a successful and confident team. Rather, they identified specific 
ways and moments in which they develop their teams' confidence. These coaches use 
different strategies and methods at different places in the process. For that reason, the 
Team Confidence Cycle serves as a useful framework for discussing those strategies. 
For those outside of football who might consider the findings here on building 
team confidence within their own fields, the Team Confidence Cycle can provide a model 
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for how to think about the tasks that must be undertaken by leaders in other fields. 
Group leaders could analyze their own key developmental tasks and phases, and consider 
how they build team confidence throughout their own cycle. As I have argued in this 
dissertation, we must go beyond simply stating the general principles of building team 
confidence. We must specify exactly how these principles are realized through the use of 
specific strategies in particular contexts. 
Areas for future study 
• Team confidence cycles Future research should seek to refine the Team Confidence 
Cycle and extend our understanding of the mental schema that coaches use to build team 
confidence. Perhaps more in-depth study can be devised for particular stages of the 
Team Confidence Cycle. For example, research could be carried out on confidence 
building strategies used by master coaches only during game time. As mentioned 
previously, if researchers looked at these coaches' strategies and devise more ways of 
verifying the impact of those strategies on their players they would contribute greatly to 
our understanding of the development of team confidence. 
There many different strategies cited in this study. It is necessary for future 
research efforts to take The Team Confidence Cycle and adapt it to diverse youth and 
other sport settings. For example, coaches of physically and mentally challenged athletes 
might benefit from considering how their Team Confidence Cycles may differ from the 
one proposed in this study and may need to be adapted. 
• Spiral research Although much of their understanding is theoretical in nature, 
Lindsley, Brass, and Thomas (1995) provides excellent analysis of group and team 
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confidence. The present study has outlined some of the situations in which coaches 
operate in the Team Confidence Cycle. Still the need for further research in how 
efficacy-performance spirals might operate within the situations outlined and how 
coaches might better manage them is fertile area for future study. They stated, "Overall, 
there is a clear and pressing need for empirical research that specifies how to detect, 
control, and redirect spirals (p.671)." Coaches would likely have a keen interest in better 
understanding how to control such events. 
• Pressure on coaches Although the coaches acknowledge how they help their players 
deal with pressure during a contest, most of the coaches seemed to avoid talking about 
how they deal personally with the pressure during a game. It may be useful to know how 
coaches cope with competitive pressure. Baltzell (2000) in a report to the U.S. Olympic 
Committee explained how rowing coaches might help their athletes deal better with the 
competitive pressure. Study could be aimed to assist football coaches and coaches in 
general deal with the crushing expectations and pressure on modem day coaches. Despite 
their success, a number of coaches in the study have had well publicized exits from the 
game in part due to stress of the position of head coach. (Dick V ermeilleft the sidelines 
in the 1980's due to coaching burnout. Bill Parcells has left coaching at least twice for 
mental and physical health reasons. And Jimmy Johnson reportedly stopped coaching 
most recently due to conflict over job and family.) If certain styles of coaching are not 
friendly to the long-term health and well being of the coach, perhaps there are other 
models of coaching that can be put forth on how to accomplish success on and off the 
field that are more coach friendly. In fact, a number of the coaches in this study have 
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enjoyed great longevity as well as success on and off the field. If one of the purposes of 
psychology is to alleviate psychological burdens, then perhaps sport psychologists can 
provide alternative models for coaching. Clearly, because of the intense demands for 
performance, a model that utilizes both enjoyment and fulfillment in the in coaching must 
also emphasize results on the scoreboard. 
Developmental appropriateness In American sporting culture, if the coach wins, then 
almost any means they use to do so are usually considered to be justified. Indeed all of 
the coaches in this study have been selected for their ability to win games. Unfortunately, 
given the goals of professional and big-time athletics many problems and abuses may be 
deemed tolerable if they do not bring too much negative publicity to university or 
professional team. Featuring the strategies of college and professional coaches might lead 
youth sport and high school coaches to adopt psychological tactics that are entirely 
inappropriate for youth sport coaching. Strategies derived from this study, therefore, 
need to be compared with those of successful youth sport and high school coaches before 
embracing them. In response to increasing drop-out rates, violence and other negative 
events surrounding sport, a movement towards helping youth sport coaches be more 
effective in delivering the benefits of sport to their athletes has been gaining momentum 
in recent years. As a result, the responsible and caring youth sport coach can find a 
wealth of sources of information regarding effective and developmentally appropriate 
coaching strategies. (See Positive Coaching Alliance@ http//: www.positivecoach.org). 
A continual challenge for researchers in the field is to point out those coaching 
methods and practices that are humane and empowering to athletes especially at the 
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youth and high school level. A second challenge is organizing those methods and 
practices to create training programs that are palatable to youth sport coaches. Coaching 
education programs must be designed to help coaches understand and "buy into" the 
development of their athletes from a holistic perspective. Given the winning obsessed 
culture in which we live, it is likely that a key to such educational efforts will not be 
discovering and sharing those coaching methods that are humane and empowering but 
rather convincing coaches that those methods will not compromise on the field success. 
(See Westering (1990) Make the Big Time Where You Are). See Chapter 9. 
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Conclusions 
CHAPTER9 
IMPLICATIONS FOR COACHES 
There have been many research efforts aimed at defining what makes a good 
coach. Some have studied the personality factors and traits of coaches. Other studies 
have sought to understand their coaching behaviors. Still others have focused on how 
coaches might influence group dynamics. A few recent studies have devised ways in 
which collective-efficacy is measured (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998). And some have looked 
team confidence along with other psychological factors such as team cohesion, and 
intrinsic motivation to understand how they might relate to peak performance experiences 
(Haberl, 2000). While undoubtedly many have tried to understand the success of great 
coaches, no studies to date have sought specifically to understand how master football 
coaches build team confidence. 
This chapter intends to highlight those findings that can best help us understand 
how these twenty master football coaches build team confidence. While these coaches 
might not agree upon every aspect of how to build confidence there are some general 
areas of consensus. First, I will outline some general considerations of how these 
coaches think team confidence is developed. It must be noted that some of the coaches in 
the study were able to clearly express how they build confidence while others seemed 
less aware of how they build a confident team. Second, some key insights on how they 
endeavor to build team confidence are listed. Regardless of their ease or difficulty 
describing these processes, all of the coaches contributed to the overall understanding of 
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how team confidence is developed. Third and finally, are some concluding thoughts on 
how this information might guide coaches of all levels in their attempts to build a 
confident team. 
Considerations for building team confidence 
When these coaches set out to build a team with a resolute sense of confidence 
there are a number of considerations that they take into account. 
1. Confidence can be fragile- take care not to destroy it. 
2. Confidence ensues from having a progression of successful experiences. Ensure 
success, even partial or minor success, and then point out progress. 
3. It may be necessary to remove obstacles before a team can become confident. 
4. There are some guiding principles to follow when building confidence. 
The following section explains in more depth the above mentioned considerations. 
1. Confidence is fragile 
"All the king's horses and all the king's men, couldn't put Humpty 
together again" Nursery rhyme 
How coaches avoid destroying confidence may be an overlooked aspect of 
developing confidence. This may be especially true at the individual level. Mia Hamm, 
arguably the world's best women's soccer player, described how important her coach's 
support was to her during the 2000 season when she was going through a scoring 
drought. She noted, " .. . confidence is like an unmade bed, you have to remake it 
everyday"(Women's Sports Fitness 7/8/00, p.70). Hamm's quote serves to underscore 
just how important it is for coaches to keep their athlete's confidence fully intact. Coach 
John Gagliardi, who has the most wins (414), of any football coach all-time in any 
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division, clarified how he builds confidence in his program. He says, " ... maybe the key 
is we don't destroy the confidence they have"(JG: 107-11 0). 
At the team level, master coaches must also maintain a team's sense of 
confidence. It seems that teams periodically will fall into performance slumps. Even 
small changes in performance can be unnerving. Coach Bowden laments, "You could 
win 15 games in a row and lose one and there would be a little confidence missing"(BB: 
222). Apparently, is seems easier to strengthen a team's belief in their capabilities than it 
is to resurrect this belief when they have fallen into a slump. Coach Bobby Bowden, who 
has the most wins of any Division I coach in college history, tells how he urges his 
assistant coaches to maintain a sense of confidence after a tough loss. He says, " ... don't 
let it fall, don't let it fall, you got to go get it back, if you have lost it"(BB: 223-5). 
For a more in-depth discussion of the tenuous nature of team confidence refer to the 
discussion of efficacy-performance spirals in Chapter 2 and Chapter 8. Previous 
discussion of downward efficacy-performance spirals, or negative spirals, may help 
explain how downward spirals may occur, but the coaches seem interested in avoiding 
their occurrence altogether. Suffice it to say that these coaches are ever vigilant to 
maintain and solidify their teams' sense of confidence. 
2. Confidence ensues from having a progression of successful experiences: 
Ensure success and then point out progress 
Previous discussion about the derivative nature of confidence explains that team 
confidence seems to be the result of having mastery experiences and helping their players 
process those experiences in a way that fortifies their teams' sense of confidence. 
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• Ensure gains In Coach Parcells' words, teams and individuals become more 
confident when they demonstrate to themselves that they can be successful in certain 
situations. He said, "I think genuine confidence is only born of demonstrated 
ability"(BP: 94). In the same way, Coach Johnson observed, "I think confidence comes 
from having success, whether it be a small success or any kind of success"(JJ: 67-9). 
Master coaches note that they try to ensure that their teams have so-called mastery 
experiences on the individual, group, and collective level. Coaches noted the necessity 
for a player to have success on the individual level. Coach Teaff described how he 
would make certain his players had success. He said, 
" ... small successes make big successes. So, I would find ways to make 
youngsters experience success, even in a drill, by virtually lining them up 
against somebody that they had a chance to beat rather than lining them up 
against the best player on the offensive line that they had no chance to 
defeat"(GT: 416-22). 
On the group level, sometimes it is necessary for the coach to ensure that a particular 
unit of the team experience success. Some coaches may design plays in practice versus a 
defense that is particularly vulnerable to that type of play just so they could have success. 
Coach Knox gives a different example of creating success. He said, 
"Well, that comes with the practice and having success and everyone 
enjoying it. You can have a little drill at practice, say this is the last play 
of the game. We need seven points and don't put anyone over there on 
defense. You line up an offensive team, you throw the ball down the field. 
It's caught. The guy runs into the end zone. We all run down and pick 
him up and they are enthused about it"(CK: 236-8). 
By not putting anyone on defense Coach Knox is almost guaranteeing his offensive unit 
will experience success. 
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On the team level it may be more difficult to assure such experiences but it 
appears for most teams that having success in progressively challenging situations 
prepares them for the most difficult contests. Coach Siedlecki explained that because his 
team played decently in a championship game the previous year they were more prepared 
to win the following year. He explained that even though they lost they knew they were 
closer to winning. He noted, " .. .it doesn't just happen. That's the thing. They do have to 
learn and they have to play in those circumstances and you've got to experience some 
success"(JS: 243-5). Apparently, it is essential that the coach organize the team 
environment and structure team experiences so that confidence can develop. 
• Point out gains In addition to finding ways to set up success many of these coaches 
let players know when they have improved. Calling attention to their gains is essential to 
the way master coaches fortify team confidence after their teams have had mastery 
experiences. Coach Parcells notes how he uses off the field meetings as an opportunity 
reinforce his team's confidence. He describes, 
"Look that's what we did great, that's how we won, hey this is the reason 
we won this game. This is the reason we are a better team now. Look at 
what we did here, look at what we did there ... This is why we have a better 
chance to win because we do things better than these other teams do"(BP: 
532-4). 
Not only does Parcells point out why he feels his team has improved but also he will 
point out areas in which he feels his team is superior to other teams. 
Confident teams are comprised of groups of players like an offense, defense, and 
the various special teams units. Master coaches will point out improvement of groups 
within a team. Coach John Robinson talks about how he works with for example an 
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offensive unit to demonstrate to them they have improved. He says, for example, 
" ... execution of a play, putting it on video, say, look, this is what we were after on this 
play and we are doing it. Ways, so that they can collectively believe in what they are 
doing"(JR: 114-5). 
Confident teams are also comprised of individuals. Apparently, master 
coaches point out to individuals when they improve. Coach Dye describes how he 
reacts to even slight improvements in behavior with high praise. He explains, 
"If you've got an offensive lineman out there who is getting his ass kicked 
and he goes one on one ten times and those nine times that he gets beat, 
you correct him in a low tone and just a matter of fact manner and then the 
one time that he has success you make a big deal out of it. And the next 
day you go out there and you go ten times and he gets whipped 8 times and 
then he has two good blocks"(PD: 374-378). 
At the team, group, or individual levels master coaches are quick to make sure 
their teams know when they have improved. 
3. Barriers/Obstacles to Confidence 
The coaches identified a number of things that could stand in the way of a team 
becoming confident. 
• Not Having success Players need to see improvement to believe they can succeed. 
Not having success early on was especially devastating to the prospects of developing a 
confident team. Coach Bowden talked about how essential success is to develop a 
winning program in which players are confident. He said, "Winning is contagious and 
losing is contagious. So, you got to start winning or it is not going to sell"(BB: 53-4). 
While many of the coaches' teams have struggled at the outset, in time they were able to 
turn the corner. For example, Coach Holtz was 0-11 in his first year at the University of 
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South Carolina but won eight games and went to a bowl game the following year. Coach 
Holtz has described in many different occasions that the reason he was able to keep the 
team together that year was because the team could see they were making progress and 
they were getting better. 
• Selfishness According to the coaches, player selfishness was cited as a significant 
but surmountable obstacle to developing team confidence. Among the many strategies 
implemented by the coaches to overcome selfishness, foremost are teaching team 
concepts, identifying acceptable and unacceptable behaviors, and meeting problem 
selfishness head-on by acting swiftly and forcefully if necessary. 
• Overconfidence or false confidence Players that are not totally convinced of their 
abilities may try to overcompensate with false bravado. Master coaches are able to be 
honest with their players, eventually getting them to be more honest with themselves. 
Honest feedback is conveyed in a number of ways. Coach Sherrill is a strong proponent 
of being candid with his players. He explains, "I've never told a kid that he would ever 
play or told a kid he was the best thing since sliced bread . .. .I 'm not going to like you 
every day. There is no such thing. That ' s reality"(139-41). Among the many ways 
coaches try get a player to be honest with themselves, none may be more powerful than 
the other members of the team. (For more information on the nature of group support see 
chapter 8- Therapuetic Environment-interpersonal learning). 
4. Basic principles to develop team confidence 
There are certain basic guidelines that master coaches take into account when 
trying to build a confident team: 
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• Set-up early successes. 
• Reach small victories, celebrate those, and progressively work toward bigger ones. 
• Teach your team to avoid costly mistakes 
• Teach things that will lead to confidence gradually, day to day, and on a year round 
basis. 
For reasons enumerated above these coaches see the importance of early success and 
make every effort to ensure that they and their teams get off to a good start. In the same 
breath, the coaches look to identify small victories and progress towards larger goals 
because they seem to realize that this helps their teams have a sense of their improving 
abilities. 
One major theme that came from the coaches' comments was that sometimes a 
team must learn how not to lose before they can win. Many coaches stressed that 
avoiding mistakes could be seen as a prerequisite to becoming successful and confident. 
Finally, all the coaches in one way or another conveyed that building confidence is a 
gradual process that takes a commitment to getting better a little bit each day over the 
course of seasons and even years. 
The Team Confidence Cycle 
We know from Yalom ( 1995) that other types of groups struggle to cohere 
socially and to develop common purposes. Leaders of active groups try to get members to 
strive to resolve key issues and revisit those issues when necessary. It is likely every 
coach has some sort of framework in mind when they look to develop a successful team. 
To understand how master coaches think regarding the development of team confidence 
throughout the course of a year, it is useful to match what they do with particular periods 
in a competitive cycle. The Team Confidence Cycle outlines the major and minor tasks a 
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coach must carry out to develop a confident team. For in-depth discussion of the major 
and minor tasks see Chapters 6 &7. 
Table 4: The Team Confidence Cycle 
Task 1: Take stock 
Set the course Sell a vision 
Initial Buy in 
Motivation 
Task 2: Assemble the team 
Create a confidence Build trust 
environment Clarify Expectations 
Deal with Problems 
Educate the Team 
Task 3: Prepare 
Promote mastery Practice 
Position 
Point out gains 
Task 4: Pressure 
Underlying mentality 
Get them to perform Soft-approach 
Hard-approach 
Task 5: Assess the result 
Assess Be Honest 
performance Cope with Losing 
Deal with winning 
Task 6: Stay the Course 
Stay the course Turning the Comer 
Allow them to do it 
Never give up on them 
Demonstrate Ability 
Task 7: Morale 
Maintain high Making the Jump 
performance Mature Players 
Make-up of Successful Teams 
A brief explanation of seven major tasks to build and maintain a confident team follows. 
1. Set the course The first major task that the coach must do is set the course for the 
organization. To do so requires him to take stock of what resources he has and to 
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assess the potential of his players and coaches. Also he must convince or "sell" 
enough of the key members of the team to follow or "buy in" to this new vision for 
the team. He must also motivate them towards fulfilling that vision. 
2. Create a confidence environment After the initial task of setting the course the 
coach must at once do several things to create a climate of belief. He must 
concurrently: assemble a team talented enough to succeed, build an atmosphere of 
trust, clarify expectations of behavior, deal with many difficult problems, and begin 
to educate his players on key areas of importance. 
3. Promote mastery Early in the process of building team confidence the coach must 
first organize and plan for his team to experience and accumulate successes. He must 
prepare his team to meet challenges and provide opportunities to progressively master 
as many challenging situations as possible. The coach apparently has the most 
control over such experiences during the practice setting. Bill Parcells believes that 
practice is the setting in which he can influence team belief the best. He notes, " .. .in 
the practice environment I have the luxury of going over it and over it and I can 
orchestrate the environment"(BP: 423-4). A second key component of consolidating 
the team 's belief in themselves is organizing a progression of increasingly difficult 
experiences. Third, master coaches make certain their teams notice when they have 
attained a new level of proficiency. They do so by pointing out to their teams those 
mastery experiences as they are achieved. 
4. Get them to perform Since coaches are measured largely on their records it seems 
logical to assume that the best coaches must do something special during the game. 
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Contrary to this notion, these coaches downplayed their role in the success of the 
team on game day. Many of the coaches believe instead that getting a team to perform 
well is the result of good preparation. Coach Dye feels that most outcomes are 
decided almost in advance. He says, " ... they know if you've got confidence in them 
and they know if you don't. And you know most games are won long before 
Saturday, very few of them are won by brilliant strategy on the sideline on Saturday 
afternoon" (PD: 207-9). The coaches noted that they respond during a game in ways 
that correspond to the conditions of each game. Master coaches described the 
atmosphere during the game as one filled with pressure. Coaches have to make 
decisions with little time to respond as well as deal with highly charged emotions that 
are fed by the outcome orientation of everyone involved. In light of these realities 
many of the coaches stressed the importance of getting players to relax. At such 
times coaches may crack a joke or take a forgiving approach towards a mistake. 
Indeed, coaches may allow players to relax by their own confident and positive 
attitudes. Many of the coaches talked about the necessity of almost always being 
positive in this atmosphere. Coach Johnson said, " ... in a game I give 90% percent 
positive reinforcement"(JJ: 146). Although most of the coaches seemed to agree in 
principle with this general philosophy, a number of them pointed out that in certain 
circumstances they could become very forceful and extremely negative. Such 
interactions were usually aimed to alter behavior that the coaches viewed as lacking 
effort, lackadaisical, or overconfident. 
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5. Assess performance A important task of the head coach is to make sense of the 
results of every contest. How they help their players interpret every loss or victory is 
critical to the development of team confidence. Being honest and fairly accounting 
for failures and successes seems essential to this task. See chapter 7 for details of how 
Coach Parcells assesses the results of any contest. Having strategies for coping with 
tough losses and dealing with winning by avoiding a drop off of effort and attention 
after wins appears to be key to master coaches. 
6. Stay the course Many coaches stressed the importance of sticking with one's plan 
even in the face of difficulty. Coach Vermeil exclaimed, " ... the big thing is 
consistency that doesn't waver"(DV: 231). Many ofthe coaches talked about the hard 
and continual work they must do to get their players to play their best. Coach Johnson 
noted how he remained essentially the same during his 1-15 season as his 16-3 
season. He said, " ... you never compromise your principles and it is an ongoing 
process. You set the standard and you get on track and you stay on track"(JJ: 93-4). 
Staying the course also includes believing in a players when they are down. Coach 
Bowden noted, " ... so you don't want give up on him"(BB: 338). Coaches believed 
that they could be instrumental in helping a player or a team to improve, but some 
note that ultimately the team must take it upon itself to determine how good they can 
be. Coach Parcells noted, "I think they have to take that last little step"(BP: 583). 
7. Maintain high performance Coaches of successful teams must labor to maintain the 
individuals that comprise a group and ensure that they sustain the effort and attention 
that helped them to become confident in the first place. A hallmark of successful 
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teams is consistency. Although they may not always deliver peak performance they 
consistently deliver a high level. Some coaches attribute such consistency to 
maturity. Coach Sherrill noted, " ... you win with mature players"(JSh: 53). Coaches 
may be able to contribute to their player's maturity especially by helping them see 
their own weaknesses and their opponents ' strengths. Another characteristic of 
successful teams is a sense of high morale, it seems coaches not only sustain a 
confident team by skillful planning and teaching but also by setting the tone for their 
teams displaying energy, enthusiasm, a sense of enjoyment, humor, and humility. 
These qualities have been associated with make-up successful teams by the coaches 
in this study. 
KEYAREASOFCONCERN 
Master coaches pointed to a number of key areas of concern that need continual attention 
during the process of building a confident team. 
• Continual Learning The way for an individual to avoid efficacy-performance 
spirals is by continual adjustment and self-correction. With the assistance of coaches 
players can make the necessary adjustments. To facilitate these adjustments coaches 
need to give accurate, timely, and specific feedback to their teams. While these 
guidelines are not new for coaches, it is important to master coaches to find ways to 
ensure that the members of the team respond to their feedback. Coaches need to fmd 
effective teaching strategies so their players can make positive change. 
• Emotional consistency According to master coaches, confident teams manage their 
emotional reactions to both success and failure . Because they do not too elated or 
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depressed they are able to attend to the important business of continual learning 
mentioned above making the necessary corrections throughout the season. Coaches 
therefore need to be emotionally consistent and to teach and preach the value of their 
players being emotionally consistent in practice or game, win or lose. 
• Constant fine-tuning Coaches need to be concerned about their team's confidence 
on the individual, group, and team levels. Having a plan to develop confidence as well as 
responding appropriately to changes in team confidence on all of these levels throughout 
the season will affect the development of a team 's confidence. 
• Performance/Game-time Even some of the seemingly toughest coaches in this study 
stressed the importance of managing their interactions with their teams during heated 
contests. Under most circumstances coaches should avoid being too harsh with players 
during the game. Coach Jimmy Johnson, who coached his teams to two Super Bowls and 
a college national championship, stressed the importance of remaining positive. He 
noted, " ... during a game I give 90% positive reinforcement"(JJ: 146). Coaches need to 
find ways to reassure anxious players and get them to relax enough to play to their full 
potential. As Dick Vermeil notes, "I think sometimes as coaches you send kids into 
games who are so concerned about making mistakes that they don't release all the energy 
they have to play"(DV: 236-7). Not only giving brief, timely, specific instructions but 
also acting as a calming influence are all things that coaches can do to be helpful for their 
teams during a game. When given simple, clear, and familiar instructions coaches help 
their athletes to make key adjustments under duress. 
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• Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde Phenomenon Being verbally aggressive or forceful with 
their players during a contest is one way that some master coaches react to very specific 
instances of poor play which have been outlined previously. First, it must be emphasized 
that while this may work for some of the coaches in the study there were other coaches in 
the study that were clear that they would almost never take such an approach. Second, it 
is important for coaches to consider the psychological and emotional impact of all their 
actions on their players. Youth sport and high school coaches would almost always be 
better served to try and take a positive approach to correcting errors, exhorting more 
effort, and motivating young people. 
Character 
"Good thoughts and actions can never produce bad results; bad thoughts 
and actions can never produce good results. " 
James Allen 
Having highly developed character-related qualities may be more important to the 
development of team confidence than other aspects considered thus far. Coach Levy 
linked character qualities to the development of confidence. He observed, 
"I think confidence is something that grows and develops because of 
preparation, your mindset, your character qualities . I think people with 
good character have a better opportunity to develop confidence than those 
who don't"(ML: 333-5). 
Linking good character to building confidence supposes that many master coaches 
conduct their programs in ways that instill certain values that might lead to virtuous or 
exemplary behavior among their teams. In fact, they cited what can be considered many 
character-related virtues such as honesty/integrity, responsibility/accountability, 
justice/fairness , and caring/compassion as those that are espoused in their programs. 
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Perhaps master coaches engender these values due to deeply held personal beliefs. 
Skeptics might think that coaches pay lip service to character related issues for its 
political correctness value. It was beyond the scope of this project to determine if master 
coaches personally act in accordance with these beliefs. Boyea ( 1995) studied highly 
successful high school basketball programs and discovered that those programs were 
rooted in the development of the entire person not just as athletes. He suggested that 
even if there are a few coaches that are such tactical geniuses that they can afford to run a 
program largely devoid of any elements of character education he cautioned that it might 
be risky for coaches to rely on tactics alone to build winning teams. It seems from his 
study that a coach that develops people is perhaps more likely to succeed. Gould, Collins, 
Lauer & Chung (2002) studied award winning high school football coaches and 
examined how coaches recognized for their good character are also skilled at creating 
successful teams. They said, " .. . developing player life skills and character does not have 
to come at the expense of program success. Indeed, these coaches as a group won over 
75% of their games"(p.91). The ten coaches in their study were nominated by NFL 
players and selected from many as the final award winners for the NFL Charities 
"Coaches of the Year Program". They were nominated for "positively influencing" their 
players' lives. Gould et al. (2002) suggest that it is not coincidental that these coaches 
also had extraordinary records of success. 
A final issue: Developmental Appropriateness The present study shows that master 
football coaches in this study seem to be concerned with a number of qualities that Gould 
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et al. (2002) emphasized that the award winning high school football coaches have. 
Gould et al.(2000) said, 
" ... While they were highly motivated to win they made the personal 
development of their players a top priority. The coaches had well 
thought-out philosophies and were characterized by clear expectations 
relative to rules, player behavior, and team expectations. Several coaches 
emphasized tough love in that they "demanded" maximum effort and 
discipline, but made it clear that they always cared about their players 
as people"(p.22). 
Even though there seems to be consistencies between Gould et al. (2002) and the present 
study (see bold print in above quote), it must be stated that the strategies derived from the 
present study are used by coaches that work with adults. For that reason, approaches 
from both studies may not always be appropriate for children that have not reached high 
school age. For example, it is worrisome to imagine how some football coaches of seven 
to ten-year old teams might interpret Gould et al.'s (2002) concept of "tough love". It is 
advisable then for coaches to be aware of developmental concerns when implementing 
any youth sport program. Among the developmental concerns of the young athlete are the 
social, emotional, physical, cognitive and even spiritual needs. And these needs may vary 
widely depending on the age group. The caring youth sport coach therefore is 
responsible to be informed regarding effective and developmentally appropriate coaching 
strategies for their players. (See Positive Coaching Alliance web-site: 
http: //www.positivecoach.org). It is the researcher's belief that youth sport and high 
school coaches might consider many of the fmdings from this present study relevant and 
appropriate to building team confidence at the youth sport level. It is necessary, 
however, for future research efforts to take The Team Confidence Cycle and adapt it 
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specifically to youth and other diverse sport settings. Building confidence should be 
considered in greater depth for settings such as those for physically and mentally 
challenged athletes . In the meantime, determining whether the many different strategies 
cited in this study are appropriate for a particular setting should be guided by common 
sense. For example, master coaches have revealed that during games when players are 
not playing well, that they sometimes use a soft-approach and at other times a hard-
approach. This so-called "Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde" phenomenon may have merit at the 
professional level but the hard-approach can not be advised or deemed acceptable in a 
youth sport setting even if it is effective at higher levels. 
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Informed consent I book concept 
Data 
Appendix A 
How old are you? Married? Children? 
Where were you born in your family? 
Did anyone in your family support your athletic endeavors? 
Has any one in your family been influential to your coaching? 
Mentors? 
Who are you the people whom have significantly affected you approach to coaching? 
Which of their qualities do you find yourself taking on as their own? I.e. "I sound 
like my father or coach". 
Approach A: What are the most important qualities of successful/winning teams? 
Is there a single thing that you think is the most important? 
(i.e.) How do you build a team that "knows they can win? 
Approach B: Some people might say, that the most important quality of winning teams 
is that the members of the team believe that the team can win? 
Or a sense of confidence that the team can be successful? 
Do you agree with that? 
o What is your thinking on *How to create a confident team/group? Can you tell me 
about any strategies you use to build team confidence? Can you think of an 
example? Any other examples? 
o How do you tell if your strategies are working? What is a recent example? 
o What do you see as the big obstacles to team confidence? Any other obstacles? 
o What are your strategies for overcoming these obstacles? 
o Did you ever have a time when your strategies did not work? 
o *Some people say, that [(cliques)/ exclusive "in-groups"] undermine a team's 
confidence? Do you agree with that? What do you do about cliques on your 
team.[Negative Sub-grouping] 
o *In regard to building team confidence, is there a positive aspect to sub-groups 
within your teams? (Offense/Defense/Positions/roles) [Positive Sub-grouping] 
o How you want your teams to act/think regarding confidence? How do you know 
your team is "there"? How do they learn what you want? [Construction of norms] 
o * Once it was there, how did you maintain your teams(as a whole) sense of 
confidence? What is an example? [Maintaining ] 
o Before games, what strategies do you have for building team confidence? Can you 
give me an example when it worked? Were there any that backfired? Were your 
teams overconfident? 
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o What are the signs that your team is not playing with confidence? Can you cite a 
recent example? 
o During the game, if your team's confidence begins to lag what do you do? 
o What are the signs that your team is not practicing with confidence? Can you give 
me an example? During a practice if your team's confidence begins to lag 
what do you do? 
o Off the field, what organizational things do you do to build team confidence? 
Examples: (meetings, informal meetings , film sessions team gatherings), 
How do you know if your team's confidence is down, off the field? If your 
team's confidence has been down what do you do? 
*=Systems perspective []=group leader basic tasks Yalom (1989) 
Underscore =Competition, Training, Organizational Settings 
o Snowball sampling? 
o If I failed to ask you a specific thing, would it be O.K. to call you? 
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Appendix B 
Follow-up Questions* 
1. " Did your coaching, over the years change in regards to building team confidence? 
2. I've been reading the transcripts, and some people say, that confidence can be taught. 
What do you think of that? 
3. If you can not teach it or encourage it, Is there anything you can do to: 
Affect it? 
Maintain it? 
4. What do you think you can control? 
5. Some people worry about destroying confidence, if you were telling a young coach 
how to keep their teams confident what would you say to them? 
6. Some people say that confidence is a habit. What do you say? 
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Appendix C 
Informed Consent 
Purpose 
This research study is being conducted by John McCarthy, a doctoral student at Boston 
University. The purpose of this study is to achieve a better understanding of how 
coaching strategies may contribute to team success. Some of the information from this 
interview will be included in my doctoral dissertation. The findings, it is hoped, may 
become the basis of a book or presentations. · 
Procedure 
The interview process will take approximately thirty to sixty minutes. This 
research will be comprised open-ended questions that will explore specific aspects of 
your success. It is important that you take your time in considering your responses. The 
interview will be audio taped. Only the researcher and a research assistant will listen to 
and transcribe the tapes. After the interview is transcribed you will be sent a copy. You 
will be able to delete any quotes that you do not want to be included. If for any reason 
you do not want to include any part of the transcribed material it will remain confidential 
otherwise the strategies and thoughts you share with me attributed to you. Your 
responses, along with those of the other coaches involved in the study, will be studied to 
see if any patterns emerge. When the study is completed you will receive a summary of 
the findings. 
Voluntary Participation 
Your participation in this study is voluntary. Interviews, such as this, explore 
one's personal ideas, thoughts, and feelings. If at any point you do not feel comfortable 
completing the interview process, please stop. 
I appreciate your willingness to participate in this study. Thank you, for your 
time. I hope you benefit from the interviewing process in some meaningful way. 
I give my consent to participate in this study. 
Signature ___________ _ Date _______ _ 
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John McCarthy, Ed.M. 
2 Euston Street #6 
Brookline, MA 02446 
6171734-9921 
jmmcc@bu.edu 
May, 25th 2001 
Knute Rockne 
Football Office 
Leahy Athletic Center 
South Bend, IN 32316-2340 
Dear Coach Rockne, 
Appendix D 
My name is John McCarthy and I am a doctoral candidate in Boston University's Sport 
Psychology program. I am studying "master coaches" and writing my dissertation on 
effective coaching. For the purpose of this study "master coaches" are those who have 
built successful programs at three or more institutions. 
Having been a college coach for ten years, I am aware that you are in demand year round, 
however, if you were willing to participate the study would be significantly strengthened. 
I am hopeful that you would be interested and willing to be interviewed for this study. 
Bill Parcells and Lou Holtz are two coaches who have already been interviewed. 
I have spoken with the American Football Coaches Association's (name of 
representative), and he has suggested that I submit a summary of the findings to the 
AFCA summer manual committee for the possible publication in the AFCA summer 
manual. I am a long-time member of the AFCA and I am committed to getting this 
information out there to be of service to the profession. It is hoped that the findings will 
be an important resource to coaches at all levels, but especially for the young coaches to 
benefit from the hard earned wisdom of "master coaches'. 
I look forward to the possibility of interviewing you in-person or over the telephone. I 
know that you will be getting busier once summer camps are under way so I will be 
contacting you soon via the telephone with the goal of setting up an interview. 
Thank you for your time and consideration 
Sincerely, 
John McCarthy 
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Appendix E 
Summary Model Illustrating a Downward Spiral 
Actor's abilities and 
situational resources~ Initial 
and constraints ellicacy---. Emotional 
judgment 
Decreased 
C eUicacy 
aooawl\" 
Verbal 
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consistent Delay&<!. 
with ~ general. 
performance Inaccurate inaccurate 
attributions+~--- performance 
feedback 
Decreas&dtask 
performance 
Task 
uncor1ainty/ 
complexity 
Task 
Verbal 
persuasion 
consistent 
with 
performance 
Cn:;:~ed ~ ate 
feedback and 
attributions 
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~complexity ; 
Counteracting 
verbal 
persuasion 
has little 
effect 
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~efficacy 
Increased 
emotional 
arousal 
Decreased task 
performance 
'--- Self- uncontrollable 
~ labeling.._- attributions 
Task 
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emotional 
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~ complexity 
by others processing 
· performance 
Avoidance or_..... 
withdrawal 
Reprinted from Lindsley, Brass and Thomas (1995) 
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E 
APPENDIXF 
No Excuses 
Any excuse for non-performance, however valid, softens the character. It is a 
sedative against one's own conscience. When a man uses an excuse, he attempts to 
convince both himself and other that unsatisfactory performance is somehow acceptable. 
He is - perhaps unconsciously- attempting to divert attention from performance; the 
only thing that counts is his own want for sympathy. The user is dishonest with himself 
as well as with others. No matter how good or how valid, the excuse never changes 
performance. 
The world measures success in terms of performance alone. No man is remembered in 
history for what he would have accomplished. History never asks how hard it was to do 
the job, nor considers the obstacles that had to be overcome. It never measures the 
handicaps . It counts only one thing - performance. No man ever performed a 
worthwhile task without consciously ignoring many a plausible excuse. 
To use an excuse is a habit. We cannot have both the performance habit and the 
excuse habit. We all have a supply of excuses. The more we use them the to lower our 
standards become, the poorer our performance. The better we perform, the less plausible 
our excuses become. 
Next time you want to defend your sub-par performance, say instead (at least to 
yourself): 
No Excuses! 
Notice the startling effect this will have on your own self-respect. You will have 
recognized your failure. You will have been honest with yourself. You will be one step 
closer to the perfmmance habit. You will be a better man for it We will be a better team! 
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